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AN OUTLINE NARRATIVE

TRACING BRIEFLY THE CAUSES, CON-

NECTIONS, AND CONSEQUENCES OF

(THE EPOCH OF REVOLUTION)

CHARLES F. HORNE

'FTER us, the deluge!" said Louis XV of

France. He died in 1774, and the remain-

ing quarter of the eighteenth century wit-

nessed social changes the most radical, the

most widespread which had convulsed civil-

ization since the fall of Rome. "As soon as

our peasants seek education," said Catharine

II of Russia to one of her ministers, "neither you nor I will retain

our places." Catharine, one of the shrewdest women of her day,

judged her own people by the more advanced civilization of

Western Europe. She saw that it was the growth of ideas, the

intellectual advance, which had made Revolution, world-wide

Revolution, inevitable.

If we look back to the beginnings of Teutonic Europe, we
see that the social system existing among the wild tribes that

overthrew Rome, was purely republican. Each man was equal
to every other; and they merely conferred upon their sturdiest

warrior a temporary authority to lead them in battle. When
these Franks (the word itself means freemen) found themselves

masters of the imperial, slave-holding world of Rome, the two

opposing systems coalesced in vague confusing whirl, from

which emerged naturally enough the "feudal system," the

rule of a warrior aristocracy. Gradually a few members of this

siii



xiv AN OUTLINE NARRATIVE OF

nobility rose above the rest, became centres of authority, kings,

ruling over the States of modern Europe. The lesser nobles lost

their importance. The kings became absolute in power and be-

gan to regard themselves as special beings, divinely appointed to

rule over their own country, and to snatch as much of their

neighbors' as they could.

Secure in their undisputed rank, the monarchs tolerated or

even encouraged the intellectual advance of their subjects, until

those subjects saw the selfishness of their masters, saw the folly

of submission and the ease of revolt, saw the world-old truth

of man's equality, to which tyranny and misery had so long

blinded them.

Of course these ideas still hung nebulous in the air in the

year 1775, and Europe at first scarce noted that Britain was

having trouble with her distant colonies. Yet to America be-

longs the honor of having first maintained against force the new
or rather the old and now re-arisen principles. England, it is

true, had repudiated her Stuart kings still earlier; but she had re-

placed their rule by that of a narrow aristocracy, and now George

III, the German king of the third generationwhom she had placed
as a figure-head upon her throne, was beginning, apparently
with much success, to reassert the royal power. George III was

quite as much a tyrant to England as he was to America, and

Britons have long since recognized that America was fighting

their battle for independence as well as her own.

The English Parliament was not in those days a truly repre-
sentative body. The appointment of a large proportion of its

members rested with a few great lords; other members were

elected by boards of aldermen and similar small bodies. The

large majority of Englishmen had no votes at all, though the plea
was advanced that they were "virtually represented," that is,

they were able to argue with and influence their more fortunate

brethren, and all would probably be actuated by similar senti-

ments. This plea of
"
virtual representation" was now extended

to America, where its absurdity as applied to a people three

thousand miles away and engaged in constant protest against
the course of the English Government, became at once manifest,
and the cry against "Taxation without representation" became
the motto of the Revolution.
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THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

Parliament, finding the Americans most unexpectedly reso-

lute against submitting to taxation, would have drawn back from

the dispute; but King George insisted on its continuance. He
could not realize the difference between free-born Americans

long trained in habits of self-government, and the unfortunate

peasantry of Continental Europe, bowed by centuries of suffer-

ing and submission. He thought it only necessary to bully the

feeble colonists, as Louis XIV had bullied the Huguenots by

dragonnades. Soldiers were sent to America to live on the in-

habitants; and in Boston, General Gage to complete the ter-

ror sent out a force to seize the patriot leaders and destroy their

supplies.

Then came "the shot heard round the world." Instead of

cringing humbly, the Americans resisted. Several were shot

down at Lexington, and in return the remainder attacked the

soldiers with a resolution and skill which the peasantry of an

open country had never before displayed against trained troops.

These farmers had learned fighting from the Indians, they had

learned self-reliance, and each man acting for himself, seeking
what shelter he could find from tree or fence, fired upon the

Britons, until the most famous soldiery of Europe fled back to

Boston "their tongues hanging out of their mouths like dogs."
1

The astonished Britons clamored that their opponents did

not
"
fight fair," meaning that the peasants did not stand still

like sheep to be slaughtered, or rush in bodies to be massacred

by the superior weapons and trained manoeuvres of the pro-
fessional troops. Therein the objection touched the very point
of the world's advance: the common people, the countryfolk
of one land at least, had ceased to be mere unthinking cattle;

they acted from intellect, not from sheer brute despair.

Within a week of Lexington an army of the Americans were

gathered round Boston to defend their homes from further in-

vasions by these foreigners. The English tried the issue again,

and attacked the Americans at Bunker Hill.
2 The steady valor

of the regular troops, engaged on a regular battle-ground, en-

abled them to drive the poorly armed peasants from their in-

trenchments. But the victory was won at such frightful expense
J See Battle ofLexington, page i .

2 See Battle ofBunker Hill, page 19.
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of life to the British that it was not until forty years had brought

forgetfulness, that they tried a similar assault in military form

against the Americans at New Orleans. The farmers could

shoot as well as think. After Bunker Hill the Revolution was

recognized as a serious war, not a mere mad uprising of hopeless-

ness. Washington took control of the destinies of America.

Congress proclaimed its Independence.
1

At this period Northern America became unfortunately and

apparently permanently divided against itself. Canada, largely

from its French origin and language, had always stood apart

from the more southern English-speaking colonies. There had

been repeated wars between them. But now when England
had seized possession of Canada and within fifteen years of that

event the southern colonists were fighting England, it did seem

probable or at least hopeful that all America might unite against
the common foe.

So thought the American Congress, and despatched a force,

not against the inhabitants of Canada, but against the British

troops there, to enable the Canadians to join in the revolt. The
Canadians refused; the British forces were brilliantly handled,
and the tiny American army, totally unequal to coping single-
handed against the enemy and against the gigantic natural dif-

ficulties of the expedition, failed failed gloriously but totally
and only roused anew against the southland the antagonism of

the Canadians, mingled now with contempt and a growing ad-

miration and even loyalty toward the Britons.*

Canada became a depot into which British troops were poured,
and when Lord Howe and his army had captured New York,
the English Government planned a powerful expedition to de-

scend the Hudson valley, unite with Howe and so isolate New
England from the less violently rebellious colonies farther

south. On the success or failure of this undertaking hung the
fate not only of thenew continent, but one seeing the consequences
now is almost tempted to say, the fate of the world.

The command was intrusted to Burgoyne, an experienced
and capable general. Troops were given to him, it was thought,
amply sufficient to overbear all opposition. There was no regu-

1 See Signing ofAmerican Declaration ofIndependence , page 39.* See Canada Remains Loyal to England, page 30.
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lar army to resist him. But the American farmers of the region

rallied in their own defence, they hung like a cloud around Bur-

goyne's advance, they cut off his supplies, they became ever

more numerous in his front, until at last he fought desperate

battles against them, could not advance, and was compelled to

surrender his entire army.
1

Instantly the war assumed a new aspect. Europe awoke to

the fact that England was engaged against a worthy foe. France,

humbled in India, driven from America, defeated on her own

borders, saw her opportunity for revenge, revenge against her

hated rival. Moreover, the spirit of freedom which had been

proclaimed by Voltaire, by Rousseau, by a thousand other

voices, was awake in France; it saw its own cause, hopeless at

home, being triumphantly defended in America; and it cried

enthusiastically that the heroes should have aid. Spain, too, had

sore causes of complaint against England. So France first and

then Spain made alliance with the Americans. George III by
his obstinacy had plunged his realm into sore difficulties, had

given the final blow to any possible reestablishment of kingly

power in England.
The most immediate shock caused the Britons by the changed

aspect of the world, was given them by Paul Jones, an American

naval officer. He took advantage of the French alliance to se-

cure a little fleet, part American but mostly French; and with

it he cruised boldly around Great Britain, bidding defiance to

her navy and plundering her shores, in some faint imitation of

the depredations her troops had committed in America. The

fight of Jones in his flagship against the English frigate Serapis
has become world-famous, and the grim resolution with which

the American won his way to victory in face of apparent im-

possibilities, taught the Britons that on sea as well as on land

they had met their match.2

For a time the island kingdom bore up against all her foes.

The most famous of the many sieges of Gibraltar occurred; and

for three years the French and Spanish fleets sought unavail-

ingly to batter the stubborn rock into surrender.
3 But at last a

1 See Defeat ofBurgoyne at Saratoga, page 51,
* See First Victory ofthe American JVavy, page 68
8 See British Defence of Gibraltar, page 116.

E., VOL. xrv. B.
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second British army was trapped and captured at Yorktown by

the French and Americans.
1 Then England yielded. It was

impossible for her longer to undertake the enormous task of

transporting troops across three thousand miles of ocean. She

needed them at home; and many of the English people had

always protested against the fratricidal war with their brethren

in America. American independence was acknowledged, and

England was left free to demand a peace of her European foes.
2

The antagonisms roused by this bitter war, in which British

troops had repeatedly and cruelly ravaged the American lands

and homes, were long in fading. Canada had stood loyally by
Great Britain, and the break between the northern land and the

other colonies was sharp and final. Even throughout the States

which had become independent, a portion of the people had loy-

ally upheld British rule; and on these unfortunates the liberated

Americans threatened to wreak vengeance for all that had been

endured. Thus came about a vast emigration of the "Tories"

or Loyalists from the new States to Canada. They brought
with them the bitterness of the expatriated, and Canada became

yet more firmly British, more "anti-American" than before.
3

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

Of even greater influence were the consequences of the Ameri-

can Revolution as affecting Continental Europe. Estimates have

differed widely as to just how much the French Revolution was
caused by that across the ocean. Certain it is that Frenchmen
had been enthusiastic in America's cause, that many of their

officers fought under Washington, and returned home deeply in-

fused with devotion to liberty. It has long been a popular error,

encouraged by historians of a former generation, that the French
Revolution arose from a starving peasantry driven to madness

by intolerable oppression. We know better now. It was in

Paris, not in the provinces, that the revolt began. Judged by
modern standards, of course, the French peasantry were op-

pressed; but if we measure their condition by that of surround-

ing nations at the time, by the Austrians under kind-hearted

1 See Siege and Surrender of Yorktown, page 97.
8 See Close ofthe American Revolution, page 137.
'See Settlement ofAmerican Loyalists in Canada, page 156.
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Maria Theresa, or even by the Prussians under Frederick the

Great, most advanced of the upholders of "benevolent despot-

ism," in whose lands serfs were still "sold with the soil" com-

pared with these, Frenchmen were free, prosperous, and happy.
It is even true that the lower classes were unready for change.
In Hungary, Joseph II, son of Maria Theresa, attempted a com-

plete and radical reform of all abuses, and the mob rose in fury

against his innovations, compelled him to restore their "ancient

customs." They had grown familiar with their chains.
1

The French Revolution was an uprising of the middle classes.

Its great leaders in the earlier stages were Mirabeau, son of a

baron, and America's own friend the Marquis Lafayette. Even

the King, Louis XVI, at least partly approved the movement.

The States-General was summoned in 1789 after an interval

of nearly two centuries, to decide on the best way of relieving

the country from its financial embarrassments. This gathering
was soon resolved into a National Assembly which insisted on

giving France a constitution, making it a limited instead of an

absolute monarchy.
2

On the i4th of July the mob of Paris rose in sudden fury and

stormed the ancient state prison, the Bastille. The King sent no

troops to resist them; and from that time his power was but a

shadow. His overthrow, however, was not yet contemplated.
The Revolution was still to be one of dignity and intellect. An
entire year after the fall of the Bastille, the president of the Na-
tional Assembly could still say in addressing a deputation of

Americans headed by Paul Jones: "It was by helping you to

conquer liberty that the French learned to understand and love

it. The hands which went to burst your fetters were not made
to wear them themselves; but, more fortunate than you, it is our

King himself, it is a patriot and citizen king, who has called us to

the happiness which we are enjoying that happiness which has

cost us merely sacrifices, but which you paid for with torrents of

blood Courage broke your chains ;
reason has made ours fall off."

But alas! reason was soon to lose control. The lower classes

had wakened to a sense of their power, they began to use it sav-

agely. Hatred of the haughty aristocracy, long smoldering,

1 See Joseph II Attempts Reform in Hungary, page 85.
8 See French Revolution: Storming of the Bastille, page 212.
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burst everywhere into flame. Mobs of country peasants plun-

dered isolated chateaux and slew their inmates. Meanwhile the

National Assembly had been abolishing all titles of nobility; the

vast estates of the clergy were confiscated. The aristocrats be-

gan fleeing from France, and the possessions of all who fled

were declared forfeited to the new government.

Imagine the tumult that this upheaval caused to the rest of

Europe. News travelled slowly in those days; but these "emi-

gres" these banished nobles, were palpable evidences ofwhat had

occurred. The common folk everywhere, especially along the

French borders in Germany, Switzerland, and Italy, celebrated

the French triumph as their own. Liberty was at hand! For

them, too, it would come presently! Murmurings of revolt grew
loud. The monarchs of Europe, terrified, took up the cause of

the Emigres as their own. France was threatened with invasion.

King Louis threw in his lot with his royal friends and attempted

flight from Paris. He was caught and brought back a prisoner.

A foreign army marched against France.

This invasion was met and repelled in the Battle of Valmy
(1792), not an extensive or bloody contest in itself, but one of

incalculable importance in human history, because like Bunker
Hill it showed that a new force had arisen to upset all the mili-

tary calculations of the past. Raw troops could now be found

to meet on equal terms with veterans. Liberty, hitherto an im-

palpable idea, a mere phantom in the brains of a few philoso-

phers, proved able to call up armies at a word, able physically
to hold its own against embattled despotism. Even the German
Goethe wrote of Valmy,

" In this place and on this day a new era

of the world begins."
l

France however had already gone mad with its success. Even
before Valmy wholesale murder had begun in Paris. The pris-
ons were broken open and a thousand "aristocrats" hideously
butchered without trial. The day after Valmy, the land was

proclaimed a republic. King Louis was put on trial for his life,

and in January, 1793, was executed.2 Frenchmen began fight-

ing among themselves. The reign of "terror" began as that of

1 See Republican France Defies Europe: Battle of Valmy, page 252.
8 See Execution of Louis XVI : Murder of Marat : Civil War in

France, page 295.
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kings was abolished. Chiefs of each faction accused all others

as traitors, and executions by the guillotine rose to fifty a day.
"We must have a hundred!" cried Robespierre, the fanatic

leader of the moment.

The excesses in Paris roused civil war, and through all

France men slew one another in the name of liberty. In Brittany

the peasants even rose in support of royalty, and refused alle-

giance to the republic. Never has the most hideous brutality of

man been more openly displayed than in those days of vengeance.

The intellectual classes of Europe everywhere shrank back, ter-

rified at the spectre they had evoked.

The Reign of Terror ended in 1794 with the downfall and exe-

cution of its leader, Robespierre.
1 The civilwarwas trampled out

in blood. And with Titanic energy the French Republic de-

fended itself against its foreign foes.

All Europe had joined in a coalition against France all

the kings, that is. Their subjects still doubted, still hoped, still

looked anxiously to France to see if freedom were in truth a pos-

sibility. Then from the ranks of the liberated French arose

great generals, aristocrats no longer, but men of the people,

fitted to lead the new-born armies of the people. Greatest of

these and grimmest of them was Napoleon Bonaparte. He

taught the timorous legislative authorities of Paris how to reas-

sert their dominion over "King Mob," who had ruled them and

the country for four hideous years. He checked a new uprising

by a discharge of well-stationed cannon, aimed to kill.

Order being thus established at home, the French began to

pour over the border in attack upon those kings who had threat-

ened them. In many places they were still received as the apos-

tles of liberty. Holland, Switzerland, the Rhine lands, became

allies or dependents of France. Kings were helpless against

them. To the spirit of Republicanism, to the impassioned cour-

age of Frenchmen, was added the genius of Bonaparte. He

conquered Italy. He plundered her and sent home priceless

treasures to delight his countrymen and fill their exhausted treas-

ury. He became the man of the hour.2

Far beyond France spread the influence of her example. In

1 See The Reign of Terror, page 311.
8 See The Rise ofNapoleon : The French Conquest of'Italy', page 339
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Eastern Europe, Poland was roused against the despoilers who

had already seized a portion of her territory. She began a re-

bellion under Kosciuszko, who, like Lafayette, had imbibed the

love of freedom in America. But Poland was crushed by the

overpowering forces of Russia, Prussia, and Austria. Her re-

maining provinces were divided among the plunderers and the

last fragment of her independence was extinguished.
1

In Haiti also there was a rebellion. The negroes of the isl-

and rose against their Spanish masters and drove them into

exile. Toussaint Louverture, often regarded as the greatest

hero of his race, led the insurgents victoriously against both

Spanish and English forces, and finally with French help estab-

lished the independence of Haiti as a negro republic. He be-

came administrator as well as warrior. After a few successful

years he was treacherously seized and held prisoner by Napo-
leon; but the monument he had erected for himself, the "Black

Republic,
" continued and still continues to exist.

3

In a period so tumultuous as was this quarter-century, one

could scarce expect that the world would make much progress
in science. Men were too intent on sterner things. There was,

however, just before the beginning of the French Revolution,
one event which to a future generation may seem more important
even than to us. Aerial navigation began. The first successful

balloon ascension was made by the Montgolfier brothers, and the

sport became for a while a Parisian fad.
8

Still more noteworthy
was the employment of vaccination as a preventive against small-

pox. The system was introduced in England by Jenner in 1 798,
and its use spread rapidly over Europe. More recently it has been

employed against other diseases as well, and the resultant increase

in the general health of mankind is beyond computation.
4

FORMATION OF THE UNITED STATES

Meanwhile America, the source or at least the partial source
of all this republican tumult, was having difficulties of her own.
The peace after Yorktown left her exhausted. The Articles of

1 See The Downfall ofPoland, page 330.
J See Negro Revolution in Haiti, page 236.
3 See First Balloon Ascension, page 63.

ces Vaccination, page 363.
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Confederation which had sufficed to hold the colonies together
under the stress of their great necessity, had proven insufficient

to give any real unity. Each little colony was jealous of its own

power as an independent State: and for a time it seemed as

if they must disband, that America must become like Europe,
divided into a collection of separate ever-jarring States, devas-

tated by constant wars.

That this was not our own country's fate, we owe to Wash-

ington. Our saviour in war, he became also our saviour in

peace. After watching through some years of this disorganiza-

tion, he emerged from the peaceful retirement of his country

home, to urge that some means be taken to form a more perfect

union. It was largely through his instrumentality that the con-

vention of 1787 was called; and he presided over its labors.

Again and again it seemed as if the convention would disband

in anarchy. The antagonisms between the various delegates ap-

peared irreconcilable. But always there was Washington to con-

trol the flaming passions, to insist upon moderation, upon union.

And in the end that convention drew up the Constitution of the

United States.
1

Even then there remained the task of persuading each State

to accept the Constitution; and this also would have been im-

possible had not all men looked to Washington to act as presi-

dent of the new republic, to do justice between its differing

sections. Relying equally on his wisdom, his caution, and his

incorruptibility, the States intrusted to him a power they would

have conferred upon no other.

Two years were occupied in arranging matters, and then, in

1 789, the date so memorable to France as well, thenewgovernment
was organized, Washington was inaugurated as President, and the

United States began its stupendous career as a single nation.
2

There were difficulties, of course. American finances seemed

as hopelessly involved as had been those of monarchical France.

But this rock upon which the French projects of reform all split,

our government escaped by the financial genius of Alexander

Hamilton.3 The natural summons of the French that the-Ameri-

1 See Framing- ofthe Constitution ofthe United States, page 173.
3 See Inauguration of Washington : His Farewell Address, page 197
8 See Hamilton Establishes the United States Bank, page 230.
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cans should become their allies, should help them to win free-

dom in their turn, proved another source of danger. A thou-

sand others were not lacking. But Washington's conservatism

preserved his government through all. He proclaimed Ameri-

ca's well-known policy toward the European States: "Friend-

ship with all, entangling alliances with none." The material

prosperity of the country increased rapidly. Eli Whitney in-

vented the cotton-gin, which made cotton cultivation so remu-

nerative that the South grew rich, and also, alas, became wed-

ded to the system of slavery under which it was supposed cotton

could best be produced.
1

For eight years Washington guided the destinies of the infant

nation, and then resigned his authority to one of his lieuten-

ants. So that really the great leader's influence continued pre-

dominant until he died in December, 1799. Already however

the more radical of Americans were grown restive under his re-

straining hand. Federalism, conservatism, was losing its con-

trol upon the national counsels, a change toward wider and more

radical democracy was at hand.

OVERTHROW OF DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE

The year of 1799 saw also a great change in France, but in

the opposite direction, away from democracy and back toward

absolutism. The French government, grown rash with its mar-

vellous victories, had dared to despatch Bonaparte, its ablest

general, on an ill-considered and somewhat fanciful expedition
to distant Egypt. There his fleet was destroyed by the English

admiral, Nelson, in the celebrated Battle of the Nile, and he

and his army were left practically prisoners in Egypt.
2

Deprived of his genius at home, French military affairs went

badly. Monarchy rallied from its momentary depression. Rus-

sian troops drove the French from Switzerland; Germans de-

feated them along the Rhine. The Constitutional government
in Paris was proving impracticable, its members incompetent.

Bonaparte saw his opportunity. Leaving his army in Egypt, he

escaped the British and returned alone to France. In Paris he
summoned the soldiers around him, entered the hall of the as-

1 See Invention of the Cotton-gin, page 271.
* See Overthrow ofthe Mamelukes : The Battle ofthe Nile, page 353.
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sembly, and, much as Cromwell had once done in England,
bade the wrangling members disperse. Then he constructed a

new government, which he still called a republic. But as he him-

self was to be First Consul, with almost all power in his own

hands, the Government proved in reality as complete an abso-

lutism as that of Richelieu > r Louis XIV. The first European

attempt at democracy had perished. The new century was to

learn whaf this suddenly risen dictator would establish in its

stead.

[FOR THE NEXT SECTION OF THIS GENERAL SURVEY SEE VOLUME XV}





BATTLE OF LEXINGTON

A.D. 1775

RICHARD FROTHINGHAM

April 19, 1775, is memorable in American history as the day on which

occurred the first bloodshed of the Revolution. The two combats of the

day that at Lexington and that at Concord really constituted one

action, which ended in a long running fight. As a single action, it is

usually called the Battle of Lexington. The engagement at Concord,

separately considered, is called the Battle of Concord, or the Concord

Fight.
At both places, on that fateful day,

"
the embattled farmers

"
faced the

troops of their own sovereign, to resist what was felt to be an unwarranted

and menacing invasion of American liberties. While the soldiers of King

George were doing their own loyal duty, the New England yeomen who
"
fired the shot heard round the world

"
obeyed a conviction still more

compelling. Hence came the first physical struggle in what was already
an "irrepressible conflict" of principle between Englishmen and their

kinsmen on the American continent.

The Revolutionary War was begun on the part of the Americans for

the redress of grievances for which they had exhausted all peaceable en-

deavors to secure a remedy. It was afterward successfully waged for

independence. Repressive measures of Great Britain in the colonies

began with the issuance by colonial courts of "writs of assistance."

These writs authorized officers to summon assistance in searching certain

premises under certain laws. In the first attempt to enforce such a writ

in Massachusetts, 1761 the policy was defeated through popular oppo-

sition, brilliantly led by James Otis, who by a single speech produced
such an effect that John Adams said of the occasion :

" Then and there

was the first scene of the first act of opposition to the arbitrary claims of

Great Britain. Then and there the child Independence was born."

Later grievances were those of the Stamp Act (1765), taxes on paints,

glass, etc. (1767), and the Boston Port Bill (1774), ordering the closing of

the port on account of the rebellious acts of the citizens, especially in the
"
tea-party

"
of December 16, 1773, when they threw into the waters of the

harbor from English ships tea valued at eighteen thousand pounds. As

early as 1770 had occurred the
" Boston Massacre," a collision between

citizens and British soldiers, which added to earlier discontents and in-

creased the sensitiveness to later irritations.

E., VOL. XIV. I. *
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The first Continental Congress, in 1774, though strongly pacific, fa-

vored resistance to aggressions of the Crown. During this year and the

next two Provincial Congresses met in Massachusetts, the collection of

military stores was authorized, a committee of safety was created, and

the
" minute-men

" were organized.

General Gage, the British commander in Boston, denounced these

proceedings as treasonable. Parliament vainly sought to adjust the diffi-

culties and enforce its authority. Conciliatory efforts on both sides fail-

ing, it soon became evident that a conflict of arms was at hand. By

April 4, 1775, it was known in Boston that reinforcements were on their

way to General G^age. Soon after their arrival he was ready for the

movement with which the narrative of Frothingham, a high authority on

these events, begins.

/^ENERAL GAGE had, in the middle of April, 1775, about

four thousand men in Boston. He resolved, by a secret expe-

dition, to destroy the magazines collected at Concord. This meas-

ure was neither advised by his council nor by his officers. It

was said that he was worried into it by the importunities of the

Tories; but it was undoubtedly caused by the energetic meas-

ures of the Whigs. His own subsequent justification was that

when he saw an assembly of men, unknown to the Constitution,

wresting from him the public moneys and collecting warlike

stores, it was alike his duty and the dictate of humanity to pre-

vent the calamity of civil war by destroying these magazines.
His previous belief was that should the Government show a

respectable force in the field, seize the most obnoxious patriot

leaders, and proclaim a pardon for others, it would come off

victorious.

On April 1 5th the grenadiers and light infantry, on the pre-
tence of learning a new military exercise, were relieved from duty;
and at night the boats of the transport ships which had been

hauled up to be repaired were launched and moored under the

sterns of the men-of-war. These movements looked suspicious
to the vigilant patriots, and Dr. Joseph Warren sent intelligence
of them to Hancock and Adams, who were in Lexington. It

was this timely notice that induced the committee of safety to

take additional measures for the security of the stores in Con-

cord, and to order (on the i7th) cannon to be secreted, and a

part of the stores to be removed to Sudbury and Groton.
On Tuesday, April i8th, General Gage directed several offi-

cers to station themselves on the roads leading out of Boston, and
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prevent any intelligence of his intended expedition thj,t night

from reaching the country. A party of them, on that day, dined

at Cambridge. The committees of safety and supplies, which

usually held their sessions together, also met that day, at Wether-

by's Tavern, in Menotomy, now West Cambridge. Elbridge

Gerry and Colonels Orne and Lee, of the members, remained to

pass the night. Richard Devens and Abraham Watson rode in

a chaise toward Charlestown, but, soon meeting a number of

British officers on horseback, they returned to inform their

friends at the tavern, waited there until the officers rode by, and

then rode to Charlestown. Gerry immediately sent an express

to Hancock and Adams, that "eight or nine officers were out,

suspected of some evil design," which caused precautionary
measures to be adopted at Lexington.

Richard Devens, an efficient member of the committee of

safety, soon received intelligence that the British troops were in

motion in Boston, and were certainly preparing to go into the

country. Shortly after, the signal agreed upon in this event was

given, namely, a lantern hung out from the North Church

steeple in Boston, when Devens immediately despatched an ex-

press with this intelligence to Menotomy and Lexington. All

this while General Gage supposed his movements were a pro-

found secret, and as such in the evening communicated them in

confidence to Lord Percy. But as this nobleman was crossing

the Common on his way to his quarters he joined a group of men

engaged in conversation, when one said, "The British troops have

marched, but will miss their ami!"

"What aim?" inquired Lord Percy.

"Why, the cannon at Concord. " He hastened back to Gen-

eral Gage with this information, when orders were immediately
issued that no person should leave town. Dr. Warren, how-

ever, a few minutes previous, had sent Paul Revere and William

Dawes into the country. Revere, about eleven o'clock, rowed

across the river to Charlestown, was supplied by Richard Devens

with a horse, and started to alarm the country. Just outside of

Charlestown Neck he barely escaped capture by British officers
;

but leaving one of them in a clay-pit, he got to Medford, awoke

the captain of the minute-men, gave the alarm on the road, and

reached the Rev. Jonas Clark's house in safety, where the even-
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ing before a guard of eight men had been stationed to protect

Hancock and Adams.

It was midnight as Revere rode up and requested admittance.

William Monroe, the sergeant, told him that the family, before

retiring to rest, had requested that they might not be disturbed

by noise about the house. "Noise!" replied Revere; "you'll

have noise enough before long the regulars are coming out!"

He was then admitted. Dawes, who went out through Roxbury,

soon joined him. Their intelligence was
"
that a large body of

the King's troops, supposed to be a brigade of twelve or fifteen

hundred, had embarked in boats from Boston, and gone over to

Lechmere's Point, in Cambridge, and it was suspected they were

ordered to seize and destroy the stores belonging to the colony,

then deposited at Concord."

The town of Lexington, Major Phinney writes, is "about

twelve miles northwest of Boston and six miles southeast of Con-

cord. It was originally a part of Cambridge, and previous to its

separation from that town was called the 'Cambridge Farms."

The act of incorporation bears date March 20, 1 7 1 2 . The inhab-

itants consist principally of hardy and independent yeomanry.
In 1775 the list of enrolled militia bore the names of over one

hundred citizens. The road leading from Boston divides near

the centre of the village in Lexington. The part leading to

Concord passes to the left, and that leading to Bedford to the

right, of the meeting-house, and form two sides of a triangular

green or common, on the south corner of which stands the meet-

ing-house, facing directly down the road leading to Boston."

At the right of the meeting-house, on the opposite side of Bed-

ford road, was Buckman's Tavern.

About one o'clock the Lexington alarm-men and militia were

summoned to meet at their usual place of parade, on the Common
;

and messengers were sent toward Cambridge for additional infor-

mation. When the militia assembled, about two o'clock in the

morning, Captain John Parker, its commander, ordered the roll

to be called, and the men to load with powder and ball. About
one hundred thirty were now assembled with arms. One of

the mesengers soon returned with the report that there was no

appearance of troops on the roads; and the weather being chilly,
the men, after being on parade some time, were dismissed with
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orders to appear again at the beat of the drum. They dispersed
into houses near the place of parade the greater part going into

Buckman's Tavern. It was generally supposed that the move-

ments in Boston were only a feint to alarm the people.

Revere and Dawes started to give the alarm in Concord, and

soon met Dr. Samuel Prescott, a warm patriot, who agreed to

assist in arousing the people. While they were thus engaged

they were suddenly met by a party of officers, well armed and

mounted, when a scuffle ensued, during which Revere was capt-

ured
;
but Prescott, by leaping a stone-wall, made his escape.

The same officers had already detained three citizens of Lexing-

ton, who had been sent out the preceding evening to watch their

movements. All the prisoners, after being questioned closely,

were released near Lexington, when Revere rejoined Hancock
and Adams, and went with them toward Woburn, two miles from

Clark's house.

While these things were occurring, the British regulars were

marching toward Concord. Lieutenant-Colonel Smith, at the

head of about eight hundred troops grenadiers, light infantry,

and marines embarked about ten o'clock at the foot of Boston

Common, in the boats of the ships of war. They landed, just as

the moon arose, at Phipps' Farm, now Lechmere Point, took an

unfrequented path over the marshes, where in some places they
had to wade through water, and entered the old Charlestown and

West Cambridge road. No martial sounds enlivened their mid-

night march
;

it was silent, stealthy, inglorious. The members
of the "Rebel Congress" arose from their beds at the tavern in

Menotomy, to view them. They saw the front pass on with the

regularity of veteran discipline. But when the centre was oppo-
site the window, an officer and file of men were detached toward

the house. Gerry, Orne, and Lee, half-dressed as they were,

then took the hint and escaped to an adjoining field, while the

British in vain searched the house.

Colonel Smith had marched but few miles when the sounds

of guns and bells gave the evidence that, notwithstanding the cau-

tion of General Gage, the country was alarmed. He detached

six companies of light infantry, under the command of Major
Pitcaim, with orders to press forward and secure the two bridges

at Concord, while he sent a messenger to Boston for a reinforce-
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ment. The party of officers who had been out joined the detach-

ment, with the exaggerated report that five hundred men were

in arms to oppose the King's forces. Major Pitcairn, as he ad-

vanced, succeeded in capturing everyone on the road until he

arrived within a mile and a half of Lexington Meeting-house,

when Thaddeus Bowman succeeded in eluding the advancing

troops, and, galloping to the Common, gave the first certain in-

telligence to Captain Parker of their approach.

It was now about half-past four in the morning. Captain
Parker ordered the drum to beat, alarm-guns to be fired, and

Sergeant William Monroe to form his company in two ranks a

few rods north of the meeting-house. It was a part of
"
the con-

stitutional army," which was authorized to make a regular and

forcible resistance to any open hostility by the British troops;

and it was for this purpose that this gallant and devoted band

on this memorable morning appeared on the field. Whether

it ought to maintain its ground or whether it ought to retreat

would depend upon the bearing and numbers of the regulars.

It was not long in suspense. At a short distance from the parade-

ground the British officers, regarding the American drum as a

challenge, ordered their troops to halt, to prime and load, and
then to march forward in double-quick time.

Meantime sixty or seventy of the militia had collected, and
about forty spectators, a few of whom had arms. Captain
Parker ordered his men not to fire unless they were fired upon.
A part of his company had time to form in a military position

facing the regulars; but while some were joining the ranks and
others were dispersing, the British troops rushed on, shouting and

firing, and their officers among whom was Major Pitcairn

exclaiming, "Ye villains! ye rebels! disperse!" "Lay down

your arms!" "Why don't you lay down your arms?" The
militia did not instantly disperse nor did they proceed to lay down
their arms.

The first guns, few in number, did no execution. A general

discharge followed, with fatal results. A few of the militia who
had been wounded, or who saw others killed or wounded by
their side, no longer hesitated, but returned the fire of the regu-
lars. Jonas Parker, John Monroe, and Ebenezer Monroe, Jr.,
and others, fired before leaving the line; Solomon Brown and
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James Brown fired from behind a stone wall; one other person
fired from the back door of Buckman's house; Nathan Monroe,
Lieutenant Benjamin Tidd and others retreated a short distance

and fired. Meantime the regulars continued then* fire as long

as the militia remained in sight, killing eight and wounding ten.

Jonas Parker, who repeatedly said he never would run from the

British, was wounded at the second fire, but he still discharged
his gun, and was killed by a bayonet. "A truer heart did not

bleed at Thermopylae."
Isaac Muzzy, Jonathan Harrington, and Robert Monroe

were also killed on or near the place where the line was formed.

"Harrington's was a cruel fate. He fell in front of his own

house, on the north of the Common. His wife at the window saw
him fall and then start up, the blood gushing from his breast.

He stretched out his hands toward her as if for assistance, and fell

again. Rising once more on his hands and knees, he crawled

across the road toward his dwelling. She ran to meet him at the

door, but it was to see him expire at her feet."

Monroe was the standard-bearer of his company at the capt-

ure of Louisburg. Caleb Harrington was killed as he was run-

ning from the meeting-house after replenishing his stock of

powder; Samuel Hadley and John Brown, after they had left

the Common; Asahel Porter, of Woburn, who had been taken

prisoner by the British as he was endeavoring to effect his es-

cape.
The British suffered but little; a private of the Tenth regi-

ment and probably one other were wounded, and Major Pit-

cairn's horse was struck. Some of the Provincials retreated up
the road leading to Bedford, but most of them across a swamp
to a rising ground north of the Common. The British troops

formed on the Common, fired a volley, and gave three huzzas in

token of victory. Colonel Smith, with the remainder of the

troops, soon joined Major Pitcairn, and the whole detachment

marched toward Concord, about six miles distant, which it

reached without further interruption. After it left Lexington
six of the regulars were taken prisoners.

Concord was described in 1775, by Ensign Berniere, as fol-

lows: "It lies between two hills, that command it entirely.

There is a river runs through it, with two bridges over it. In
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summer it is pretty dry. The town is large, and contains a

church, jail, and court-house; but the houses are not close

together, but in little groups." The road from Lexington en-

tered Concord from the southeast along the side of a hill, which

commences on the right of it about a mile below the village, rises

abruptly from thirty to fifty feet above the road, and terminates

at the northeasterly part of the square. The top forms a plain,

which commands a view of the town. Here was the liberty-pole.

The court-house stood near the present county-house. The

main branch of the Concord River flows sluggishly, in a serpen-

tine direction, on the westerly and northerly side of the village,

about half a mile from its centre. This river was crossed by two

bridges one called the Old South bridge the other, by the

Rev. William Emerson's, called the Old North bridge. The
road beyond the North bridge led to Colonel James Barrett's,

about two miles from the centre of the town.

Dr. Samuel Prescott, whose escape has been related, gave the

alarm in Lincoln and Concord. It was between one and two

o'clock in the morning when the quiet community of Concord

were aroused from their slumbers by the sounds of the church-

bell. The committee of safety, the military officers, and promi-
nent citizens assembled for consultation. Messengers were

despatched toward Lexington for information; the militia and

minute-men were formed on the customary parade-ground near

the meeting-house; and the inhabitants, with a portion of the

militia, under the able superintendence of Colonel Barrett, zeal-

ously labored in removing the military stores into the woods and

by-places for safety. These scenes were novel and distressing;

and among others, Rev. William Emerson, the patriotic clergy-

man, mingled with the people, and gave counsel and comfort to

the terrified women and children.

Reuben Brown, one of the messengers sent to obtain informa-

tion, returned with the startling intelligence that the British regu-
lars had fired upon his countrymen at Lexington, and were on
their march for Concord. It was determined to go out to meet
them. A part of the military of Lincoln the minute-men, under

Captain William Smith, and the militia, under Captain Samuel
Farrar had joined the Concord people; and after parading on
the Common, some of the companies marched down the Lexing-
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ton road until they saw the British two miles from the centre of

the town. Captain Minot, with the alarm company, remained

in town, and took possession of the hill near the liberty-pole. He
had no sooner gained it, however, than the companies that had

gone down the road returned with the information that the num-
ber of the British was treble that of the Americans. The whole

then fell back to an eminence about eighty rods distance, back of

the town, where they formed in two battalions. Colonel Bar-

rett, the commander, joined them here, having previously been

engaged in removing the stores. They had scarcely formed

when the British troops appeared in sight at the distance of a

quarter of a mile, and advancing with great celerity their arms

glittering in the splendor of early sunshine. But little time re-

mained for deliberation. Some were in favor of resisting the

further approach of the troops; while others, more prudent, ad-

vised a retreat and a delay until further reinforcements should

arrive. Colonel Barrett ordered the militia to retire over the

North bridge to a commanding eminence about a mile from the

centre of the town.

The British troops then marched into Concord in two divis-

ions one by the main road, and the other on the hill north of it,

from which the Americans had just retired. They were posted
in the following manner:

The grenadiers and light infantry, under the immediate com-

mand of Colonel Smith, remained in the centre of the town.

Captain Parsons, with six light companies, about two hundred

men, was detached to secure the North bridge and to destroy

stores, who stationed three companies, under Captain Laurie,

at the bridge, and proceeded with the other three companies to

the residence of Colonel Barrett, about two miles distant, to

destroy the magazines deposited there. Captain Pole, with a

party, was sent, for a similar purpose, to the South bridge. The
British met with but partial success in the work of destruction,

in consequence of the diligent concealment of the stores. In the

centre of the town they broke open about sixty barrels of flour,

nearly half of which was subsequently saved
;
knocked off the

trunnions of three iron twenty-four-pound cannon, and burned

sixteen new carriage-wheels and a few barrels of wooden trench-

ers and spoons. They cut down the liberty-pole, and set the
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court-house on fire, which was put out, however, by the exer-

tions of Mrs. Moulton. The parties at the South bridge and at

Colonel Barrett's met with poor success. While engaged in this

manner the report of guns at the North bridge put a stop to their

proceedings.
The British troops had been in Concord about two hours.

During this time the minute-men from the neighboring towns

had been constantly arriving on the high grounds, a short dis-

tance from the North bridge, until they numbered about four

hundred fifty. They were formed in line by Joseph Hosmer,

who acted as adjutant. It is difficult, if not impossible, to

ascertain certainly what companies were present thus early in

the day. They came from Carlisle, from Chelmsford, from

Westford, from Littleton, and from Acton. The minute-men of

Acton were commanded by Captain Isaac Davis, a brave and

energetic man. Most of the operations of the British troops

were visible from this place of rendezvous, and several fires were

seen in the middle of the town. Anxious apprehensions were

then felt for its fate. A consultation of officers and of prominent
citizens was held. It was probably during this conference that

Captain William Smith, of Lincoln, volunteered, with his com-

pany, to dislodge the British guard at the North bridge. Cap-
tain Isaac Davis, as he returned from it to his ranks, also re-

marked, "I haven't a man that's afraid to go." The result of

this council was that it was expedient to dislodge the guard at

the North bridge. Colonel Barrett accordingly ordered the mi-

litia to march to it, and to pass it, but not to fire on the King's

troops unless they were fired upon. He designated Major John
Buttrick to lead the companies to effect this object. Lieutenant-

Colonel Robinson volunteered to accompany him. On the

march Major Buttrick requested Colonel Robinson to act as his

superior, but he generously declined.

It was nearly ten o'clock in the morning when the Provincials,

about three hundred in number, arrived near the river. The com-

pany from Acton was in front, and Major Buttrick, Colonel

Robinson, and Captain Davis were at their head. Captains
David Brown, Charles Miles, Nathan Barrett, and William

Smith, with their companies, and also other companies, fell into

the line. Their positions, however, are not precisely known.
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They marched in double file, and with trailed arms. The
British guard, under Captain Laurie, about one hundred in

number, were then on the west side of the river, but on seeing
the Provincials approach they retired over the bridge to the east

side of the river, formed as if for a fight, and began to take up the

planks of the bridge. Major Buttrick remonstrated against this

and ordered his men to hasten their march.

When they had arrived within a few rods of the bridge the

British began to fire upon them. The first guns, few in number,
did no execution; others followed with deadly effect. Luther

Blanchard, a fifer in the Acton company, was first wounded;
and afterward Captain Isaac Davis and Abner Hosmer, of the

same company, were killed. On seeing the fire take effect Major
Buttrick exclaimed, "Fire, fellow-soldiers! for God's sake, fire!"

The Provincials then fired, and killed one and wounded several

of the enemy. The fire lasted but a few minutes. The British

immediately retreated in great confusion toward the main body
a detachment from which was soon on its way to meet them.

The Provincials pursued them over the bridge, when one of the

wounded of the British was cruelly killed by a hatchet.

Part of the Provincials soon turned to the left, and ascended

the hill on the east of the main road, while another portion re-

turned to the high grounds, carrying with them the remains of

the gallant Davis and Hosmer. Military order was broken, and

many who had been on duty all the morning and were hungry
and fatigued improved the time to take refreshment. Mean-
time the party under Captain Parsons who was piloted by

Ensign Berniere returned from Captain Barrett's house, re-

passed the bridge where the skirmish took place, and saw the

bodies of their companions, one of which was mangled. It

would have been easy for the Provincials to have cut them off.

But war had not been declared
;
and it is evident that it had not

been fully resolved to attack the British troops. Hence this

party of about one hundred were allowed, unmolested, to join

the main body. Colonel Smith concentrated his force, obtained

conveyances for the wounded, and occupied about two hours in

making preparations to return to Boston a delay that nearly

proved fatal to the whole detachment.

While these great events were occurring at Lexington and
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Concord, the intelligence of the hostile march of the British

troops was spreading rapidly through the country; and hun-

dreds of local communities, animated by the same determined

and patriotic spirit, were sending out their representatives to the

battle-field. The minute-men, organized and ready for action,

promptly obeyed the summons to parade. They might wait in

some instances to receive a parting blessing from their minister,

or to take leave of weeping friends; but in all the roads leading

to Concord, they were hurrying to the scene of action. They
carried the firelock that had fought the Indian, and the drum

that beat at Louisburg; and they were led by men who had

served under Wolfe at Quebec. As they drew near the places of

bloodshed and massacre they learned that in both cases the

regulars had been the aggressors "had fired the first" and they
were deeply touched by the slaughter of their brethren. Now
the British had fairly passed the Rubicon. If any still counselled

forbearance, moderation, peace, the words were thrown away.
The assembling bands felt that the hour had come in which to

hurl back the insulting charges on their courage that had been

repeated for years, and to make good the solemn words of their

public bodies. And they determined to attack on their return

the invaders of their native soil.

Colonel Smith, about twelve o'clock, commenced his march
for Boston. His left was covered by a strong flank-guard that

kept the height of land that borders the Lexington road, leading
to Merriam's Corner; his right was protected by a brook; the

main body marched in the road. The British soon saw how

thoroughly the country had been alarmed. It seemed, one of

them writes, that "men had dropped from the clouds," so full

were the hills and roads of the minute-men. The Provincials

left the high grounds near the North bridge and went across the

pastures known as "the Great Fields," to Bedford road. Here
the Reading minute-men, under Major Brooks, afterward Gov-
ernor Brooks, joined them; and a few minutes after, Colonel

William Thompson, with a body of militia from Billerica and

vicinity, came up. It is certain, from the diaries and petitions
of this period, that minute-men from other towns also came up in

season to fire upon the British while leaving Concord.
The Reverend Foster, who was with the Reading company,
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relates the beginning of the afternoon contest in the following

manner: "A little before we came to Merriam's hill we dis-

covered the enemy's flank-guard, of about eighty or one hundred

men, who, on their retreat from Concord, kept that height of

land, the main body in the road. The British troops and the

Americans at that time were equally distant from Merriam's

Corner. About twenty rods short of that place the Americans

made a halt. The British marched down the hill, with very
slow but steady step, without music, or a word being spoken
that could be heard. Silence reigned on both sides. As soon

as the British had gained the main road, and passed a small

bridge near that corner, they faced about suddenly and fired a

volley of musketry upon us. They overshot; and no one, to my
knowledge, was injured by the fire. The fire was immediately
returned by the Americans, and two British soldiers fell dead, at a

little distance from each other, in the road, near the brook.
"

The battle now began in earnest, and as the British troops
retreated a severe fire was poured in upon them from every fa-

vorable position. Near Hardy's hill, the Sudbury company, led

by Captain Nathaniel Cudworth, attacked them, and there was a

severe skirmish below Brooks' Tavern on the old road north of

the school-house. The woods lined both sides of the road which

the British had to pass, and it was filled with the minute-men.

"The enemy," says Mr. Foster, "was now completely between

two fires, renewed and briskly kept up. They ordered out a

flank-guard on the left to dislodge the Americans from their posts

behind large trees, but they only became a better mark to be shot

at.
" A short and sharp battle ensued. And for three or four

miles along these woody defiles the British suffered terribly.

Woburn had "turned out extraordinary"; it sent out a force

one hundred eighty strong, "well armed and resolved in defence

of the common cause." Major Loammi Baldwin, afterward

Colonel Baldwin, was with this body. At Tanner brook, at

Lincoln bridge, they concluded to scatter, make use of the trees

and walls as defences, and thus attack the British. And in this

way they kept on pursuing and flanking them. In Lincoln,

also, Captain Parker's brave Lexington cc mpany again appeared
in the field, and did efficient service. "The enemy," says Col-

onel Baldwin, "marched very fast, and left many dead and
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wounded and a few tired." Eight were buried in Lincoln

graveyard. It was at this time that Captain Jonathan Wilson, of

Bedford, Nathaniel Wyman, of Billerica, and Daniel Thomp-

son, of Wobum, were killed.

In Lexington, at Fiske's hill, an officer on a fine horse, with

a drawn sword in his hand, was actively engaged in directing the

troops, when a number of the pursuers, from behind a pile of

rails, fired at him with effect. The officer fell, and the horse, in

affright, leaped the wall, and ran toward those who had fired.

It was here that Lieutenant-Colonel Smith was severely wounded

in the leg. At the foot of this hill a personal contest between

James Hayward, of Acton, and a British soldier took place. The
Briton drew up his gun, remarking, "You are a dead man!"

"And so are you!" answered Hayward. The former was killed.

Hayward was mortally wounded and died the next day.

The British troops, when they arrived within a short distance

of Lexington Meeting-house, again suffered severely from the

close pursuit and the sharp fire of the Provincials. Their am-

munition began to fail, while their light companies were so fa-

tigued as to be almost unfitted for service. The large number of

wounded created confusion, and many of the troops rather ran

than marched in order. For some time the officers in vain tried

to restore discipline. They saw the confusion increase under

their efforts, until, at last, they placed themselves in front, and

threatened the men with death if they advanced. This desper-
ate exertion, made under a heavy fire, partially restored order.

The detachment, however, must have soon surrendered had it

not in its extreme peril found shelter in the hollow square of a

reCnforcement sent to their relief.

General Gage received, early in the morning, a request from

Colonel Smith for a reenforcement. About nine o'clock he de-

tached three regiments of infantry and two divisions of ma-

rines, with two field-pieces, under Lord Percy, to support the

grenadiers and light infantry. Lord Percy marched through

Roxbury, to the tune of Yankee Doodle to the great alarm of

the country. To prevent or to impede his march, the select-

men of Cambridge had the planks of the Old bridge, over

which he was obliged to pass, taken up; but instead of being
removed, they were piled on the causeway on the Cambridge
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side of the river. Hence Lord Percy found no difficulty in re-

placing them so as to admit his troops to cross. But a convoy
of provisions was detained until it was out of the protection of the

main body. This was captured at West Cambridge. Accord-

ing to Gordon, Rev. Dr. Payson led this party. David Lam-

son, a half-Indian, distinguished himself in the affair. Percy's

brigade met the harassed and retreating troops about two

o'clock, within half a mile of Lexington Meeting-house.
"
They

were so much exhausted with fatigue," the British historian

Stedman writes, "that they were obliged to lie down for rest on

the ground, their tongues hanging out of their mouths like those

of dogs after a chase." The field-pieces from the high ground
below Monroe's Tavern played on the Provincials, and for a short

period there was, save the discharge of cannon, a cessation of

battle. From this time, however, the troops committed the most

wanton destruction. Three houses, two shops, and a barn were

laid in ashes in Lexington ; buildings on the route were defaced

and plundered, and individuals were grossly abused.

At this time, Dr. Warren and General Heath were active

in the field, directing and encouraging the militia. General

Heath was one of the generals who were authorized to take the

command when the minute-men should be called out. On his

way to the scene of action he ordered the militia of Cambridge to

make a barricade of the planks of the bridge, take post there, and

oppose the retreat of the British in that direction from Boston.

At Lexington, when the minute-men were somewhat checked and

scattered by Percy's field-pieces, he labored to form them into

military order. Dr. Warren, about ten o'clock, rode on horse-

back through Charlestown. He had received by express in-

telligence of the events of the morning, and told the citizens of

Charlestown that the news of the firing was true. Among
others he met Dr. Welsh, who said, "Well, they are gone out."

"Yes," replied the doctor, "and we'll be up with them before

night."

Lord Percy had now under his command about eighteen
hundred troops of undoubted bravery and of veteran discipline.

He evinced no disposition, however, to turn upon his assailants

and make good the insulting boasts of his associates. After a

short interval of rest and refreshment the British recommenced
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their retreat. Then the Provincials renewed their attack. In

West Cambridge the skirmishing again became sharp and bloody

and the troops increased their atrocities. Jason Russell, an

invalid and a noncombatant, was barbarously butchered in his

own house. In this town a mother was killed while nursing

her child. Others were driven from their dwellings, and their

dwellings were 'pillaged. Here the Danvers company, which

marched in advance of the Essex regiment, met the enemy.
Some took post in a walled enclosure, and made a breastwork of

bundles of shingles; others planted themselves behind trees on

the side of the hill west of the meeting-house. The British came

along in solid column on their right, while a large flank guard
came up on their left. The Danvers men were surrounded, and

many were killed and wounded. Here Samuel Whittemore

was shot and bayoneted, and left for dead. Here Dr. Eliphalet

Downer, in single combat with a soldier, killed him with a bay-
onet. Here a musket-ball struck a pin out of the hair of Dr.

Warreji's earlock.

The wanton destruction of life and property that marked
the course of the invaders added revenge to the natural bravery
of the minute-men. "Indignation and outraged humanity

struggled on the one hand; veteran discipline and desperation on

the other.
" The British had many struck in West Cambridge,

and left an officer wounded in the house still standing at the rail-

road depot. The British troops took the road that winds round

Prospect hill. When they entered this part of Charlestown their

situation was critical. The large numbers of the wounded

proved a distressing obstruction to their progress, while they had
but few rounds of ammunition left. Their field-pieces had lost

their terror. The main body of the Provincials hung closely on
their rear; a strong force was advancing upon them from Rox-

bury, Dorchester, and Milton; while Colonel Pickering, with
the Essex militia, seven hundred strong, threatened to cut off

their retreat to Charlestown.

Near Prospect hill the fire again became sharp and the Brit-

ish again had recourse to their field-pieces. James Miller, of

Charlestown, was killed here. Along its base, Lord Percy, it is

stated, received the hottest fire he had during his retreat. General

Gage, about sunset, might have beheld his harassed troops,
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almost on the run, coming down the old Cambridge road to

Charlestown Neck, anxious to get under the protection of the

guns of the ships-of-war. The minute-men closely followed, but,

when they reached the Charlestown Common, General Heath

ordered them to stop the pursuit.

Charlestown, throughout the day, presented a scene of intense

excitement and great confusion. It was known early in the

morning that the regulars were out. Rumors soon arrived of

the events that had occurred at Lexington. The schools were

dismissed, and citizens gathered hi groups in the streets. After

Dr. Warren rode through the town, and gave the certain intel-

ligence of the slaughter at Lexington, a large number went out

to the field, and the greater part who remained were women and

children. Hon. James Russell received, in the afternoon, a note

from General Gage to the effect that he had been informed that

citizens had gone out armed to oppose his majesty's troops, and

that if a single man more went out armed the most disagreeable

consequences might be expected. It was next reported, and

correctly, that Cambridge bridge had been taken up, and that

hence the regulars would be obliged to return to Boston through
the town. Many then prepared to leave, and every vehicle was

employed to carry away their most valuable effects. Others,

however, still believing the troops would return the way they
went out, determined to remain, and in either event to abide the

worst. Just before sunset the noise of distant firing was heard,

and soon the British troops were seen in the Cambridge road.

The inhabitants then rushed toward the neck. Some
crossed Mystic River, at Penny Ferry. Some ran along the

marsh, toward Medford. The troops, however, soon ap-

proached the town, firing as they came along. A lad, Edward

Barber, was killed on the neck. The inhabitants then turned

back into the town panic-stricken.

Word ran through the crowd that "the British were massa-

cring the women and children!" Some remained in the streets,

speechless with terror; some ran to the clay-pits, back of Breed's

Hill, where they passed the night. The troops, however, offered

no injury to the inhabitants. Their officers directed the women
and children, half-distracted with fright, to go into their houses,

and they would be safe, but requested them to hand out drink to

E., VOL. xrv. 2.
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the troops. The main body occupied Bunker Hill, and formed

a line opposite the neck. Additional troops also were sent over

from Boston. The officers flocked to the tavern in the square,

where the cry was for drink. Guards were stationed in various

parts of the town. One was placed at the neck, with orders to

permit no one to go out. Everything, during the night, was quiet.

Some of the wounded were carried over immediately, in the

boats of the Somerset, to Boston. General Pigot had the com-

mand in Charlestown the next day, when the troops all returned

to their quarters.

The Americans lost forty-nine killed, thirty-nine wounded,
and five missing. A committee of the Provincial Congress esti-

mated the value of the property destroyed by the ravages of the

troops to be: In Lexington, ^1761 155. 5d.; in Concord, 274
i6s. 7d.; in Cambridge, 1202 8s. 7d. Many petitions of per-

sons who engaged the enemy on this day are on file. They lost

guns or horses or suffered other damage. The General Court

indemnified such losses.

The British lost seventy-three killed, one hundred seventy-
four wounded, and twenty-six missing the most of whom
were taken prisoners. Of these, eighteen were officers, ten

sergeants, two drummers, and two hundred forty were rank

and file. Lieutenant Hall, wounded at the North bridge, was
taken prisoner on the retreat, and died the next day. His re-

mains were delivered to General Gage. Lieutenant Gould was
wounded at the bridge, and taken prisoner, and was exchanged,

May 28th, for Josiah Breed, of Lynn. He had a fortune of

one thousand nine hundred pounds a year, and is said to have

offered two thousand pounds for his ransom. The prisoners
were treated with great humanity, and General Gage was
notified that his own surgeons, if he desired it, might dress the

wounded.
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A.D. 1775

JOHN BURGOYNE JOHN H. JESSE JAMES GRAHAME

This action, which took place about two months after the Battle of

Lexington, though resulting in the physical defeat of the Americans,

proved for them a moral victory. As at Lexington and Concord, the

colonial soldiers showed that they were prepared to stand their ground in

defence of the cause which called them to arms, and Bunker Hill became

a watchword of the Revolution. This event also made it clear that the

contest must be fought out. Thenceforth the two sides in the war were

sharply denned.

The immediate occasion of this battle was the necessity, as seen by
the British general, Gage, of driving the Americans from an eminence

commanding Boston. This elevation was one of several hills on a penin-

sula just north of the town and running out into the harbor. It was the

intention of the Americans to seize and fortify Bunker Hill, but for some

unexplained reason they took Breed's Hill, much nearer Boston, and there

the battle was mainly fought. Breed's Hill is now usually called Bunker

Hill, and upon it stands the Bunker Hill monument.

The following accounts of the battle are all from British writers;

one is that of the English officer General Burgoyne, who was afterward

defeated at Saratoga ;
another is by the English historical author Jesse,

whose best work covers the reign of George III. The third is from James
Grahame, a native of Glasgow, Scotland, who died in 1842, of whose

History of America a high authority says: "The thoroughly American

spirit in which it is written prevented the success of the book in

England." The historian Prescott gave it high praise for accuracy
and fairness.

JOHN BURGOYNE

MOW ensued one of the greatest scenes of war that can be con-

ceived. If we look to the height, Howe's corps, ascending
the hill in face of intrenchments, and in a very disadvantageous

ground, was much engaged; to the left the enemy, pouring in

fresh troops by thousands over the land; and in the arm of the

sea our ships and floating batteries, cannonading them. Straight

19
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before us a large and noble town 1
in one great blaze; and the

church-steeples, being timber, were great pyramids of fire above

the rest. Behind us the church-steeples and heights of our own

camp covered with spectators of the rest of our army which was

engaged; the hills round the country also covered with specta-

tors; the enemy all in anxious suspense; the roar of cannon,

mortars, and musketry; the crash of churches, ships upon the

stocks, and whole streets falling together, to fill the ear; the

storm of the redoubts, with the objects above described, to fill

the eye; and the reflection that perhaps a defeat was a final loss

to the British empire of America, to fill the mind, made the whole

a picture and a complication of horror and importance beyond

anything that ever came to my lot to witness.

JOHN HENEAGE JESSE

About ii P.M. on June i6th a detachment of about a thou-

sand men, who had previously joined solemnly together in prayer,

ascended silently and stealthily a part of the heights known as

Bunker Hill, situated within cannon range of Boston and com-

manding a view of every part of the town. This brigade was

composed chiefly of husbandmen, who wore no uniform, and

who were armed with fowling-pieces only, unequipped with bay-
onets. The person selected to command them on this daring
service was one of the lords of the soil of Massachusetts, William

Prescott, of Pepperell, the colonel of a Middlesex regiment of

militia. "For myself," he said to his men, "I am resolved never

to be taken alive." Preceded by two sergeants bearing dark-lan-

terns, and accompanied by his friends, Colonel Gridley and Judge

Winthrop, the gallant Prescott, distinguished by his tall and

commanding figure, though simply attired in his ordinary calico

smock-frock, calmly and resolutely led the way to the heights.
Those who followed him were not unworthy of their leader.

It was half-past eleven before the engineers commenced draw-

ing the lines of the redoubt. As the first sod was being upturned,
the clocks of Boston struck twelve. More than once during the

night which happened to be a beautifully calm and starry one

1 Charlestown. A body of American riflemen, posted in the houses,
galled the left line as it marched

; therefore, by Howe's orders, the town
was set on fire.
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Colonel Prescott descended to the shore, where the sound of the

British sentinels walking their rounds, and their exclamations of

"All's well!" as they relieved guard, continued to satisfy him

that they entertained no suspicion of what was passing above

their heads. Before daybreak the Americans had thrown up an

intrenchment, which extended from the Mystic to a redoubt on

their left. The astonishment of Gage, when on the following

morning he found this important site in the hands of the enemy,

may be readily conceived. Obviously not a moment was to be

lost in attempting to dislodge them; and accordingly a detach-

ment, under General Howe, was at once ordered on this critical

service.

In the mean time a heavy cannonade, first of all from the

Lively (sloop-of-war), and afterward from a battery of heavy guns
from Copp's hill, in Boston, was opened upon the Americans.

Exposed, however, as they were to a storm of shot and shell,

unaccustomed, as they also were, to face an enemy's fire, they
nevertheless pursued their operations with the calm courage of

veteran soldiers.

Late in the day, indeed, when the scorching sun rose high in

the cloudless heavens, when the continuous labors of so many
hours threatened to prostrate them, and when they waited, but

waited in vain, for provisions and refreshments, the hearts of a

few began to fail them, and the word retreat was suffered to

escape from their lips. There was among them, however, a mas-

ter spirit, whose cheering words and chivalrous example never

failed to restore confidence. On the spot where now a lofty

column, overlooking the fair landscape and calm waters, com-

memorates the events of that momentous day was then seen,

conspicuous above the rest, the form of Prescott of Pepperell, in

his calico frock, as he paced the parapet to and fro, instilling res-

olution into his followers by the contempt which he manifested

for danger, and amid the hottest of the British fire delivering his

orders with the same serenity as if he had been on parade.
"Who

is that person?" inquired Governor Gage of a Massachusetts

gentleman, as they stood reconnoitring the American works from

the opposite side of the river Charles. "My brother-in-law,

Colonel Prescott," was the reply. "Will he fight ?" asked Gage.

"Ay," said the other, "to the last drop of his blood."
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It was after 3 P.M. when General Howe's detachment, con-

sisting of about two thousand men, landed at Charlestown and

formed for the attack. Prescott's instructions to his men, as the

British approached, were sufficiently brief. "The red-coats," he

said,
"
will never reach the redoubt if you will but withhold your

fire till I give the order, and be careful not to shoot over their

heads." In the mean time, ascending the hill under the protec-

tion of a heavy cannonade, the British infantry had advanced

unmolested to within a few yards of the enemy's works, when

Prescott gave the word "Fire!" So promptly and effectually

were his orders obeyed that nearly the whole front rank of the

British fell. Volley after volley was now opened upon them from

behind the intrenchments, till at length even the bravest began
to waver and fall back; some of them, in spite of the threats

and passionate entreaties of their officers, even retreating to the

boats.

Minutes, many minutes apparently, elapsed before the Brit-

ish troops were rallied and returned to the attack, exposed to the

burning rays of the sun, encumbered with heavy knapsacks

containing provisions for three days, compelled to toil up very

disadvantageous ground with grass reaching to their knees,

clambering over rails and hedges, and led against men who were

fighting from behind intrenchments and constantly receiving

reinforcements by hundreds few soldiers, perhaps, but British

infantry would have been prevailed upon to renew the conflict.

Again, however, they advanced to the charge; again, when within

five or six rods of the redoubt, the same tremendous discharge of

musketry was opened upon them; and again, in spite of many
heroic examples of gallantry set them by their officers, they re-

treated in the same disorder as before.

By this time the grenadiers and light infantry had lost three-

fourths of their men; some companies had only eight or nine

men left, one or two had even fewer. When the Americans looked

forth from their intrenchments the ground was literally covered
with the wounded and dead. According to an American who
was present, "the dead lay as thick as sheep in a fold." For a
few seconds General Howe was left almost alone. Nearly every
officer of his staff had been either killed or wounded. The
Americans, who have done honorable justice to his gallantry,
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remarked that, conspicuous as he stood in his general officer's

uniform, it was a marvel that he escaped unhurt. He retired,

but it was with the stern resolve of a hero to rally his men to

return and vanquish.
The third and last attack made by General Howe upon the

enemy's intrenchments appears to have taken place after a con-

siderably longer interval than the previous one. This interval

was employed by Prescott in addressing words of confidence and

exhortation to his followers, to which their cheers returned an

enthusiastic response. "If we drive them back once more," he

said, "they cannot rally again." General Howe, in the mean

time, by disencumbering his men of their knapsacks, and by

bringing the British artillery to play so as to rake the interior

of the American breastwork, had greatly enhanced his chances

of success. Once more, at the word of command, in steady un-

broken line, the British infantry mounted to the deadly struggle;

once more the cheerful voice of Prescott exhorted his men to re-

serve their fire till their enemies were close upon them; once

more the same deadly fire was poured down upon the advancing

royalists. Again on their part there was a struggle, a pause, an

indication of wavering; but on this occasion it was only momen-

tary. Onward and headlong against breastwork and against

vastly superior numbers dashed the British infantry, with a

heroic devotion never surpassed in the annals of chivalry. Al-

most in a moment of time, in spite of a second volley as de-

structive as the first, the ditch was leaped and the parapet
mounted.

In that final charge fell many of the bravest of the brave. Of
the Fifty-second regiment alone, three captains, the moment

they stood on the parapet, were shot down. Still the English in-

fantry continued to pour forward, flinging themselves among the

American militiamen, who met them with a gallantry equal to

their own. The powder of the latter having by this time become

nearly exhausted, they endeavored to force back their assailants

with the butt-ends of their muskets. But the British bayonets
carried all before them. Then it was, when further resistance

was evidently fruitless, and not till then, that the heroic Prescott

gave the order to retire. From the nature of the ground it was

necessarily more a flight than a retreat. Many of the Amen-
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cans, leaping over the walls of the parapet, attempted to fight

their way through the British troops; while the majority en-

deavored to escape by the narrow entrance to the redoubt. In

consequence of the fugitives being thus huddled together, the

slaughter became terrific.

"Nothing," writes a young British officer, who was engaged
in the melee, "could be more shocking than the carnage that fol-

lowed the storming of this work. We tumbled over the dead to

get at the living, who were crowding out of the gap of the re-

doubt, in order to form under the defences which they had pre-

pared to cover their retreat." Prescott was one of the last to

quit the scene of slaughter. Although more than one British

bayonet had pierced his clothes, he escaped without a wound.

That night the British intrenched themselves on the heights,

lying down in front of the recent scene of contest. The loss in

killed and wounded was ten hundred fifty-four. According to

the American account their loss was one hundred forty-five killed

and three hundred four wounded; of their six pieces of artillery,

they only succeeded in carrying off one.

Such was the result of the famous Battle of Bunker Hill, a

contest from which Great Britain derived little advantage be-

yond the credit of having achieved a brilliant passage of arms,
but which, on the other hand, produced the significant effect of

manifesting, not only to the Americans themselves, but to Eu-

rope, that the colonists could fight with a steadiness and courage
which ere long might render them capable of coping with the

disciplined troops of the mother-country.

JAMES GRAHAME

About the latter part of May, a great part of the reenforce-

ments ordered from Great Britain arrived at Boston. Three
British generals, Howe, Burgoyne, and Clinton, whose behavior

in the preceding war had gained them great reputation, arrived

about the same time. General Gage, thus reenforced, prepared
for acting with more decision; but before he proceeded to ex-

tremities, he conceived it due to ancient forms to issue a procla-

mation, holding forth to the inhabitants the alternative of peace
or war. He therefore offered pardon, in the King's name, to all

who should forthwith lay down their arms and return to their
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respective occupations and peaceable duties: excepting only
from the benefit of that pardon "Samuel Adams and John
Hancock, whose offences were said to be of too flagitious a nat-

ure to admit of any other consideration than that of condign

punishment." He also proclaimed that not only the persons
above named and excepted, but also all their adherents, asso-

ciates, and correspondents, should be deemed guilty of treason

and rebellion, and treated accordingly. By this proclamation
it was also declared "that as the courts of judicature were shut,

martial law should take place till a due course of justice should

be reestablished."

It was supposed that this proclamation was a prelude to hos-

tilities; and preparations were accordingly made by the Ameri-

cans. A considerable height, by the name of Bunker Hill, just

at the entrance of the peninsula of Charlestown, was so situated

as to make the possession of it a matter of great consequence to

either of the contending parties. Orders were therefore issued,

by the provincial commanders, that a detachment of a thousand

men should intrench upon this height. By some mistake, Breed's

Hill, high and large like the other, but situated nearer Boston,
was marked out for the intrenchments, instead of Bunker Hill.

The provincials proceeded to Breed's Hill and worked with so

much diligence that between midnight and the dawn of the

morning they had thrown up a small redoubt about eight rods

square. They kept such a profound silence that they were not

heard by the British, on board their vessels, though very near.

These having derived their first information of what was going
on from the sight of the works, early completed, began an in-

cessant firing upon them.

The provincials bore this with firmness, and, though they
were only young soldiers, continued to labor till they had thrown

up a small breastwork extending from the east side of the redoubt

to the bottom of the hill. As this eminence overlooked Boston,

General Gage thought it necessary to drive the provincials from

it. About noon, therefore, he detached Major-General Howe
and Brigadier-General Pigot, with the flower of his army, con-

sisting of four battalions, ten companies of the grenadiers and
ten of light infantry, with a proportion of field artillery, to effect

this business. These troops landed at Moreton's Point, and
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formed after landing, but remained in that position till they

were reinforced by a second detachment of light infantry and

grenadier companies, a battalion of land forces, and a battalion

of marines, making in the whole nearly three thousand men.

While ths troops who first landed were waiting for this reen-

forcement, the provincials, for their further security, pulled up
some adjoining post and rail fences, and set them down in two

parallel lines at a small distance from each other, and filled the

space between with hay, which, having been lately mowed, was

found lying on the adjacent ground.
The King's troops formed in two lines, and advanced slowly

to give their artillery time to demolish the American works.

While the British were advancing to the attack they received

orders to burn Charlestown. These were not given because they

were fired upon from the houses in that town, but from the mili-

tary policy of depriving enemies of a cover in their approaches.
In a short time this ancient town, consisting of about five hun-

dred buildings, chiefly of wood, was in one great blaze. The

lofty steeple of the meeting-house formed a pyramid of fire above

the rest, and struck the astonished eyes of numerous beholders

with a magnificent but awful spectacle. In Boston the heights
of every kind were covered with citizens, and such of the King's

troops as were not on duty. The hills around the adjacent coun-

try, which afforded a safe and distinct view, were occupied by
the inhabitants of the country.

Thousands, both within and without Boston, were anxious

spectators of the bloody scene. Regard for the honor of the

British army caused hearts to beat high in the breasts of many ;

while others, with keener sensibilities, sorrowed for the liberties

of a great and growing country. The British moved on slowly,
which gave the provincials a better opportunity for taking aim.

The latter, in general, reserved their fire until their adversaries

were within ten or twelve rods, and then began a furious dis-

charge of small arms. The stream of the American fire was so

incessant, and did so great execution, that the King's troops re-

treated with precipitation and disorder. Their officers rallied

them and pushed them forward with their swords; but they re-

turned to the attack with great reluctance. The Americans

again reserved their fire till their adversaries were near, and
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then put them a second time to flight. General Howe and the

officers redoubled their exertions, and were again successful,

though the soldiers displayed a great aversion to going on. By
this time the powder of the Americans began so far to fail that

they were not able to keep up the same brisk fire. The British

then brought some cannon to bear, which raked the inside of

the breastwork from end to end. The fire from the ships, bat-

teries, and field artillery was redoubled; the soldiers in the rear

were goaded on by their officers. The redoubt was attacked on

three sides at once. Under these circumstances a retreat from

it was ordered, but the provincials delayed so long, and made
resistance with their discharged muskets as if they had been

clubs, that the King's troops, who had easily mounted the works,
half filled the redoubt before it was given up to them.

While these operations were going on at the breastwork and

redoubt, the British light infantry were attempting to force the

left point of the former, that they might take the American line

in flank. Though they exhibited the most undaunted courage,

they met with an opposition which called for its greatest exer-

tions. The provincials reserved their fire till their adversaries

were near, and then discharged it upon the light infantry in such

an incessant stream, and with so true an aim, as that it quickly
thinned their ranks. The engagement was kept up on both sides

with great resolution. The persevering exertions of the King's

troops could not compel the Americans to retreat till they ob-

served that their main body had left the hill. This, when begun,

exposed them to new dangers; for it could not be effected but

by marching over Charlestown Neck, every part of which was

raked by the shot of the Glasgow (man-of-war) and of two float-

ing batteries. The incessant fire kept up across the Neck pre-

vented any considerable reenforcement from joining their coun-

trymen who were engaged ;
but the few who fell on their retreat

over the same ground proved that the apprehensions of those

provincial officers, who declined passing over to succor their

companies, were without any solid foundation.

The number of Americans engaged amounted only to fif-

teen hundred. It was apprehended that the conquerors would

push the advantage they had gained, and march immediately to

American headquarters at Cambridge; but they advanced no
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farther than Bunker Hill. There they threw up works for their

own security. The provincials did the same, on Prospect Hill,

in front of them. Both were guarding against an attack; and

both were in a bad condition to receive one. The loss of the pen-

insula depressed the spirits of the Americans; and the great

loss of men produced the same effect on the British. There have

been few battles in modern wars in which, all circumstances

considered, there was a greater destruction of men than in this

short engagement.
The loss of the British, as acknowledged by General Gage,

amounted to one thousand fifty-four. Nineteen commissioned

officers were killed and seventy more were wounded. The
Battle of Quebec, in 1759, which gave Great Britain the colony

of Canada, was not so destructive to British officers as this affair

of a slight intrenchment, the work only of a few hours. That

the officers suffered so much must be imputed to their being
aimed at. None of the provincials in this engagement were

riflemen, but they were all good marksmen. The \vhole of their

previous military knowledge had been derived from hunting
and the ordinary amusements of sportsmen. The dexterity

which by long habit they had acquired in hitting beast, birds,

and marks, was fatally applied to the destruction of British offi-

cers. From their fall, much confusion was expected. They were

therefore particularly singled out. Most of those who were near

the person of General Howe were either killed or wounded; but

the General, though he greatly exposed himself, was unhurt.

The light infantry and grenadiers lost three-fourths of their men.
Of one company not more than five, and of another not more
than fourteen, escaped.

The unexpected resistance of the Americans was such as

wiped away the reproach of cowardice, which had been cast

upon them by their enemies in Britain. The spirited conduct

of the British officers merited and obtained great applause;
but the provincials were justly entitled to a large share of the

glory for having made the utmost exertions of their adversaries

necessary to dislodge them from lines which were the work of

only a single night.

The Americans lost five pieces of cannon. Their killed

amounted to one hundred thirty-nine; their wounded and miss-
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ing, to three hundred fourteen. Thirty of the former fell into the

hands of the conquerors. They particularly regretted the death

of GeneralWarren. To the purest patriotism and most undaunted

bravery he added the virtues of domestic life, the eloquence of

an accomplished orator, and the wisdom of an able statesman.

Only a regard for the liberty of his country induced him to op-

pose the measures of Government. He aimed not at a separa-

tion from, but a coalition with, the mother-country.
The burning of Charlestown, though a place of great trade,

did not discourage the provincials. It excited resentment and

execration, but not any disposition to submit. Such was the

high-strung state of the public mind, and so great the indiffer-

ence of property when put in competition with liberty, that mili-

tary conflagrations, though they distressed and impoverished,
had no tendency to subdue, the colonists. Such means might
suffice in the Old World, but were not effectual in the New,
where the war was undertaken, not for a change of masters, but

for securing essential rights.

The action at Breed's Hill, or Bunker Hill, as it has since

been commonly called, produced many and very important con-

sequences. It taught the British so much respect for the Ameri-

cans, intrenched behind works, that their subsequent operations

were retarded with a caution that wasted away a whole cam-

paign to very little purpose. It added to the confidence the

Americans began to have in their own abilities. It inspired some

of the leading members of Congress with such high ideas of

what might be done by militia, or men engaged for a short

term of enlistment, that it was long before they assented to the

establishment of a permanent army.



CANADA REMAINS LOYAL TO ENGLAND

MONTGOMERY'S INVASION

A.D. 1775

JOHN McMULLEN
At the outbreak of the Revolutionary War there was a belief, or at

least a hope, among the thirteen rebellious colonies that Canada would

join them and thus enable the entire continent to present a united front

against England. Had she done so the course of Canadian and perhaps

of American destiny would have been widely changed.

The condition of Canada was different from that of the more southern

colonies, in that it was a conquered country, guarded by British soldiers.

The great majority of the inhabitants were of French descent; until 1760

they had been under French rule
;
and it was hoped that, especially in

the Quebec Province and along the St. Lawrence Valley, the French habi-

tants would seize eagerly on an opportunity for revolt. An expedition

was therefore planned under Generals Montgomery and Arnold
;
and

though it failed, so great was the heroism of the men who attempted it

that we may leave their story to their foes to tell. The following account

is by the standard Canadian historian McMullen.

That Canada was saved to England from this, the first and most seri-

ous of the invasions of her independent neighbors to the south, was due

chiefly to Sir Guy Carleton, the able general then governing the Province

and commanding the British forces there. It was due also to the French

clergy, who favored British rule and bade their parishioners stand neutral

or even urged them to fight against the invaders.

'TTHE American Congress, in 1775, believed the Canadian peo-

ple to be favorable to their cause, and resolved to anticipate
the British by striking a decided blow in the North. They ac-

cordingly despatched a force of nearly two thousand men, un-

der Schuyler and Montgomery, to penetrate into Canada by the

Richelieu. After taking the forts along that river, they were next

to possess themselves of Montreal, and then descend to Quebec,
and form a junction there with Colonel Arnold, who was to pro-
ceed up the Kennebec with eleven hundred men and surprise
the capital of Canada if possible.

30
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On September 5th the American army arrived at the Ile-

aux-Noix, whence Schuyler and Montgomery scattered a proc-

lamation among the Canadians stating that they came only

against the British, and had no design whatever on the lives, the

properties, or religion of the inhabitants. General Schuyler be-

ing unwell now returned to Albany, and the chief command
devolved on Montgomery, who, having received a reenforcement,

invested Fort St. John on the i yth, and at the same time sent

some troops to attack the fort at Chambly, while Ethan Allan

was despatched with a reconnoitring party toward Montreal.

Allan accordingly proceeded to the St. Lawrence, and being in-

formed that the town was weakly defended, and believing the

inhabitants were favorable to the Americans, he resolved to capt-

ure it by surprise, although his force was under two hundred

men. General Carleton had already arrived at Montreal to

make disposition for the protection of the frontier. Learning on

the night of the 24th that a party of Americans had crossed the

river and were marching on the town, he promptly drew to-

gether two hundred fifty of the local militia, chiefly English and

Irish, and with thirty men of the Twenty-sixth regiment, in

addition, prepared for its defence. Allan, however, instead of

proceeding to attack Montreal, becoming intimidated, took pos-

session of some houses and barns in the neighborhood, where he

was surrounded next day and compelled to surrender after a

loss of five killed and ten wounded. The British lost their com-

manding officer, Major Carsden, Alexander Paterson, a mer-

chant of Montreal, and two privates. Allan and his men were

sent prisoners to England, where they were confined in Pen-

dennis castle.

While these occurrences were transpiring at Montreal, Mont-

gomery was vigorously pressing forward the siege of Fort St.

John, which post was gallantly defended by Major Preston of

the Twenty-sixth regiment. His conduct was not imitated by

Major Stopford, of the Seventh, who commanded at Chambly,
and who surrendered, in a cowardly manner, on two hundred

Americans appearing before the works with two six-pounders.
This was a fortunate event for Montgomery, whose powder was

nearly exhausted, and who now procured a most seasonable sup-

ply from the captured fort. His fire was again renewed, but
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was bravely replied to by the garrison, who hoped that General

Carleton would advance and raise the siege. This the latter was

earnestly desirous to do, and drew together all the militia he

could collect and the few troops at his disposal for that purpose,

and pushed across the river toward Longueil on one of the last

days of October. General Montgomery had foreseen this move-

ment, and detached a force, with two field-pieces, to prevent it.

This force took post near the river, and allowed the British to

approach within pistol-shot of the shore, when they opened such

a hot fire of musketry and cannon that General Carleton was

compelled to order a retreat on Montreal. Montgomery duly

apprized Major Preston of these occurrences, and the garrison

being now short of provisions and ammunition, and without any

hope of succor, surrendered on October 3ist, and marched out

with all the honors of war.

With Fort St. John and Chambly a large portion of the reg-

ular troops in Canada was captured, and the Governor was in no

condition to resist the American army, the main body of which

now advanced upon Montreal, while a strong detachment pro-

ceeded to Sorel, to cut off the retreat of the British toward Que-
bec. General Carleton, with Brigadier Prescott and one hun-

dred twenty soldiers, left Montreal, after destroying all the pub-
lic stores possible, just as the American army was entering it.

At Sorel, however, their flight was effectually intercepted by an

armed vessel and some floating batteries, and Prescott, finding
it impossible to force a passage, was compelled to surrender.

The night before, General Carleton fortunately eluded the vigi-

lance of the Americans, and passed down the river in a boat with

muffled oars. Montgomery treated the people of Montreal with

great consideration, and gained their good-will by the affabil-

ity of his manners and the nobleness and generosity of his

disposition.

While the main body of the American invading force had
been completely successful thus far, Arnold sailed up the Ken-

nebec, and proceeded through the vast forests lying between it

and the St. Lawrence, in the hope of surprising Quebec. The

sufferings of his troops from hunger and fatigue were of the

most severe description. So great were their necessities that

they were obliged to eat dog's flesh, and even the leather of their
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cartouch-boxes; still, they pressed on with unflagging zeal and

wonderful endurance, and arrived at Point Levi on November

9th. But their approach was already known at Quebec. Arnold

had enclosed a letter for Schuyler to a friend in that city, and

imprudently intrusted its delivery to an Indian, who carried it to

the Lieutenant-Governor. The latter immediately began to make
defensive preparations, and when the Americans arrived on the

opposite side of the river they found all the shipping and boats

removed, and a surprise out of the question.

On the 1 2th Colonel M'Clean, who had retreated from So-

rel, arrived at Quebec, with a body of Eraser's Highlanders,
who had settled in the country, were now reembodied, and

amounted to one hundred fifty men. In addition to these there

were four hundred eighty Canadian militia, five hundred British,

and some regular troops and seamen for the defence of the town.

The Hunter (sloop-of-war) gave the garrison the command of the

river, yet, despite the vigilance exercised by her commander, Ar-

nold crossed over during the night of the i3th, landed at Wolfe's

Cove, and next morning appeared on the Plains of Abraham,
where he gave his men three cheers, which were promptly re-

sponded to by the besieged, who in addition complimented
them with a few discharges of grape-shot, which compelled them

to retire. Finding he could effect nothing against the city, Ar-

nold retired up the river to Point-aux-Trembles, to await the

arrival of Montgomery.
On the igth, to the great joy of the garrison, General Carle-

ton arrived from Montreal, bringing down with him two armed

schooners which had been lying at Three Rivers. One of his

first measures was to strengthen the hands of the loyalists, by

ordering those liable to serve in the militia, and who refused to

be enrolled, to quit the city within four days. By this means

several disaffected persons were got rid of, and the garrison was

speedily raised to eighteen hundred men, who had plenty of pro-
visions for eight months.

On December ist Montgomery joined Arnold at Point-aux-

Trembles, when their united forces, amounting to about two

thousand men, proceeded to attack Quebec, in the neighborhood
of which they arrived on the 4th, and soon after quartered t

men in the houses of the suburbs. Montgomery now sent a

E.. VOL. XIV.
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to summon the besieged to surrender, but this was fired upon by
order of General Carleton, who refused to hold any intercourse

with the American officers. Highly indignant at this treatment,

the besiegers proceeded to construct their batteries, although the

weather was intensely cold. But their artillery was too light to

make any impression on the fortifications, the fire from which

cut their fascines to pieces and dismounted their guns; so

Montgomery determined to carry the works by escalade. He

accordingly assembled his men on December 3oth and made

them a very imprudent speech, in which he avowed his resolution

of attacking the city by storm. A deserter carried intelligence of

his intention that very day to General Carleton, who made the

necessary preparations for defence. On the night of the 3ist

the garrison pickets were on the alert. Nothing, however, of im-

portance occurred till next morning, when Captain Fraser, the

field officer on duty, on going his rounds, perceived some suspi-

cious signals at St. John's Gate, and immediately turned out the

guard, when a brisk fire was opened by a body of the enemy, con-

cealed by a snow-bank. This was a mere feint to draw off atten-

tion from the true points of attack, at the southern and northern

extremities of the Lower Town. It had, however, the effect of

putting the garrison more completely on their guard, and thus

was fatal to the plans of the assailants.

Montgomery led a column of five hundred men toward the

southern side of the town, and halted to reconnoitre at a short

distance from the first battery, near the Pres de Ville, defended

chiefly by Canadian militia, with nine seamen to work the guns,
the whole under the command of Captain Barnsfair. The guard
were on the alert, and the sailors with lighted matches waited the

order to fire, while the strictest silence was preserved. Presently
the officer who had made the reconnoissance returned and re-

ported everything still. The Americans now rushed forward to

the attack, when Barnsfair gave the command to fire, and the

head of the assailing column went instantly down under the un-

expected and fatal discharge of guns and musketry. The sur-

vivors made a rapid retreat, leaving thirteen of their dead be-

hind to be shrouded in the falling snow, among whom was the

gallant Montgomery. Of a good family in the north of Ireland,
he had served under Wolfe with credit, married an American
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lady, Miss Livingston, after the peace, and had joined the cause

of the United States with great enthusiasm.

At the other end of the Lower Town Arnold at the head of

six hundred men had assaulted the first barrier with great im-

petuosity, meeting with little resistance. He was wounded in the

first onset and borne to the rear. But his place was ably supplied

by Captain Morgan, who forced the guard and drove them

back to a second barrier, two hundred yards nearer the centre

of the town. Owing to the prompt arrangements, however, of

General Carleton, who soon arrived on the ground, the Ameri-

cans were speedily surrounded, driven out of a strong building

by the bayonet, and compelled to surrender to the number of

four hundred twenty-six, including twenty-eight officers. In this

action the garrison had ten men killed and thirteen wounded;
the American loss in killed and wounded was about one hundred.

The besieging force was now reduced to a few hundred men,
and they were at a loss whether to retreat toward home or con-

tinue the siege. As they were in expectation of soon receiving

aid they at length determined to remain in the neighborhood,
and elected Arnold as their general, who contented himself with

a simple blockade of the besieged, at a considerable distance

from the works. Carleton would have now gladly proceeded to

attack him, but several of the Canadians outside the city were

disaffected, as well as many persons within the defences, and he

considered, with his motley force, his wisest course was to run

no risk, and wait patiently for the succor which the opening of

navigation must give him.

During the month of February a small reSnforcement from

Massachusetts and some troops from Montreal raised Arnold's

force to over one thousand men, and he now resumed the siege,

but could make no impression on the works. His men had al-

ready caught the small-pox, and the country people becoming
more and more unwilling to supply provisions, his difficulties in-

creased rather than diminished. When the Americans first came

into the country the habitants were disposed to sell them what

they required at a fair price, and a few hundred of the latter even

joined their army. But they soon provoked the hostility of the

bulk of the people by a want of respect for their clergy, by com-

pelling them to furnish articles below the current prices, and by
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giving them illegal certificates of payment, which were rejected

by the American quartermaster-general. In this way the Cana-

dians began gradually to take a deeper interest in the struggle

hi progress, and to regard the British as their true friends and

protectors, while they came to look upon the Americans as a

band of armed plunderers, who made promises they had no in-

tention of performing, and refused to pay their just debts.

All the Canadians now required was a proper leader and a

system of organization to cause them to act vigorously against

Arnold. Even in the absence of these requisites they deter-

mined to raise the siege, and, led by a gentleman of the name

of Beajeau, a force advanced toward Quebec, on March 25th, but

was defeated by the Americans, and compelled to retreat. This

check, however, did not discourage the Canadians, who now re-

solved to surprise a detachment of the enemy at Point Levi. By
some means their design became known, and they were very

roughly handled.

The month of April passed without producing any events of

importance. The Americans had meanwhile been reenforced

to over two thousand men, and Major-General Thomas had

arrived to take the command. The small-pox still continued to

rage among them
;
besides they could make no impression on

the fortifications, and the hostile attitude of the Canadians dis-

heartened them, so nothing was effected. On May 5th Thomas
called a council of war, at which an immediate retreat was de-

termined on.

On the following morning, to the great joy of the besieged, the

Surprise frigate and a sloop arrived in the harbor, with one hun-

dred seventy men of the Twenty-ninth regiment and some ma-

rines, who were speedily landed. Now General Carleton at once

resolved on offensive operations, and marched out at noon with

one thousand men and a few field-pieces to attack the Ameri-

cans. But the latter did not await his approach, and fled with

the utmost precipitation, leaving all their cannon, stores, ammu-
nition, and even their sick behind. These were treated with the

utmost attention by General Carleton, whose humanity won the

esteem of all his prisoners, who were loud in his praise on re-

turning home. For his services during the siege the Governor
was knighted by his sovereign.
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The Americans retreated as rapidly as possible for a distance

of forty-five miles up the river, but finding they were not pur-
sued they halted for a few days to rest themselves. They then

proceeded in a distressed condition to Sorel, where they were

joined by some reinforcements, and where, also, their general,

Thomas, died of the small-pox, which still continued to afflict

them. He was succeeded in the chief command by General

Sullivan.

Meantime some companies of the Eighth regiment, which

were scattered through the frontier posts on the Lakes, had de-

scended to Ogdensburg. From thence Captain Forster was de-

tached, on May nth, with one hundred twenty-six soldiers and

an equal number of Indians, to capture a stockade at the Cedars,

garrisoned by three hundred ninety Americans, under the com-

mand of Colonel Bedell. The latter surrendered on the iQth,

after sustaining only a few hours' fire of musketry, and the fol-

lowing day one hundred men advancing to his assistance were

attacked by the Indians and a few Canadians. A smart action

ensued which lasted for ten minutes, when the Americans laid

down their arms and were marched prisoners to the fort, where

they were with difficulty saved from massacre.

After providing for the safety of his numerous prisoners,

Forster pushed down the river toward Lachine, but, learning that

Arnold was advancing to attack him with a force treble his own

number, he halted and prepared for action. Placing his men in

an advantageous position on the edge of the river, and spread-

ing the Indians out on his flanks, he made such a stout defence

that the Americans were compelled to retire to St. Anne's. For-

ster, encumbered with his prisoners, now proposed a cartel, which

Arnold at once assented to, and an exchange was effected, on

May 2yth, for two majors, nine captains, twenty subalterns, and

four hundred forty-three privates. This cartel was broken by

Congress, on the ground that the prisoners had been cruelly used,

which was not the case. They had been treated with all the

humanity possible, when the difficulty of guarding so large a

number, with less than three hundred men, is taken into con-

sideration.

While these events were in progress above Montreal, a large

body of troops had arrived from England, under the command

4G65S3
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of Major-General Burgoyne. Brigadier Eraser was at once sent

on by the Governor with the first division to Three Rivers.

While the troops still remained on board their transports off this

place, General Thompson advanced with eighteen hundred men
to surprise the town, and would have effected his object had not

one of his Canadian guides escaped and warned the British of

his approach. General Fraser immediately landed his troops,

with several field-pieces, and posted them so advantageously that

the Americans were speedily defeated, their general, his second

in command, and five hundred men made prisoners, while, the

retreat of their main body being cut off, they were compelled to

take shelter in a wood full of swamps. Here they remained in

great distress till the following day, when General Carleton, who
had meanwhile come up, humanely drew the guard from the

bridge over the Riviere du Loup, and allowed them to escape
toward Sorel. Finding themselves unable to oppose the force

advancing against them, the American army, under Sullivan,

retreated to Crown Point, whither Arnold also retired from Mon-
treal on June i5th. Thus terminated the invasion of Canada,
which produced no advantage to the American cause, but on
the contrary aroused the hostility of the inhabitants and drew
them closer to Great Britain.



SIGNING OF AMERICAN DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE

A.D. 1776

THOMAS JEFFERSON JOHN A. DOYLE
Among historic acts and political deliverances there is none more

weighty in significance and results, none more famous in the annals of the

world, than the American Declaration of Independence. The document
which preserves it to all ages is

"
a witness to the world that freedom,

resting not on institutions, but on the necessities of human nature, is no
mere abstract idea, but a vital principle of national life."

At the beginning of 1776 the tide of public opinion in the colonies was

setting strongly toward national independence. Lexington and Bunker
Hill had spoken their message to America and to the British Govern-

ment. All the other colonies had come into line with New England.
The earliest declaration of independence, that of the people of Mecklen-

burg County, North Carolina (May, 1775), had preluded the general

proclamation. The second Continental Congress was at work with grow-
ing legislative powers ;

the New England forces had been adopted as the

Continental Army, with Washington as commander-in-chief
;
that army

was besieging the British in Boston ; and a movement was in progress

against Canada. In March, 1776, Boston was evacuated. On June 28th

a British attack on Sullivan's Island, off Charleston, South Carolina, was

repulsed by Moultrie. Before the end of 1775 the Continental Congress
had ordered the building of several ships the nucleus of the American

navy and its sea-power was rapidly increased by privateers. Meanwhile

King George III and his minister, Lord North, had continued their coer-

cive policy and strengthened their war measures.

Thomas Paine's Common Sense, published early in 1776, one of the

most effective popular appeals that ever
"
went to the bosoms of a nation,"

completed the preparation of the public mind for the great step about to

be taken by the Congress.

Jefferson's account of the proceedings day by day, given in his own
Memoirs, is the best contemporary record of the momentous deliberations

and decision of this body, assembled in Independence Hall, Philadelphia.
A quarter of a century before, upon the fillet of the

"
Liberty Bell," which

hung in the steeple of that Old State House, had been cast the words of

ancient Hebrew Scripture :

"
Proclaim liberty throughout all the land,

unto all the inhabitants thereof."

39
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Doyle's reflections, as representing an enlightened English view of

the Declaration and the great struggle which it lifted to its climax, is

placed as a suggestive commentary after the uncolored narrative of the

chief author of the great instrument itself.

THOMAS JEFFERSON

TN Congress, Friday, June 7, 1776, the delegates from Virginia

moved, in obedience to instructions from their constituents,

that the Congress should declare that these United Colonies

are, and of right ought to be, free and independent states; that

they are absolved from all allegiance to the British crown, and

that all political connection between them and the state of Great

Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolved; that measures

should be immediately taken for procuring the assistance of

foreign powers, and a confederation be formed to bind the col-

onies more closely together.

The House being obliged to attend at that time to some other

business, the proposition was referred to the next day, when the

members were ordered to attend punctually at ten o'clock.

Saturday, June 8th. They proceeded to take it into considera-

tion, and referred it to a committee of the whole, into which they

immediately resolved themselves, and passed that day and Mon-

day, the loth, in debating on the subject.

It was argued by Wilson, Robert R. Livingston, E. Rutledge,

Dickinson, and others that, though they were friends to the

measures themselves, and saw the impossibility that we should

ever again be united with Great Britain, yet they were against

adopting them at this time:

That the conduct we had formerly observed was wise, and

proper now, of deferring to take any capital step till the voice of

the people drove us into it:

That they were our power, and without them our declarations

could not be carried into effect :

That the people of the middle colonies (Maryland, Delaware,

Pennsylvania, the Jerseys, and New York) were not yet ripe for

bidding adieu to British connection, but that they were fast ripen-

ing, and, in a short tune, would join in the general voice of

America:

That the resolution, entered into by this House on May i5th,
for suppressing the exercise of all powers derived from the Crown,
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had shown, by the ferment into which it had thrown these middle

colonies, that they had not yet accommodated their minds to a

separation from the mother-country :

That some of them had expressly forbidden their delegates to

consent to such a declaration, and others had given no instruc-

tions, and consequently no powers to give such consent :

That if the delegates of any particular colony had no power
to declare such colony independent, certain they were the others

could not declare it for them, the colonies being as yet perfectly

independent of each other:

That the Assembly of Pennsylvania was now sitting above

stairs, their convention would sit within a few days, the conven-

tion of New York was now sitting, and those of the Jerseys and

Delaware counties would meet on the Monday following, and it

was probable these bodies would take up the question of Inde-

pendence, and would declare to their delegates the voice of their

State:

That if such a declaration should now be agreed to, these

delegates must retire, and possibly their colonies might secede

from the Union:

That such a secession would weaken us more than could be

compensated by any foreign alliance:

That in the event of such a division, foreign powers would

either refuse to join themselves to our fortunes, or, having us so

much in their power as that desperate declaration would place

us, they would insist on terms proportionately more hard and

prejudicial:

That we had little reason to expect an alliance with those to

whom alone as yet we had cast our eyes :

That France and Spain had reason to be jealous of that rising

power, which would one day certainly strip them of all their

American possessions:

That it was more likely they should form a connection with

the British court, who, if they should find themselves unable

otherwise to extricate themselves from their difficulties, would

agree to a partition of our territories, restoring Canada to France,

and the Floridas to Spain, to accomplish for themselves a re-

covery of these colonies:

That it would not be long before we should receive certain
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information of the disposition of the French court, from the agent

whom we had sent to Paris for that purpose:

That if this disposition should be favorable by waiting the

event of the present campaign, which we all hoped would be suc-

cessful, we should have reason to expect an alliance on better

terms:

That this would in fact work no delay of any effectual aid

from such ally, as, from the advance of the season and distance

of our situation, it was impossible we could receive any assistance

during this campaign:
That it was prudent to fix among ourselves the terms on which

we should form alliance, before we declared we would form one

at all events:

And that if these were agreed on, and our Declaration of

Independence ready by the time our ambassador should be pre-

pared to sail, it would be as well as to go into the Declaration at

this day.

On the other side, it was urged by J. Adams, Lee, Wythe, and

others that no gentleman had argued against the policy or the

right of separation from Britain, nor had supposed it possible we
should ever renew our connection; that they had only opposed
its being now declared:

That the question was not whether, by a Declaration of In-

dependence, we should make ourselves what we are not; but

whether we should declare a fact which already exists :

That, as to the people or Parliament of England, we had

always been independent of them, their restraints on our trade

deriving efficacy from our acquiescence only, and not from any

rights they possessed of imposing them, and that so far, our con-

nection had been federal only, and was now dissolved by the

commencement of hostilities:

That, as to the King, we had been bound to him by allegiance,

but that this bond was now dissolved by his assent to the last

act of Parliament, by which he declares us out of his protection,

and by his levying war on us, a fact which had long ago proved
us out of his protection ;

it being a certain position in law, that

allegiance and protection are reciprocal, the one ceasing when
the other is withdrawn :

That James the II never declared the people of England out
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of his protection, yet his actions proved it, and the Parliament

declared it:

No delegates then can be denied, or ever want, a power of

declaring an existing truth:

That the delegates from the Delaware counties having de-

clared their constituents ready to join, there are only two colonies,

Pennsylvania and Maryland, whose delegates are absolutely tied

up, and that these had, by their instructions, only reserved a right

of confirming or rejecting the measure:

That the instructions from Pennsylvania might be accounted

for from the times in which they were drawn, near a twelvemonth

ago, since which the face of affairs has totally changed:
That within that time it had become apparent that Britain

was determined to accept nothing less than a carte-blanche, and

that the King's answer to the lord mayor, aldermen and common-
council of London, which had come to hand four days ago, must

have satisfied everyone of this point :

That the people wait for us to lead the way:
That they are in favor of the measure, though the instructions

given by some of their representatives are not :

That the voice of the representatives is not always consonant

with the voice of the people, and that this is remarkably the case

in these middle colonies :

That the effect of the resolution of May i5th has proved this,

which, raising the murmurs of some in the colonies of Pennsyl-
vania and Maryland, called forth the opposing voice of the freer

part of the people, and proved them to be the majority even in

these colonies:

That the backwardness of these two colonies might be as-

cribed, partly to the influence of proprietary power and connec-

tions, and partly to their having not yet been attacked by the

enemy:
That these causes were not likely to be soon removed, as there

seemed no probability that the enemy would make either of these

the seat of this summer's war:

That it would be vain to wait either weeks or months for per-

fect unanimity, since it was impossible that all men should ever

become of one sentiment on any question :

That the conduct of some colonies, from the beginning of this
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contest, had given reason to suspect it was their settled policy to

keep in the rear of the confederacy, that their particular prospect

might be better, even in the worst event :

That, therefore, it was necessary for those colonies who had

thrown themselves forward and hazarded all from the beginning,

to come forward now also, and put all again to their own haz-

ard:

That the history of the Dutch Revolution, of whom three

states only confederated at first, proved that a secession of some

colonies would not be so dangerous as some apprehended :

That a declaration of independence alone could render it

consistent with European delicacy, for European powers to treat

with us, or even to receive an ambassador from us:

That till this they would not receive our vessels into their

ports, nor acknowledge the adjudications of our courts of admi-

rality to be legitimate in cases of capture of British vessels:

That though France and Spain may be jealous of our rising

power, they must think it will be much more formidable with the

addition of Great Britain; and will therefore see it their interest

to prevent a coalition; but should they refuse, we shall never

know whether they will aid us or not:

That the present campaign may be unsuccessful, and there-

fore we had better propose an alliance while our affairs wear a

hopeful aspect:

That to wait the event of this campaign will certainly work

delay, because, during the summer, France may assist us effectu-

ally, by cutting off those supplies of provisions from England and

Ireland on which the enemy's armies here are to depend; or by

setting in motion the great power they have collected in the West

Indies, and calling our enemy to the defence of the possessions

they have there:

That it would be idle to lose time in settling the terms of alli-

ance, till we had first determined we would enter into alliance :

That it is necessary to lose no time in opening a trade for our

people, who will want clothes, and will want money too for the

payment of taxes:

And that the only misfortune is that we did not enter into

alliance with France six months sooner, as, besides opening her

ports for the vent of our last year's produce, she might have
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marched an army into Germany, and prevented the petty princes

there from selling their unhappy subjects to subdue us.

It appearing in the course of these debates that the colonies

of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware,

and South Carolina were not yet matured for falling from the

parental stem, but that they were fast advancing to that state, it

was thought most prudent to wait a while for them, and to post-

pone the final decision to July ist; but, that this might occasion

as little delay as possible, a committee was appointed to prepare
a Declaration of Independence. The committee were John
Adams, Dr. Franklin, Roger Sherman, Robert R. Livingston,

and myself. Committees were also appointed, at the same time,

to prepare a plan of confederation for the colonies, and to state

the terms proper to be proposed for foreign alliance.

The committee for drawing the Declaration of Independence
desired me to do it. It was accordingly done, and, being ap-

proved by them, I reported it to the House on Friday, June 28th,

when it was read, and ordered to lie on the table. On Monday,
July ist, the House resolved itself into a committee of the whole,

and resumed the consideration of the original motion made by
the delegates of Virginia, which, being again debated through the

day, was carried in the affirmative by the votes of New Hamp-
shire, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Jersey,

Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia. South Caro-

lina and Pennsylvania voted against it. Delaware had but two

members present, and they were divided. The delegates of New
York declared they were for it themselves, and were assured their

constituents were for it; but that their instructions having been

drawn near a twelvemonth before, when reconciliation was still

the general object, they were enjoined by them to do nothing
which should impede that object. They, therefore, thought them-

selves not justifiable in voting on either side, and asked leave to

withdraw from the question; which was given them.

The committee rose and reported their resolution to the

House. Mr. Edward Rutledge, of South Carolina, then re-

quested the determination might be put off to the next day, as he

believed his colleagues, though they disapproved of the resolu-

tion, would then join in it for the sake of unanimity. The ulti-

mate question, whether the House would agree to the resolution
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of the committee, was accordingly postponed to the next day,

when it was again moved, and South Carolina concurred in voting

for it.

In the mean time a third member had come post from the

Delaware counties, and turned the vote of that colony in favor of

the resolution. Members of a different sentiment attending that

morning from Pennsylvania also, her vote was changed, so that

the whole twelve colonies who were authorized to vote at all, gave
their voices for it; and, within a few days, the convention of New
York approved of it; and thus supplied the void occasioned by
the withdrawing of her delegates from the vote.

Congress proceeded the same day to consider the Declara-

tion of Independence, which had been reported and laid on the

table the Friday preceding, and on Monday referred to a com-

mittee of the whole. The pusillanimous idea that we had friends

in England worth keeping terms with still haunted the minds of

many. For this reason, those passages which conveyed censures

on the people of England were struck out, lest they should give

them offence. The clause, too, reprobating the enslaving the

inhabitants of Africa, was struck out in complaisance to South

Carolina and Georgia, who had never attempted to restrain the

importation of slaves, and who, on the contrary, still wished to

continue it.

Our northern brethren also, I believe, felt a little tender under

those censures; for though their people had very few slaves them-

selves, yet they had been pretty considerable carriers of them
to others. The debates, having taken up the greater parts of

July 2d, 3d, and 4th, were, on the evening of the last, closed;

the Declaration was reported by the committee, agreed to by
the House, and signed by every member present except Mr.
Dickinson.

JOHN ANDREW DOYLE

Before this it had become evident that to defer any longer the

formation of an independent government was to keep up an un-

necessary source of weakness. Already the voice of the nation

had protested unmistakably against the longer continuance of

anarchy. The first definite step toward such a change had been

taken in 1 775 by New Hampshire. On October 1 1th their dele-
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gates had petitioned Congress to allow them to establish a govern-

ment, but Congress, having still hopes of the success of the peti-

tion, had deferred answering their appeal. The majority of Con-

gress saw at last that independence was only a question of time.

An answer was sent to the Convention of New Hampshire, recom-

mending it to form a government. Similar advice was sent the

next day to South Carolina, and a little later to Virginia. Yet

New Hampshire shrank from so decisive a step, and coupled the

formation of their new government with a studious expression of

their allegiance. Virginia showed a nobler spirit.

In January the convention passed a motion, instructing their

delegates to recommend Congress to throw their ports open to all

nations, and thus to cast off the commercial supremacy of England.
But the mere establishment of independent State governments
was not enough. An imperial government, also independent
of England, was essential. To establish independence without

confederation would be only doing half the work. In the words

of Franklin, "We must all hang together, unlesswe would all hang

separately." About this time Franklin's scheme for a confedera-

tion was laid before Congress. The scheme did not include, but

it evidently implied, independence. Franklin had been through-
out a strenuous advocate of reconciliation, as long as reconcili-

ation was possible, and his opinion ought to have convinced all

that the time for separation had come. But the timid counsels

of his colleague, Dickinson, overruled the motion, and the

scheme of a confederation was not even formally considered.

On February i6th the question of opening the ports was formally
laid before Congress. In the next month measures were taken

which clearly showed that independence was at hand. A private

agent was sent to France by the authority of the committee of

secret correspondence, and the instructions of the commissioners

sent to Canada contained a clause inviting the people of Canada

to "set up such a form of government as will be most likely in

their judgment to produce their happiness." The clause was

objected to as implying independence, and gave rise to a debate,

but was ultimately carried. At last, after seven weeks' delibera-

tion, the Congress resolved to emancipate the colonies from all

commercial restrictions, and on April 6th the ports of America

were thrown open to the world.
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On March 27th South Carolina proceeded to construct a gov-

ernment. They asserted as their principle of action that the

good of the people is the origin and end of all government, and

they set forth the misconduct of the King, the Parliament, and

the officers of the English Government. At the same time they

introduced no change into the system of representation or the

qualification of voters. On May 4th the Assembly of Rhode

Island passed an act discharging the inhabitants of the colony

from allegiance to the King, and at the same time authorized its

delegates in Congress to conclude a treaty with any independent

power for the security of the colonies. On May 6th the Assem-

bly of Virginia met at Williamsburg. After a declaration that all

pacific measures were useless, and that "they had no alternative

left but an abject submission to the will of those overbearing

tyrants, or a total separation from the Crown and Government

of Great Britain," they passed two resolutions; the first empower-

ing their delegates at the convention to propose a declaration of

independence and a confederation of the colonies; the second

appointing a committee to draw up a declaration of rights and a

scheme of government for the colony. On June i2th the Dec-

laration of Rights was laid before the Assembly, and on the 2pth
a constitution was produced.

The Assembly then proceeded to elect a governor. The
choice fell on Patrick Henry. Rightly was he, who had first fore-

seen independence and bidden his countrymen look the danger
of it in the face, deemed worthy to be the first to govern the State

which he had called into being. All the colonies except Pennsyl-
vania and Maryland followed the example of Virginia, and when,
on July ist, the motion for independence was laid before the Con-

gress, the delegates of nine colonies were pledged to vote in its

favor. The delegates of Pennsylvania and Maryland were di-

vided, those of South Carolina unanimously opposed indepen-
dence. The New York delegates were all in favor of indepen-

dence, and represented the opinion of the colony, but could not

vote, as their convention had not yet been duly elected. When
the question came forward for decision next day, Dickinson,
who had opposed it on the first day with great earnestness, stayed

away, as did one of his colleagues, and the vote of Pennsylvania
was altered. Another delegate arrived from Delaware, whose
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vote turned the scale, and South Carolina, rather than stand

alone, withdrew its opposition. New York alone was unable to

vote, and on July 2d, by the decision of twelve colonies, without

one adverse vote, it was resolved "that these united colonies are,

and of right ought to be, free and independent states; that they

are absolved from all allegiance to the British Crown, and that all

political connection between them and the state of Great Britain

is, and ought to be, totally dissolved." Seldom was the irony of

history more strikingly illustrated than when Hancock, a rebel

specially selected for proscription by the English government,

put the question to the vote, and declared the American colonies

forever independent.
Thomas Jefferson, of Virginia, was selected to draw up the

Declaration which had been resolved upon. His pen had already

served his country. In 1774 he had published A Summary
View of the Rights 0} British America, setting forth the dangers
which menaced the country, and encouraging the people in de-

fence of their liberties. He had signalized himself in his own

colony by his opposition to slavery. "Wherever he was, there

was found a soul devoted to the cause of liberty, power to defend

and maintain it, and willingness to incur all its hazards."

On July 4th the Declaration was produced. It declared the

abstract principles on which their secession was justified; it then

drew up an indictment against the King, in eighteen heads, set-

ting forth the various ways in which he had proved himself
"
a

tyrant unfit to be the ruler of a free people." Finally it de-

clared that the united colonies were free and independent states;

that the connection with Great Britain was and ought to be to-

tally dissolved, and that as free and independent states, they had

full power to levy war, conclude peace, contract alliances, estab-

lish commerce, and to do all other acts and things which indepen-

dent states may of right do."

Seldom in human events do the facts of history carry their

own explanation so clearly with them. A people who had grown

up gradually, almost unconsciously, under democratic institu-

tions, at last saw those institutions subverted. To preserve the

spirit of them, they changed their form. We must not be misled

into the error of underrating the importance of the American

struggle by any idea of the insignificance of the issue at stake.

E., VOL. xrv. 4.
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We must not suppose that it was, as an earnest and eloquent

writer has called it, "a war for the vindication of the principle

of representative taxation." Its immediate origin, it is true, in-

volved no vital interest, such as often has been at stake when na-

tions have risen against their rulers. But "rebellions may fall

out on small occasions; they do not spring from small causes,"

was said by the first and wisest of political philosophers. Taxa-

tion was, as Burke says, that by which the colonists felt the

pulse of liberty,
" and as they found that beat, they thought them-

selves sick or sound."

The whole key to the American Revolution lies in two facts;

it was a democratic and a conservative revolution. It was the

work of the people, and its end was to preserve, not to destroy or

to construct afresh. The policy of an early father of New Eng-

land, "In a revolution burn all, and build afresh," was far from

being that of his descendants. Throughout the whole War of

Independence the colonists had a fixed known end in view.

More than that, they had already within themselves the means
for effecting that end, and making it enduring, as far as what is

human can endure. The future that they proposed to them-

selves was not independent of their past : it was a fuller develop-
ment of it. There was no need for beginning with the year one,

or for throwing aside as worn out anything that their ancestors

had left them. And it was essentially a democratic revolution.

Throughout, the movement came from the people. The very
blunders made by the hesitation and timidity of Congress were

the mistakes of an assembly of delegates, not of representative
statesmen. When the final step was taken, the Congress was not

the originator of it, but was little more than a mouthpiece giving

expression to the declared wishes of the nation.



DEFEAT OF BURGOYNE AT SARATOGA
A.D. 1777

SIR EDWARD SHEPHERD CREASY

Viewed by itself, the victory over Burgoyne might have little appear-

ance of being one of the decisive battles of the world, among which

Creasy reckons it. That it acquired such importance was due, as Creasy
himself shows, to its direct consequences, especially its influence upon
the French. It led them to espouse the American cause, and by their aid

the Revolution was brought to a successful ending.

Since the Declaration of Independence the American forces had met
with varying fortunes. They had been defeated in the Battle of Long
Island, August 27, 1776, and at White Plains, October 28th. Forts

Washington and Lee, defences of the Hudson, were both lost, and the

Americans retreated through New Jersey. By a masterly return move-

ment Washington retrieved the situation, winning the Battle of Trenton,
December 26, 1776, and that of Princeton, January 3, 1777. On August
16, 1777, Stark gained the Battle of Bennington, but within a month (Sep-
tember nth) Washington was beaten by Howe on the Brandywine, and

the Americans suffered defeat at Germantown October 4th. In this state

of affairs the movements of Burgoyne, who had invaded New York from

Canada, were watched with deep concern on both sides.

The final operations between the Americans and Burgoyne's forces

included two engagements, which are often spoken of as the Battles of

Saratoga, also as the Battles of Stillwater or of Bemis' Heights, from

the local names.

The first of these actions, that of September 19, 1777, in which Gates,
with Morgan and Arnold under him, commanded the Americans, was
indecisive. Under the same commanders the Americans (October 7th)

won the decisive victory which Creasy describes. His opening state-

ment shows the modern English sentiment concerning the American

Revolution, and this feeling finds its correlative in the gradual change of

tone on the part of American writers.

PHE war which rent away the North American colonies from

England is, of all subjects in history, the most painful for an

Englishman to dwell on. It was commenced and carried on by
the British ministry in iniquity and folly, and it was concluded

in disaster and shame. But the contemplation of it cannot be

5
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evaded by the historian, however much it may be abhorred.

Nor can any military event be said to have exercised more im-

portant influence on the future fortunes of mankind than the

complete defeat of Burgoyne's expedition in 1777 ;
a defeat which

rescued the revolted colonists from certain subjection, and which,

by inducing the courts of France and Spain to attack England in

their behalf, insured the independence of the United States, and

the formation of that transatlantic power which not only Amer-

ica, but both Europe and Asia, now see and feel.

Still, in proceeding to describe this "decisive battle of the

world," a very brief recapitulation of the earlier events of the war

may be sufficient; nor shall I linger unnecessarily on a painful

theme.

The five Northern colonies of Massachusetts, Connecticut,

Rhode Island, New Hampshire, and Vermont, usually classed

together as the New England colonies, were the strongholds of

the insurrection against the mother-country. The feeling of re-

sistance was less vehement and general in the central settlement

of New York, and still less so in Pennsylvania, Maryland, and

the other colonies of the South, although everywhere it was for-

midably strong.

But it was among the descendants of the stern Puritans that

the spirit of Cromwell and Vane breathed in all its fervor; it was
from the New Englanders that the first armed opposition to the

British crown had been offered; and it was by them that the

most stubborn determination to fight to the last, rather than waive

a single right or privilege, had been displayed. In 1775 they had
succeeded hi forcing the British troops to evacuate Boston

;
and

the events of 1776 had made New York which the royalists

captured in that year the principal basis of operations for the

armies of the mother-country.
A glance at the map will show that the Hudson River, which

falls into the Atlantic at New York, runs down from the north at

the back of the New England States, forming an angle of about

forty-five degrees with the line of the coast of the Atlantic, along
which the New England States are situate. Northward of the

Hudson we see a small chain of lakes communicating with the

Canadian frontier. It is necessary to attend closely to these geo-

graphical points in order to understand the plan of the opera-
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tions which the English attempted in 1777, and which the battle

of Saratoga defeated.

The English had a considerable force in Canada, and in 1776
had completely repulsed an attack which the Americans had

made upon that province. The British ministry resolved to avail

themselves, in the next year, of the advantage which the occupa-
tion of Canada gave them, not merely for the purpose of defence,

but for the purpose of striking a vigorous and crushing blow

against the revolted colonies. With this view the army in Can-

ada was largely reenforced. Seven thousand veteran troops were

sent out from England, with a corps of artillery, abundantly

supplied and led by select and experienced officers. Large quan-
tities of military stores were also furnished for the equipment
of the Canadian volunteers, who were expected to join the ex-

pedition.

It was intended that the force thus collected should march
southward by the line of the Lakes, and thence along the banks of

the Hudson River. The British army from New York or a

large detachment of it was to make a simultaneous movement

northward, up the line of the Hudson, and the two expeditions

were to unite at Albany, a town on that river. By these opera-

tions, all communication between theNorthern colonies and those

of the Centre and South would be cut off. An irresistible force

would be concentrated, so as to crush all further opposition in

New England; and when this was done, it was believed that the

other colonies would speedily submit. The Americans had no

troops in the field that seemed able to baffle these movements.

Their principal army, under Washington, was occupied in

watching over Pennsylvania and the South. At any rate, it was

believed that, in order to oppose the plan intended for the new

campaign, the insurgents must risk a pitched battle, in which the

superiority of the royalists in numbers, in discipline, and in

equipment seemed to promise to the latter a crowning victory.

Without question, the plan was ably formed; and had the suc-

cess of the execution been equal to the ingenuity of the design,

the reconquest or submission of the thirteen United States must

in all human probability have followed, and the independence
which they proclaimed in 1776 would have been extinguished
before it existed a second year.
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No European power had as yet come forward to aid America.

It is true that England was generally regarded with jealousy and

ill-will, and was thought to have acquired, at the Treaty of Paris,

a preponderance of dominion which was perilous to the balance

of power; but, though many were willing to wound, none had

yet ventured to strike; and America, if defeated in 1777, would

have been suffered to fall unaided.

Burgoyne had gained celebrity by some bold and dashing

exploits in Portugal during the last war; he was personally as

brave an officer as ever headed British troops, he had consider-

able skill as a tactician; and his general intellectual abilities and

acquirements were of a high order. He had several very able

and experienced officers under him, among whom were Major-
General Philips and Brigadier-General Frazer. His regular

troops amounted, exclusively of the corps of artillery, to about

seven thousand two hundred men, rank and file. Nearly half of

these were Germans.

He had also an auxiliary force of from two to three thousand

Canadians. He summoned the warriors of several tribes of the

red Indians near the Western Lakes to join his army. Much

eloquence was poured forth both in America and in England in

denouncing the use of these savage auxiliaries. Yet Burgoyne
seems to have done no more than Montcalm, Wolfe, and other

French, American, and English generals had done before him.

But, in truth, the lawless ferocity of the Indians, their unskilful-

ness in regular action, and the utter impossibility of bringing
them under any discipline made their services of little or no value

in times of difficulty; while the indignation which their outrages

inspired went far to rouse the whole population of the invaded

districts into active hostilities against Burgoyne's force.

Burgoyne assembled his troops and confederates near the

River Bouquet, on the west side of Lake Champlain. He then,

on June 21, 1777, gave his red allies a war-feast, and harangued
them on the necessity of abstaining from their usual cruel prac-
tices against unarmed people and prisoners. At the same time

he published a pompous manifesto to the Americans, in which he

threatened the refractory with all the horrors of war, Indian as

well as European.
The army proceeded by water to Crown Point, a fortification
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which the Americans held at the northern extremity of the inlet,

by which the water from Lake George is conveyed to Lake

Champlain. He landed here without opposition, but the reduc-

tion of Ticonderoga a fortification about twelve miles to the

south of Crown Point was a more serious matter, and was sup-

posed to be the critical part of the expedition. Ticonderoga
commanded the passage along the lakes, and was considered to

be the key to the route which Burgoyne wished to follow. The

English had been repulsed in an attack on it in the war with the

French in 1758, with severe loss. But Burgoyne now invested it

with great skill; and the American general, St. Clair, who had

only an ill-equipped army of about three thousand men, evac-

uated it on July 5th.

It seems evident that a different course would have caused

the destruction or capture of his whole army, which, weak as it

was, was the chief force then in the field for the protection of the

New England States. When censured by some of his countrymen
for abandoning Ticonderoga, St. Clair truly replied "that he had

lost a post, but saved a province." Burgoyne's troops pursued
the retiring Americans, gained several advantages over them, and

took a large part of their artillery and military stores.

The loss of the British in these engagements was trifling.

The army moved southward along Lake George to Skenesbor-

ough, and thence, slowly and with great difficulty, across a broken

country, full of creeks and marshes, and clogged by the enemy
with felled trees and other obstacles, to Fort Edward, on the

Hudson River, the American troops continuing to retire before

them.

Burgoyne reached the left bank of the Hudson River on July

3<Dth. Hitherto he had overcome every difficulty which the

enemy and the nature of the country had placed in his way. His

army was in excellent order and in the highest spirits, and the

peril of the expedition seemed over when they were once on the

bank of the river which was to be the channel of communication

between them and the British army in the South. But their feel-

ings, and those of the English nation in general, when their suc-

cesses were announced, may best be learned from a contempo-

rary writer. Burke, in the Annual Register for 1777, describes

them thus:
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" Such was the rapid torrent of success, which swept every-

thing away before the Northern army in its onset. It is not to be

wondered at if both officers and private men were highly elated

with their good-fortune, and deemed that and their prowess to be

irresistible; if they regarded their enemy with the greatest con-

tempt; considered their own toils to be nearly at an end; Albany
to be already in their hands; and the reduction of the Northern

provinces to be rather a matter of some time than an arduous task

full of difficulty and danger.

"At home the joy and exultation were extreme; not only at

court, but with all those who hoped or wished the unqualified

subjugation and unconditional submission of the colonies. The
loss in reputation was greater to the Americans, and capable of

more fatal consequences, than even that of ground, of posts, of

artillery, or of men. All the contemptuous and most degrading

charges which had been made by their enemies, of their wanting
the resolution and abilities of men, even in their defence of what-

ever was dear to them, were now repeated and believed.

"Those who still regarded them as men, and who had not yet

lost all affection for them as brethren; who also retained hopes
that a happy reconciliation upon constitutional principles, with-

out sacrificing the dignity of the just authority of government on

the one side or a dereliction of the rights of freedmen on the other,

was not even now impossible, notwithstanding their favorable

dispositions in general, could not help feeling upon this occasion

that the Americans sunk not a little in their estimation. It was

not difficult to diffuse an opinion that the war in effect was over,

and that any further resistance could serve only to render the

terms of their submission the worse. Such were some of the im-

mediate effects of the loss of those grand keys of North America

Ticonderoga and the Lakes."

The astonishment and alarm which these events produced

among the Americans were naturally great; but in the midst of

their disasters, none of the colonists showed any disposition to

submit. The local governments of the New England States, as

well as the Congress, acted with vigor and firmness in their efforts

to repel the enemy. General Gates was sent to take the com-

mand of the army at Saratoga; and Arnold, a favorite leader of

the Americans, was despatched by Washington to act under him,
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with reinforcements of troops and guns from the main American

army.

Burgoyne's employment of the Indians now produced the

worst possible effects. Though he labored hard to check the

atrocities which they were accustomed to commit, he could not

prevent the occurrence of many barbarous outrages, repugnant
both to the feelings of humanity and to the laws of civilized war-

fare. The American commanders took care that the reports of

these excesses should be circulated far and wide, well knowing
that they would make the stern New Englanders, not droop, but

rage. Such was their effect; and though, when each man looked

upon his wife, his children, his sisters, or his aged parents, and

thought of the merciless Indian "thirsting for the blood of man,

woman, and child," of "the cannibal savage torturing, murder-

ing, roasting, and eating the mangled victims of his barbarous

battles," might raise terror in the bravest breasts; this very terror

produced a directly contrary effect to causing submission to the

royal army.
It was seen that the few friends of the royal cause, as well as

its enemies, were liable to be the victims of the indiscriminate rage
of the savages; and thus "the inhabitants of the open and fron-

tier countries had no choice of acting: they had no means of

security left but by abandoning their habitations and taking up
arms. Every man saw the necessity of becoming a temporary

soldier, not only for his own security, but for the protection and

defence of those connections which are dearer than life itself.

Thus an army was poured forth by the woods, mountains, and

marches, which in this part were thickly sown with plantations
and villages. The Americans recalled their courage, and, when
their regular army seemed to be entirely wasted, the spirit of the

country produced a much greater and more formidable force."

While resolute recruits, accustomed to the use of fire-arms, and

all partially trained by service in the provincial militias, were thus

flocking to the standard of Gates and Arnold at Saratoga, and

while Burgoyne was engaged at Fort Edward in providing the

means of the further advance of the army through the intricate

and hostile country that still lay before him, two events occurred,

in each of which the British sustained loss and the Americans

obtained advantage, the moral effects of which were even more im-
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portant than the immediate result of the encounters. When Bur-

goyne left Canada, General St. Leger was detached from that

province with a mixed force of about one thousand men and some

light field-pieces across Lake Ontario against Fort Stanwix, which

the Americans held. After capturing this, he was to march along

the Mohawk River to its confluence with the Hudson, between

Saratoga and Albany, where his force and that of Burgoyne's
were to unite. But, after some successes, St. Leger was obliged

to retreat, and to abandon his tents and large quantities of stores

to the garrison.

At the very time that General Burgoyne heard of this disaster

he experienced one still more severe in the defeat of Colonel

Baum, with a large detachment of German troops, at Benning-

ton, whither Burgoyne had sent them for the purpose of capturing
some magazines of provisions, of which the British army stood

greatly in need. The Americans, augmented by continual acces-

sions of strength, succeeded, after many attacks, in breaking this

corps, which fled into the woods, and left its commander mortally
wounded on the field: they then marched against a force of five

hundred grenadiers and light infantry, which was advancing to

Colonel Baum's assistance under Lieutenant-Colonel Breyman,
who, after a gallant resistance, was obliged to retreat on the main

army. The British loss in these two actions exceeded six hun-

dred men
;
and a party of American loyalists, on their way to

join the army, having attached themselves to Colonel Baum's

corps, were destroyed with it.

Notwithstanding these reverses, which added greatly to the

spirit and numbers of the American forces, Burgoyne determined

to advance. It was impossible any longer to keep up his com-

munications with Canada by way of the Lakes, so as to supply his

army on his southward march
;
but having, by unremitting exer-

tions, collected provisions for thirty days, he crossed the Hudson

by means of a bridge of rafts, and, marching a short distance

along its western bank, he encamped on September i4th on the

heights of Saratoga, about sixteen miles from Albany. TheAmeri-
cans had fallen back from Saratoga, and were now strongly posted
near Stillwater, about half way between Saratoga and Albany,
and showed a determination to recede no farther.

Meanwhile Lord Howe, with the bulk of the British army
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that had lain at New York, had sailed away to the Delaware, and
there commenced a campaign against Washington, in which the

English general took Philadelphia, and gained other showy but

unprofitable successes. But Sir Henry Clinton, a brave and
skilful officer, was left with a considerable force at New York,
and he undertook the task of moving up the Hudson to cooperate
with Burgoyne. Clinton was obliged for this purpose to wait for

reinforcements which had been promised from England, and

these did not arrive till September. As soon as he received them,
Clinton embarked about three thousand of his men on a flotilla,

convoyed by some ships-of-war under Commander Hotham, and

proceeded to force his way up the river.

The country between Burgoyne's position at Saratoga and

that of the Americans at Stillwater was rugged, and seamed with

creeks and water-courses; but, after great labor in making bridges
and temporary causeways, the British army moved forward.

About four miles from Saratoga, on the afternoon of September
1 9th, a sharp encounter took place between part of the English

right wing, under Burgoyne himself, and a strong body of the

enemy, under Gates and Arnold. The conflict lasted till sunset.

The British remained masters of the field; but the loss on each

side was nearly equal from five to six hundred men and the

spirits of the Americans were greatly raised by having withstood

the best regular troops of the English army.

Burgoyne now halted again, and strengthened his position by
field-works and redoubts

;
aad the Americans also improved their

defences. The two armies remained nearly within cannon-shot

of each other for a considerable time, during which Burgoyne was

anxiously looking for intelligence of the promised expedition from

New York, which, according to the original plan, ought by this

time to have been approaching Albany from the south. At last

a messenger from Clinton made his way, with great difficulty, to

Burgoyne's camp, and brought the information that Clinton was

on his way up the Hudson to attack the American forts which

barred the passage up that river to Albany. Burgoyne, in reply,

stated his hopes that the promised cooperation would be speedy
and decisive, and added that, unless he received assistance before

October loth, he would be obliged to retreat to theLakes through
want of provisions.
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The Indians and Canadians now began to desert Burgoyne,

while, on the other hand, Gates' army was continually reenforced

by fresh bodies of the militia. An expeditionary force was de-

tached by the Americans, which made a bold though unsuccess-

ful attempt to retake Ticonderoga. And finding the number and

spirit of the enemy to increase daily, and his own stores of pro-

visions to diminish, Burgoyne determined on attacking the Amer-

icans hi front of him, and, by dislodging them from their po-

sition, to gain the means of moving upon Albany, or, at least, of re-

lieving his troops from the straitened position in which they were

cooped up.

Burgoyne's force was now reduced to less than six thousand

men. The right of his camp was on high ground a little to the

west of the river; thence his intrenchments extended along the

lower ground to the bank of the Hudson, their line being nearly

at a right angle with the course of the stream. The lines were

fortified in the centre and on the left with redoubts and field-

works. The numerical force of the Americans was now greater

than the British, even in regular troops, and the numbers of the

militia and volunteers which had joined Gates and Arnold were

greater still. The right of the American position that is to say,

the part of it nearest to the river was too strong to be assailed

with any prospect of success, and Burgoyne therefore determined

to endeavor to force their left. For this purpose he formed a

column of fifteen hundred regular troops, with two twelve-pound-

ers, two howitzers, and six six-pounders. He headed this in per-

son, having Generals Philips, Reidesel, and Frazer under him.

The enemy's force immediately in front of his lines was so strong
that he dared not weaken the troops who guarded them by de-

taching anymore to strengthen his column of attack. The

right of the camp was commanded by Generals Hamilton and

Spaight; the left part of it was committed to the charge of Briga-
dier Goll.

It was on October yth that Burgoyne led his column on to the

attack; and on the preceding day, the 6th, Clinton had success-

fully executed a brilliant enterprise against the two American
forts which barred his progress up the Hudson. He had capt-
ured them both, with severe loss to the American forces opposed
to him

;
he had destroyed the fleet which the Americans had been
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forming on the Hudson, under the protection of their forts; and

the upward river was laid open to his squadron. He was now

only a hundred fifty-six miles distant from Burgoyne, and a

detachment of one thousand seven hundred men actually ad-

vanced within forty miles of Albany. Unfortunately, Burgoyne
and Clinton were each ignorant of the other's movements; but if

Burgoyne had won his battle on the 7th, he must, on advancing,
have soon learned the tidings of Clinton's success, and Clinton

would have heard of his.

A junction would soon have been made of the two victorious

armies, and the great objects of the campaign might yet have

been accomplished. All depended on the fortune of the column

with which Burgoyne, on the eventful October 7, 1777, advanced

against the American position. There were brave men, both

English and German, in its ranks; and, in particular, it com-

prised one of the best bodies of grenadiers in the British ser-

vice.

Burgoyne pushed forward some bodies of irregular troops to

distract the enemy's attention, and led his column to within three-

quarters of a mile from the left of Gates' camp, and then deployed
his men into line. The grenadiers under Major Ackland were

drawn up on the left, a corps of Germans in the centre, and the

English light infantry and the Twenty-fourth regiment on the

right. But Gates did not wait to be attacked; and directly the

British line was formed and began to advance, the American

general, with admirable skill, caused a strong force to make a

sudden and vehement rush against its left. The grenadiers
under Ackland sustained the charge of superior numbers nobly.

But Gates sent more Americans forward, and in a few minutes

the action became general along the centre, so as to prevent the

Germans from sending any help to the grenadiers.

Burgoyne's right was not yet engaged; but a mass of the

enemy were observed advancing from their extreme left, with the

evident intention of turning the British right and cutting off its

retreat. The light infantry and the Twenty-fourth now fell

back, and formed an oblique second line which enabled them to

baffle this manoeuvre, and also to succor their comrades in the

left wing, the gallant grenadiers, who were overpowered by

superior numbers, and, but for this aid, must have been cut to
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pieces. Arnold now came up with three American regiments

and attacked the right flanks of the English double line.

Burgoyne's whole force was soon compelled to retreat toward

their camp; the left and centre were in complete disorder; but

ihe light infantry and the Twenty-fourth checked the fury of

the assailants, and the remains of Burgoyne's column with great

difficulty effected their return to their camp, leaving six of their

guns in the possession of the enemy, and great numbers of killed

and wounded on the field; and especially a large proportion of

the artillerymen, who had stood to their guns until shot down or

bayoneted beside them by the advancing Americans.

Burgoyne's column had been defeated, but the action was not

yet over. The English had scarcely entered the camp, when the

Americans, pursuing their success, assaulted it in several places

with uncommon fierceness, rushing to the lines through a severe

fire of grape-shot and musketry with the utmost fury. Arnold

especially, who on this day appeared maddened with the thirst of

combat and carnage, urged on the attack against a part of the

intrenchments which was occupied by the light infantry under

Lord Balcarras. But the English received him with vigor and

spirit. The struggle here was obstinate and sanguinary. At

length, as it grew toward evening, Arnold having forced all ob-

stacles, entered the works with some of the most fearless of his

followers. But in this critical moment of glory and danger, he

received a painful wound in the same leg which had already been

injured at the assault on Quebec. To his bitter regret, he was

obliged to be carried back. His party still continued the attack;

but the English also continued their obstinate resistance and at

last night fell, and the assailants withdrew from this quarter of

the British intrenchments.

But in another part the attack had been more successful. A
body of the Americans, under Colonel Brooke, forced their way
in through a part of the intrenchments on the extreme right,

which was defended by the German reserve under Colonel Brey-
man. The Germans resisted well, and Breyman died in defence

of his post, but the Americans made good the ground which they
had won, and captured baggage, tents, artillery, and a store of

ammunition, which they were greatly in need of. They had, by

establishing themselves on this point, acquired the means of com-
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pletely turning the right flank of the British and gaining their

rear.

To prevent this calamity, Burgoyne effected during the night

a complete change of position. With great skill he removed his

whole army to some heights near the river, a little northward of

the former camp, and he there drew up his men, expecting to be

attacked on the following day. But Gates was resolved not to

risk the certain triumph which his success had already secured

for him. He harassed the English with skirmishes, but at-

tempted no regular attack. Meanwhile he detached bodies of

troops on both sides of the Hudson to prevent the British from

recrossing that river and to bar their retreat. When night fell

it became absolutely necessary for Burgoyne to retire again, and,

accordingly, the troops were marched through a stormy and rainy

night toward Saratoga, abandoning their sick and wounded, and

the greater part of their baggage to the enemy.
Before the rear-guard quitted the camp, the last sad honors

were paid to the brave General Frazer, who had been mortally
wounded on the yth, and expired on the following day. The
funeral of this gallant soldier is thus described by the Italian

historian Botta:

"Toward midnight the body of General Frazer was buried in

the British camp. His brother-officers assembled sadly round

while the funeral service was read over the remains of their brave

comrade, and his body was committed to the hostile earth. The

ceremony, always mournful and solemn of itself, was rendered

even terrible by the sense of recent losses, of present and future

dangers, and of regret for the deceased. Meanwhile the blaze

and roar of the American artillery amid the natural darkness and

stillness of the night came on the senses with startling awe. The

grave had been dug within range of the enemy's batteries, and,

while the service was proceeding, a cannon-ball struck the ground
close to the coffin, and spattered earth over the face of the officiat-

ing chaplain."

Burgoyne now took up his last position on the heights near

Saratoga; and hemmed in by the enemy, who refused any en-

counter, and baffled in all his attempts at finding a path of escape,
he there lingered until famine compelled him to capitulate. The
fortitude of the British army during this melancholy period has
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been justly eulogized by many native historians, but I prefer

quoting the testimony of a foreign writer, as free from all possi-

bility of partiality. Botta says:
"
It exceeds the power of words to describe the pitiable condi-

tion to which the British army was now reduced. The troops

were worn down by a series of toil, privation, sickness, and des-

perate fighting. They were abandoned by the Indians and Ca-

nadians, and the effective force of the wholearmy was now dimin-

ished by repeated and heavy losses, which had principally fallen

on the best soldiers and the most distinguished officers, from ten

thousand combatants to less than one-half that number. Of this

remnant little more than three thousand were English.

"In these circumstances, and thus weakened, they were in-

vested by an army of four times their own numbers whose posi-

tion extended three parts of a circle round them, who refused to

fight them, as knowing their weakness, and who, from the nature

of the ground, could not be attacked in any part. In this help-

less condition, obliged to be constantly under arms, while the

enemy's cannon played on every part of their camp, and even the

American rifle-balls whistled in many parts of the lines, the troops
of Burgoyne retained their customary firmness, and, while sink-

ing under a hard necessity, they showed themselves worthy of a

better fate. They could not be reproached with an action or a

word which betrayed a want of temper or of fortitude."

At length October i3th arrived, and as no prospect of assist-

ance appeared, and the provisions were nearly exhausted, Bur-

goyne, by the unanimous advice of a council of war, sent a mes-

senger to the American camp to treat of a convention.

General Gates in the first instance demanded that the royal

army should surrender prisoners of war. He also proposed that

the British should ground their arms. Burgoyne replied:

"This article is inadmissible in every extremity; sooner than

this army will consent to ground their arms in their encampment
they will rush on the enemy, determined to take no quarter."

After various messages, a convention for the surrender of the

army was settled, which provided that "the troops under General

Burgoyne were to march out of theircamp with the honors of war,
and the artillery of the intrenchments, to the verge of the river,

where the arms and artillery were to be left. The arms to be
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piled by word of command from their own officers. A free pas-

sage was to be granted to the army under Lieutenant-General

Burgoyne to Great Britain, under condition of not serving again
in North America during the present contest."

The articles of capitulation were settled on October i5th,

and on that very evening a messenger arrived from Clinton with

an account of his successes, and with the tidings that part of

his force had penetrated as far as Esopus, within fifty miles of

Burgoyne's camp. But it was too late. The public faith was

pledged; and the army was indeed too debilitated by fatigue and

hunger to resist an attack, if made; and Gates certainly would

have made it if the convention had been broken off. Accord-

ingly, on the i yth, the Convention of Saratoga was carried into

effect. By this convention five thousand seven hundred ninety

men surrendered themselves as prisoners. The sick and wounded

left in the camp when the British retreated to Saratoga, together

with the numbers of the British, German, and Canadian troops

who were killed, wounded, or taken, and who had deserted in the

preceding part of the expedition, were reckoned to be four thou-

sand six hundred eighty-nine.

The British sick and wounded who had fallen into the hands

of the Americans after the battle of the yth were treated with

exemplary humanity: and when the convention was executed,

General Gates showed a notable delicacy of feeling, which de-

serves the highest degree of honor. Every circumstance was

avoided which could give the appearance of triumph. The
American troops remained within their lines until the British had

piled their arms
;
and when this was done, the vanquished officers

and soldiers were received with friendly kindness by their victors,

and their immediate wants were promptly and liberally supplied.

Discussions and disputes afterward arose as to some of the terms

of the convention, and the American Congress refused for a long

time to carry into effect the article which provided for the return

of Burgoyne's men to Europe; but no blame was imputable to

General Gates or his army, who showed themselves to be gener-

ous as they had proved themselves to be brave.

Gates, after the victory, immediately despatched Colonel

Wilkinson to carry the happy tidings to Congress. On being

introduced into the hall he said: "The whole British army has

E., VOL. XIV. 5.
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laid down its arms at Saratoga; our own, full of vigor and cour-

age, expect your orders. It is for your wisdom to decide where

the country may still have need for their service."

Honors and rewards were liberally voted by the Congress to

their conquering general and his men; and it would be difficult,

says the Italian historian, to describe the transports of joy which

the news of this event excited among the Americans. They be-

gan to flatter themselves with a still more happy future. No one

any longer felt any doubt about their achieving their indepen-

dence. All hoped, and with good reason, that a success of this

importance would at length determine France, and the other

European powers that waited for her example, to declare them-

selves in favor of America. "There could no longer be any

question respecting the future, since there was no longer the risk

of espousing the cause of a people too feeble to defend them-

selves."

The truth of this was soon displayed in the conduct of France.

When the news arrived at Paris of the capture of Ticonderoga,
and of the victorious march of Burgoyne toward Albany, events

which seemed decisive in favor of the English, instructions had

been immediately despatched to Nantes and the other ports of

the kingdom that no American privateers should be suffered to

enter them, except from indispensable necessity; as to repair their

vessels, to obtain provisions, or to escape the perils of the sea.

The American commissioners at Paris, in their disgust and

despair, had almost broken off all negotiations with the French

Government; and they even endeavored to open communica-

tions with the British Ministry. But the British Government,
elated with the first successes of Burgoyne, refused to listen to

any overtures for accommodation. But when the news of Sara-

toga reached Paris the whole scene was changed. Franklin and
his brother-commissioners found all their difficulties with the

French Government vanish. The time seemed to have arrived

for the house of Bourbon to take a full revenge for all its humilia-

tions and losses in previous wars. In December a treaty was

arranged, and formally signed in the February following, by
which France acknowledged the Independent United States of

America. This was, of course, tantamount to a declaration of

with England.
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Spain soon followed France; and, before long, Holland took

the same course. Largely aided by French fleets and troops, the

Americans vigorously maintained the war against the armies

which England, in spite of her European foes, continued to send

across the Atlantic. But the struggle was too unequal to be

maintained by Great Britain for many years; and when the

treaties of 1783 restored peace to the world, the independence of

the United States was reluctantly recognized by their ancient

parent and recent enemy.



FIRST VICTORY OF THE AMERICAN NAVY
A.D. 1779

ALEXANDER SLIDELL MACKENZIE

American naval officers look back with intensest pride to Paul Jones,

their earliest hero, the founder of those high traditions which have done

so much to raise the navy to its present standard of efficiency. Decatur,

Perry, Farragut, Dewey, these and a thousand others of their kind, have

bat followed the lead of Paul Jones, have learned their deepest lesson in

the thrill that came to each of them in boyhood on hearing that proud
defiance hurled at the ancient mistress of the seas,

"
I have not yet begun

to fight."

Although much greater sea-battles, in point of numbers of both ships

and men engaged, are recorded in history, yet this, the first naval engage-
ment by an American vessel, is counted among the most famous of all

on account of its stubbornness. The child was matched against the par-

ent
;
an American vessel against a British, the latter far the stronger.

The combat was mainly between the Bonhomme Richard, Jones' ship,

with forty guns, many of them unserviceable, and the British ship,

Serapis, of superior armament, as shown below.

John Paul Jones, commonly known as Paul Jones, was born in Scot-

land in 1747, the son of John Paul, a gardener. He emigrated to Vir-

ginia, and, assuming the name of Jones, became first lieutenant (1775)

in the American navy. When in 1778 France joined the colonies against

England, Jones, who had already performed several noteworthy exploits,

was in that country. Through the influence of Franklin an old merchant

vessel, the Due de Duras, was converted into a ship-of-war and, with

four others, placed under the command of Jones. In honor of Franklin

he named the Duras "Poor Richard," and, in compliment to the French

language and people, she was called the Bonhomme Richard, the French

colloquial equivalent.

With a squadron of five ships, each except his own under a French
commander and three of them with French crews as well, Jones sailed

from L'Orient, France, August 14, 1779. He passed around the west

coast of Ireland and around Scotland. There was much discontent

among the French officers, and, though four of his ships were still with

him when he sighted the Baltic fleet, Jones could not count on loyal ser-

vice, especially from the Alliance, whose captain had already shown
much insubordination.

The memorable fight has never been better described than in the lol
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lowing plain and direct account of Mackenzie, himself an officer of the

United States navy.

'"THE battle between the Bonhomme and the Serapis is invested

with a heroic interest of the highest stamp. Jones had

been cruising off the mouth of the Humber and along the York-

shire coast, intercepting the colliers bound to London, many of

which he destroyed (1779). On the morning of September 23d
he fell in with the Alliance.

1 This rencounter was a real mis-

fortune; as, in the battle which ensued, the former disobedience

and mad vagaries of Landais, her commander, were about to be

converted into absolute treason. The squadron now consisted

of the Richard, the Alliance, the Pallas, and the Vengeance.
About noon Jones despatched his second lieutenant, Henry

Lunt, with fifteen of his best men, to take possession of a brigan-

tine which he had chased ashore. Soon after, as the squadron
was standing to the northward toward Flamborough Head, with

a light breeze from south-southwest, chasing a ship, which was

seen doubling the cape, in opening the view beyond, they grad-

ually came in sight of a fleet of forty-one sail running down the

coast from the northward, very close in with the land. On ques-

tioning the pilot, the Commodore discovered that this was the

Baltic fleet, with which he had been so anxious to fall in, and

that it was under convoy of the Serapis, a new ship, of an im-

proved construction, mounting forty-four guns, and the Countess

of Scarborough, of twenty guns.

Signal was immediately made to form the line of battle, which

the Alliance, as usual, disregarded. The Richard crossed her

royal yards, and immediately gave chase to the northward, under

all sail, to get between the enemy and the land. At the same

time signal of recall was made to the pilot of the boat; but she

did not return until after the action. On discovering the Ameri-

can squadron, the headmost ships of the convoy were seen to

haul theirwind suddenly and go about so as to stretch back under

the land toward Scarborough and place themselves under cover

1 The Alliance had deliberately separated from the squadron. As to

the other vessels, the Pallas was a French frigate weaker than the Rich-

ard, but much stronger than the second English ship, which she captured.

The Vengeance was only a sloop of twelve guns, and took no part in the

contest. ED.
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of the cruisers; at the same time they fired signal-guns, let fly

their topgallant sheets, and showed every symptom of confusion

and alarm. Soon afterward the Serapis was seen reaching to

windward to get between the convoy and the American ships,

which she soon effected. At four o'clock the English cruisers

were in sight from deck. The Countess of Scarborough was

standing out to join the Serapis, which was lying-to for her,

while the convoy continued to run for the fort, in obedience to

the signals displayed from the Serapis, which was also seen to

fire guns. At half-past five the two ships had joined company,
when the Serapis made sail by the wind; at six both vessels

tacked, heading up to the westward, across the bows of the Rich-

ard, so as to keep their position between her and the convoy.

The opposing ships thus continued to approach each other

j4owly under the light southwesterly air. The weather was

Beautifully serene, and the breeze, being off the land, which was

now close on board, produced no ripple on the water, which lay

still and peaceful, offering a fair field to the combatants about

to grapple in such deadly strife. The decks of the opposing ves-

sels were long since cleared for action, and ample leisure re-

mained for reflection, as the ships glided toward each other at a

rate but little in accordance with the impatience of the oppo-
nents. From the projecting promontory of Flamborough Head,
which was less than a league distant, thousands of the inhabi-

tants, whom the recent attempt upon Leith had made aware of

the character of the American ships, and the reckless daring of

their leader, looked down upon the scene, awaiting the result

with intense anxiety. The ships also were in sight from Scar-

borough, the inhabitants of which thronged the piers. The sun

had already sunk behind the land before the ships were within

gun-shot of each other; but a full harvest-moon rising above the

opposite horizon, lighted the combatants in their search for each

other, and served to reveal the approaching scene to the specta-

tors on the land with a vague distinctness which rendered it only
the more terrible.

We have seen that the Alliance had utterly disregarded the

signal to form the line of battle when the Baltic fleet was first

discovered, and our squadron bore down upon them. She stood

for the enemy without reference to her station, and, greatly out-
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sailing the other vessels, was much sooner in a condition to en-

gage. Captain Landais seemed for once to be actuated by a

chivalrous motive and likely to do something to redeem the

guilt of his disobedience. The officers of the Richard were

watching this new instance of eccentricity, for which Landais'

past conduct had not prepared them, with no little surprise;

when after getting near to where the Serapis lay, with her

courses hauled up, and St. George's ensign the white cross of

England proudly displayed, he suddenly hauled his wind,

leaving the path of honor open to his commander. While the

Pallas stood for the Countess of Scarborough, the Alliance

sought a position in which she could contemplate the double

engagement without risk, as though her commander had been

chosen umpire, instead of being a party interested in the ap-

proaching battle. Soon afterward the Serapis was seen to hoist

the red ensign instead of St. George's, and it was subsequently
known that her captain had nailed it to the flag-staff with his

own hand.

About half-past seven the Bonhomme Richard hauled up
her courses and rounded-to on the weather or larboard quarter
of the Serapis, and within pistol-shot, and steered a nearly par-

allel course, though gradually edging down upon her. The Ser-

apis now triced up her lower-deck ports, showing two complete

batteries, besides her spar deck, lighted up for action, and mak-

ing a most formidable appearance. At this moment Captain

Pearson, her commander, hailed the Bonhomme Richard and

demanded, "What ship is that?" Answer was made, "I can't

hear what you say." The hail was repeated: "What ship is

that ? Answer immediately, or I shall be under the necessity

of firing into you!" A shot was fired in reply by the Bonhomme

Richard, which was instantly followed by a broadside from each

vessel. Two of the three old eighteen-pounders in the Rich-

ard's gunroom burst at the first fire, spreading around an awful

scene of carnage. Jones immediately gave orders to close the

lower-deck ports and abandon that battery during the rest of

the action.

The Richard, having kept her headway and becalmed the

sails of the Serapis, passed across her forefoot, when the Serapis,

luffing across the stern of the Richard, came up in turn on the
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weather or larboard quarter; and, after an exchange of several

broadsides from the fresh batteries, which did great damage to

the rotten sides of the Richard and caused her to leak badly, the

Serapis likewise becalmed the sails of the Richard, passed ahead,

and soon after bore up and attempted to cross her forefoot so as

to rake her from stem to stern.

Finding, however, that he had not room for the evolution,

and that the Richard would be on board of him, Captain Pear-

son put his helm a-lee, which brought the two ships in a line

ahead, and, the Serapis having lost her headway by the at-

tempted evolution, the Richard ran into her weather or larboard

quarter. While in this position, neither ship being able to use

her great guns, Jones attempted to board the Serapis, but was

repulsed, when Captain Pearson hailed him and asked, "Has

your ship struck?" to which he at once returned the immortal

answer:

"/ have not yet begun to fight!"

Jones now backed his topsails, and the sails of the Serapis

remaining full, the two ships separated. Immediately after,

Pearson also laid his topsails back, as he says in his official re-

port, to get square with the Richard again; Jones at the same

instant filled away, which brought the two ships once more

broadside and broadside. As he had already suffered greatly

from the superior force of the Serapis, and from her being more

manageable and a faster sailer than the Richard, which had sev-

eral times given her the advantage in position, Jones now deter-

mined to lay his ship athwart the enemy's hawse; he accordingly

put his helm up, but, some of his braces being shot away, his

sails had not their full power, and, the Serapis having sternway,
the Richard fell on board of her farther aft than Jones had in-

tended. The Serapis' jib-boom hung her for a few minutes,

when, carrying away, the two ships swung broadside and broad-

side, the muzzles of the guns touching each other. Jones sent

Mr. Stacy, the acting master, to pass up the end of a hawser to

lash the two ships together, and, while he was gone on this ser-

vice, assisted with his own hand in making fast the jib-stay of

the Serapis to the Richard's mizzen-mast.

Accident, however, unknown for the moment to either party,

more effectually secured the two vessels together; for, the anchor
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of the Serapis having hooked the quarter of the Richard, the

two ships lay closely grappled. In order to escape from this

close embrace, and recover the advantage of his superior sailing

and force, Captain Pearson now let go an anchor, when the two

ships tended round to the tide, which was setting toward Scar-

borough. The Richard being held by the anchor of the Serapis,

and the yards being entangled fore and aft, they remained firmly

grappled. This happened about half-past eight, the engage-
ment having already continued an hour.

Meantime the firing had recommenced with fresh fury from

the starboard sides of both vessels. The guns of either ship

actually touched the sides of the other, and, some of them being

opposite the ports, the rammers entered those of the opposite

ship when in the act of loading, and the guns were discharged
into the side or into the open decks. The effect of this cannon-

ade was terrible to both ships, and wherever it could be kept up
in one ship it was silenced in the other. Occasional skirmishing
with pikes and pistols took place through the ports, but there

does not appear to have been any concerted effort to board

from the lower decks of the Serapis, which had the advantage
below.

The Richard had already received several eighteen-pound
shot between wind and water, causing her to leak badly; the

main battery of twelve-pounders was silenced; as for the gun-
room battery of six eighteen-pounders, we have seen that two

out of the three starboard ones burst at the first fire, killing most

of their crews. During the whole action but eight shots were

fired from this heavy battery, the use of which was so much fa-

vored by the smoothness of the water. The bursting of these

guns, and the destruction of the crew, with the partial blowing

up of the deck above, so early in the action, were discouraging

circumstances, which, with a less resolutely determined com-

mander, might well have been decisive of the fate of the battle.

Colonel Chamillard, who was stationed on the poop, with a

party of twenty marines, had already been driven from his post,

with the loss of a number of his men. The Alliance kept stu-

diously aloof, and, hovering about the Pallas and the Countess of

Scarborough, until the latter struck, after half an hour's ac-

tion, Landais endeavored to get information as to the force of
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the Serapis. He now ran down, under easy sail, to where the

Richard and Serapis grappled. At about half-past nine he

ranged up on the larboard quarter of the Richard, of course

having the Richard between him and the Serapis, though the

brightness of the moonlight, the greater height of the Richard,

especially about the poop, and the fact of her being painted en-

tirely black, while the Serapis had a yellow streak, could have

left no doubt as to her identity; moreover, the Richard displayed

three lights at the larboard bow, gangway, and stern, which was

an appointed signal of recognition.

Landais now deliberately fired into the Richard's quarter,

killing many of her men. Standing on, he ranged past her lar-

board bow, where he renewed his raking fire, with like fatal

effect. To remove the chance of misconception, many voices

cried out that the Alliance was firing into the wrong ship ;
still

the raking fire continued from her. Captain Pearson also suf-

fered from this fire, as he states in his report to the Admiralty,
but necessarily in a much less degree than the Richard, which

lay between them. There is ample evidence of Landais having
returned there several times to fire on the Richard, and always
on the larboard side, or opposite one to that on which the Rich-

ard was grappled with the Serapis.

While the fire of the Serapis was continued without intermis-

sion from the whole of her lower-deck battery, the only guns that

were still fired from the Richard were two nine-pounders on the

quarter-deck, commanded by Mr. Mease, the purser. This offi-

cer having received a dangerous wound in the head, Jones took

his place, and, having collected a few men, succeeded in shifting

over one of the larboard guns; so that three guns were now kept

playing on the enemy, and these were all that were fired from the

Richard during the remainder of the action. One of these guns
was served with double-headed shot and directed at the main-

mast, by Jones' command, while the other two were loaded with

grape and canister, to clear the enemy's deck.

In this service great aid was rendered by the men stationed

in the tops of the Richard, who, having cleared the tops of the

Serapis, committed great havoc among the officers and crewupon
her upper deck. Thus, the action was carried on with decided

advantage to the Serapis' men on the lower decks, from which
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they might have boarded the Richard with a good prospect of

success, as nearly the whole crew of the latter had been driven

from below by the fire of the Serapis and had collected on the

upper deck. In addition to the destructive fire from the tops

of the Richard, great damage was done by the hand-grenades
thrown from her tops and yard-arms. The Serapis was set on

fire as often as ten or twelve times in various parts, and the con-

flagration was only with the greatest exertions kept from becoming

general.

About a quarter before ten a hand-grenade, thrown by one

of the Richard's men from the main-top of the Serapis, struck the

combing of the main-hatch, and, glancing inward upon the main

deck, set fire to a cartridge of powder. Owing to mismanage-
ment and defective training, the powder-boys on this deck had

bought up the cartridges from the magazine faster than they were

used, and, instead of waiting for the loaders to receive and charge

them, had laid them on the deck, where some of them were

broken. The cartridge fired by the grenade now communicated

to these, and the explosion spread from the main-mast aft on the

starboard side, killing twenty men and disabling every man there

stationed at the guns, those who were not killed outright being
left stripped of their clothes and scorched frightfully.

At this conjuncture, being about ten o'clock, the gunner and

the carpenter of the Richard, who had been slightly wounded,
became alarmed at the quantity of water which entered the ship

through the shot-holes which she had received between wind and

water, and which, by her settling, had got below the surface. The

carpenter expressed an apprehension that she would speedily

sink, which the gunner, mistaking for an assertion that she was

actually sinking, ran aft on the poop to haul down the colors.

Finding that the ensign was already down in consequence of the

staff having been shot away, the gunner set up the cry,
"
Quarter!

for God's sake, quarter! Our ship is sinking!" which he con-

tinued until silenced by Jones, who threw at the recreant a pistol

he had just discharged at the enemy, which fractured his skull,

and sent him headlong down the hatchway. Captain Pearson,

hearing the gunner's cry, asked Jones if he called for quarter, to

which, according to his own words, he replied
"
in the most deter-

mined negative."
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Captain Pearson now called away his boarders and sent them

on board the Richard, but, when they had reached her rail, they

were met by Jones himself, at the head of a party of pikemen,
and driven back. They immediately returned to their ship, fol-

lowed by some of the Richard's men, all of whom were cut off.

About the same time that the gunner set up his cry for quar-

ter, the master-at-arms, who had been in consultation with the

gunnerand the carpenter in regard to the sinking condition of the

ship, hearing the cry for quarter, proceeded, without orders from

Jones, and either from treachery or the prompting of humane

feelings, to release all the prisoners, amounting to more than a

hundred. One of these, being the commander of the letter-of-

marque Union, taken on August 31 st, passed, with generous self-

devotion, through the lower ports of the Richard and the Serapis,

and, having reached the quarter-deck of the latter, informed Cap-
tain Pearson that if he would hold out a little longer the Richard

must either strike or sink; he moreover informed him of the

large number of prisoners who had been released with himself,

in order to save their lives. Thus encouraged, the battle was

renewed from the Serapis with fresh ardor.

The situation of Jones at this moment was indeed hopeless

beyond anything that is recorded in the annals of naval warfare.

In a sinking ship, with a battery silenced everywhere, except
where he himself fought, more than a hundred prisoners at large

in his ship, his consort, the Alliance, sailing round and raking him

deliberately, his superior officers counselling surrender, while the

inferior ones were setting up disheartening cries of fire and sink-

ing and calling loudly for quarter the chieftain still stood undis-

mayed. He immediately ordered the prisoners to the pumps,
and took advantage of the panic they were in, with regard to the

reported sinking of the ship, to keep them from conspiring to

overcome the few efficient hands that remained of his crew.

Meanwhile the action was continued with the three light

quarter-deck guns, under Jones' immediate inspection. In the

moonlight, blended with the flames that ascended the rigging of

the Serapis, the yellow main-mast presented a palpable mark,

(against which the guns were directed with double-headed shot.

Soon after ten o'clock the fire of the Serapis began to slacken,

and at half-past ten she struck.
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Mr. Dale, the first lieutenant of the Richard, was now ordered

on board the Serapis to take charge of her. He was accom-

panied by Midshipman Mayrant and a party of boarders. Mr.

Mayrant was run through the thigh with a boarding-pike as he

touched the deck of the Serapis, and three of the Richard's crew

were killed, after the Serapis had struck, by some of the crew of

the latter who were ignorant of the surrender of their ship.

Lieutenant Dale found Captain Pearson on the quarter-deck,
and told him he was ordered to send him on board the Richard.

It is a remarkable evidence of the strange character of this en-

gagement, and the doubt which attended its result, that the first

lieutenant of the Serapis, who came upon deck at this moment,
should have asked his commander whether the ship alongside had

struck. Lieutenant Dale immediately answered: "No, sir; on

the contrary, he has struck to us!"

The British lieutenant, like a true officer, then questioned
his commander, "Have you struck, sir?" Captain Pearson re-

plied, "Yes, I have!" The lieutenant replied, "I have noth-

ing more to say," and was about to return below, when Mr.

Dale informed him that he must accompany Captain Pearson on

board the Richard. The lieutenant rejoined, "If you will permit
me to go below, I will silence the firing of the lower-deck guns."
This offer Mr. Dale very properly declined, and the two offi-

cers went on board the Richard and surrendered themselves to

Jones.

Pearson, who had risen, like Jones, from a humble station

by his own bravery, but who was as inferior officer to Jones in

courtesy as he had proved himself in obstinacy of resistance,

evinced from the first a characteristic surliness, which he main-

tained throughout the whole of his intercourse with his victor.

In surrendering he said that it was painful for him to deliver up
his sword to a man who had fought with a halter around his neck.

Jones did not forget himself, but replied with a compliment,

which, though addressed to Pearson, necessarily reverted to him-

self, "Sir! you have fought like a hero, and I make no doubt but

your sovereign will reward you in a most ample manner."

As another evidence of the strange melee which attended this

engagement, and of the discouraging circumstances under which

the Richard fought, it may be mentioned that eight or ten of her
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crew, who were, of course, Englishmen, got into a boat, which was

towing astern of the Serapis, and escaped to Scarborough during

the height of the engagement. This defection, together with the

absence of the second lieutenant with fifteen of the best men, the

loss of twenty-four men on the coast of Ireland, added to the num-

ber who had been sent away in prizes, reduced Jones' crew to a

very small number, and greatly diminished his chance of suc-

cess, which was due at length solely to his own indomitable cour-

age.

Meantime the fire, which was still kept up from the lower-

deck guns of the Serapis, where the seamen were ignorant of the

scene of surrender which had taken place above, was arrested by
an order from Lieutenant Dale. The action had continued with-

out cessation for three hours and a half. When it at length

ceased, Jones got his ship clear of the Serapis and made sail.

As the two separated, after being so long locked in deadly strug-

gle, the main-mast of the Serapis, which had been for some time

tottering, and which had only been sustained by the interlocking

of her yards with those of the Richard, went over the side with a

tremendous crash, carrying the mizzen-topmast with it. Soon

after, the Serapis cut her cable and followed the Richard.

The exertions of captors and captives were now necessary to

extinguish the flames which were raging furiously in both vessels.

Its violence was greatest in the Richard, where it had been com-

municated below from the lower-deck guns of the Serapis. Every
effort to subdue the flames seemed for a time to be unavailing.
In one place they were raging very near the magazine, and Jones
at length had all the powder taken out and brought on deck, in

readiness to be thrown overboard. In this work the officers of

the Serapis voluntarily assisted.

While the fire was raging in so terrifying a manner, the water

was entering the ship in many places. The rudder had been cut

entirely through, the transoms were driven in, and the rotten tim-

bers of the old ship, from the main-mast aft, were shattered and
almost entirely separated, as if the ship had been sawn through

by ice; so much so that Jones says that toward the close of the

action the shot of the Serapis passed completely through the

Richard; and the stern-post and a few timbers alone prevented
the stern from falling down on the gunroom deck. The water
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rushed in through all these apertures, so that at the close of the

action there were already five feet of water in the hold. The

spectacle which the old ship presented the following morning
was dreadful beyond description. Jones says in his official re-

port: "A person must have been eye-witness to form a just idea

of the tremendous scene of carnage, wreck, and ruin that every-

where appeared. Humanity cannot but recoil from the prospect
of such finished horror, and lament that war should produce such

fatal consequences."

Captain Pearson also notices, in his official letter to the Admi-

ralty, the dreadful spectacle the Richard presented. He says:
" On my going on board the Bonnhomme Richard I found her

to be in the greatest distress; her counters and quarters on the

lower deck entirely drove in, and the whole of her lower-deck

guns dismounted
;
she was also on fire in two places, and six or

seven feet of water in her hold, which kept increasing all night
and the next day till they were obliged to quit her, and she sunk

with a great number of her wounded people on board her." The

regret which he must, at any rate, have felt in surrendering, must

have been much augmented by these observations, and by what he

must have seen of the motley composition of the Richard's crew.

On the morning after the action a survey was held upon the
" Poor Richard," which was now, more than ever, entitled to her

name. After a deliberate examination, the carpenters and other

surveying officers were unanimously of opinion that the ship
could not be kept afloat so as to reach port, if the wind should

increase. The task of removing the wounded was now com-

menced, and completed in the course of the night and following

morning. The prisoners who had been taken in merchant-ships
were left until the wounded were all removed. Taking advan-

tage of the confusion, and of their superiority in numbers, they
took possession of the ship, and got her head in for the land, tow-

ard which the wind was now blowing. A contest ensued, and,

as the Englishmen had few arms, they were speedily overcome.

Two of them were shot dead, several wounded and driven over-

board, and thirteen of them got possession of a boat and escaped
to the shore.

Jones was very anxious to keep the Richard afloat, and, if

possible, to bring her into port, doubtless from the very justifiable
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vanity of showing how desperately he had fought her. In order

to effect this object he kept the first lieutenant of the Pallas on

board of her with a party of men to work the pumps, having boats

in waiting to remove them in the event of her sinking. During
the hight of the 24th the wind had freshened, and still continued

to freshen on the morning of the 25th, when all further efforts to

save her were found unavailing. The water was running in and

out of her ports and swashing up her hatchways. About nine

o'clock it became necessary to abandon her, the water then be-

ing up to the lower deck; an hour later, she rolled as if losing her

balance, and, settling forward, went down bows first, her stern

and mizzen-mast being last seen.

"A little after ten," says Jones in his report, "I saw, with in-

expressible grief, the last glimpse of the Bonhomme Richard."

The grief was a natural one, but, far from being destitute of con-

solation, the closing scene of the " Poor Richard," like the death

of Nelson on board the Victory in the moment of winning a new
title to the name, was indeed a glorious one. Her shattered shell

afforded an honorable receptacle for the remains of the Ameri-

cans who had fallen during the action.

The Richard was called by Captain Pearson a forty-gun ship,

while the Serapis was stated by the pilot, who described her to

Jones when she was first made, to have been a forty-four. Jones
and Dale also gave her the same rate. The Richard, as we have

seen, mounted six eighteen-pounders in hergunroom on her berth

deck, where port-holes had been opened near the water; fourteen

twelve, and fourteen nine-pounders on her main deck, and eight

six-pounders on her quarter-deck, gangways, and forecastle. The

weight of shot thrown by her at a single broadside would thus

be two hundred and twenty-five pounds. With regard to her

crew, she started from L'Orient with three hundred eighty
men. She had manned several prizes, which, with the desertion

of the barge's crew on the coast of Ireland, and the absence of

those who went in pursuit under the master and never returned,

together with the fifteen men sent away in the pilot-boat, under

the second lieutenant, just before the action, and who did not

return until after it was over, reduced the crew, according to

Jones' statement, to three hundred forty men at its commence-
ment.
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This calculation seems a very fair one; for, by taking the

statement of those who had landed on the coast of Ireland, as

given in a contemporary English paper, at twenty-four, those who
were absent in the pilot-boat being sixteen in number, and allow-

ing five of the nine prizes taken by the Richard to have been

manned from her, with average crews of five men each, the total

reduction from her original crew may be computed to be seventy

men. Eight or ten more escaped, during the action, in a boat

towing astern of the Serapis. To have had three hundred

forty men at the commencement of the action, as Jones states

he had, he must have obtained recruits from the crews of his

prizes.

In the muster-roll of the Richard's crew in the battle, as given

by Mr. Sherburne from an official source, we find only two hun-

dred twenty-seven names. This can hardly have been com-

plete; still tie document is interesting, inasmuch as it enumerates

the killed and wounded by name, there being forty-two killed and

forty wounded. It also states the country of most of the crew;

by which it appears that there were seventy-one Americans, fifty-

seven acknowledged Englishmen, twenty-one Portuguese, and

the rest of the motley collection was made up of Swedes, Norwe-

gians, Irish, and East Indians. Many of those not named in

this imperfect muster-roll were probably Americans.

With regard to the Serapis, her battery consisted of twenty

eighteens on the lower gun-deck, twenty nines on the upper gun-

deck, and ten sixes on the quarter-deck and forecastle. She had

two complete batteries, and her construction was, in all respects,

that of a line-of-battle ship. The weight of shot thrown by her

single broadside was three hundred pounds, being seventy-five

pounds more than that of the Richard. Her crew consisted of

three hundred twenty; all Englishmen except fifteen Lascars;

and as such, superior to the motley and partially disaffected

assemblage of the Richard. The superiority of the Serapis, in

size and weight, as well as efficiency of battery, was, moreover,

greatly increased by the strength of her construction. She was

a new ship, built expressly for a man-of-war, and equipped in the

most complete manner by the first of naval powers. The Rich-

ard was originally a merchantman, worn out by long use and

rotten from age. She was fitted, in a makeshift manner, with

E., VOL. xrv. 6.
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whatever refuse guns and materials could be hastily procured, at

a small expense, from the limited means appropriated to her

armament.

The overwhelming superiority thus possessed by the Serapis

was evident in the action. Two of the three lower-deck guns of

the Richard burst at the first fire, scattering death on every side,

while the guns of the Serapis remained serviceable during the

whole action, and their effect on the decayed sides of the Richard

was literally to tear her to pieces. On the contrary, the few light

guns which continued to be used in the Richard, under the imme-

diate direction of her commander, produced little impression on

the hull of the Serapis. They were usefully directed to destroy
her masts and clear her upper deck, which, with the aid of the

destructive and well-sustained fire from the tops, was eventually

effected. The achievement of the victory was, however, wholly
and solely due to the immovable courage of Paul Jones. The
Richard was beaten more than once; but the spirit of Jones could

not be overcome. Captain Pearson was a brave man, and well

deserved the honor of knighthood which awaited him on his arri-

val in England; but Paul Jones had a nature which never could

have yielded. Had Pearson been equally indomitable, the Rich-

ard, if not boarded from below, would, at last, have gone down
with her colors still flying in proud defiance.

The wounded of the Serapis appear, by the surgeon's report

accompanying Captain Pearson's letter to the Admiralty, to have

amounted to seventy-five men, eight of whom died of their

wounds. Of the wounded, thirty-three are stated to have been

"miserably scorched," doubtless by the explosion of the cartridges

on the main deck. Captain Pearson states that there were many
more, both killed and wounded, than appeared on the list, but

that he had been unable to ascertain their names. Jones gave
the number of wounded on board the Serapis as more than

a hundred, and the killed probably as numerous. The sur-

viving prisoners, taken from the Serapis and the Countess of

Scarborough, amounted to three hundred fifty; the whole num-
ber of prisoners, including those previously taken from captured

merchant-vessels, amounted to near five hundred.

During the engagement between the Richard and the Sera-

pis, the Pallas, commanded by Captain Cottineau, seems to have
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done her duty. She engaged the Countess of Scarborough, and

captured her after an hour's close action. The Pallas was a frig-

ate of thirty-two guns, and the Countess of Scarborough a single-

decked ship, mounting twenty six-pounders. The Alliance, in

the course of the night, also fired into the Pallas and the Countess

of Scarborough, while engaged, and killed several of the Pallas'

men. Subsequent to the engagement it was attested by the mass

of officers in the squadron that, about eight o'clock, the Alliance

raked the Bonhomme Richard with grape and cross-bar, killing

a number of men and dismounting several guns. He afterward

made sail for where the Pallas and the Scarborough were en-

gaged, and after hovering about until the latter struck, com-

municated by hailing with both vessels, and then stood back to

the Richard, and coming up on her larboard quarter, about half-

past nine, fired again into her; passing along her larboard beam,
he then luffed up on her lee bow, and renewed his raking fire.

It was proved that the Alliance never passed on the larboard side

of the Serapis, but always kept the Richard between her and the

enemy. The officers of the Richard were of opinion that Lan-

dais' intention was to kill Jones and disable his ship, so as after-

ward to have himself an easy victory over the Serapis. As it was,

he subsequently claimed the credit of the victory, on the plea of

having raked the Serapis.' There can be little doubt that he was

actuated by jealous and treacherous feelings toward Jones, and

by base cowardice. The Vengeance also behaved badly ; neither

she nor the Alliance made any prizes from among the fleet of

merchantmen, and the whole escaped under cover of Flambor-

ough Head and the adjacent harbors. Lieutenant Henry Lunt,

who was absent in the pilot-boat with fifteen of the Richard's best

men, lay in sight of the Richard during the action, but "thought
it not prudent to go alongside in time of action." His conduct

at least involved a great error of judgment, which no doubt he

lived to repent.

The conduct of Jones throughout this battle displayed great

skill and the noblest heroism. He carried his ship into action in

the most gallant style, and, while he commanded with ability,

excited his followers by his personal example. We find him, in

the course of the action, himself assisting to lash the ships to-

gether, aiding in the service of the only battery from which a fire
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was still kept up, and, when the Serapis attempted to board, rush-

ing, pike in hand, to meet and repel the assailants. No difficul-

ties or perplexities seemed to appal him or disturb his judgment,

and his courage and skill were equalled by his immovable self-

composure. The achievement of this victory was solely due to

his brilliant display of all the qualities essential to the formation

of a great naval commander.



JOSEPH II ATTEMPTS REFORM IN

HUNGARY 1

A.D. 1780

ARMINIUS VAMBERY
As King of Hungary and Bohemia, and as Germanic Emperor, Joseph

II, a man of ideals, found himself hampered by hereditary institutions

and traditions. The attempted reforms of this ruler, though too ad-

vanced for their times, are justly deemed worthy of commemoration by
historians. Like the work of all leaders who aim at improvement before

the world is ready, they were prophetic of a better day.

Joseph II, son of Francis I, Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire,
and Maria Theresa, Archduchess of Austria and Queen of Hungary and

Bohemia, was born at Vienna in 1741. He succeeded to the possessions
of the house of Austria on the death of his mother in 1780. The troubles

of his reign, especially in Hungary, were due to his own progressive and

technically illegal acts on the one hand, and to the narrow conservatism

of the people, and the illiberality of the nobles, on the other.

By most of the historians of Hungary and Bohemia the reign of Jo-

seph II is described as disastrous for both countries. But a more philo-

sophical view than those historians often furnish is presented by Vam-
bery, the great Hungarian writer, who gives to the endeavors of Joseph
the credit of enduring significance.

'"THE royal crown of Hungary has ever been, from the time it

encircled the brow of St. Stephen, an object of jealous solici-

tude and almost superstitious veneration with the nation. It con-

tinued to loom up as a brilliant and rallying point in the midst

of the vicissitudes and stirring events of the history of the country

during all the centuries that followed the coronation of the first

king. The people looked upon it as a hallowed relic, the glo-

rious bequest of a long line of generations past and gone, and as

the symbol and embodiment of the unity of the state. The dif-

ferent countries composing Hungary were known under the col-

lective name of the "Lands of the Sacred Crown," and, at the

period when the privileged nobility was still enjoying exceptional

immunities, each noble styled himself membrum sacra corona ("a
1 From Vambery's Hungary, in Story of the Nations Series (New

York: G. P. Putnam's Sons), by permission.
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member of the sacred crown "). In the estimation of the people
it had ceased to be a religious symbol, and had become a cherished

national and political memorial, to which the followers of every
creed and all the classes without distinction might equally do

homage. Nor was the crown an every-day ornament to be dis-

played by royalty on solemn occasions of pageant. The King
wore it only once in his life, on the day of his coronation, when he

was bound solemnly to swear fidelity to the constitution, before

the high dignitaries of the state, first in church, and to repeat after-

ward in the open air his vow to govern the country within the

limits of the law. Thus in Hungary it has ever been the ancient

custom, prevailing to this day, that, on the king's accession to

the throne, it is he who, on his coronation, takes the oath of fidel-

ity to his people, instead of the latter swearing fealty to the king.

The right of succession to the throne is hereditary, but the lawful

rule of the king begins with the ceremony of coronation only. It

requires this ceremonial, which to this day is characterized by
the attributes of mediaeval pomp and splendor, to render the acts

of the ruler valid and binding upon the people; without it every

public act of such ruler is a usurpation.

During eight centuries all the kings and queens, without

exception, had been eager to place the crown on their heads, in

order to come into the full possession of their regal privileges.

Joseph II was the first king who refused to be crowned. He felt

a reluctance to swear fidelity to the constitution, and to promise,

by a solemn oath, to govern the country in accordance with its

ancient usages and laws. The people, therefore, never called

him their crowned king; he was either styled "Emperor" by

them, or nicknamed the kalapos ("hatted") king. His reign

was but a series of illegal and unconstitutional acts, and a suc-

cession of bitter and envenomed struggles between the nation and

her ruler. The contest finally ended with Joseph's defeat. He
retracted on his death-bed all his arbitrary measures, and con-

ceded to the people the tardy restoration of their ancient consti-

tution. The conflict, however, had left deep traces in the minds

of his Hungarian subjects. It roused them from the dormant

state into which they had been lulled by the gentle and maternal

absolutism of Maria Theresa. Thus Joseph's schemes not only

failed, but, in their effects, they were destined to bring about the
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triumph of ideas, fraught with important consequences, such as

he had hardly anticipated. The nation, waking from her leth-

argy, gave more prominence than ever to the idea of nation-

ality, an idea which, as time advanced, increased in potency and

intensity.

Yet this ruler, who on ascending the throne disregarded all

constitutional obligations and waged a relentless war against the

Hungarian nationality, must be, nevertheless, ranked among the

noblest characters of his century. Thoroughly imbued with the

enlightened views of the eighteenth century, and those new ideas

which had triumphed in theWar of Independence across the ocean,
he was ever in pursuit of generous and exalted aims. He sincerely

desired the welfare of the people, and in engaging in this fruitless

conflict he was by no means actuated by sinister intentions or by
a despotic disposition. To introduce reforms, called for by the

spirit of the age, into the Church, the schools, and every depart-

ment of his Government, was the lofty task he had imposed upon
himself. A champion of the oppressed, he freed the human con-

science from its mediaeval fetters, granted equal rights to the per-

secuted creeds, protected the enslaved peasantry against their

arbitrary masters, and enlarged the liberty of the press. He en-

deavored to establish order and honesty in every branch of the

public service, being mindful at the same time of all the agencies

affecting the prosperity of the people. In a word, his remarkable

genius embraced every province of human action where progress,

reforms, and ameliorations were desirable.

Unhappily for his own peace of mind and for the destinies of

the nation he was called upon to rule, he committed a fatal error

in the selection of the methods for accomplishing his humane and

philanthropic objects. He desired to render Hungary happy,

yet he excluded the nation from the direction of her own affairs.

He wished to enact salutary laws, yet he reigned as an absolute

monarch, unwilling to call the Diet to his aid in the great work of

reformation, ignoring and disdaining the constitution and laws

of the country. He was impolitic enough to attack a constitution

which, thanks to the devotion of the people, had withstood the

shock of seven centuries. He was unwise enough to suppose that

the people, in whose hearts the love of their ancient constitution

had taken deep root, for the defence of which rivers of blood had
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been shed, could be prevailed upon to relinquish it to satisfy a

theory of royalty.

The (. Id political organization was eminently an outgrowth
of the Hungarian nationality, and all classes of the people, includ-

ing the very peasantry to whom the ancient constitution meant

only oppression, clung to it with devoted fervor. The people
were as anxious for reforms as Joseph himself, but they wanted

them by lawful methods, and with the co5peration of the nation

and their Diet. Joseph might have become the regenerator and

benefactor of Hungary if he had availed himself, for the reali-

zation of his grand objects, of the national and lawful channels

which lay ready to his hand. But he unfortunately preferred

attempting to achieve his purpose out of the plenitude of his own

power, by imperial edicts and arbitrary measures, thus conjuring

up a storm against himself which wellnigh shook his throne, and

plunging the nation into a wild ferment of passion bordering on

revolution.

The people presented a solid phalanx against Joseph's attack

upon their nationality and language, which to them were objects

dearer than everything else. They little cared for the Emperor's
well-intentioned endeavors to make them prosperous and happy
as long as he asked, in exchange, for the relinquishment of their

nationality. And this, above all, was his most ardent wish. He
wanted Hungary to be Hungarian no more, and wished its peo-

ple to cast off the distinctive marks of their individuality, and to

adopt the German language, instead of their own, in the schools,

the public administration, and in judicial proceedings. In a

word, he made German the official language of the country, and

was bent on forcing it upon the people.

Henceforth every reform coming from Joseph became hateful

to the people. The oppressed classes themselves spurned relief

which involved the sacrifice of their sweet mother-tongue. By
proclaiming equal rights and equal subjection to the burdens of

the state, he arrayed the privileged classes against his person.
The Protestants and the peasantry, who had hailed him in the

beginning as their new messiah, and fondly saw in his innova-

tions the dawn of brighter days, also turned from him as soon as

he attacked them in what they prized even more than liberty and

justice. It was not long before the whole country, without dis-
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tinction of class, social standing, or creed, combined to set at

naught the Germanizing efforts of Joseph. The hard-fought

struggle roused the people, hitherto divided by antagonisms of

class and creed, to a sense of national solidarity. It was during
the critical days of these constitutional conflicts that the founda-

tions of the modem homogeneousness of the Hungarian nation

and society were laid down.

The privileged classes looked upon Joseph, on his advent to

the throne, with distrust. They foresaw that he would not allow

himself to be crowned, in order to avoid taking the oath of fidelity

to the Constitution of Hungary. The first measures of his reign

concerned the organization of the various churches of the country.

He extended the religious freedom of the Protestant Church.

By virtue of the apostolic rights of the Hungarian kings, he intro-

duced signal reforms into the Catholic Church, especially regard-

ing the education of the clergy, which proved, in part, exceedingly

salutary.

He abolished numerous religious orders, especially those

which were not engaged either in teaching or in nursing the

sick. One hundred forty monasteries and nunneries were closed

by him in Hungary. The ample property of these convents he

employed for ecclesiastical and public purposes and for the ad-

vancement of instruction. He exerted himself strenuously and

successfully in the establishment of public schools and in the

interest of popular education. He removed the only university

of which the country could then boast from Buda to Pesth, a city

which was rapidly increasing, and added a theological depart-

ment to that seat of learning. All these innovations met with

the approval of the enlightened elements of the nation, while the

privileged classes and the clergy opposed them with sullen dis-

content. The opposition was all the more successful, as the

Emperor had contrived to insult the moral susceptibilities of the

common people by some of his measures.

Thus, with a view to economizing the boards required for

coffins, he ordered the dead to be sewed up in sacks and to be

buried in this apparel. This uncalled-for meddling with the

prejudices of the lower classes had the effect of creating a great

indignation among them and of driving them into the camp of

iV|
opposition. Trifling and thoughtless measures of a similar
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nature impaired the credit of the most salutary innovations.

The people looked with suspicion at every change, and, heedless

of the lofty endeavors of the Emperor, everybody, including the

officials themselves, rejected the entire governmental system of

Joseph.
The Emperor also wounded the national feeling of piety by

his action concerning the crown he had spurned. According to

ancient custom and law the sacred crown was kept in safety in

Presburg, in a building provided for that purpose. In 1784 the

Emperor ordered the crown to be removed to Vienna, in order to

be placed there in the royal treasury side by side with the crowns

of his other lands. The nation revolted at this profanation of

their hallowed relic, and the highest official authorities through-
out the land protested against a measure which, while it created

such wide-spread ill-feeling, was not justified by any necessity.

A dreadful storm, accompanied by thunder and lightning, was

raging when the crown was removed to Vienna, and the people
saw in this a sign that Nature herself rebelled against the sacrilege

committed by the Emperor. The counties continued to urge
the return of the crown, in addresses which were sometimes hum-

bly suppliant in their tone and sometimes threatening, but Joseph
did not yield either to supplications or menaces.

When the edict which made German the official language of

the country was published, the minds of men all over the country
were greatly disturbed. It is true that hitherto the Latin, and

not the Hungarian, language had been the medium of commu-
nication employed by the state. But the national spirit and the

native tongue, which during the first seventy years of the eigh-

teenth century had sadly degenerated, were awakening to new
life during Joseph's reign. The literature of the country began
to be assiduously cultivated in different spheres. Royal body-

guards belonging to distinguished families, gentlemen of refine-

ment, clergymen of modest position, and other sons of the native

soil labored with equal zeal and enthusiasm to foster their cher-

ished mother-tongue.
It would, therefore, have been an easy matter for Joseph to

replace the Latin language, which had become an anachronism,

by the Hungarian, and thus to restore the latter to its natural and

legal position in the state. He was perfectly right in ridding the
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country of the mastery of a dead tongue, but he committed a

most fatal error in trying to substitute for it the German, an error

which avenged itself most bitterly. Joseph entertained a special

antipathy to the Hungarian tongue, a dislike which betrayed him

into omitting the teaching of the native language from the course

of public instruction, and refusing to allow an academy of sci-

ences to be established which had its cultivation for its object.

The Emperor's attack upon the language of the nation irre-

mediably broke the last tie between him and the country, and

henceforth the relations between them could be only hostile.

The counties assumed a threatening attitude, some of them

refusing obedience altogether. Thus most of them declined to

give their official cooperation to the army officers who had been

delegated by the Emperor to take the census. The count, never-

theless, proceeded, but in many places the inhabitants escaped
to the woods, and in some there were serious riots in consequence
of the opposition to the commissioners of the census.

A rising of a different character took place among the Wal-

lachs. The Wallachs, smarting under abuses of long standing,

buoyed up by exaggerated expectations consequent upon the

Emperor's innovations, and stirred up by evil-minded agitators,

took to arms and perpetrated the most outrageous atrocities

against their Hungarian landlords. The ignorant common peo-

ple were assured by their leaders, Hora and Kloska, that the

Emperor himself sided with them. The Wallach insurgents

assassinated the Government's commissioners sent to them,

destroyed sixty villages and one hundred eighty-two gentle-

men's mansions, and killed four thousand Hungarians before

they could be checked in their bloody work. Although they were

finally crushed and punished, a strong belief prevailed in the

country that the court of Vienna had been privy to the Wallach

rising.

Joseph subsequently laid down most humane rules regulat-

ing the relations between the bondmen and their landlords. But

the country could not be appeased by any boon, especially as the

high protective tariff, just then established for the benefit of the

Austrian provinces, was seriously damaging the prosperity of the

people. Joseph's foreign policy tended to increase the domestic

disaffection. In 1788 he declared war against Turkey, but the
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campaign turned out unsuccessful, and nearly terminated with

the Emperor's capture. The nation, emboldened by his defeat,

urged now more emphatically her demands, and requested the

Emperor to annul his illegal edicts, to submit to be crowned, and

to restore the ancient constitution. Joseph continuing to resist her

demands, most of the counties refused to contribute in aid of the

war either money or produce. In addition to their recalcitrant

attitude, they most energetically pressed the Emperor to convoke

the Diet at Buda, a few counties going even so far as to insist

upon the chief justice's convoking it, if the Emperor failed to do

so before May, 1790.

The courage of the nation rose still higher when the news ot

the Revolution in France and the revolt in Belgium reached the

country. The people refused to furnish recruits and military

aid, and the Emperor was compelled to use violence in order to

obtain either. The counties remained firm and continued to

remonstrate in addresses characterized by sharp and energetic

language. Joseph yielded at last. He was prostrated by a grave

illness, and, feeling his end approaching, he wished to die in

peace with the exasperated nation he had so deeply wounded.

On January 28, 1790, he retracted all his illegal edicts, excepting
those that had reference to religious toleration, the peasantry,

and the clergy, and reestablished the ancient constitution of the

country. Soon after he sent back the crown to Buda, where its

return was celebrated with great pomp, amid the enthusiastic

shouts of the people. Before he could yet convoke the Diet

death terminated the Emperor's career on February 2oth.

The world lost in him a great and noble-minded man, a friend

to humanity, who, however, had been unable to realize all his

lofty intentions. The effect of his reign was to rouse Hungary
from the apathy into which it had sunk, and at the time of

Joseph's death the minds of the people were a prey to an excite-

ment no less feverish than that which had seized revolutionary

France at the same period. But while in Paris democracy was

victorious over royalty, the latter had to yield in Hungary to the

privileged nobility. The restored constitution was a charter of

political privileges for the nobles only, and as such was most

jealously guarded by them. This class kept a strict watch over

the liberal tendencies of the age, preventing the importation of
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democratic ideas from France from fear of harm to their exclu-

sive immunities.

Joseph was succeeded by his brother, Leopold II, who until

now had been Grand Duke of Tuscany. The new ruler was as

enlightened as his predecessor, and had as much the welfare of

the people at heart
;
but he respected, at the same time, the laws

and the constitution. He immediately convoked the Diet in

order to be crowned, and by this act he solemnly sealed the peace
with the nation. The people hailed with joy this first step of

their new King, and there was nothing in the way of their now

obtaining lawfully from the good-will of the King the salutary

legislation which Joseph had attempted to force arbitrarily upon
them. But the fond hopes in this direction were doomed to dis-

appointment. The national movement had not helped to power
those who were in favor of progress, equality of rights, and de-

mocracy.
No doubt there were people in the country who differed from

the men in authority, who were sincerely attached to the doc-

trines of the French Revolution and eager to supplant the priv-

ileges of the nobles by the broader rights belonging to all hu-

manity. The national literature was in the hands of men of this

class. They combated the reactionary spirit of the nobility, and
contended for the recognition of the civil and political rights of

by far the largest portion of the people, the non-nobles. They
boldly and with generous enthusiasm wielded the pen in defence

of those noble ideas, and indoctrinated the people with them as

much as the restraints placed upon the press allowed it at that

period. They succeeded in obtaining recruits for their ideas

from the very ranks of the privileged classes, and many an en-

lightened magnate admitted that the time had arrived for mod-

ernizing the Constitution of Hungary by an extension of political

rights.

Their number was swelled also by the more intelligent por-
tion of the inhabitants of the cities, and those educated patriotic

people who, although no gentle blood flowed in their veins, had
either obtained office under Joseph's reign or had imbibed the

political views of that monarch. But all of these men combined

formed but an insignificant fraction of the people compared to

the numerous nobility, who, after their enforced submission
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during ten years, were eager to turn to the advantage of their

own class the victory they had achieved over Joseph. During
the initial preparations for the elections to the Diet, and in the

course of the elections, sentiments were publicly uttered and

obtained a majority in the county assemblies, which caused a

feverish commotion among the common people and the peas-

antry.

The latter especially now eagerly clung to innovations intro-

duced by the Emperor Joseph, so beneficial as regarded their

own class, and were reluctant to submit to the restoration of the

former arbitrary landlord system. Their remonstrances were

answered by the counties to the effect that Providence had willed

it so that some men should be kings, others nobles, and others

again bondmen. Such cruel reasoning failed to satisfy the ag-

grieved peasantry. Symptoms of a dangerous revolutionary

spirit showed themselves throughout a large portion of the

country, and an outbreak could be prevented only by the timely

assurance, on the part of the counties, that the matter would be

submitted to the Diet about to assemble.

The Diet, which had not been convened for twenty-five years,

opened in Buda in the beginning of June, 1 790. The coronation

soon took place. Fifty years had elapsed since the last similar

pageant had been enacted in Hungary. After a lengthy and

vehement contest extending over ten months, in the course of

which the Diet was removed from Buda to Presburg, the laws

of 1790-1791, which form part of the fundamental articles of the

Hungarian Constitution, were finally passed. By them the inde-

pendence of Hungary as a state obtained the fullest recognition.
The laws, which were the result of the co5peration of the crown

and the Estates, declared that Hungary was an independent

country, subject to no other country, possessing her own consti-

tution, by which alone she was to be governed.

Important concessions were also made to the rights of the

citizens of the country. The privileges of the nobility were left

intact, but the extreme wing of the reactionary nobles had to rest

satisfied with this acquiescence in the former state of things, and

were not allowed to push the narrow-minded measures advo-

cated by them. The majority of the Diet was influenced in

their wise moderation, partly by the exalted views of the King
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and to a greater extent yet by the disaffected spirit rife among
the people, and especially threatening among the Serb popula-
tion of the country. The laws secured the liberties of the Prot-

estant and the Greek united churches, remedied the most urgent

griefs of the peasantry, and declared those who were not noble

capable of holding minor offices. Although the most important
measures of reform were put off to a future time by the Diet of

1790-1791, several preparatory royal commissions having been

appointed for their consideration, yet the work it accomplished
was the salutary beginning of a liberal legislation which culmi-

nated, not quite sixty years later, in the declaration of the equal

rights of the people as the basis of the Hungarian common-
wealth.

After the meeting of this Diet, however, very little was done

in the direction of reforms. The good work was interrupted,

partly by the premature death of Leopold II (March i, 1792),

and partly by the warlike period, extending over twenty-five

years, which, in Hungary as throughout all Europe, claimed

public attention, and diverted the minds of the leaders of the

nation from domestic topics. Francis I, the son and successor

of Leopold II, caused himself to be crowned in due form, and

much was at first hoped from his reign. But the Jacobin rule of

terror in Paris, and the dread of seeing the revolutionary scenes

repeated in his own realm, wrought a complete change in his

character and policy.

He soon stubbornly rejected every innovation, and gradually
became a pillar of strength for the European reaction, that extrav-

agant conservatism which expected to efface the effects of the

French Revolution by an unquestioning adherence to the old and

traditional order of things. This illiberal spirit of the monarch

rendered impossible for the time any further reform movement in

Hungary. Every question of desirable change met with the

most obstinate opposition on the part of the King, and the re-

forms submitted by the royal commissions were considered by

every successive Diet without ever becoming law.

The period which now followed was gloomy in the extreme,

as well for Hungary as for the Austrian provinces of Francis I.

The inhabitants of these countries were constantly called upon

by the King in the course of the wars to make sacrifices in treas-
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ure and blood, by furnishing recruits and by paying high taxes.

At the same time the Government resorted to the most absolute

and arbitrary measures to prevent the people from being con-

taminated with French ideas. The press was crushed by se-

vere penalties. Every enlightened idea was banished from the

schools and expunged from the school-books. Only men for

whose extreme reactionary spirit the police could vouch were

appointed to the professorships or to other offices. A system of

universal spying and secret information caused everybody to be

suspected and to suffer from private vindictiveness, while those

who dared to avow liberal views were the objects of cruel perse-

cution.



SIEGE AND SURRENDER OF YORKTOWN
A.D, 1781

HENRY B. DAWSON LORD CORNWALLIS
After almost seven years of struggle, the American colonies, with the

aid of France, won by the success of their arms that independence which

they declared in 1776. The close of the Yorktown campaign with the

surrender of Cornwallis virtually ended the Revolutionary War.
While the victory of the Americans over Burgoyne at Saratoga (1777)

produced a most encouraging effect upon the colonies, their scattered

forces still had much arduous work before them. The defeat of Wash-

ington at Brandywine and at Germantown (September and October, 1777)

left the British, under Howe, in possession of Philadelphia. Being in

no condition to keep the field, Washington went into winter quarters at

Valley Forge, twenty miles northwest of that city. There, in the most

inhospitable surroundings, the army remained from the middle of De-

cember, 1777, suffering untold privations, while the British passed a win-

ter of gayety in Philadelphia. The American camp consisted of log huts

with windows of oiled paper. The soldiers built the huts in bitter

weather, their only food being cakes of flour and water which they baked

at the open fires. To the hardships of exposure were added the suffer-

ings of disease
;
to scarcity of provisions, lack of clothing. The men,

said Lafayette, "were hi want of everything; they had neither coats,

hats, shirts, nor shoes
;
their feet and their legs froze till they became

black, and it was often necessary to amputate them."

After such a winter it seems remarkable that Washington could have

so strengthened'his army as to win the Battle of Monmouth hi the follow-

ing June. The next considerable events of the war were the taking of

Stony Point by the British hi 1779, and its recapture by Anthony Wayne
in the same year. The war went on during the next two years with vary-

ing results, but none decisive. The defection of Benedict Arnold de-

prived the Americans of a capable soldier and gave him to the enemy.
The American victory at the Battle of the Cowpens, January 17, 1781, was
offset by the triumph of Cornwallis at Guilford Court House, March
1 5th, but this was that general's last success on American soil. His own
account of the surrender of Yorktown, hi a letter addressed to Sir Henry
Clinton, here follows the complete narrative of Dawson, which covers the

final year of the actual War of the American Revolution.

E., VOL. xrv. 7. 97
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HENRY B. DAWSON

""PHE seventh year of the War of the Revolution was productive

of great events. Opening with the mutiny of the Pennsyl-

vania line of troops, its progress soon developed the disaffection

of the New Jersey line also, and all the skill of General Washing-
ton was necessary to maintain that discipline in the army on

which the salvation of the country depended. The resources of

the country, from the long-continued struggle through which it

had passed during six years, had become exhausted
;

its currency
had become depreciated beyond precedent ;

and the people, weary
cf the contest, were lukewarm as well as enervated.

At that time, also, the Federal Congress appeared to lack that

nerve and decision which had marked the proceedings of the

same body earlier in the war; and contenting itself with
" recom-

mendations," without attempting to enforce its requisitions or

even to advise the adoption of compulsory measures by the States,

it left the troops who were in the field without clothing, provisions,

or pay, and indirectly forced upon them those acts of apparent
insurrection which, resolved to their first elements, might not

improperly have been called "acts of necessity," and been justi-

fied, in charity, as essential to their self-preservation.

So gloomy, indeed, were the prospects of American indepen-
dence at that time that the interposition of some foreign govern-
ment was, by general consent, considered absolutely essential;

and never were the good qualities of the Commander-in-Chief

more nobly displayed than at this period, when, amid the most

pressing discouragements, referred to, he urged the States to

strengthen the bonds of the confederacy and to renew their

efforts for the great final struggle with their haughty and deter-

mined enemy.
The enemy, still anxiously seeking to establish his power in

the Southern States, had sent General Arnold to Virginia, with a

strong detachment of troops, to coSperate with Lord Cornwallis,

who was busily engaged, in a series of movements, in measuring
his strength and his skill with General Greene; and, soon after-

ward, a second detachment, under General Phillips, was sent to

the same State.

Early in May the Count de Barras arrived from Europe with

the welcome intelligence of the approach of reinforcements from
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France; and that a strong fleet from the West Indies, under

Count de Grasse, might be expected in the American waters

within a few weeks. In view of these facts a conference between

General Washington and the Count de Rochambeau was held

at Weathersfield soon afterward, and the plans of the campaign
were discussed and determined on.

Among the principal operations proposed was an attack on

the city of New York; and in accordance with these plans the

allied forces of America and France moved against that city.

Every necessary preparation had been made for the commence-

ment of active operations, when, on August i4th, a letter reached

General Washington in which the Count de Grasse informed

him that the entire French West Indian fleet, with more than

three thousand land forces, would shortly sail from Santo Do-

mingo for the Chesapeake, intimating, however, that he could not

remain longer than the middle of October, at which time it would

be necessary for him to be on his station again. As the limited

period which the Count could spend in the service of the allies

was not sufficient to warrant the supposition that he could be

useful before New York, the entire plan of the campaign was

changed; and it was resolved to proceed to Virginia, with the

whole of the French troops and as many of the Americans as

could be spared from the defence of the posts on the Hudson;
and instead of besieging Sir Henry Clinton, in his head-quarters
in New York, a movement against Lord Cornwallis and the

powerful detachment under his command was resolved on.

At the period in question Lord'Cornwallis had moved out of

the Carolinas, formed a junction with the force under General

Phillips, and had overrun the lower counties of Virginia, until

General Lafayette, who had been sent to the State some weeks

after, by superior skill and the most active exertions had suc-

ceeded in checking his progress. The purpose of the allies was

to prevent the escape of Lord Cornwallis from his position near

Yorktown
;
and General Lafayette was ordered to make such a

disposition of his army as should be best calculated to effect that

purpose. In case this purpose should be defeated, and Lord

Cornwallis succeed in effecting a retreat into North Carolina, it

was designed to pursue him with sufficient force to overawe him :

while the remainder of the armies, at the same time, should pro-
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ceed, with the French fleet, to Charleston, which was, at the same

time, the enemy's head-quarters in the South.

The marine force of the allies was composed of two fleets

that of Admiral Count de Grasse, then on its way from the West

Indies, composed of twenty-six sail of the line and several frigates;

and that of Admiral Count de Barras, then at anchor in Newport,

composed of eight sail of the line, besides transports and victual-

lers : their military force embraced the main bodies of the Ameri-

can and French armies, under Generals Washington and Ro-

chambeau, then near New York
;
the detachment of American

troops, under General Lafayette, then in Virginia; and more

than three thousand French troops, under General Saint-Simon,

who were then on their way from the West Indies with the Count

de Grasse.

The main body of the enemy's force, under Sir Henry Clinton,

was in the city of New York and its immediate vicinity; Lord

Cornwallis, with his own command and that which, under Gen-

erals Phillips and Arnold, had overrun some portions of Virginia,

numbering in the aggregate about seven thousand three hundred

fifty men, exclusive of seamen and Tories, was occupying the

neck of land between the James and York rivers, where General

Lafayette was holding him in check; while the Southern army,
under Lieutenant-Colonel Balfour, through the successful move-

ments of General Greene, was mostly confined to Charleston and

its immediate vicinity. Admiral Rodney, with a large naval

force, was leisurely spending his time in securing his portion of

the spoils in the West Indies; Sir Samuel Hood, with fifteen sail

of the line and six smaller vessels, had been detached by Admiral

Rodney to intercept Admiral de Grasse, and to maintain an

equality of power in the American waters; and Admiral Graves,

with part of his fleet in New York and a part before Newport,
caused the enemy to feel perfectly secure in the positions he occu-

pied.

As has been stated, the intelligence from Admiral de Grasse

changed the plans of the allies; and, instead of General Clinton

and the main body of the enemy in the city of New York, Lord
Cornwallis and the combined forces under his command, then at

Yorktown, were made the objects of General Washington's atten-

tion. In executing this plan, however, it was necessarv to exer-
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cise great caution, not only to prevent Sir Henry Clinton from

moving to the assistance of Lord Cornwallis, but also to prevent
Admiral Graves from joining Sir Samuel Hood, and, by occupy-

ing the Chesapeake, keeping open the communication by sea be-

tween Yorktown and New York.

For this purpose, on August igih the New Jersey line and Colo-

nel Hazen's regiment were sent to New Jersey, by way of Dobbs

Ferry, to protect a large number of "ovens" which were ordered

to be erected near Springfield and Chatham hi that State; and

forage and boats, with some efforts to display the same, were also

collected on the west side of the Hudson, by which the enemy
was led to suppose that an attack was intended from that quarter.

Fictitious letters were also written and put in the way of the

enemy, by which the deception was confirmed; and Sir Henry
Clinton appears to have supposed that Staten Island, or a posi-

tion near Sandy Hook, to cover the entrance of the French fleet

into the harbor, was the real object of the movements, until the

allied forces which had crossed the Hudson, leaving General

Heath, with a respectable force, on its eastern bank had passed
the Delaware, and rendered the true object of the movement a

matter of obvious certainty.

The body of troops with which General Washington moved
to the South embraced all the French auxiliaries, led by Count

Rochambeau
;
the light infantry of the Continental army, led by

Colonel Alexander Scammel; detachments of light troops from

the Connecticut and New York State troops; the Rhode Island

regiment ;
the regiment known as

"
Congress' Own," under Colo-

nel Hazen; two New York regiments; a detachment of New
Jersey troops; and the artillery, under Colonel John Lamb, num-

bering in the aggregate about two thousand Americans and a

strong body of French. It is said that the American troops, who
were mostly from New England and the Middle States, marched

with reluctance to the southward, showing
"
strong symptoms of

discontent when they passed through Philadelphia," and becom-

ing reconciled only when an advance of a month's pay, in specie

which was borrowed from Count Rochambeau for that purpose
was paid to them.

The allies, having thus successfully eluded the watchfulness

of the enemy in New York, pressed forward toward Annapolis
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and the Head of Elk, whither transports had been despatched

from the French fleet to convey them to Virginia; and, on Sep-

tember 25th, the last division reached Williamsburg, where, with

General Lafayette and his command, and the auxiliary troops,

the entire army j ad rendezvoused.

In the mean time the enemy, as well as the French auxiliaries,

had not been inactive. Lord Cornwallis, vainly expecting reen-

forcements from New York, had concentrated his army at York-

town and Gloucester, on opposite sides of the York River, and

had been busily employed in throwing up strong works of de-

fence, and preparing to sustain a siege.

Admiral Graves, after a bootless cruise to the eastward for

the purpose of intercepting some French storeships, had returned

to New York on August i6th or lyth, and since that time had

been employed in refitting, taking in stores, etc., in blissful igno-

rance of the approach of Admiral de Grasse. Admiral Rodney,
advised of the movements of the French fleet, had sent

"
early

notice" to the Admiral commanding in America; but his de-

spatches, which were sent by the Swallow, Captain Wells, never

reached Admiral Graves. Sir Samuel Hood's squadron also

had been sent to the northward to check the movements of the

French fleet or to strengthen the fleet of Admiral Graves, after

touching at the Chesapeake, before the French fleet arrived there,

had sailed for New York, and on the afternoon of August 28th

had reached that port, and communicated to the Admiral the first

intelligence of the movements of the French fleet which he had

received. On August 3ist the Admiral, with five ships belonging
to his own command, and the squadron under Sir Samuel Hood,
sailed for the Chesapeake, where he found the French fleet, and

on September 5th accepted the invitation to fight which the

Admiral de Grasse extended to him; but considered it prudent
to return to New York immediately afterward.

The Admiral Count de Grasse, with a naval force of twenty-
six sail of the line and some smaller vessels, had sailed from Santo

Domingo on August 5th; on the 3Oth of the same month he en-

tered the Chesapeake and anchored at Lynn Haven; on the

following day he had blockaded the mouths of the James and York

rivers, and prevented the retreat of the enemy by water; and, as

has been before stated notwithstanding the absence of about
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nineteen hundred of his men, besides three ships of the line and

two fifties with their crews had gone out and fought with Ad-

miral Graves and nineteen sail of the line. General the Marquis

Saint-Simon, at the head of thirty-three hundred French troops,

had been landed from the fleet on September 2d
; joined General

Lafayette on the 3d ;
and on the 5th, with the latter officer and

his command, had moved down to Williamsburg, fifteen miles

from York, and cut off the retreat of the enemy by land. Admi-

ral de Barras, with his squadron and ten transports, having on

board the siege-artillery and a large body of French troops under

M. de Choisy, sailed from Newport on August 25th, and entered

Lynn Haven Bay in safety on September loth, while Admiral de

Grasse was absent in engagement with Admiral Graves.

As before mentioned, the different divisions of the allied forces

rendezvoused at Williamsburg, in the vicinity of Yorktown, in the

latter part of September. At the same time the enemy's fleet,

overawed by the superior force of the combined fleets under Ad-

mirals de Grasse and de Barras, had returned to New York,

leaving General Cornwallis and his army to the fortunes of war;

and enabling the naval force of the allies toco5peratewith their

military in all the operations of the siege. General Heath, with

two New Hampshire, ten Massachusetts, and five Connecticut

regiments, the corps of invalids, Sheldon's Legion of Dragoons,
the Third regiment of artillery, and "all such State troops and

militia as were retained in service," remained in the vicinity of

New York to protect the passes in the Highlands, and to check

any movement which Sir Henry Clinton might make for the relief

of Lord Cornwallis.

At daybreak on September 28th the entire body of the army
moved from Williamsburg, and occupied a position within two

miles of the enemy's line
;
the American troops occupied the right

of the line; the French auxiliaries the left. York, the scene of

operations referred to, is a small village, the seat of justice of

York County, Virginia, and is situated on the southern bank of

the York River, eleven miles from its mouth. On the opposite

side of the river is Gloucester Point, on which the enemy had also

taken a position; and the communication between the two posts

was commanded by his land-batteries and by some vessels-of-war

which lay at anchor under his guns.
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On September 2Qth the besiegers were principally employed
in reconnoitring the situation of the enemy and in arranging
their plans of attack. The main body of the enemy was found

intrenched in the open ground about Yorktown, with the inten-

tion of checking the progress of the allies, while an inner line of

works, near the village, had been provided for his ultimate de-

fence; Lieutenant-Colonel Simcoe, with his legion, the Eightieth

regiment of the line, and the Hereditary Prince's regiment of

Hessians, the whole under Lieutenant-Colonel Dundas, being in

possession of Gloucester Point. The only movement was an ex-

tension of the right wing of the allied armies, and the consequent

occupation of the ground east of the Beaver-dam Creek, by the

American forces.

On the evening of that day Lord Cornwallis received de-

spatches from NewYork in which Sir Henry Clinton advised his

lordship that
"
at a meeting of the general and flag officers, held

this day (September 24, 1781) it is determined that above five

thousand men, rank and file, shall be embarked on board the

King's ships, and the joint exertions of the navy and army made
in a few days to relieve you, and afterward to operate with you.

The fleet consists of twenty-three sail of the line, three of which

are three-deckers. There is every reason to hope that we start

from hence October 5th." Gratified with this promise of assist-

ance, and probably confident of his ability to hold his inner posi-

tion until he could be relieved, Lord Cornwallis imprudently re-

tired from the outer line of works which he had occupied, and

on the same night (September 29th) occupied the town, leaving

the outer lines to be occupied by the allies, without resistance, on

the next day.
On September 3oth the allies occupied the deserted positions,

and were thereby "enabled to shut up the enemy in a much
narrower circle, giving them the greatest advantages." Before

the allies moved to the positions which had been thus deserted,

Colonel Alexander Scammell, the officer of the day, approached
them for the purpose of reconnoitring, when he was attacked by
a party of the enemy's horse, which was ambushed in the neigh-

borhood, and, after being mortally wounded, was taken prisoner.

On the same day the transports, having on board the battering-

train, came up to Trubell's, seven miles from York, whence they
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were transported to the lines; and the lines were completely and

effectively occupied. The French extended from the river above

the town, to a morass in the centre, while the Americans contin-

ued the lines from the morass to the river, below the town, the

whole forming a semicircle, with the river for a chord.

On the same day the Duc'de Lauzun, with his legion of cav-

alry, and General Weedon, with a body of Virginian militia, the

whole under Sieur de Choisy, invested Gloucester, in the course

of which a party of the Queen's Rangers, which had been sent

out to observe the movements of the allies, was driven in with

considerable loss.

On the following day (October ist) eight hundred marines

were landed from the fleet to strengthen the party which was

investing Gloucester; and from that tune until the 6th both the

allies and the enemy vigorously prosecuted their several works

of attack or defence, or otherwise prepared for the great struggle
which was then inevitable.

On the night of October 6th, under the command of General

Lincoln, the besiegers opened their trenches within six hundred

yards of the enemy's lines, yet with so much silence was it con-

ducted that it appears to have been undiscovered until daylight
on the yth, when the works were so far completed that they
afforded ample shelter for the men, and but one officer and six-

teen privates were injured. In this attack the enemy appears to

have bent his energies chiefly against the French, on the left of

the trenches; and the regiments of Bourbonnois, Soissonnois,

and Touraine, commanded by the Baron de Viomenil, were most

conspicuous in the defence of the lines.

The yth, 8th, and gth of October were employed in strength-

ening the first parallel, and in constructing batteries somewhat
in advance of it, for the purpose of raking the enemy's works and
of battering his shipping. Communications were also made in

the rear of the left of the line, in order to secure the greater num-
ber of openings. On the night of the loth the trenches on the

left were occupied by the regiments of Agenois and Saintonge,
under the Marquis de Chastellux; on that of the 8th by the regi-

ments of Gatinois and Royal-Deux-Fonts, under the Marquis
de Saint-Simon.

At 5 P.M. of the Qth the American battery on the right of the
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line opened its fire General Washington in person firing the first

gun and six eighteen and twenty-four pounders, two mortars,

and two howitzers were steadily engaged during the entire night.

At an early hour on the morning of the loth the French battery

on the left, with four twelve-pounders and six mortars and

howitzers, also opened fire; and on the same day this fire was in-

creased by the fire from two other French and two American bat-

teries the former mounting ten eighteen and twenty-four pound-

ers, and six mortars and howitzers, and four eighteen-pounders

respectively; the latter mounting four eighteen-pounders and two

mortars. "The fire now became so excessively heavy that the

enemy withdrew theircannon from their embrasures, placed them

behind the merlins, and scarcely fired a shot during the whole

day." In the evening of the loth the Charon, a frigate of forty-

four guns, and three transports were set on fire by the shells of

hot shot and entirely consumed; and the enemy's shipping was

warped over the river, as far as possible, to protect it from similar

disaster.

On the night of the nth the second parallel was opened
within three hundred yards of the enemy's lines; and, as in the

former instance, it was so far advanced before morning that the

men employed in them were in a great measure protected from

injury when the enemy opened fire. The three following days
were spent in completing this parallel and the redoubts and bat-

teries belonging to it, during which time the enemy's fire was well

sustained and more than usually destructive. Two advanced

batteries, three hundred yards in front of the enemy's left, were

particularly annoying, inasmuch as they flanked the second paral-

lel of the besiegers ;
and as the engineers reported that they had

been severely injured by the fire of the allies it was resolved to

attempt to carry them by assault.

Accordingly, in the evening of the i4th, these redoubts were

assaulted that on the extreme right by a detachment embracing
the light infantry of the American army, under General Lafay-

ette; the latter by a detachment of grenadiers and chasseurs

from the French army, commanded by Baron Viominel. The
attacks were made at 8 P.M., and in that of the Americans the

advance was led by Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander Hamilton,
with his own battalion and that of Colonel Gimat, the latter in
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the van; while Lieutenant-Colonel John Laurens, at the head of

eighty men, took the garrison in reverse and cut off its retreat.

Not a single musket was loaded
;
and the troops rushed forward

with the greatest impetuosity passing over the abatis and pali-

sades and carrying the work with the bayonet, with the loss of

nine killed, and six officers and twenty-six rank and file wounded.

The French performed their part of the duty with equal gallantry,

although from the greater strength of their opponents it was not

done so quickly as that of the Americans. The German grena-
dier regiment of Deux-Fonts, led by Count William Forback de

Deux-Fonts, led the column; and Captain Henry de Kalb, of

that regiment, was the first officer who entered the work. The
chasseur regiment of Gatinois supported the attack; and, in

like manner with that on the right, the redoubt was carried at the

point of the bayonet.

During the night these redoubts were connected with the sec-

ond parallel; and during the next day (October i5th) several

howitzers were placed on them and a fire opened on the town.

These works, important as they had been to the enemy, were no

less so to the allies, from the fact that, with them, the entire line

of the enemy's works could be enfiladed, and the line of communi-

cation between York and Gloucester commanded.

The situation of Lord Cornwallis had now become desperate.

He "dared not show a gun to the old batteries" of the allies, and

their new ones, then about to open fire, threatened to render his

position untenable in a few hours. "Experience has shown," he

then wrote, "that our fresh earthen works do not resist their

powerful artillery, so that we shall soon be exposed to an assault

in ruined works, in a bad position, and with weakened numbers."

To retard as much as possible what now appeared to be inevi-

table, at an early hour next morning (October i6th) the garrison

made a sortie
;
when three hundred fifty men, led by Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Abercrombie, attacked two batteries within the

second parallel, carried them with inconsiderable loss, and spiked
the guns; but the guards and pickets speedily assembled, and

drove the assailants back into the town before any other damage
was done.

About 4 P.M. of the i6th the fire of several batteries in the

second parallel were opened on the town, while the entire line
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was rapidly approaching completion. At this time the situation

of the enemy was peculiarly distressing; his defences being in

ruins, his guns dismounted, and his ammunition nearly exhausted

while an irresistible force was rapidly concentrating its powers to

overwhelm and destroy him. At this time Lord Cornwallis en-

tertained the bold and novel design of abandoning his sick and

baggage, and by crossing the river to Gloucester and overpower-

ing the force under General de Choisy, which was then guarding
that position, to fly for his life, through Virginia, Pennsylvania,

and the Jerseys, to New York. As no time could be lost, the

attempt was made during the same night, but a violent storm,

coming on while the first detachment was still on the river, pre-

venting the landing of part of it, the movement was abandoned;
and those troops who had crossed the river returned to York dur-

ing the next day.

On the morning of the next day (October I7th) the several

new batteries, which supported the second parallel, opened fire;

when Lord Cornwallis considered it no longer incumbent on him

to attempt to hold his position at the cost of his troops, and at

10 A.M. he beat a parley and asked a cessation of hostilities, that

commissioners might meet to settle the terms for the surrender of

the posts of York and Gloucester.

A correspondence ensued between the commanders-in-chief
;

and on the i8th the Viscount de Noailles and Lieutenant-Colonel

John Laurens met Colonel Dundas and Major Ross to arrange
the terms of surrender. Without being able to agree on all

points, the commissioners separated; when General Washington
sent a rough copy of the articles, which had been prepared, to

Lord Cornwallis, with a note expressing his expectation that they
would be signed by n A.M. on the igth, and that the garrison
would be ready to march out of the town within three hours after-

ward. Finding all attempts to obtain more advantageous terms

unavailing, Lord Cornwallis yielded to the necessities of the case

and surrendered, with his entire force, military and naval, to the

arms of the allies.

The army, with all its artillery, stores, military-chest, etc.,

was surrendered to General Washington; the navy, with its ap-

pointments, to Admiral de Grasse.

The terms were precisely similiar to those which the enemy
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had granted to the garrison of Charleston in the preceding year;
and General Lincoln, the commander of that garrison, on whom
the illiberality of the enemy then fell, was designated as the officer

to whom the surrender should be made.

"At about 12, noon," says an eye-witness, "the combined

army was arranged and drawn up in two lines extending more

than a mile in length. The Americans were drawn up in a line

on the right side of the road, and the French occupied the left.

At the head of the former the great American commander,
mounted on his noble courser, took his station, attended by his

aides. At the head of the latter was posted the excellent Count

Rochambeau and his suite. The French troops, in complete

uniform, displayed a martial and noble appearance; their band

of music, of which the timbrel formed a part, was a delightful

novelty, and produced while marching to the ground a most en-

chanting effect. The Americans, though not all in uniform nor

their dress so neat, yet exhibited an erect, soldierly air, and every
countenance beamed with satisfaction and joy. The concourse

of spectators from the country was prodigious, in point of numbers

probably equal to the military, but universal silence and order

prevailed. It was about two o'clock when the captive army ad-

vanced through the line formed for their reception. Every eye
was prepared to gaze on Cornwallis, the object of peculiar interest

and solicitation; but he disappointed our anxious expectations;

pretending indisposition, he made General O'Hara his substitute

as the leader of his army. This officer was followed by the con-

quered troops in a slow and solemn step, with shouldered arms,

colors cased, and drums beating a British march."
"
Having arrived at the head of the line, General O'Hara, ele-

gantly mounted, advanced to His Excellency the Commander-in-

Chief, taking off his hat, and apologizing for the non-appearance
of Earl Cornwallis. With his usual dignity and politeness, His

Excellency pointed to Major-General Lincoln for directions, by
whom the British army was conducted into a spacious field, where

it was intended they should ground their arms. The royal troops,

while marching through the line formed by the allied army,
exhibited a decent and neat appearance as respects arms and

clothing, for their commander opened his stores and directed

every soldier to be furnished with a new suit complete prior to
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the capitulation. But in their line of march we remarked a dis-

orderly and unsoldierly conduct, their step was irregular and

their ranks frequently broken. But it was in the field, when they

came to the last act of the drama, that the spirit and pride of the

British soldier was put to the severest test; here their mortifi-

cation could not be concealed. Some of the platoon officers

appeared to be exceedingly chagrined when given the order

'ground arms'; and I am a witness that they performed this duty
in a very unofficer-like manner, and that many of the soldiers

manifested a sullen temper, throwing their arms on the pile with

violence, as if determined to render them useless. This irregu-

larity, however, was checked by the authority of General Lincoln.

After having grounded their arms and divested themselves of their

accoutrements, the captive troops were conducted back to York-

town and guarded by our troops till they could be removed to the

place of their destination.

"The British troops that were stationed at Gloucester surren-

dered at the same time, and in the same manner, to the command
of the French general, De Choisy. This must be a very inter-

esting and gratifying transaction to General Lincoln, who, having
himself been obliged to surrender an army to a haughty foe the

last year, has now assigned him the pleasing duty of giving laws

to a conquered army in return, and of reflecting that the terms

which were imposed on him are adopted as a basis of the surren-

der in the present instance."

The General-in-Chief on October 2oth issued a "general
order" congratulating the army "upon the glorious event of

yesterday" ;
and after thanking the officers and troops of his ally,

several of his own officers, and Governor Nelson of Virginia and

the militia under his command, he concludes with these words:

"To spread the general joy in all hearts, the General commands
that those of the army who are now held under arrest be par-

doned, set at liberty, and that they join their respective corps.
"
Divine service shall be performed in the different brigades

and divisions. The Commander-in-Chief recommends that all

the troops that are not upon duty, to assist at it with a serious

deportment, and that sensibility of heart which the recollection of

the surprising and particular interposition of Providence in our

favor claims."
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The intelligence of the surrender, as it spread over the coun-

try, gave general satisfaction and filled every American heart

with joy. Congress went in procession to the Dutch Lutheran

Church to return thanks to Almighty God for the victory, and a

day was set apart forgeneral thanksgiving and prayer ;
the thanks

of the same body were voted to the forces, both of America and

France; and in the plenitude of its good-feeling it "resolved" to

do that which it has not yet commenced to perform to erect a

marble column at York, in commemoration of the event.
1

But a greater and more enduring monument than any which

the Congress has ever "resolved" to erect, commemorates the

capture of Cornwallis : the fall of British dominion in the thirteen

colonies on the Atlantic sea-board, the disinterested self-sacrifices

of General Washington and the very few who enjoyed his confi-

dence and regard, and the triumph of "the true principles of

government." A country which, from small things, has become

prosperous, powerful, and happy; a people, whose intelligence

and enterprise and independence have astonished the old nations

and their rulers; and the homage of admiring millions, freely and

voluntarily offered, in every quarter of the globe these form a

monument which will commemorate the fall of Cornwallis, and

the patriotism of Washington and Greene, of Wayne and Hamil-

ton, of the honest yeomanry and the devoted "regulars" of that

day, long after the resolutions of the Congress if not the Con-

gress itself shall have sunk into obscurity and been entirely for-

gotten.

LORD CORNWALLIS

I have the mortification to inform your Excellency that I

have been forced to give up the posts of York and Gloucester,

and to surrender the troops under my command, by capitula-

tion, on the igth instant, as prisoners of war to the combined

forces of America and France.

I never saw this post in a very favorable light, but when I

found I was to be attacked in it in so unprepared a state, by so

powerful an army and artillery, nothing but the hopes of relief

would have induced me to attempt its defence, for I would either

1 A commemorative column, surmounted by a statue of General Ro-

chambeau, heroic sire, was unveiled at Washington May 24, 1902. ED.
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have endeavored to escape to New York by rapid marches from

the Gloucester side, immediately on the arrival of General Wash-

ington's troops at Williamsburg, or I would, notwithstanding the

disparity of numbers, have attacked them in the open field, where

it might have been just possible that fortune would have favored

the gallantry of the handful of troops under my command; but

being assured by your Excellency's letters that every possible

means would be tried by the navy and army to relieve us, I could

not think myself at liberty to venture upon either of these desper-

ate attempts; therefore, after remaining for two days in a strong

position in front of this place in hopes of being attacked, upon

observing that the enemy were taking measures which could not

fail of turning my left flank in a short tune, and receiving on the

second evening your letter of September 24th informing me that

the relief would sail about October 5th, I withdrew within the

works on the night of September 29th, hoping by the labor and

firmness of the soldiers to protract the defence until you could

arrive. Everything was to be expected from the spirit of the

troops, but every disadvantage attended their labor, as the works

were to be continued under the enemy's fire, and our stock of

intrenching tools, which did not much exceed four hundred when
we began to work in the latter end of August, was now much
diminished.

The enemy broke ground on the night of the 3oth, and con-

structed on that night, and the two following days and nights,

two redoubts, which, with some works that had belonged to our

outward position, occupied a gorge between two creeks or ravines

which come from the river on each side of the town. On the

night of October 6th they made their first parallel, extending
from its right on the river to a deep ravine on the left, nearly op-

posite to the centre of this place, and embracing our whole left at

a distance of six hundred yards. Having perfected this parallel,

their batteries opened on the evening of the gth against our left,

and other batteries fired at the same time against a redoubt

advanced over the creek upon our right, and defended by
about a hundred twenty men of the Twenty-third regiment and

marines, who maintained that post with uncommon gallantry.

The fire continued incessant from heavy cannon, and from mor-

tars and howitzers throwing shells from 8 to 16 inches, until all
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our guns on the left were silenced, our work much damaged, and
our loss of men considerable. On the night of the nth they be-

gan their second parallel, about three hundred yards nearer to us.

The troops being much weakened by sickness, as well as by the

fire of the besiegers, and observing that the enemy had not only
secured their flanks, but proceeded in every respect with the ut-

most regularity and caution, I could not venture so large sorties

as to hope from them any considerable effect, but otherwise I did

everything in my power to interrupt this work by opening new
embrasures for guns and keeping up a constant fire from all the

howitzers and small mortars that we could man.

On the evening of the i4th they assaulted and carried two

redoubts that had been advanced about three hundred yards for

the purpose of delaying their approaches, and covering our left

flank, and during the night included them in their second parallel,

on which they continued to work with the utmost exertion. Be-

ing perfectly sensible that our works could not stand many hours

after the opening of the batteries of that parallel, we not only con-

tinued a constant fire with all our mortars, and every gun that

could be brought to bear upon it, but a little before daybreak on

the morning of the i6th I ordered a sortie of about three hundred

fiftymen, under the direction of Lieutenant-Colonel Abercrombie,
to attack two batteries which appeared to be in the greatest for-

wardness, and to spike the guns. A detachment of guards with the

Eightieth company of grenadiers, under the command of Lieuten-

ant-Colonel Lake, attacked the one, and one of light infantry,

under the command of Major Armstrong, attacked the other, and

both succeeded in forcing the redoubts that covered them, spiking
eleven guns, and killing or wounding about one hundred of the

French troops, who had the guard of that part of the trenches,

and with little loss on our side. This action, though extremely
honorable to the officers and soldiers who executed it, proved of

little public advantage, for the cannon, having been spiked in a

hurry, were soon rendered fit for service again, and before dark

the whole parallel and batteries appeared to be nearly complete.
At this time we knew that there was no part of the whole front

attacked on which we could show a single gun, and our shells

were nearly expended. I therefore had only to choose between

preparing to surrender next day or endeavoring to get off with

E., VOL. xrv. 8..
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the greatest part of the troops, and I determined to attempt the

latter.

In this situation, with my little force divided, the enemy's
batteries opened at daybreak. The passage between this place

and Gloucester was much exposed, but the boats, having now

returned, they were ordered to bring back the troops that had

passed during the night, and they joined us in the forenoon with-

out much loss. Our works, in the mean time, were going to ruin,

and not having been able to strengthen them by an abatis, nor in

any other manner but by a slight fraising, which the enemy's ar-

tillery were demolishing wherever they fired, my opinion entirely

coincided with that of the engineer and principal officers of the

army, that they were in many places assailable in the forenoon,

and that by the continuance of the same fire for a few hours longer

they would be in such a state as to render it desperate, with our

numbers, to attempt to maintain them. We at that time could

not fire a single gun ; only one 8-inch and little more than one

hundred Cohorn shells remained. A diversion by the French

ships-of-war that lay at the mouth of York River was to be ex-

pected.

Our numbers had been diminished by the enemy's fire, but

particularly by sickness, and the strength and spirits of those in

the works were much exhausted by the fatigue of constant watch-

ing and unremitting duty. Under all these circumstances I

thought it would have been wanton and inhuman to the last de-

gree to sacrifice the lives of this small body of gallant soldiers,

who had ever behaved with so much fidelity and courage, by ex-

posing them to an assault which, from the numbers and precau-
tions of the enemy, could not fail to succeed. I therefore pro-

posed to capitulate; and I have the honor to enclose to your

excellency the copy of the correspondence between General Wash-

ington and me on that subject, and the terms of capitulation

agreed upon. I sincerely lament that better could not be ob-

tained, but I have neglected nothing in my power to alleviate the

misfortune and distress of both officers and soldiers. The men
are well clothed and provided with necessaries, and I trust will

be regularly supplied by the means of the officers that are per-
mitted to remain with them. The treatment, in general, that we
have received from the enemy since our surrender has been per-
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fectly good and proper, but the kindness and attention that have

been shown to us by the French officers in particular their deli-

cate sensibility of our situation their generous and pressing offer

of money, both public and private, to any amount has really

gone beyond what I can possibly describe, and will, I hope, make
an impression in the breast of every British officer, whenever the

fortune of war should put any of them into our power.

YORKTOWN, Virginia, October 20, 1781.



BRITISH DEFENCE OF GIBRALTAR
A.D. 1782

FREDERICK SAYER
To Great Britain it was of the utmost importance that, once having

secured possession of Gibraltar, she should keep that famous stronghold.

By successfully defending it during the long siege of 1779-1783, she re-

tained it in what has proved a lasting tenure.

The fortified promontory and town of Gibraltar, now a British crown

colony, have long been objects of historical interest. The Rock of Gib-

raltar, anciently called Calpe, one of the Pillars of Hercules, is on the

southern coast of Spain. Its name has been for centuries a synonyme of

strength. Near it in the eighth century landed Tarik, the first Saracen

invader of Spain. The Moors mainly held it till 1462, when it was finally

taken by the Spaniards. Charles V fortified it
;
in 1704 it was captured

by an English and Dutch force under Sir George Rooke. The Spaniards
and French unsuccessfully besieged it in 1704-1705, and the Spaniards

again in 1727.

No further attempt was made to capture this seemingly impregnable
fastness until the great siege here described by Sayer, when once more
the Spaniards and French combined against it. England was now some-

what weakened by the war with the American colonies and France. All

Europe was unfriendly to her, and Spain, as well as France, was actively

hostile. Gibraltar was closely invested in 1779, and so remained for three

years, when the final assault was made. In 1782 Alvarez, the Spanish
commander, was superseded by the Due de Crillon, who had just taken

Minorca from the British.

George Augustus Eliot, afterward Lord Heathfield, Baron of Gibral-

tar, who made the memorable defence, was appointed governor of

Gibraltar in 1775. Lord Howe, who went to his assistance, had con-

ducted the English naval operations in America. He returned to Eng-
land in 1778, in 1782 was made a viscount of Great Britain, and was sent

to relieve Gibraltar, where he arrived too late to assist against the grand
attack, but landed welcome troops and supplies.

pIQUED at the successful defence which for three years had
baffled every effort, and burning with the desire to wipe out

the stain on the national honor, the Spaniards were urged on in

this last struggle by all the impulses of pride, ambition, and

revenge. The slow and regular operations of a siege having
116
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proved but labor lost against this stubborn rock, rewards were

offered to the most skilful engineers in Europe for plans to sub-

due the fortress.

Stimulated by these liberal offers, a thousand schemes had

reached Madrid, some bold to extravagance, others too ludicrous

to deserve attention. Among them, however, was one, the in-

vention of the Chevalier d'Arcon, of such superior merit that it

instantly arrested the attention even of the King himself. His

plan consisted of a combined attack by sea and land upon a

scale so tremendously formidable, and assisted by such ingenious
inventions of art, that it held out a prospect of certain success.

After a brief consideration the Court of Madrid announced

its unqualified approval of the scheme, and orders were at once

issued for its adoption. Not only was the reduction of the fort

now considered certain, but so vast were the powers to be em-

ployed, and so prodigious the armament to be brought against

the walls, that the annihilation of every stone upon the rock was

not unexpected. The plan embraced two leading features : first,

abombardment from the isthmus, upon a scale hitherto unknown;

secondly, an attack by sea along the whole length of the line-wall.

For this purpose floating batteries of such construction that they
were to be "at once incombustible and insubmergible,

" were to

be employed.
Each battery was clad on its fighting side with three succes-

sive layers of squared timber, three feet in thickness; within this

wall ran a body of wet sand, and within that again was a line of

cork soaked in water and calculated to prevent the effects of

splinters, the whole being bound together by strong wooden

bolts. To protect the crews from shells or dropping shot, a

hanging roof was contrived, composed of strong rope-work net-

ting, covered with wet hides, and shelving sufficiently to prevent
the shot from lodging.

Not the least remarkable part of these vessels was a plan for

the prevention of combustion from red-hot shot. A reservoir

was placed beneath the roof from which numerous pipes, like the

veins of the human body, circulated through the sides of the

ship, giving a constant supply of water to every part, and keeping
the wood continually saturated.

To form these powerful batteries, ten ships, from six hun-
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dred to fourteen hundred tons burden, were cut down to the

proper proportions, and upward of two hundred thousand cubic

feet of timber were used in their construction. Each battery

was armed with from eight to twenty heavy brass cannon of new

manufacture, with a reserve of spare pieces. The crews varied

in number from seven hundred sixty to two hundred fifty men.

One large sail propelled each ship.

Besides this tremendous armament which was to annihilate

the line of defence from the sea, preparations of no less magni-
tude were being made for the attack on the northern front. Not

fewer than twelve hundred pieces of heavy ordnance were ready
for use in the artillery park, enormous quantities of ammunition

and warlike stores were in the magazines, and the reserve of gun-

powder alone was reported at eighty-three thousand barrels. Im-

mense works were being hurried forward on the isthmus of a

grandeur which eclipsed anything that had been previously con-

structed.

In twenty-four hours a flying sap was thrown out with a ra-

pidity of execution unequalled. The parallel extended to a

length of two hundred thirty toises, with a boyau of six hundred

thirty toises from the place where it joined the principal barrier

of the lines. The construction of this boyau required one million

six hundred thousand bags of sand, and thousands of casks were

used in forming the parallel. In a single night this enormous

work was raised to the height of twelve feet with eighteen feet of

thickness, and it was supposed that during the seven hours in

which it was erected ten thousand men were at labor.

To assist in the assault by sea, the combined fleets of France

and Spain, amounting to fifty sail of the line, with forty gun-

boats, numerous frigates, and fifty mortar-vessels, were to act in

support. Three hundred boats, fitted with hinged platforms at

their prows, were to accompany the expedition, and at the proper
moment to land the troops.

The outline of the attack having been arranged, the plan was

drawn out by the Due de Crillon, and submitted for approval,
first to the Court of Madrid, and afterward to the King of France.

Subsequently the details were very materially altered, but the

principle remained the same. The method originally proposed
was as follows:
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"The plan for taking Gibraltar, presented by Crillon, with

the opinion of the minister, was imparted, by order of his majesty,
to France, by the hand of Aranda, and, it being approved of, that

Court offered twenty-seven auxiliary ships. According to this

plan the assault will be conducted in the following manner:

Brigadier Don Ventura Moreno will command the fire of the

fleet. The vanguard of the combined squadron will be com-

manded by Seftor Cordova, and among the divisions that com-

pose it will be included the third of twelve fireproof ships, which

will anchor in Algeciras until Seftor Alvarez completes the sixty

paces of intrenchment opposite the fortress. Our ships will then

attack; four by the Europa Point, two by the New Mole, their

fire being supported by that of the gun- and mortar-boats and

bomb-ketches, which will hold themselves in readiness to sup-

port where it may be required.

"At a given signal the fire from our whole line will open with

that of the intrenchment, which will not cease until a breach

shall have been made at the Europa Point. The battering-ships

will not be allowed to quit their respective posts till they require

relief, and they will then retire to Algeciras, whence others will

proceed to supply their places, taking up the same points. The
officer who shall act counter to his orders will be removed from

his post without its being referred to the King. The breach

having been made, the commander-in-chief, the Due de Crillon,

will notify to the governor the surrender of the fortress
;
and should

he consent to the capitulation, the preliminaries will be arranged,

conceding to him military honors; if he persist in the defence,

the operations will continue in the following manner:

"The fire by sea and land will protect the disembarkation of

our troops on the flanks of the advance. The boats conveying
them will be covered by large planks on hinges, which on unfold-

ing will fall on the moles on the right, while on the left others will

rest on the transports that follow, in order to link them to each

other and adjust them to the breach, binding them firmly to-

gether, the first boat being attached to the ground by means of

grappling-irons, which it will carry for the purpose. The troops

will advance along these in the foliowing order: Two companies
of grenadiers of about seventy men each, and as many more of

chasseurs, with three companies of dragoons, the whole under
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the command of Senor Cagigal, general of the second column,

and his subaltern officers, the brigadier Don Francesco Pacheco,

Colonel of Seville, and SefiorAviles, Colonel of Villaviciosa. Two
battalions of volunteers of Catalonia will form the flying troops

to effect a support where it may be necessary, and to strengthen

either flank, or profiting by any opportunity the enemy may offer

of attacking him. This corps will be commanded by Brigadier

Don Benito Panogo.
"The army will be formed into three divisions; its right com-

manded by Lieutenant-General Buch, its left by the Count of

Cifuentes, and its centre by Marshal Burghesi. The best com-

pany of grenadiers from each regiment will be detached to cover

its respective corps, and when the disembarkation of the troops,

or part of them, shall have been executed, the boats carrying

the fascines, powder-saucisses, gabions, panniers, pickaxes, etc.,

will be sent forward in order that they may cover themselves as

the disembarkation proceeds, keeping up at the same time a

lively fire along with the rest of the army. Detached parties will

scour with promptitude the Campo Huevo in order to intercept

the advanced guard and to cut off the retreat of the enemy to the

mountain; which dispositions being well concerted, the enemy
will be reduced to the extremity of either surrendering or being

destroyed.

"The squadron of Sefior Cordova will cover the mouth of the

Straits, and the French will place itself as much within as cir-

cumstances may require; two hundred muheletes and two hun-

dred artillerymen more have been asked for from the camp,
those that are present being required for the intrenchment.

These have been sent for from their respective corps.
"

The fame of the siege of Gibraltar had ere this spread to the

remotest corners of Europe. The Count d'Artois, brother to

the King of France, and the Due de Bourbon arrived in the

camp in August, impatient to witness the fall of the invincible

fortress, and they were followed by crowds of the nobility of

Spain, eager to join in an enterprise which it was anticipated
would result in a victory most glorious to their arms.

General Eliot regarded the progress of the tremendous ar-

maments without despondency. He prepared for the coming
storm, and made every effort to meet it manfully and with sue-
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cess. An experiment which had lately been tried with red-hot

shot produced such effects that he founded his hopes of destroy-

ing the enemy's battering-ships almost solely upon that expedient,

and great numbers of furnaces for heating the shot were imme-

diately prepared and placed in convenient positions within the

principal batteries. The defences too were thoroughly repaired,

the Land Port was more carefully protected, and unserviceable

guns were laid across the tops of the embrasures in many of the

works, as a protection to the artillerymen when under fire.

The arrival of the Count d'Artois in the camp gave rise to

an interchange of courtesies between the governor and the Due
de Crillon, and though the two chiefs were on the eve of a great

struggle for the mastery, letters couched in the most affable

and peaceful terms passed between them. The Count having

brought with him a packet of letters for some officers of the gar-

rison, the Due de Crillon took advantage of the opportunity,

and, when the parcel was sent into the fortress, accompanied it

by a letter from himself to General Eliot, in which he expressed
the highest esteem for the governor's person and character, and

assured him how anxiously he looked forward to becoming his

friend
;
at the same time he offered a present of a few luxuries for

the General's table. In reply to this courteous note the gov-
ernor returned his sincerest thanks for the gift, but begged that

in future no such favor might be heaped upon him, as by accept-

ing the present he had broken through a rule to which he had

faithfully adhered since the beginning of the war, never to receive

anything for his own private use, but to partake both of plenty
and scarcity in common with the lowest of his brave fellow-sol-

diers.

Toward the end of August, 1782, a grand inspection of the

floating batteries took place at Algeciras, at which the French

princes were present. To exhibit the ease and simplicity with

which they could be manoeuvred, the vessels were put through
various movements, to the admiration and surprise of the specta-

tors. So satisfactory was this trial considered that it became the

popular opinion that twenty-four hours would suffice for the

demolition of the fortress, and the Due de Crillon was made the

subject of the greatest ridicule when he cautiously hinted that

fourteen days might elapse ere the place fell. Crillon, in fact
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had no affection for the schemes of the Chevalier d'Arcpn, and,

as we shall presently see, he attributed his subsequent failure

almost entirely to the blind confidence that was placed in the

floating batteries.

As the time approached, the greatest impatience was mani-

fested not only by the troops, but throughout all Spain, for the

commencement of the attack, and so loud was the clamor for

immediate action that D'Arcon was ordered to hurry on the com-

pletion of the floating batteries with every despatch.

Late in August a council of war was held in the camp, at

which the French princes were present, and it was then proposed
that the command and direction of the floating batteries should

be confided to the officer of the navy, Crillon taking upon him-

self the responsibility of the attack by land. Disputes had al-

ready arisen as to the proper dispositions for the bombardment,
Crillon claiming an undivided authority over the whole proceed-

ing, while the Minister of Marine was anxious that the Admiral

should direct the movements of the batteries and their mode of

equipment.
When the before-mentioned proposal was conveyed to Crillon

he peremptorily refused to accede to it. Nor could any decision

be arrived at regarding the most proper point of attack; the

Old Mole, which at first appeared the weakest part of the fortress,

was found to be covered by the guns of the principal batteries on

the Rock, while the New Mole presented even greater difficulties.

There was another matter too which became the subject of dis-

cussion up to the very moment of the attack, and this was

whether it would not be expedient to supply each floating battery

with warp-anchors and the double cables, that they might with-

draw in case of accident.

These unfortunate disputes, which arose at a time when per-

fect unanimity was most essential, hampered the progress of

operations, and destroyed that harmony which should have

existed between Crillon and his subordinates. D'Arcon espe-

cially was offended and annoyed; he claimed for himself the

merit of having invented the machines which were to annihilate

the place, and insisted upon his right to have the sole direction of

their movements. Crillon, on the other hand, perceived that if

the command were divided, and the attack should prove success-
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ful, the glory of the triumph would be appropriated by the French

engineer. In the many councils of war that preceded the bom-

bardment the Duke did not care to conceal his jealousy of the

Chevalier d'Arcon. On one occasion, deriding the proposi-

tions of the engineer, he exclaimed: "You have a fatherly love

for your batteries, and are only anxious for their preservation.

Should the enemy attempt to take possession of them, I will burn

them before his face.
" On another occasion, when in the pres-

ence of the French princes, he said: "You were summoned into

Spain to execute my plan for the attack of Gibraltar by floating

batteries. Your commission is performed: the rest belongs to

me."

While these discussions and misunderstandings were distract-

ing the councils of the besiegers, a master hand was guiding the

preparations for the defence within the fortress. Every emer-

gency that might occur was provided for, every danger that could

be foreseen averted, and the garrison itself reenforced by a ma-
rine brigade of six hundred men under command of Brigadier
Curtis. In the first week of September the land works of the

enemy had progressed with gigantic strides, immense batteries,

some containing as many as sixty-four guns, only waited to be

unmasked, and long strings of mules streamed hourly into the

trenches, laden with shot, shell, and ammunition.

The advanced works were not, except in some instances, yet

armed, and large masses of material which had accumulated in

their vicinity cumbered the embrasures and rendered their

parapets liable to destruction by fire. Seizing upon the oppor-

tunity thus afforded by the negligence of the Spaniards, Gen-

eral Boyd wrote to the governor recommending the use of red-

hot shot against these works. Though the distance was great,

and the effect of heated shot had not then been thoroughly ascer-

tained, Eliot acquiesced in the proposition, and Major Lewis,

commanding the artillery, was ordered to execute the attack.

On September 8th the preparations were completed, and at

7 A.M. the guards having been relieved, a tremendous fire was

opened from all the northern batteries. Throughout the day
this fiery cannonade was kept up with unabated fury. By 10

A.M. the Mahon battery and another work of two guns were in

(lames and by five in the evening were entirely consumed, with
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all their gun-carriages, platforms, and magazines. The effect of

the red-hot shot exceeded the most sanguine expectations; the

damage done was extensive and for a time irreparable; the

greater part of the communication to the eastern parallel was

destroyed, and the batteries of St. Carlos and St. Martin so much

injured that they were no longer serviceable. At one moment
the works were on fire in fifty places, and the flames, lifted by the

wind, spread with terrible rapidity; but by the prodigious exer-

tions of the enemy's troops, who, notwithstanding the galling

fire from the garrison to which they were exposed, displayed a

reckless intrepidity, the work of destruction was arrested and

many of the batteries saved from ruin. Irritated at this unex-

pected attack upon works which had cost him so much labor

and anxiety, Crillon was precipitated into a premature bombard-

ment, which, while it exposed to view the hitherto masked bat-

teries, and thus gave General Eliot an opportunity of preparing
counter-works upon the Rock, at the same tune did considerable

damage to the unfinished lines.

On the morning of September Qth a battery of sixty-four

guns opened at daybreak and a tremendous discharge from one

hundred seventy pieces of cannon announced the commence-
ment of the final bombardment. At the same time a squadron
of seven Spanish and two French line-of-battle ships got under

way at Orange Grove, and, dropping slowly past the sea-line

wall, delivered several broadsides against the south bastion and

Ragged Staff, until they arrived off Europa. Then, having first

formed line to eastward of the Rock, they attacked the batteries

from the Point as far as the New Mole, with some energy. On
the following day this manoeuvre was repeated, and the cannon-

ade from the lines was renewed with all its fierceness, six thou-

sand five hundred shot and two thousand eighty shell being
thrown into the fortress every twenty-four hours. Notwith-

standing this overwhelming fire the loss in the garrison was ex-

ceedingly small.

On the 1 2th the combined fleets of Spain and France, num-

bering thirty-nine ships of the line, entered the Bay of Algeciras,
and having formed a junction with the squadron already at an-

chor, raised the naval force to fifty ships of the line and two

second-rates; nine vessels bore an admiral's flag.
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General Eliot was conscious that the hour of trial approached,
and so ably had he conducted his preparations that during the

twenty-four hours preceding the attack not a single alteration

had to be made, even in the most minute directions that had been

given to the troops. Every man knew his place, each gun was
told off for one particular duty, simple and efficient arrange-
ments had been made for a constant supply of ammunition, and

every bastion was furnished with its fuel and furnace for the

dreaded red-hot shot.

It was during the morning of the i2th that the governor re-

ceived information that the combined attack would commence
on the following day. Calmly as this courageous man awaited

the hour of trial, he could not but be influenced by the gravest

anxiety for the result. He had witnessed the gigantic arma-

ments that were preparing for the assault; and though ignorant
of the exact force which was to be brought against him, he was
aware that neither France nor Spain had spared labor or expense
to accumulate a strength hitherto unknown in the history of

sieges. On the land he was threatened by two hundred forty-

six pieces of cannon, mortars, and howitzers, and an army of

near forty thousand men; while by sea fifty sail of the line, ten

floating batteries, of a construction supposed to be indestruc-

tible, with countless gun- and mortar-boats, and three hundred

smaller craft were waiting only the signal for the attack. To
this enormous armament, but seven thousand men and ninety-six

guns could be opposed. At a council of war held in the Spanish

camp on September 4th the final details for the arrangement of

the grand attack had been settled, and it was decided to open the

bombardment on the i3th of the month.

At this council M. d'Arcon vehemently protested against the

precipitate haste with which the preparations of the floating bat-

teries had been hurried on, and vainly pleaded for a few days'

further delay, in order that some experiments might be made

upon the vessels, and especially that the effectiveness of the water

apparatus might be tested. His arguments were met by others

equally cogent. Lord Howe with a powerful fleet was known
to be on his way to relieve the fortress, and it was of vital impor-
tance that his arrival should be anticipated. The season was

already far advanced, and the works on the land side, which had
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only just been repaired, were at any moment exposed to a second

partial destruction by red-hot shot. AD objections, therefore,

were overruled, and the day was named.

At about seven o'clock on the morning of September i3th the

enemy's fleet was observed to be in motion off the Orange Grove,

and shortly afterward the ten floating batteries were under way,

and with a crowd of boats standing for the southward with a

light northwest breeze.

Shortly after ten o'clock they had reached their respective

stations off the line-wall, and Admiral Don Buenoventura Mo-

reno, in the Pastora, having taken up a position opposite the cap-

ital of the King's Bastion, the others anchored in admirable order

on his right and left flanks, at about one thousand yards distance

from the walls of the fortress.

At this time the enemy's camp and the surrounding hills were

covered with countless thousands of spectators, who had hurried

from all parts of Spain to witness the fall of Gibraltar. The
batteries had no sooner let go their anchors than a tremendous

cannonade of hot and cold shot was opened upon them all along
the line; at the same instant the ponderous vessels replied from

all their guns, supported by the fire of one hundred eighty-six

pieces of ordnance from the works on the isthmus.

Never before in the annals of war had a spectacle so mag-

nificently grand been witnessed four hundred cannon belched

forth their volleys of fire at the same moment, the whole heaven

was obscured by the curling clouds of smoke which clung around

the rugged peaks of the rocks, while the misty gloom was fitfully

illumined by the flashes of a thousand saucisses and shells. The
whole peninsula was overwhelmed with a torrent of shot.

For two hours this terrible cannonade continued without

intermission, and no impression had been made upon the float-

ing batteries; so well calculated was their construction to with-

stand the effects of artillery that the heaviest shells rebounded

from their roofs and the shot struck harmless on their sides.

Upward of two thousand red-hot balls had been thrown against

them, and no symptoms of combustion appeared, except here and
there a feeble flame, which ere it could spread was quenched.

At noon the enemy slackened their fire from the sea for a

moment, but seemingly only for the purpose of amending the
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direction of their guns, which had previously been uncertain

and too high; the pause was but for an instant, and the artillery

again burst forth with a more powerful and better-directed fire.

Showers of every missile swept over the walls, and already the

British troops, disappointed with the effects of the red-hot shot,

and fatigued with the mid-day sun, began to look gloomily

upon the issue of the fight. But about two o'clock slight wreaths

of flame were observed issuing from the Admiral's ship, and at

the same time a strange confusion was remarked among the men
on board the Talla Piedra. On board this battery was the Chev-

alier d'Arjon, who was present in the action as a volunteer to

watch the success of his own inventions. Several red-hot shot

had struck this ship, but one alone gave any uneasiness to those

on board; to reach the smouldering woodwork the guns were

silenced, and the smoke clearing away left the vessel exposed to

such a concentrated fire that all efforts to arrest the progress of

the flames were in vain. The blaze rapidly spread, the crew

were seized with a panic, and, fearful of an explosion, turned the

water into the powder-magazines. Thus one battery was ren-

dered useless during the remainder of the action.

In the Admiral's ship the flames were for some hours subdued,
and her guns continued to play upon the walls until nightfall;

but the disorder which was immediately visible in the Talla

Piedra and the Pastora soon affected the whole line of attack,

and by 7 P.M. the fire from the fortress had gained a command-

ing superiority.

At midnight signals of distress were made from all parts of

the bay. The Admiral's ship was in flames from stem to stern,

and others had been set on fire. The enemy now determined to

abandon all the ships, and those which had hitherto resisted the

effects of the red-hot shots were, by order of the Admiral, set in

flames.

As the gray morning dawned, the scene on the waters of the

bay was sublimely terrible; masses of shattered wreck, to which

were clinging the drowning crews, floated over the troubled waves
;

groans and cries for help reached even to the walls, or were

drowned in the thunders of the exploding magazines, while the

glaring flames of the burning vessels cast a lurid light over the

awful spectacle.
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At two o'clock in the morning Brigadier Curtis, who with

his squadron of gunboats lay at the New Mole ready to take

advantage of any opportunity to harass the enemy, pushed out to

the westward and with great expedition formed line upon the

flank of the battering-ships. This sudden movement completely
disconcerted the Spaniards, who were engaged in removing the

crews from the vessels, and they fled precipitately, abandoning
the wounded and leaving them to perish in the flames. As day-

light appeared two feluccas, which had not been able before to

escape, were discovered endeavoring to get away, but, a shot

from one of the gunboats killing five of their men, they both

surrendered.

Hearing from the prisoners that hundreds of officers and men,
some wounded, still remained on board the batteries and must

certainly perish, Captain Curtis, at the utmost risk of his own

life, made the most heroic efforts to effect their rescue. Careless

of danger from the explosions which every instant scattered

showers of d&bris around him, he passed from ship to ship and

literally dragged from the burning decks the miserable men who

yet remained on board. With the coolest intrepidity he pushed
his pinnace close alongside one of the largest batteries at the

very moment she blew up, covering the sea with fragments of her

wreck. For a time the boat was engulfed amid the falling ruin,

and her escape was miraculous. A huge balk of timber fell

through her flooring, killing the coxswain, wounding others of

the crew, and starting a large hole in her bottom. Through this

leak the water rushed so rapidly that little hope was left of reach-

ing the shore, but, the sailors' jackets being stuffed into the aper-

ture, the hole was plugged, and the gallant men got safe to land.

By the heroic and humane exertions of Captain Curtis and his

boat's crew three hundred fifty-seven persons were saved from

a horrible death.

While these disasters were occurring in the bay, the land

batteries on the isthmus never for an instant slackened the tre-

mendous fire that had been commenced on the previous morn-

ing; until at daybreak on the i4th the Spaniards, having become

aware of the fate of their comrades on board the vessels, ordered

the cannonade to cease.

Captain Curtis had scarcely completed his service of human-
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ity before eight of the remaining ships blew up and one only re-

mained unconsumed. At first it was hoped that she might be

saved as a trophy of the glorious action, but this was afterward

found impossible, and she was set fire to like the rest. The flag

of Admiral Moreno remained flying until his battery was totally

destroyed.

Desperate had been the struggle and great was the victory.

During the hottest of the fire General Eliot took his station on

the King's Bastion, exposed to the guns of the two most powerful

battering-ships. Nothing could exceed the coolness and courage
of the troops during this trying day; the steady and incessant fire

was never allowed to slacken, the guns were served, says the gov-

ernor, "with the deliberate coolness and precision of school prac-

tice, but the exertions of the men were infinitely superior.
"

The furnaces for heating the shot were found to be too few,

and huge fires were kindled in convenient corners of the streets.

An immense amount of ammunition was expended on both

sides; three hundred twenty of the enemy's cannon were in play

throughout the day, and to these were opposed only ninety-six

guns from the garrison. Upward of eight thousand shot and

seven hundred sixteen barrels of gunpowder were fired away
by the garrison.

When the unparalleled force of the bombardment is con-

sidered, the casualties among the troops were remarkably few:

one officer, two sergeants, and thirteen men only were killed,

and five officers and sixty-three men wounded. The enemy's

losses, on the contrary, were very great; on the floating batteries

alone one thousand four hundred seventy-three men were either

killed, wounded, or missing.

By the evening of the i4th the bay was cleared of the shat-

tered wrecks, and not a vestige of the formidable armament,
which the day before had been the hope and pride of Spain, re-

mained.

The contest was at an end, and the united strength of two

ambitious and powerful nations had been humbled by a straitened

garrison of six thousand effective men. With the destruction of

the floating batteries the siege was virtually concluded.

In Spain the news was received with consternation and de-

spair. The thousands who on the preceding day crowded upon
E., VOL. X
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the neighboring hills, and with eager anxiety awaited the antici-

pated victory, returned to their homes disappointed and cha-

grined. They had been taught to believe that the attack would

be crushing and invincible; that the batteries were indestruc-

tible
;
that the fortress must be annihilated by their overwhelm-

ing fire; but instead of these disasters they had seen every ship

destroyed or sunk, with all their guns, and two thousand men of

their crews either killed, wounded, or taken prisoner. In the first

moment of consternation the inventor of those vast machines,

upon the success of which the whole attack depended, could not

restrain his poignant grief and was led into confessions which

he afterward regretted. Writing to the French ambassador,

Montmorin, he said: "I have burned the Temple of Ephesus;

everything is lost, and through my fault. What comforts me
under my misfortune is that the honor of the two kings remains

untarnished."

At Madrid the news of the disaster was received with dismay;
and the King, who was at the palace of Ildefonso, listened to the

intelligence in mute despair. The recovery of Gibraltar had

been his unswerving aim, and with this repulse almost his last

hope was extinguished. In Paris the intelligence was no less

unexpected and unwelcome; so certain indeed had the fall of the

fortress been considered that a drama illustrative of the destruc-

tion of Gibraltar by the floating batteries was acted nightly to

applauding thousands.

It has been before remarked that the Due de Crillon never

held that blindly confident opinion of the inventions of D'Arcon

which had turned the heads of the two Bourbon courts. He had

always urged the necessity of a complete attack by sea, in which

the whole fleet should engage, and of which the floating batteries

would form an integral part. The French engineer ridiculed

this idea, and affirmed that the ships would be destroyed before

they could inflict any damage upon the walls.

The result of the attack showed how completely D'Arcon

was mistaken. During the day the assistance of the combined

fleet was urgently required ;
but when its cooperation might have

turned the tide of victory, an adverse wind arose, and the vessels

could not beat up within range of the Rock.

The distinguished part which Captain Curtis had taken in
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the defence of the fortress ever since he had joined the com-
mand drew from General Eliot commendations no less mer-

ited than sincere. Writing to Lord Howe on October i5th he

says:

"Unknown to Brigadier Curtis, I must entreat your lordship
to reflect upon the unspeakable assistance he has been in the

defence of this place by his advice, and the lead he has taken

in every hazardous enterprise. You know him well, my lord,

therefore such conduct on his part is no more than you expect ;

but let me beg of you not to leave him unrewarded for such signal

services. You alone can influence his majesty to consider such

an officer for what he has, and what he will in future deserve

wherever employed. If Gibraltar is of the value intimated to

me from office, and to be presumed by the steps adventured to

relieve it, Brigadier Curtis is the man to whom the King will be

chiefly indebted for its security. Believe me, there is nothing
affected in this declaration on my part.

"

Again, when on his return to England he was created Lord

Heathfield, he expressed his indignation that Curtis only received

the honor of knighthood and a pension of five hundred pounds

per annum. "It is a shame," he said, "that I should be over-

loaded, and so scanty a pittance be the lot of him who bore the

greatest share of the burthen.
"

Such was the unaffected mod-

esty of this great man!

When the confusion arising from their disastrous defeat had

subsided in the enemy's camp, a heavy cannonade was again

opened from their lines and advanced works. The firing gen-

erally commenced about five or six o'clock in the morning and

continued till noon, then for two hours the batteries were silent,

but again opened till seven o'clock in the evening, when the mor-

tars took up the fire till daybreak. During the twenty-four hours

six hundred shells and about one thousand shots were thrown

into the garrison.

Notwithstanding the ill-success which had attended the com-

bined attack, and the signal proof the enemy had received of the

impregnable strength of the fortress, the Spaniards did not

entirely despair of eventually reducing the place by famine,

could the arrival of Lord Howe's fleet with the convoy be pre-

vented.
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In August the English Government, being aware of the vast

preparations which had been making in Spain for the siege of

Gibraltar, had collected a fleet of thirty-four sail of the line, six

frigates, and three fire-ships, under command of Admiral Lord

Howe, which was to convoy a flotilla of merchantmen with relief

for the garrison.

By September nth the preparations were completed, and on

that day Howe set sail from Spithead with one hundred eighty-

three sail, including the convoy, under the command of Vice-

Admirals Barrington and Milbank, Rear Admirals Hood and

Hughes, and Commodore Hotham.

Hampered by the difficulty of keeping the merchantmen to-

gether, and baffled by contrary winds and violent weather,

Howe's passage was unusually slow and tedious.

The Spanish Government having gained intelligence of the

approach of this powerful force, instantly took measures to

attack the expedition before it could arrive at its destination.

For this purpose the combined fleets of Spain and France which

lay in the harbor of Algeciras were reinforced, and dispositions

were made for intercepting the British ships on their passage

through the Straits.

These arrangements had scarcely been completed when, on

the evening of October loth, a fresh westerly wind sprang up in

the bay, and toward night gradually increased in violence till it

blew a hurricane. Soon the enemy's vessels were in distress,

many were dragging their anchors, and signal-guns were fired for

help in rapid succession. Throughout the night the fury of the

storm did not abate, and daybreak disclosed the havoc among
the squadrons at Algeciras; a ship of the line and a frigate

were ashore at Orange Grove, a French liner had suffered great

damage to her masts and rigging, and the St. Michael, of seventy-

two guns, was discovered close in shore off the Orange Bastion

in distress. She was immediately fired at and after having lost

four men she was run ashore on the line-wall, and taken pos-
session of by Captain Curtis. Her commander, Admiral Don

Juan Moreno, and her crew of six hundred fifty men were

landed as prisoners. These misfortunes materially affected the

ulterior movements of the combined fleets. In the mean time

Lord Howe had on the 8th of the month arrived off Cape St.
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Vincent, and a frigate was sent on from there to gain informa-

tion from the consul at Faro of the enemy's dispositions. Two
days afterward she returned with the intelligence that the com-

bined fleets, consisting of nearly fifty sail, lay at anchor at Alge-
ciras.

Upon the receipt of this news a council of war was held, and

clear and stringent orders were afterward issued for the guidance
of the masters in charge of the merchantmen, that the convoy

might be conducted safely into the harbor of Gibraltar. On the

nth, the fleet passed through the Straits in three divisions, the

third and centre squadrons in line of battle ahead, the second

squadron in reserve; the Victory led ahead of the third squad-
ron.

By sunset the van had arrived off Europa Point, and before

nightfall four of the transports had anchored under the guns of

the fortress. By an unpardonable inattention to the orders they
had received, the masters of the other vessels failed to make the

bay and were driven away to the eastward of the Rock. To
the astonishment of Howe, who had looked upon an engagement
as inevitable, the Spaniards did not attempt to intercept the con-

voy.

During the two following days the British Admiral was en-

gaged in collecting the transports to the eastward, and prepar-

ing for action in case the Spaniards should attack.

On the 13th the combined fleets, consisting of forty-four

ships of the line, five frigates, and twenty-nine xebec-cutters

and brigs, got under way and stood to the southward, with the

apparent intention of bearing down upon Lord Howe's force.

But though the Spanish Admiral had the weather-gauge, and

notwithstanding his fleet was greatly superior in numbers to the

English, he contented himself with the execution of some harm-

less manoeuvres, and permitted the whole of the transports to be

conducted safely into Gibraltar under the very muzzles of his

guns. The stores and provisions were immediately landed, and

two regiments of infantry Twenty-fifth and Twenty-ninth
were disembarked under the superintendence of Lord Mul-

g/ave.

Having accomplished his mission and relieved the fortress,

Lord Howe prepared to return to England.
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On October igth, taking advantage of an easterly wind, he

formed his fleet in order of battle and sailed through the Straits.

At this time the combined fleets were cruising a few miles north-

east of Ceuta, and in view of Howe's squadron, of which they
had the weather-gauge.

The two fleets remained near each other during the night, and

on the following morning, the wind having come round to the

northward, the Spaniards still held the advantage and could

have closed for action at any moment. It was Lord Howe's

desire, if possible, to avoid an engagement in the narrow and

dangerous waters of the Straits, and to entice the enemy to accept
battle in the open sea; with this object he continued on his course

to the westward.

At sunset on the 2Oth the combined fleets, greatly superior to

the English in force and numbers, came up with the rear division,

under Admiral Barrington, and a partial action commenced, but

the enemy remained at such a respectful distance, keeping as

near as they could haul to the wind, that the firing was compara-

tively harmless on both sides. The two admirals De Guichen

and Cordova led the enemy's van, and it was apparently their

intention to cut off and destroy the rear division of the British

fleet; but though they had the superiority in force and the advan-

tage of the wind, they could not be induced to close, and soon

after midnight the firing ceased. The next morning the two

fleets were still in sight, but as the Spaniards evinced no disposi-

tion to renew the engagement, Howe, whose orders did not per-

mit him to provoke the enemy, continued on his homeward voy-

age.

The successful passage of the British fleet through the Straits,

in the face of the combined forces, was regarded in Madrid as a

glorious victory for the Spanish arms. The despatches of Don
Louis de Cordova described the partial engagement as a com-

plete rout, and Howe was made to flee with all press of sail from

his brave pursuers.

Seizing upon this exaggerated intelligence as a counterpoise
to the recent disastrous news from Gibraltar, the Government
extolled the valor of the navy, and spread ludicrously bombastic

accounts of the "glorious victory" throughout the country.

Pamphlets descriptive of the engagement were published and
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disseminated, in which the casualties of the English were put
down in numbers imposingly enormous.

Gibraltar having thus been again successfully relieved, the

Spanish government relinquished all hope of securing its pos-

session by force of arms; but the King still fondly retained

some expectation of succeeding by negotiation. In order to

conceal the actual hopelessness of the enterprise, and "to give a

reasonable color to the formal prosecution of the siege,
"
private

instructions were sent to Crillon to continue the offensive. But

the Spanish commander was in truth no less disheartened than

the ministers of his government, and with the exception of daily

attacks by gun- and mortar-boats, seconded by a warm fire from

the isthmus, active operations completely ceased. k

On February 2, 1783, the news of the signature of the pre-

liminaries of a general peace reached the garrison by a flag of

truce, and on March i2th the gates of the fortress, which had

been closed for nearly four years, were once more thrown open.

The announcement of the peace was received with general

joy throughout the garrison, and this feeling was most fully

reciprocated by the disheartened and weary enemy. The two

chiefs, who, since they had been opposed to each other as antag-

onists in a struggle which riveted the attention of all Europe, had

learned to regret that they were foes, now met with the cordial

embrace of friendship, and no opportunity was lost which could

tend to obliterate the remembrances of former rivalry. Friendly

meetings were interchanged between them, and all memory of

previous antagonism was buried in oblivion.

Being introduced to the officers of the Royal Artillery, through
whose courage and ability his brightest hopes of victory had been

destroyed, Crillon met them with praises of their noble conduct,

and remarked that "he would rather see them there as friends

than on their batteries as enemies, where," he added, "they
never spared me."

One day when inspecting the immense lines of fortification

on the northern face of the Rock, all of which had been con-

structed during the progress of the siege, lost in astonishment

at the magnitude of the works, he exclaimed, "This is indeed

worthy of the Romans!"

Early in April, the Spanish camp having commenced to
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break up, and the lines on the isthmus having been dismantled^

the Due de Crillon handed over his command to the Marquis de

Saya, and returned to Madrid.

Thus after a duration of three years seven months and twelve

days ended this memorable siege; a siege which, in the words of

Lord North, "was one of those astonishing instances of British

valor, discipline, military skill, and humanity that no other age
or country could produce an example of.

" At length the devoted

garrison was relieved from a situation of suffering, peril, and pri-

vation almost unparalleled in the annals of war.
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Concerning the momentous consequences of the American Revolution,
not only for America herself but for the whole world, history has raised

no question of doubt. Regarding its causes and its justification there has

been substantial agreement of both learned and popular opinion in all

progressive countries. But various and often contradictory are the judg-
ments pronounced upon the course and conduct of the war itself, even

among American writers.

Until recently it has been impossible that either in the United States

or Great Britain a wholly dispassionate view of the War of Independence
should be shared by both critical students and general readers. In

America it has been the fashion to glorify indiscriminately the actors on

the colonial side and all their achievements. The provincial note of

national heroics has been transmitted from one generation to another,
and the breath of the school children has been carefully laden with it

from tenderest years. On the English side, the quite natural early re-

sentment against the^lost colonies mainly confined to official circles and

hereditary interests may be said to have been later softened into
"
a cer-

tain condescension," such as Lowell pointed out in foreigners generally
toward America.

But that condescension, like the earlier acrimony, is a thing of the

past. Here, as elsewhere, history is being rewritten. American self-

glorification, as well as wounded English pride, gives way to better

teachings, and the larger lessons of humanity, which is more than nation-

ality, are giving to all nations clearer visions of a federated world.

The growth of this new historic sense, informed with clearer knowledge
and a more discriminating love of justice, is well illustrated in the follow-

ing critical examination, wherein Ludlow, a living English historian, care-

fully considers the various factors at work in the Revolution, and the

personal forces through which its results were produced. Prefixed to

this is the official statement of the American peace commissioners

John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, and Henry Laurens to

Robert R. Livingston, then superintendent of foreign affairs, of the

conditions of the preliminary treaty, which ended the war m 1782. This

was followed by the definitive Treaty of Paris, September 3, 1783.
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THE AMERICAN PEACE COMMISSIONERS

PARIS, 14 December, 1782.

\A/Ehave the honor to congratulate Congress on the signa-

ture of the preliminaries of a peace between the Crown of

Great Britain and the United States of America, to be inserted

in a definitive treaty so soon as the terms between the crowns

of France and Great Britain shall be agreed on. A copy of the

articles is here enclosed, and we cannot but flatter ourselves that

they will appear to Congress, as they do to all of us, to be consist-

ent with the honor and interest of the United States, and we are

persuaded Congress would be more fully of that opinion if they

were apprised of all the circumstances and reasons which have

influenced the negotiation. Although it is impossible for us to go
into that detail, we think it necessary, nevertheless, to make a few

remarks on such of the articles as appear most to require elu-

cidation.

Remarks on Article 2d, relative to Boundaries

The Court of Great Britain insisted on retaining all the terri-

tories comprehended within the Province of Quebec, by the act

of Parliament respecting it. They contended that Nova Scotia

should extend to the river Kennebec; and they claimed not only
all the lands in the Western country and on the Mississippi, which

were not expressly included in our charters and governments, but

also such lands within them as remained ungranted by the King
of Great Britain. It would be endless to enumerate all the dis-

cussions and arguments on the subject.

We knew this Court and Spain to be against our claims to the

Western country, and, having no reason to think that lines more

favorable could ever have been obtained, we finally agreed to

those described in this article; indeed, they appear to leave us

little to complain of and not much to desire. Congress will ob-

serve that, although our northern line is in a certain part below

the latitude of 45, yet in others it extends above it, divides the

Lake Superior, and gives us access to its western and southern

waters, from which a line in that latitude would have excluded us.

Remarks on Article tfh, respecting Creditors

We had been informed that some of the States had confiscated

British debts
;
but although each State has a right to bind its own
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citizens, yet, in our opinion, it appertains solely to Congress, in

whom exclusively are vested the rights of making war and peace,
to pass acts against the subjects of a power with which the Con-

federacy may be at war. It therefore only remained for us to

consider whether this article is founded in justice and good pol-

icy.

In our opinion no acts of government could dissolve the obli-

gations of good faith resulting from lawful contracts between

individuals of the two countries prior to the war. We knew that

some of the British creditors were making common cause with the

refugees and other adversaries of our independence; besides, sac-

rificing private justice to reasons of state and political convenience

is always an odious measure; and the purity of our reputation in

this respect, in all foreign commercial countries, is of infinitely

more importance to us than all the sums in question. It may
also be remarked that American and British creditors are placed
on an equal footing.

Remarks on Articles $th and 6th, respecting Refugees

These articles were among the first discussed and the last

agreed to. And had not the conclusion of this business at the

time of its date been particularly important to the British admin-

istration, the respect, which both in London and Versailles is

supposed to be due to the honor, dignity, and interest of royalty,

would probably have forever prevented our bringing this article

so near to the views of Congress and the sovereign rights of the

States as it now stands. When it is considered that it was utterly

impossible to render this article perfectly consistent, both with

American and British ideas of honor, we presume that the middle

line adopted by this article is as little unfavorable to the former

as any that could in reason be expected.
As to the separate article, we beg leave to observe that it was

our policy to render the navigation of the river Mississippi so im-

portant to Britain as that their views might correspond with ours

on that subject. Their possessing the country on the river north

of the line from the Lake of the Woods affords a foundation for

their claiming such navigation. And as the importance of West
Florida to Britain was for the same reason rather to be strength-

ened than otherwise, we thought it advisable to allow them the
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extent contained in the separate article, especially as before the

war it had been annexed by Britain to West Florida, and would

operate as an additional inducement to their joining with us in

agreeing that the navigation of the river should forever remain

open to both. The map used in the course of our negotiations

was Mitchell's.

As we had reason to imagine that the articles respecting the

boundaries, the refugees, and fisheries did not correspond with

the policy of this court, we did not communicate the preliminaries

to the minister until after they were signed (and not even then the

separate article}. We hope that these considerations will excuse

our having so far deviated from the spirit of our instructions.

The Count de Vergennes, on perusing the articles, appeared sur-

prised (but not displeased) at their being so favorable to us.

We beg leave to add our advice that copies be sent us of the

accounts directed to be taken by the different States, of the un-

necessary devastations and sufferings sustained by them from the

enemy in the course of the war. Should they arrive before the

signature of the definitive treaty, they might possibly answer

very good purposes.

JOHN M. LUDLOW

Paradoxical as it may seem, two things must equally surprise

the reader on studying the history of the war of American Inde-

pendence the first, that England should ever have considered

it possible to succeed in subduing her revolted colonies
;
the sec-

ond, that she should not have succeeded in doing so. At a time

when steam had not yet baffled the winds, to dream of conquering

by force of arms on the other side of the Atlantic a people of Eng-
lish race numbering between three millions and four millions with

something like twelve hundred miles of seaboard, was surely an

act of enormous folly. Horace Walpole had wittily said, at the

very commencement of the so-called rebellion, that "if computed

by the tract of the country it occupies, we, as so diminutive in

comparison, ought rather be called in rebellion to that."

We have seen in our own days the difficulties experienced by
the far more powerful and populous Northern States in quelling
the secession of the Southern, when between the two there was

no other frontier than at most a river, very often a mere ideal line,
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and when armies could be raised by a hundred thousand men at

a tune. England attempted a far more difficult task with forces

which, till 1781, never reached 35,000 men, and never exceeded

42,075, including "provincials," i.e., American loyalists.

Yet it is impossible to doubt that, not once only, but repeat-

edly during the course of the struggle, England was on the verge
of triumph. The American armies were perpetually melting

away before the enemy directly through the practice of short enlist-

ments, and indirectly through desertions. These desertions, if

they might be often palliated by the straits to which the men were

reduced through arrears in pay and want of supplies, arose in

other cases, as after the retreat from New York, from sheer loss

of heart in the cause. The main army under Washington was

seldom even equal in number to that opposed to him. In the

winter of 1776-1777, when his troops were only about four thou-

sand strong, it is difficult to understand how it was that Sir Will-

iam Howe, with more than double the number, should have failed

to annihilate the American army.
In the winter of 1777-1778 the "dreadful situation of the

army for want of provisions" made Washington "admire" that

they should not have been excited to a general mutiny and deser-

tion. In May, 1 779, he hardly knew any resource for the Ameri-

can cause except in reinforcements from France, and did not

know what might be the consequence if the enemy had it in his

power to press the troops hard in the ensuing campaign. In De-

cember of that year his forces were
"
mouldering away daily," and

he considered that Sir Henry Clinton, with more than twice his

numbers, could "not justify remaining inactive with a force so

superior." A year later he was compelled for want of clothing

to discharge levies which he had so much trouble in obtaining,

and " want of flour would have disbanded the whole army" if he

had not adopted this expedient. In March, 1 781, again, the crisis

was "perilous," and, though he did not doubt the happy issue of

the contest, he considered that the period for its accomplishment

might be too far distant for a person of his years.

In April he wrote :

"We cannot transport the provisions from

the States in which they are assessed to the army, because we
cannot pay the teamsters, who will no longer work for certificates.

It is equally certain that our troops are approaching fast to naked-
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ness, and that we have nothing to clothe them with; that our hos-

pitals are without medicines, and our sick without nutriment ex-

cept such as well men eat; and that our public works are at a

stand and the artificers disbanding. It may be declared in a

word that we are at the end of our tether, and that now or never

our deliverance must come." Six months later, when York-

town capitulated, the British forces still remaining in North Amer-

ica after the surrender of that garrison were more considerable

than they had been as late as February, 1 779 ;
and Sir Henry Clin-

ton even then declared that with a reenforcement of ten thousand

men he would be responsible for the conquest of America.

How shall we explain either puzzle that England should

have so nearly missed success, to fail at last ? or that America

should have succeeded, after having been almost constantly on

the brink of failure ?

The main hope of success on the English side lay in the idea

that the spirit and acts of resistance to the authority of the mother-

country were in reality only on the part of a turbulent minority;
that the bulk of the people desired to be loyal. It is certain in-

deed that the struggle was, in America itself, much more of a civil

war than the Americans are now generally disposed to admit.

In December, 1780, there were eight thousand nine hundred fifty-

four provincials among the British forces in America, and on

March 7, 1781, a letter from Lord George Germain to Sir H.

Clinton, intercepted by the Americans, says, "The American

levies in the King's service are more in number than the whole of

the enlisted troops in the service of Congress."
As late as September i, 1781, there were seven thousand two

hundred forty-one. We hear of
"
loyal associates

"
in Massachu-

setts, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, of "associated loyalists" in

New York, of a fort built and maintained by "associated refu-

gees," and everywhere of "Tories," whose arrest Washington is

found suggesting to Governor Trumbull, of Connecticut, as early

as November 12,1775. New England may indeed be considered

to have been cleared of active opposition to the American cause

when more than one thousand refugees left Boston in March,

1776, with the British troops. But New York, New Jersey, and

Pennsylvania remained long full of Tories. By June 28, 1776,
the disaffected on Long Island had taken up arms, and after the
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evacuation of New York by Washington a brigade of loyalists

was raised on the island, and companies were formed in two

neighboring counties to join the King's troops.

During Washington's retreat through New Jersey
"
the inhab-

itants, either from fear or disaffection, almost to a man refused

to turn out." In Pennsylvania the militia, instead of giving any
assistance in repelling the British, exulted at their approach, and

over the misfortunes of their countrymen. On the 2oth of that

month the British were "daily gathering strength from the dis-

affected." In 1777 the Tories who joined Burgoyne in his inva-

sion from the north are said to have doubled his force. In 1778
Tories joined the Indians in the devastation of Wyoming and

Cherry Valley; and although the indiscriminate ravages of the

British, or of the Germans in their pay, seem to have roused the

three States above mentioned to self-defence, yet, as late as May,
1780, Washington still speaks of sending a small party of cavalry

to escort Lafayette "safely through the Tory settlements" of

New York. Virginia, as late as the spring of 1 776, was
" alarmed

at the idea of independence."

Washington admitted that his countrymen of that State

"from their form of government, and steady attachment hereto-

fore to royalty," would "come reluctantly" to that idea, but

trusted to
"
time and persecution." In 1 781 the ground for trans-

ferring the seat of war to the Chesapeake was the number of

loyalists in that quarter. In the Southern States the division of

feeling was still greater. In the Carolinas, a Loyalist regiment
was raised in a few days in 1776, and again in 1779. In Georgia,

in South Carolina, the bitterest partisan warfare was carried on

between the Whig and Tory bands; and a body of New York

Tories contributed powerfully to the fall of Savannah in 1778 by

taking the American forces in the rear.

On the other hand it is unquestionable that in the extent and

quality of the support which they met with, the British generals

were cruelly disappointed. Up to May, 1 778, General Howe had

declared that in thirteen corps raised, with a nominal strength of

six thousand five hundred men, the whole number amounted only

to three thousand six hundred nine, of whom only a small propor-

tion were Americans, and that "all the force that could be col-

lected in Pennsylvania, after the most indefatigable exertions
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during eight months," was only nine hundred seventy-four meru

Of the far more numerous loyalist levies in the South, Lord Corn-

wallis speaks in the most disparaging terms. A whole regiment
in South Carolina marched off on one occasion in a body. Speak-

ing of the friends to the British cause in North Carolina he wrote,

"If they are as dastardly and pusillanimous as our friends to the

southward, we must leave them to their fate." At the time of the

battle of Guilford Court House (1781) the idea of such friends

"rising in any number and to any purpose had totally failed."

No "provincial" general ever rose to eminence on the British

side, although more than one was appointed, and it is clear that

if the struggle was so long protracted it was not through the valor

or constancy of the loyalists.

The real causes of its protraction though it may be hard to

an American to admit the fact lay in the incapacity of American

politicians, and, it must be added, in the supineness and want of

patriotism of the American people. If, indeed, importing into

the struggle views of a later date, we look upon it as one between

two nations, the mismanagement of the war by the Americans,
on all points save one the retention of Washington in the chief

command is seen to have been so pitiable from first to last as to

be in fact almost unintelligible. We only understand the case

when we see that there was no such thing as an American nation

in existence, but only a number of revolted colonies, jealous of

one another, and with no tie but that of a common danger.
Even in the army, divisions broke out. Washington, in a gen-

eral order of August i, 1776, says: "It is with great concern that

the general understands that jealousies have arisen among the

troops from the different provinces, and reflections are frequently
thrown out which can only tend to irritate each other and injure
the noble cause in which we are engaged." It was seldom that

much help could be obtained in troops from any State, unless

that State were immediately threatened by the enemy; and even

then these troops would be raised by that State for its own de-

fence, irrespectively of the general or "Continental Army."
" Those at a distance from the seat ofWar," wrote Washington

in April, 1778, "live in such perfect tranquillity that they conceive

the dispute to be in a manner at an end
;
and those near it are so

disaffected that they serve only as embarrassments." In Janu-
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ary, 1779, we find him remonstrating with the Governor of Rhode
Island because that State had "ordered several battalions to be

raised for the defence of the State only, and this before proper
measures were taken to fill the Continental regiments." The
different bounties and rates of pay allowed by the various States

were a constant source of annoyance to him. After the first year,

the best men were not returned to Congress, or did not return to

it. Whole States remained frequently unrepresented. In the

winter of 1777-1778 Congress was reduced to twenty-one mem-
bers. But even with a full representation it could do little.

"One State will comply with a requisition of Congress," writes

Washington in 1780, "another neglects to do it, a third executes

it by halves, and all differ either in the manner, the matter, or so

much in point of time that we are always working up-hill." At

first Congress was really nothing more than a voluntary com-

mittee. When the Confederation was completed which was

only, be it remembered, on March i, 1781 it was still, as Wash-

ington wrote in 1785, "little more than a shadow without the sub-

stance, and the Congress a nugatory body"; or, as it was de-

scribed by a later writer, "powerless for government, and a rope
of sand for union."

Like politicians, like people. There was no doubt a brilliant

display of patriotic ardor at the first flying to arms of the colonists.

Lexington and Bunker Hill were actions decidedly creditable to

their raw troops. The expedition to Canada, foolhardy though
it proved, was pursued up to a certain point with real heroism.

But with it the heroic period of the war individual instances ex-

cepted may be said to have closed. There seems little reason

to doubt that the Revolution would never have been commenced
if it had been expected to cost so tough a struggle. "A false esti-

mate of the power and perseverance of our enemies," wrote James
Duane to Washington, "was friendly to the present revolution,

and inspired that confidence of success in all ranks of people
which was necessary to unite them in so arduous a cause."

As early as November, 1775, Washington wrote, speaking of

military arrangements, "Such a dearth of public spirit, and such

want of virtue, such stock-jobbing and fertility in all the low

arts to obtain advantages of one kind or another, I never saw

before, and pray God's mercy that I may never be witness to

E., VOL. xrv. 10.
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again." Such "a mercenary spirit" pervaded the whole of the

troops, that he should not have been "at all surprised at any
disaster."

At the same date, besides desertions of thirty or forty soldiers

at a time, he speaks of the practice of plundering as so rife that

"no man is secure in his effects, and scarcely in his person."

People "were frightened out of their houses under pretence of

those houses being ordered to be burnt, with a view of seiz-

ing the goods"; and to conceal the villany more effectually

some houses were actually burnt down. On February 28, 1777,

"the scandalous loss, waste, and private appropriation of public
arms during the last campaign

" had been "beyond all concep-
tion." Officers drew "

large sums under pretence of paying their

men," and appropriated them. In one case an officer led his

men to robbery, offered resistance to a brigade-major who or-

dered him to return the goods, and was only with difficulty cash-

iered.

"Can we carry on the war much longer?" Washington asks

in 1778 after the treaty with France and the appearance of a

French fleet off the coast.
"
Certainly not, unless some measures

can be devised and speedily executed to restore the credit of our

currency, restrain extortion, and punish forestallers." A few

days later, "To make and extort money in every shape that can

be devised, and at the same time to decry its value, seem to have

become a mere business and an epidemical disease." On De-

cember 30, 1778, "speculation, peculation, and an insatiable

thirst for riches seem to have got the better of every other con-

sideration, and almost of every order of men; party disputes
and personal quarrels are the great business of the day; whilst

the momentous concerns of an empire, a great and accumu-

lating debt, ruined finances, depreciated money, and want of

credit, which in its consequences is the want of everything, are

but secondary considerations."

After a first loan had been obtained from France and spent, a

further one was granted in 1 782= So utterly unpatriotic and selfish

was known to be the temper of the people that the loan had to be

kept secret, in order not to diminish such efforts as might be made

by the Americans themselves. On July loth, of that year, with

New York and Charlestown still in British hands, Washington
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writes: "That spirit of freedom which at the commencement of

this contest would have gladly sacrificed everything to the attain-

ment of its object, has long since subsided, and every selfish pas-

sion has taken its place." But indeed the mere fact that from the

date of the battle of Monmouth (July 28, 1778), Washington was

never supplied with sufficient means, even with the assistance of

the French fleets and troops, to strike one blow at the English in

New York though these were but sparingly reenforced during
the period shows an absence of public spirit, one might almost

say of national shame, scarcely conceivable, and in singular con-

trast with the terrible earnestness exhibited on both sides some

eighty years later in the Secession War.

Why, then, must we ask on the other side, did England fail at

last? The English were prone to attribute their ill-success to

the incompetency of their generals. Lord North, with his quaint

humor, would say, "I do not know whether our generals will

frighten the enemy, but I know they frighten me whenever I

think of them." When in 1778, Lord Carlisle came out as com-

missioner, in a letter speaking of the great scale of all things in

America, he says:
"We have nothing on a great scale with us but

our blunders, our misconduct, our ruin, our losses, our disgraces
and misfortunes." Pitt, in a speech of 1781, aptly described the

war as having been, on the part of England, "a series of ineffec-

tive victories or severe defeats." No doubt it is difficult to ac-

count for Gage's early blunders; for Howe's repeated failure to

follow up his own success or profit by his enemy's weakness; and

Cornwallis' movement, justly censured by Sir Henry Clinton, in

transferring the bulk of his army from the far south to Virginia,

within marching distance of Washington, opened the way to that

crowning disaster at Yorktown, without which it is by no means

impossible that Georgia and the Carolinas might have remained

British.

But no allowance for bad generalship can account for the

failure of the British. Washington and Greene appear to have

been the only two American generals of marked ability, though

they unquestionably derived great advantage from the talents of

their foreign allies, Lafayette, Pulaski, Steuben, Rochambeau
and Washington was more than once out-manoeuvred. Gates

evidently owed his one signal triumph to enormous superiority
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of numbers on his own ground, and was as signally defeated,

under circumstances infinitely less creditable to him than those

of Burgoyne's surrender. Lee's vaunted abilities came to noth-

ing.

Political incapacity was of course charged upon ministers as

another cause of disaster; and no doubt their miscalculation of

the severity of the struggle was almost childish. When Parlia-

ment met in the autumn of 1776 i.e., after the Declaration of

Independence had gone forth to the world it was held out in the

King's speech that another campaign would be sufficient to end

the war, while in spite of all the warnings of the Opposition, they

persisted in blinding themselves to the force of the temptations
which must inevitably bring down France, if not Spain, into the

lists against them, until the treaties of these powers with America

were actually concluded. The forces sent out were miserably

inadequate for a war on so large a scale "too many to make

peace, too few to make war," as Lord Chatham told the Ministry.

When for once a really considerable force was sent out under Bur-

goyne, it failed for want of timely cooperation by Howe, and

this failure is stated, by Lord Shelburne, to have arisen from

Lord George Germain's not having had patience to wait after

signing the despatch to Burgoyne, till that to Howe had been fair-

copied ;
so that instead of going out together, the second, owing

to further mischances, did not leave till some time later. The

English generals complained almost as bitterly as the American

of the want of adequate reinforcements, and the best of them,

Sir Henry Clinton, is found writing (i 779) in a strain which might
be mistaken for Washington's of his spirits being

" worn out" by
the difficulties of his position.

But no mistakes in the management of the war by British

statesmen can account for their ultimate failure. However great

British mismanagement may have been, it was far surpassed by
American. Until Robert Morris took the finances in hand, the

administration of them was beneath not only contempt but con-

ception. There was nothing on the British side equal to that

caricature of a recruiting system, in which different bounties

were offered by Congress, by the States, by the separate towns, as

to make it the interest of the intending soldier to delay enlistment

as long as possible in order to sell himself to the highest bidder;
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to that caricature of a war establishment the main bulk of which

broke up every twelvemonth in front of the enemy, which was

only paid, if at all, in worthless paper, and left almost habitually

without supplies.

To mention one fact only, commissions in British regiments
on American soil continued to be sold for large sums, while Wash-

ington's officers were daily throwing up theirs, many from sheer

starvation. On the whole, no better idea can be had of the nat-

ure of the struggle on the American side, after the first heat of it

had cooled down, than from the words of Count de Rochambeau,

writing to Count de Vergennes, July 10, 1780: "They have nei-

ther money nor credit
;
their means of resistance are only momen-

tary, and called forth when they are attacked in their own homes.

They then assemble for the moment of immediate danger and

defend themselves."

A far more important cause in determining the ultimate fail-

ure of the British was the aid afforded by France to America,
followed by that of Spain and Holland. It was impossible for

England to reconquer a continent, and carry on war at the same

time with the three most powerful states of Europe. The in-

stincts of race have tended on both the English and the American

sides to depreciate the value of the aid given by France to the col-

onists. It may be true that Rochambeau's troops which disem-

barked inRhode Island in July, 1 780, did not march till July, 1 781,

that they were blockaded soon after their arrival, threatened

with attack from New York, and only disengaged by a feint of

Washington's on that city. But more than two years before their

arrival, Washington wrote to a member of Congress, "France,

by her supplies, has saved us from the yoke thus far." The

treaty with France alone was considered to afford a
"
certain pros-

pect of success" to "secure" American independence.
The arrival of D'Estaing's fleet, although no troops joined the

American army, and nothing eventually was done, determined

the evacuation of Philadelphia. The discipline of the French

troops when they landed in 1780 set an example to the Americans;
chickens and pigs walked between the lines without being dis-

turbed. The recruits of 1780 could not have been armed with-

out fifty tons of ammunition supplied by the French. In Sep-

tember of that year, Washington, writing to the French envoy,
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speaks of the "inability" of the Americans to expel the British

from the South
"
unassisted, or perhaps even to stop their career,"

and he writes in similar terms to Congress a few days later. To

depend
"
upon the resources of the country, unassisted by foreign

loans," he writes to a member of Congress two months later,

"will, I am confident, be to lean upon a broken reed."

In January, 1781, writing to Colonel Laurens, the American

envoy in Paris, he presses for "an immediate, ample, and effica-

cious succor in money" from France, for the maintenance of the

American coasts of "a constant naval superiority," and for "an

additional succor in troops." And since the assistance so re-

quested was in fact granted in every shape, and the surrender of

Yorktown was obtained by the cooperation both of the French

army and fleet, we must hold that Washington's words were jus-

tified by the event.

The real cause, however, why England yielded in 1782-1783
to her revolted colonies was probably this : The English nation

at large had never realized the nature of the struggle; when it did,

it refused to carry it on. Enormous ignorance no doubt pre-

vailed at the beginning of the struggle as to the North American

colonies. They had been till then entirely overshadowed by
the West Indies, which were perhaps at that time the greatest

source of English commercial wealth
;
and the time was not far

past when, it is said, they were supposed, like the latter, to be

chiefly inhabited by negroes. The prominence of the slave col-

onies seems to have associated the idea of colonies with that of

absolute government. Englishmen did not generally realize the

existence in North America of vast countries inhabited by com-

munities of their own race, which enjoyed in general a larger

measure of self-government than the mother-country herself.

That a colony should resist the mother-country seemed in a man-
ner preposterous. It appears certain, therefore, that when the

war at first broke out it was popular, and that the King and Lord

North, as has been already stated, were themselves amazed at the

loyal addressses which it called forth.

But the early resort to the aid of German mercenaries showed
that this popularity was only skin-deep that the heart of the

masses was not engaged in the war. The very employment of

these mercenaries, as well as of the Indian auxiliaries of the royal
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forces, tended to lower the character of the war in English eyes.

When Chatham, in his scathing invectives, would speak of the

Ministers' "traffic and barter with every little pitiful German

prince that sells and sends his subjects to the shambles," or of

their sending "the infidel savage against whom? against your
Protestant brethren, to lay waste their country, to desolate their

dwellings, and extirpate their race and name," he might not

carry with him the votes of the House of Lords, but his words

would burn their way into English hearts.

That the war with the American colonies themselves was re-

pugnant to the deepest feelings of the nation is proved by contrast

through the sudden burst of warlike spirit which followed (1778-

1779) on the outbreak of war with France and Spain. A few

days before the French treaty with America was known, Horace

Walpole had written to Mason that the new levies
"
don't come,

consequently they will not go." By July of the same year he

writes to Sir Horace Mann, "The country is covered with

camps." In 1776 the King had reviewed the Guards on Wim-
bledon Common, and pulled off his hat to them before their de-

parture for America. He had now (1779) to review volunteers.

The passionate interest which is henceforth taken in so much of

the struggle as is carried on with foreign foes, Keppel's scarcely

deserved popularity, the riotous popular joy on his acquittal, the

outburst of universal rejoicing over Roolney's victories, show a

totally different temper to that brought out by either victory or

defeat in what was now felt to be a dread civil war with our Amer-

ican kinsmen.

Hence it was, no doubt, that after the surrender of Yorktown,
hostilities were practically at an end with America, while the

naval warfare with France and Spain was carried on for another

twelvemonth, and that the signing of provisional articles of peace
with the United States preceded by two months that of similar

articles with France and Spain, the armistice with Holland being
of still later date. It may even be conjectured that the outbreak

of war with France and Spain, instead of incensing the mind of

the English people against the Americans, rather gave different

objects to their angry passions, and tended to diminish their bit-

terness toward the colonists. It must have been a kind of relief

to Englishmen to find themselves fighting once more against those
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whom they considered hereditary enemies, against men who did

not speak their own mother-tongue; and the wholly unprovoked
character of these foreign hostilities would soften men's feelings

toward the stubbornness of those colonists of their own blood, who
after all asked only to be left alone. It is moreover observable

that when peace came, though it upset the Shelburne ministry,

yet that of the coalition which succeeded it was most unpopular,

and addresses came pouring in from counties and towns to thank

the King for making the peace.

Substantially indeed although colonial independence would

no doubt have been achieved sooner or later the more we look

into the events of the war of 1775-1783, the more, perhaps, shall

we be convinced that it resolves itself into a duel between two

men who never saw each other in the flesh, Washington and

George III.

Take Washington out of the history on the American side,

and it is impossible to conceive of American success. It is barely

possible that under Greene the one general after Washington's
own heart, who wrote to him from his command in the South,

"We fight, get beaten, and fight again" the army itself might
have been commanded with an ability which would enable it to

withstand its British opponents. But neither Greene nor any
other general possessed that weight of personal character which

fixed the trust of Congress and people on Washington, main-

tained him in authority through all reverses, and enabled him to

criticise with such unflinching frankness the measures of Con-

gress.

Take, on the other hand, George III out of the history on the

British side, and it is beyond question that if the war had ever

broken out, it would have been put a stop to long before its ulti-

mate failure. In him alone is to be found the real centre of resist-

ance to American independence. It is now well known that at

least from the beginning of 1778, if not from the end of 1775,

Lord North was anxious to resign, and desirous of conciliation,

and that it was only through the King's constant appeals to his

sense of honor, not to "desert" him, that the minister was pre-

vailed upon to remain in office. "Till I see things change to a

more favorable position," the King wrote to Lord North as late

as May 19, 1780,
"
I shall not feel at liberty to grant your resigna-
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tion"; and it was only on March 20, 1781, that Lord North at

last compelled his master to accept it. Three ideas were fixed

in the King's mind, the first of which was a delusion, the second

a mistake, and the third contrary to all principles of constitu-

tional government.

First, he had persuaded himself that the country was radically

opposed to American independence. In January, 1778, he op-

poses conciliatory measures,
"
lest they should dissatisfy this coun-

try, which so cheerfully and handsomely carries on the contest."

In the autumn of that year he is certain that "if ministers show

that they never will consent to the independence of America, the

cry will be strong in their favor." Two years later he
"
can never

suppose this country so far lost to all ideas of self-importance as

to be willing to grant American independence."

Secondly, he was convinced and this conviction, it must be

admitted, was shared by some of the strongest opponents of the

war that ifthe independence oftheNorthAmerican colonies were

acknowledged, all the others, as well as Ireland, would be lost.

If any one branch of the empire is allowed to throw off its depen-

dency, the others will inevitably follow the example. "Should

America succeed, the West Indies must follow, not in indepen-

dence, but dependence on America. Ireland would soon follow,

and this island reduce itself to a poor island indeed."

Thirdly, he would not allow the Opposition to rule. "He
would run any personal risk rather than submit to the Opposi-

tion; rather than be shackled by these desperate men he would

lose his crown." If he authorizes the attempt at a coalition

(1779), it is "provided it be understood that every means are

to be employed to keep the empire entire, to prosecute the present

just and unprovoked war in all its branches with the utmost vigor,

and that his majesty's past measures be treated with proper

respect," i. e., provided the Opposition are ready to stultify them-

selves, and do all that the King thinks right, and admit that all

for which they have contended is wrong. Before the spectacle of

such narrow obstinacy it is difficult not to sympathize with an

expression of Fox in one of his letters "it is intolerable to think

that it should be in the power of one blockhead to do so much
mischief."

Between these two men it may be conceded, equally sincere,
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equally resolute but the one reasoning, like the madman that he

was to be, from false premises, self-deluded as to the feelings of

his people, anticipating consequences which a century sees yet

unrealized and the other with eyes at all times almost morbidly

open to all the gloomier features of this cause, void of all self-

delusion the one conceiving himself justified in imposing dic-

tates of his own self-will on every minister whom he might em-

ploy, entitled alike to chain an unwilling friend to office, and to

shut the door of office to opponents except on terms of surrender-

ing all their principles ;
the other always ready to accept the in-

evitable, to make the most use of the least means, to curb himself

for the sake of his cause in all things except fearless plain-speak-

ing the one, finally resolved only to hinder the making of a

nation; the other resolved to make one, if anyhow possible the

issue of the contest could not be doubtful, if both lives were pro-

longed. From that contest the one emerged as the mad king who

threw away half a continent from England; the other as the

father of the American nation.

The common consent of mankind has ranked Washington

among its great men; and although the title may have been fully

justified by the course of his civil life, whether in or out of office,

after the termination of the War of Independence, it is hardly to

be doubted that it would freely have been accorded to him had

his career been cut short immediately after the resignation of his

military command. Yet of those who have enjoyed the title, few,

if any, have ever earned it by actions of less brilliancy. The fame

of no conspicuous victory is bound up with Washington's name.

His one dashing exploit was the surprise of Trenton. His one

victory, that of Monmouth, had no results; his most considerable

battle, that of Brandywine, was a severe defeat. His greatness

as a general consisted in doing much with little means, never

missing an opportunity, rising superior to every disaster. When
he had recovered Boston he could say,

"
I have been here months

together with not thirty rounds of musket cartridges to a man,
and have been obliged to submit to all insults of the enemy's
cannon for want of powder, keeping what little we had for pis-

tol-distance. We have maintained our ground against the

enemy under this want of powder, and we have disbanded one

army and recruited another, within musket-shot of two-and-
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twenty regiments, the flower of the British Army, while our force

has been but little if any superior to theirs, and at last have beaten

them into a shameful and precipitate retreat out of a place the

strongest by nature on this continent, and strengthened and forti-

fied at an enormous expense."
The character of Washington as a commander recalls in vari-

ous respects that of Wellington. In both we see the same dogged

perseverance under all the various phases of fortune; the same

strict discipline, hardening readily into sternness, coupled with

the same careful consideration for the wants and welfare of the

soldier; the same patient, constant attention to every detail of

military organization; the same ability in maintaining a defen-

sive warfare against an enemy superior in force, with the same

quickness to strike a blow in any unguarded quarter; the same

unflinching frankness in exposing the evils of the military admin-

istration of the day. Many of Wellington's despatches from the

Peninsula might almost have been written by Washington. The
difference between them, while the war lasts, is mainly this : that

in Wellington the soldier is all, while in Washington the statesman

and the patriot are never merged in the soldier. Hence, while in

after-life Wellington had to serve his apprenticeship as a states-

man after ceasing to be a soldier, and often bungled over his new

craft, Washington's after-life was simply that of a statesman who
had been called to take up arms and had laid them down again.

In short, though England had never a more successful foe

than Washington, it is impossible not to feel, in studying his

character, that no more typical Englishman ever lived.

Let us now cast a final glance at the state of the world at the

close of the war. Except that an independent state had grown

up for the first time since the downfall of Aztec and Inca empires
on the American continent, and that England had been politically

lessened, the balance of power had been little affected by the war.

France had one West Indian island more, Holland one Indian

settlement less. Spain had recovered Minorca and the Floridas.

But she was irrevocably shut out from one great object of her

ambition, the eastern half of the Mississippi Basin.



SETTLEMENT OF AMERICAN LOYALISTS IN

CANADA1

A.D. 1783

SIR JOHN G. BOURINOT
In the American Revolutionary War there were many in the then

new-born Republic who either refrained from participating or took the

loyalist side in the conflict. These were called
"
United Empire Loyal-

ists," for they clung to the unity of the empire and refused to ally them-

selves with their fellow-colonists in revolt. When the war was over,

those who took up arms on the loyal side found themselves in a hopeless

minority, loaded with obloquy, and subjected to indignity at the hands of

the victorious republicans. Rather than live under these humiliating

conditions, some of the Loyalists returned to England ;
but most of them,

preferring voluntary expatriation in Western wilds to living in a country
that had become independent through rebellion, sought new homes for

themselves in Acadia and Canada.

Their act was not lost upon the home Government, for the latter sent

instructions to Canada to make provision for their reception and settle-

ment, and for the mitigation, in some measure, of their trials and pri-

vations. This provision consisted of seed, farm implements, tools for

building purposes, and food and clothing for a year or two after settling

in the country. To make good in part their losses the British Govern-

ment also voted about three millions sterling to be divided among the

incoming settlers, and gave them munificent grants of land, chiefly in the

western portion of the country, the then virgin Province of Upper Canada.

There, as well as in desirable locations in Nova Scotia and New Bruns-

wick, streamed in the Loyalists and their families, to begin their sad ex-

perience of exile in the wilderness. By their coming, Western Canada

chiefly on the banks of the St. Lawrence, on the Bay of Quinte, in the

Niagara district, and round the shores of Lake Ontario received that

contribution of brawn and muscle so essential to the carving out of a new

province and the founding of a strong and enduring community.

TT was during Governor Haldimand's administration that one

of the most important events in the history of Canada occurred

as a result of the American War of Independence. This event

was the coming to the Provinces of many thousand people, known

1 From The Story of Canada (New York, 1896 : G. P. Putnam's Sons),

by permission.
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as United Empire Loyalists, who, during the progress of the war,
but chiefly at its close, left their old homes in the thirteen colonies.

When the Treaty of 1783 was under consideration, the British

representatives made an effort to obtain some practical consider-

ation from the new nation for the claims of this unfortunate peo-

ple who had been subject to so much loss and obloquy during the

war. All that the English envoys could obtain was the insertion

of a clause in the treaty to the effect that Congress would recom-

mend to the legislatures of the several States measures of restitu-

tion a provision which turned out, as Franklin intimated at the

time, a perfect nullity. The English Government subsequently
indemnified these people in a measure for their self-sacrifice, and

among other things gave a large number of them valuable tracts

of land in the Provinces of British North America. Many of

them settled in Nova Scotia, others founded New Brunswick and

Upper Canada, now Ontario. Their influence on the political

fortunes of Canada has been necessarily very considerable. For

years they and their children were animated by a feeling of bitter

animosity against the United States, the effects of which could

be traced in later times when questions of difference arose be-

tween England and her former colonies. They have proved
with the French Canadians a barrier to the growth of any annex-

ation party, and as powerful an influence in national and social

life as the Puritan element itself in the Eastern and Western States.

Among the sad stories of the past the one which tells of the

exile of the Loyalists from their homes, of their trials and strug-

gles in the valley of the St. Lawrence, then a wilderness, demands

our deepest sympathy. In the history of this continent it can

be only compared with the melancholy chapter which relates the

removal of the French population from their beloved Acadia.

During the Revolution they comprised a very large, intelligent,

and important body of people, in all the old colonies, especially

in New York and at the South, where they were in the majority
until the peace. They were generally known as Tories, while

their opponents, who supported independence, were calledWhigs.

Neighbor was arrayed against neighbor, families were divided,

the greatest cruelties were inflicted, as the war went on,upon men
and women who believed it was their duty to be faithful to king
and countrv.
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As soon as the contest was ended, their property was confis-

cated in several States. Many persons were banished and pro-

hibited from returning to their homes. An American writer,

Sabine, tells us that previous to the evacuation of New York, in

September, 1783, "upward of twelve thousand men, women, and

children embarked at the city, at Long and Staten islands, for

Nova Scotia and the Bahamas. "
Very wrong impressions were

held in those days of the climate and resources of the Provinces

to which these people fled. Time was to prove that the lot of

many of the Loyalists had actually fallen in pleasant places, in

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Upper Canada; that the

country where most of them settled was superior in many re-

spects to the New England States, and equal to the State of New
York, from which so many of them came.

It is estimated that between forty and fifty thousand people
reached British North America by 1786. They commenced to

leave their old homes soon after the breaking out of the war, but the

great migration took place in 1 783-1 784. Many sought the shores

of Nova Scotia, and founded the town of Shelburne, which at one

time held a population of ten or twelve thousand souls, the ma-

jority of whom were entirely unsuited to the conditions of the

rough country around them and soon sought homes elsewhere.

Not a few settled in more favorable parts of Nova Scotia, and

even in Cape Breton. Considerable numbers found rest in the

beautiful valley of the St. John River, and founded the Province

of New Brunswick. As many more laid the beginnings of Upper
Canada, in the present county of Glengarry, in the neighborhood
of Kingston and the Bay of Quinte, on the Niagara River, and

near the French settlements on the Detroit. A few also settled

in the country now known as the Eastern Townships of French

Canada. A great proportion of the men were officers and sol-

diers of the regiments which were formed in several colonies out

of the large loyal population.

Among them were also men who had occupied positions of

influence and responsibility in their respective communities,

divines, judges, officials, and landed proprietors, whose names

were among the best in the old colonies, as they are certainly in

Canada. Many among them gave up valuable estates which

had been acquired by the energy of their ancestors. Unlike the
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Puritans who founded New England, they did not take away
with them their valuable property in the shape of money and

securities or household goods. A rude log hut by the side of a

river or lake, where poverty and wretchedness were their lot for

months, and even years in some cases, was the refuge of thou-

sands, all of whom had enjoyed every comfort in well-built

houses, and not a few even luxury in stately mansions, some of

which have withstood the ravages of time and can still be pointed
out in New England. Many of the Loyalists were quite unfitted

for the rude experiences of a pioneer life, and years passed before

they and their children conquered the wilderness and made a

livelihood. The British Government was extremely liberal in its

grants of lands to this class of persons in all the Provinces.

The Government supplied these pioneers in the majority of

cases with food, clothing, and necessary farming implements.
For some years they suffered many privations; one was called

"the year of famine," when hundreds in Upper Canada had to

live on roots and even the buds of trees or anything that might
sustain life. Fortunately some lived in favored localities, where

pigeons and other birds, and fish of all kinds, were plentiful. In

the summer and fall there were quantities of wild fruit and nuts.

Maple sugar was a great luxury, when the people once learned to

make it from the noble tree, whose symmetrical leaf may well be

made the Canadian national emblem. It took the people a long
while to accustom themselves to the conditions of their primitive

pioneer life, but now the results of the labors of these early set-

tlers and their descendants can be seen far and wide in smiling

fields, richly laden orchards, and gardens of old-fashioned flowers

throughout the country which they first made to blossom like the

rose. The rivers and lakes were the only means of communica-

tion in those early times, roads were unknown, and the wayfarer
could find his way through the illimitable forests only by the help
of the "blazed" trees and the course of streams. Social inter-

course was infrequent except in autumn and winter, when the

young managed to assemble ELS they always will. Love and

courtship went on even in this wilderness, though marriage was

uncertain, as the visits of clergymen were very rare in many
places, and magistrates could alone tie the nuptial knot a very

unsatisfactory performance to the cooler lovers who loved their
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church, its ceremonies and traditions, as dearly as they loved

their sovereign.

The story of those days of trial has not yet been adequately
written

; perhaps it never will be, for few of those pioneers have

left records behind them. As we wander among the old burying-

grounds of those founders of Western Canada and New Bruns-

wick, and stand by the gray, moss-covered tablets, with names

effaced by the ravages of years, the thought will come to us, what

interesting stories could be told by those who are laid beneath

the sod, of sorrows and struggles, of hearts sick with hope de-

ferred, of expectations never realized, of memories of misfortune

and disaster in another land where they bore so much for a stub-

born and unwise king. Yet these grass-covered mounds are not

simply memorials of suffering and privation; each could tell a

story of fidelity to principle, of forgetfulness of self-interest, of

devotion and self-sacrifice the grandest story that human annals

can tell a story that should be ever held up to the admiration

and emulation of the young men and women of the present times,

who enjoy the fruits of the labors of those loyal pioneers.

Although no noble monument has yet been raised to the

memory of these founders of new provinces of English-speak-

ing Canada; although the majority lie forgotten in old grave-

yards where the grass has grown rank, and common flowers alone

nod over their resting-places, yet the names of all are written in

imperishable letters in Provincial annals. Those Loyalists, in-

cluding the children of both sexes, who joined the cause of Great

Britain before the Treaty of Peace in 1783, were allowed the dis-

tinction of having after their name the letters U. E. to preserve
the memory of their fidelity to a United Empire. A Canadian

of these modern days, who traces his descent from such a source,

is as proud of his lineage as if he were a Derby or a Talbot of

Malahide, or inheritor of other noble names famous in the annals

of the English peerage.
The records of all the provinces show the great influence

exercised on their material, political, and intellectual develop-
ment by this devoted body of immigrants. For more than a

century they and their descendants have been distinguished for

the useful and important part they have taken in every matter

deeply associated with the best interests of the country. In New
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Brunswick we find among those who did good service in their

day and generation the names of Wilmot, Allen, Robinson, Jar-

vis, Hazen, Burpee, Chandler, Tilley, Fisher, Bliss, Odell, Bots-

ford
;
in Nova Scotia, Inglis (the first Anglican bishop in the col-

onies), Wentworth, Brenton, Blowers (Chief Justice), Cunard,

Cutler, Howe, Creighton, Chipman, Marshall, Halliburton, Wil-

kins, Huntingdon, Jones; in Ontario, Cartwright, Robinson,

Hagerman, Stuart (the first Anglican clergyman), Gamble, Van

Alstine, Fisher, Grass, Butler, Macaulay, Wallbridge, Chrysler,

Bethune, Merritt, McNab, Crawford, Kirby, Tisdale, and Ryer-
son. Among these names stand out prominently those of Wilmot,

Howe, and Huntingdon, who were among the fathers of respon-
sible government; those of Tilley, Tupper, Chandler, and Fisher,

who were among the fathers of confederation; of Ryerson, who
exercised a most important influence on the system of free educa-

tion which Ontario now enjoys. Among the eminent descend-

ants of U. E. Loyalists are Sir Charles Tupper, long a promi-
nent figure in politics; Christopher Robinson, a distinguished

lawyer, who was counsel for Canada at the Bering Sea arbi-

tration; Sir Richard Cartwright, a liberal leader remarkable

for his keen, incisive style of debate, and his knowledge of

financial questions; Honorable George E. Foster, a former

finance minister of Canada. We might extend the list indefi-

nitely did space permit. In all walks of life we see the de-

scendants of the Loyalists, exercising a decided influence over

the fortunes of the Dominion.

Conspicuous among the people who remained faithful to Eng-
land during the American Revolution was the famous Iroquois
chief Joseph Brant, best known by his Mohawk name of Thay-

endanegea, who took part in the war, and was for many years

wrongly accused of having participated in the massacre and de-

struction of Wyoming, that beauteous vale of the Susquehanna.
It was he whom the poet Campbell would have consigned to

eternal infamy in the verse

"The mammoth comes the foe, the monster, Brandt

With all his howling, desolating band
;

These eyes have seen their blade and burning pine
Awake at once, and silence half your land.

Red is the cup they drink, but not with wine

Awake and watch to-night, or see no morning shine."

E., VOL. XIV. II.
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Posterity has, however, recognized the fact that Joseph Brant

was not present at this sad episode of the American War, and the

poet in a note to a later edition admitted that the Indian chief in

his poem was "a pure and declared character of fiction." He
was a sincere friend of English interests, aman of large and states-

manlike views, who might have taken an important part in co-

lonial affairs had he been educated in these later times. When
the war was ended, he and his tribe moved into the valley of the

St. Lawrence, and received from the Government fine reserves of

land on the Bay of Quinte, and on the Grand River in the west-

ern part of the Province of Upper Canada, where the prosperous

city and county of Brantford and the township of Tyendinaga
a corruption of Thayendanegea illustrate the fame he has won
in Canadian annals. The descendants of his nation live in com-

fortable homes, till fine farms in a beautiful section of Western

Canada, and enjoy all the franchises of white men. It is an inter-

esting fact that the first church built in Ontario was that of the

Mohawks, who still preserve the communion service presented
to the tribe in 1710 by Queen Anne of England.

General Haldimand's administration will always be noted in

Canadian history for the coming of the Loyalists, and for the

sympathetic interest he took in settling these people on the lands

of Canada, and in alleviating their difficulties by all the means in

the power of his government. In these and other matters of

Canadian interest he proved conclusively that he was not the

mere military martinet that some Canadian writers with inade-

quate information would make him. When he left Canada he

was succeeded by Sir Guy Carleton, then elevated to the peerage
as Lord Dorchester.



FIRST BALLOON ASCENSION

AJD. 1783

HATTON TURNOR
Few problems of invention have ever engaged more students and ex

perimenters than those which bear upon aerial navigation. The history

of early experiments in this direction has a peculiar interest at present, in

view of the numerous recent trials by aeronauts in different countries.

At the time of the first balloon ascension, described by Turner, inter-

est in the possibilities of aerostatics was very active and widespread, es-

pecially among the scientific mechanicians of Europe. Many experiments
with

"
aerostatical globes

" and the like had been made in Great Britain

and on the Continent. Leonhard Euler, to whom Turner refers, was a

famous Swiss mathematician who had given much study to these things.

He was in Russia, and about to die, when in France the first aerostat, or

balloon, was sent up by the inventors, the brothers Joseph and Jacques

Montgolfier, French mechanicians, who were made corresponding mem-
bers of the Academy. This form of air-balloon the first successful one

is known as the
"
Montgolfier."

A SHOUT of joy rang through Europe, and reached the ear of

the aged Euler, on the banks of the Neva, who, between at-

tacks of vertigo, which were soon to carryhim from this scene to a

better, dictated to his sons the calculations he had made on aero-

statical globes. It is said he ceased to calculate and live at the

same instant.

The cause of so great enthusiasm had better be given in the

accurate description that immediately circulated among the peo-

ples:

"On Thursday, June 5, 1783, the States of Vivarais being
assembled at Annonay (37 miles from Lyons), Messrs. Montgol-
fier invited them to see their new aerostatic experiment.

"Imagine the surprise of the Deputies and spectators on see-

ing in the public square a ball, 1 10 feet in circumference, attached

at its base to a wooden frame of 16 feet surface. This enormous

bag, with frame, weighed 300 lbs.,and could contain 22,000 feet

of vapor.
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"Imagine the general astonishment when the inventors an-

nounced that, as soon as it should be filled with gas which they

had a simple means of making it would rise of itself to the

clouds. One must here remark that, notwithstanding the gen-

eral confidence in the knowledge and wisdom of Messrs. Mont-

golfier, such an experiment appeared so incredible to those who
were present, that all doubted of its success.

"But Messrs. Montgolfier, taking it in hand, proceed to

make the vapors, which gradually swell it out till it assumes a

beautiful form.

"Strong arms are now required to retain it; at a given signal

it is loosed, rises with rapidity, and in ten minutes attains a

height of 6000 feet; it proceeds 7668 feet in a horizontal direc-

tion, and gently falls to the ground.

"Just as the Omnipotent, who turns

The system of a world's concerns,

From mere minutiae can educe

Events of the most important use
;

But who can tell how vast the plan,

Which this day's incident began ?"

The effect of this letter in England was to cause a display of

jealousy at which we might now blush, if we do not remember that

the sagacious and convincing views of Adam Smith on political

economy had only just been published and had not yet had time

to circulate; for, though we were obliged to admit a discovery
had been made in France, yet the periodicals argued that all the

experiments that had led to it were made in England. Many
were the caricatures which appeared.

In a discourse at the Academyof Lyons, Jacques Montgolfier

says that a French copy of Priestley's Experiments relating to the

Different Kinds of Air came in his way, and was to him like light

in darkness; as from that moment he conceived the possibility

of navigating the air, but, after some experiments in gas, he

again tried smoke and hot air.

In Paris this intelligence caused a meeting of savants, who,

by the advice of M. Faujas de Saint-Fond, started a public sub-

scription for defraying the expense of making inflammable gas

(hydrogen), the materials of which were expensive: one thousand

pounds of iron filings and four hundred ninety-eight pounds of
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sulphuric acid were consumed to fill a globular bag of varnished

silk, which, for the first time, was designated a ballon, or bal-

loon, as we call it, meaning a great ball.

The filling commenced on August 23d, in the Place des Vic-

toires. Bulletins were published daily of its progress, but, as

the crowd was found to be immense, it was moved on the night

of the 26th to the Champ-de-Mars, a distance of two miles. It

was done secretly and in the dark, to avoid a mob.

A description by an eye-witness is as follows: "No more
wonderful scene could be imagined than the balloon being thus

conveyed, preceded by lighted torches, surrounded by a cortege,

and escorted by a detachment of foot and horse-guards; the

nocturnal march, the form and capacity of the body carried with

so much precaution; the silence that reigned, the unseasonable

hour, all tended to give a singularity and mystery truly imposing
to all those who were unacquainted with the cause. The cab-

drivers on the road were so astonished that they were impelled to

stop their carriages, and to kneel humbly, hat in hand, while the

procession was passing.
"

In the morning the Champ-de-Mars was lined with troops,

every house to its very top, and every avenue, was crowded with

anxious spectators. The discharge of a cannon at 5 P.M. was

the signal for ascent, and the globe rose, to the great surprise of

the spectators, to a height of three thousand one hundred twenty-
three feet in two minutes, where it entered the clouds. The

heavy rain which descended as it rose did not impede, and

tended to increase, surprise. The idea that a body leaving the

earth was travelling in space was so sublime, and appeared to

differ so greatly from ordinary laws, that all the spectators were

overwhelmed with enthusiasm. The satisfaction was so great that

ladies in the greatest fashions allowed themselves to be drenched

with rain, to avoid losing sight of the globe for an instant.

The balloon, after remaining in the atmosphere three-quar-

ters of an hour, fell in a field near Gonesse, a village fifteen miles

from the Champ-de-Mars. The descent was imputed to a tear

in the silk.

The effect on the inhabitants of this village well illustrates

that the human character with an unawakened intellect is the

same in all countries and ages:
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" For on first sight it is supposed by many to have come from

another world; many fly; others, more sensible, think it a mon-

strous bird. After it has alighted, there is yet motion in it from

the gas it still contains. A small crowd gains courage from

numbers, and for an hour approaches by gradual steps, hoping
meanwhile the monster will take flight. At length one bolder

than the rest takes his gun, stalks carefully to within shot, fires,

witnesses the monster shrink, gives a shout of triumph, and the

crowd rushes in with flails and pitchforks. One tears what he

thinks to be the skin, and causes a poisonous stench; again all

retire. Shame, no doubt, now urges them on, and they tie the

cause of alarm to a horse's tail, who gallops across the country,

tearing it to shreds.
"

A similar tale has lately been told me as having occurred in

Persia, where a fire-balloon was let off by some French visitors

to the Shah's palace at Teheran, when it alighted. No less than

three shots were fired at it when on the ground, before anyone
would venture nearer.

It is no wonder, then, that the paternal government of France

deemed it necessary to publish the following
"
avertissement" to

the public:

"INFORMATION FOR THE PEOPLE

ON THE ASCENT OF BALLOONS, OR GLOBES, IN THE AIR

"PARIS, August 27, 1783.
" The one in question has been raised in Paris this said day,

August 27, 1783, at 5 P.M., in the Champ-de-Mars.
"A discovery has been made, which the Government deems

it right to make known, so that alarm be not occasioned to the

people.

"On calculating the different weights of inflammable and

common air, it has been found that a balloon filled with inflam-

mable air will rise toward heaven till it is in equilibrium with the

surrounding air; which may not happen till it has attained a

great height.

"The first experiment was made at Annonay, in Vivarais,

by Messrs. Montgolfier, the inventors. A globe formed of can-

vas and paper, 105 feet in circumference, filled with inflammable

air, reached an incalculated height.
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"The same experiment has just been renewed at Paris (Au-

gust ayth, 5 P.M.), in presence of a great crowd. A globe of

taffeta, covered with elastic gum, thirty-six feet in circumference,

has risen from the Champ-de-Mars, and been lost to view in

the clouds, being borne in a northeasterly direction
;
one cannot

foresee where it will descend.

"It is proposed to repeat these experiments on a larger scale.

Any one who shall see in the sky such a globe (which resembles

the moon in shadow) should be aware that, far from being an

alarming phenomenon, it is only a machine, made of taffeta or

light canvas, covered with paper, that cannot possibly cause any
harm, and which will some day prove serviceable to the wants

of society.

"Read and approved, September 3, 1783.
" DE SAUVIGNY.

"Permission for printing. LENOIR."

Balloons made of paper and goldbeater's-skin were now sent

up by amateurs from all places which this intelligence reached ;
and

in September another important step was made, an account of

which, and of the ascents which followed during the next two

years, I take from the quaint but graphic History of Aerosta-

tion, by Tiberius Cavallo.

Tiberius Cavallo was an electrician and natural philosopher,

born at Naples, 1749. He came to England in 1771, where he

devoted his time to science and literature till his death, in 1809.

On September 19, 1783, the King, Queen,
1
the court, and

innumerable people of every rank and age assembled at Ver-

sailles, Jacques Montgolfier being present to explain every par-

ticular. About one o'clock the fire was lighted, in consequence
of which the machine began to swell, acquired a convex form,

soon stretched itself on every side, and in eleven minutes' time,

the cords being cut, it ascended, together with a wicker cage,

which was fastened to it by a rope. In this cage they had put
a sheep, a cock, and a duck, which were the first animals that

ever ascended into the atmosphere with an aerostatic machine.

When the machine went up, its power of ascension or levity was

six hundred ninety-six pounds, allowing for the cage and animals.

1 Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette.
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The machine raised itself to the height of about one thou-

sand four hundred forty feet; and being carried by the wind,

it fell gradually in the wood of Vaucresson, at the distance of

ten thousand two hundred feet from Versailles, after remaining
in the atmosphere only eight minutes. Two game-keepers,
who were accidentally in the wood, saw the machine fall very

gently, so that it just bent the branches of the trees upon which

it alighted. The long rope to which the cage was fastened,

striking against the wood, was broken, and the cage came to the

ground without hurting in the least the animals that were in it,

so that the sheep was even found feeding. The cock, indeed,

had its right wing somewhat hurt; but this was the consequence
of a kick it had received from the sheep, at least half an hour

before, in presence of at least ten witnesses.

It has been sufficiently demonstrated by experiments that lit-

tle or no danger is to be apprehended by a man who ascends with

such an aerostatic machine. The steadiness of the aerostat while

in the air, its gradual and gentle descent, the safety of the animals

that were sent up with it in the last-mentioned experiment, and

every other observation that could be deduced from all the ex-

periments hitherto made in this new field of inquiry seem more

than sufficient to expel any fear for such an enterprise; but as no

man had yet ventured in it, and as most of the attempts at fly-

ing, or of ascending into the atmosphere, on the most plausible

schemes, had from time immemorial destroyed the reputation or

the lives of the adventurers, we may easily imagine and forgive

the hesitation that men might express, of going up with one of

those machines : and history will probably record, to the remot-

est posterity, the name of M. Pilatre de Rozier, who had the

courage of first venturing to ascend with a machine, which in a

few years hence the most timid woman will perhaps not hesi-

tate to trust herself to.

The King, aware of the difficulties, ordered that twomen under

sentence of death should be sent up ;
but Pilttre de Rozier was

indignant, saying,
"Eh quoi ! de vils criminels auraient les premiers

la gloire de s'elever dans les airs! Non, non cela ne sera point!"

("What! Vile criminals to have the glory of the first aerial

ascension! No, not on any account!") He stirs up the city

in his behalf, and the King at length yields to the earnest en
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treaties of the Marquis d'Arlandes, who said that he would ac-

company him.

Scarce ten months had elapsed since M. Montgolfier made his

first aerostatic experiment, when M. PilStre de Rozier publicly

offered himself to be the first adventurer in the newly invented

afirial machine. His offer was accepted ;
his courage remained

undaunted; and on October 15, 1783, he actually ascended, to

the astonishment of a gazing multitude. The following are the

particulars of this experiment:
"The accident which happened to the aerostatic machine at

Versailles, and its imperfect construction, induced M. Montgol-
fier to construct another machine, of a larger size and more solid.

With this intent, sufficient time was allowed for the work to be

properly done; and by October loth the aerostat was completed,
in a garden in the Faubourg St.-Antoine. It had an oval shape;
its diameter being about forty-eight feet, and its height about

seventy-four. The outside was elegantly painted and decorated

with the signs of the zodiac, with the cipher of the King's name
in fleurs-de-lis, etc. The aperture or lower part of the machine

had a wicker gallery about three feet broad, with a balustrade

both within and without about three feet high. The inner

diameter of this gallery, and of the aperture of the machine, the

neck of which passed through it, was near sixteen feet. In the

middle of this aperture an iron grate or brazier was supported

by chains which came down from the sides of the machine.
" In this construction, when the machine was in the air, with a

fire lighted hi the grate, it was easy for a person who stood in the

gallery, and had fuel with him, to keep up the fire in the mouth
of the machine, by throwing the fuel on the grate through port-

holes made in the neck of the machine. By this means it was

expected, as indeed it was found by experience, that the machine

might have been kept up as long as the person in its gallery

thought proper, or while he had fuel to supply the fire with.

The weight of this aerostat was upward of 16,000 pounds.
"On Wednesday, October 1 5th, this memorable experiment

was performed. The fire being lighted, and the machine inflated,

M. Pilatre de Rozier placed himself in the gallery, and, after a

few trials close to the ground, he desired to ascend to a great

height; the machine was accordingly permitted to rise, and it
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ascended as high as the ropes, which were purposely placed to

detain it, would allow, which was about eighty-four feet from the

ground. There M. de Rozier kept the machine afloat during four

minutes twenty-five seconds, by throwing straw and wool into the

grate to keep up the fire; then the machine descended very gently;

but such was its tendency to ascend, that after touching the

ground, the moment M. de Rozier came out of the gallery, it

rebounded again to a considerable height. The intrepid adven-

turer, returning from the sky, assured his friends, and the multi-

tude that gazed on him with admiration, with wonder, and with

fear, that he had not experienced the least inconvenience, either

in going up, in remaining there, or in descending; no giddiness,

no incommoding motion, no shock whatever. He received the

compliments due to his courage and audacity, having shown the

world the accomplishment of that which had been for ages de-

sired, but attempted in vain.
" On October zyth, M. PilStre de Rozier repeated the experi-

ment with nearly the same success as he had two days before.

The machine was elevated to about the same height, being still

detained by ropes; but the wind being strong, it did not sustain

itself so well, and consequently did not afford so fine a spectacle

to the concourse of people, which at this time was much greater

than at the preceding experiment.
" On the Sunday following, which was the ipth, the weather

proving favorable, M. Montgolfier employed his machine to

make the following experiments. At half past four o'clock the

machine was filled, in five minutes' time; then M. Pilatre de

Rozier placed himself in the gallery, a counterpoise of 100 pounds

being put in the opposite side of it, to preserve the balance. The
size of the gallery had now been diminished. The machine was

permitted to ascend to the height of about 210 feet, where it

remained during six minutes, not having any fire in the grate;

and then it descended very gently.
" Soon after, everything remaining as before, except that now a

fire was put into the grate, the machine was permitted to ascend

to about 262 feet, where it remained stationary during eight min-

utes and a half. On pulling it down, a gust of wind carried it

over some large trees in an adjoining garden, where it would have

been in great danger had not M. de Rozier, with great presence
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of mind and address, increased the fire by throwing some straw

upon it; by which means the machine was extricated from so

dangerous a situation, and rose majestically to its former situa-

tion, among the acclamations of the spectators. On descend-

ing, M. de Rozier threw some straw upon the fire, which made
the machine ascend once more, remaining up for about the same

length of time.

"This experiment showed that the aerostat may be made to

ascend and descend at the pleasure of those who are in it
;
to

effect which, they have nothing more to do than to increase or

diminish the fire in the grate; which was an important point in

the subject of aerostation.
" After this, the machine was raised again with two persons in

its gallery, M. Pilatre de Rozier and M. Girond de Villette,

the latter of whom was therefore the second aerostatic adven-

turer. The machine ascended to the height of about 300 feet,

where it remained perfectly steady for at least nine minutes;

hovering over Paris, in sight of its numerous inhabitants, many
of whom could plainly distinguish, through telescopes, the agro-

static adventurers, and especially M. de Rozier, who was busy in

managing the fire. When the machine came down, the Marquis
d'Arlandes, a major of infantry, took the place of M. Villette, and

the balloon was sent up once more. This last experiment was

attended with the same success as the preceding; which proved
that the persons who ascended with the machine did not suffer the

least inconvenience, owing to the gradual and gentle ascent and

descent of the machine, and to its steadiness or equilibrium while

it remained in the air.

"
If we consider for a moment the sensation which these first

aerial adventurers must have felt in their exalted situation, we
can almost feel the contagion of their thrilling experience our-

selves. Imagine a man elevated to such a height, into immense

space, by means altogether new, viewing under his feet, like a

map, a vast tract of country, with one of the greatest existing

cities the streets and environs of which were crowded with

spectators attentive to him alone, and all expressing in every

possible manner their amazement and anxiety. Reflect on the

prospect, the encomiums, and the consequences; then see if your
mind remains in a state of quiet indifference.
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"An instructive observation maybe derived from these experi-

ments; which is, that when an aerostatic machine is attached to

the earth by ropes especially when it is at a considerable height

the wind, blowing on it, will drive it in its own horizontal direc-

tion; so that the cords which hold the machine must make an

angle with the horizon (which is greater when the wind is stronger,

and contrariwise) ;
in consequence of which the machine must

be severely strained, it being acted on by three forces in three

different directions; namely, its power of ascension, the tension

of the ropes, which is opposite to the first, and the action of

the wind, which is across the other two. It is therefore infinitely

more judicious to abandon the machine entirely to the air, because

it will then stand perfectly balanced, and, therefore, under no

strain whatever."

In consequence of the report of the foregoing experiments,

signed by the commissaries of the Academy of Sciences, that

learned and respectable body ordered : (i) That the said report

should be printed and published; and (2) that the annual prize

of six hundred livres, from the fund provided by an anonymous
citizen, be given to Messrs. Montgolfier, for the year 1783.



FRAMING OF THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES

AJ>. 1787

ANDREW W. YOUNG JOSEPH STORY
It was a "critical period of American history" in which the funda-

mental or organic law of the United States, the Federal Constitution,
was formulated. That instrument has not only commanded the rever-

ence of American patriots statesmen and people during a century and
more

;
it has engaged the attentive study and aroused the respect and

admiration of foreign students and critics of political institutions.
"
After

all deductions," says Bryce, it
"
ranks above every other written consti-

tution, for the intrinsic excellence of its scheme, its adaptation to the cir-

cumstances of the people, the simplicity, brevity, and precision of its

language, its judicious mixture of definiteness in principle with elasticity

in details."

The story of this Constitution is as plain and simple as any in Ameri-

can annals
; yet its real features have sometimes been missed even by

friendly commentators. It is a mistake to say, with Gladstone, that
"

it

is the greatest work ever struck off at any one time by the mind and pur-

pose of man,"for the true record of its making shows how deliberate and
difficult the process was. Equally misleading is the judgment of so pro-
found a master in legal history as Sir Henry Sumner Maine, when he

says that the
"
Constitution of the United States is a modified version of

the British Constitution which was in existence between 1760 and 1787."

A juster view is held by the critical scholars of America, a view which

indeed should be deducible, without need of special scholarship, from the

recorded history of the Constitutional period.
" The real source of the

Constitution," says a living American historian, "is the experience of

Americans. They had established and developed admirable little com-

monwealths in the colonies
;
since the beginning of the Revolution they

had had experience of State governments organized on a different basis

from the colonial
; and, finally, they had carried on two successive na-

tional governments, with which they had been profoundly discontented.

The general outline of the new Constitution seems to be English ;
it was

really colonial."

From the year 1775 there was a federal union in which each colony

regulated its internal affairs by its own constitution, while the general
affairs of the union were controlled by the Continental Congress. This

173
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mode was substantially continued after the colonies (1776-1779) became

States, with new State constitutions. It was not finally superseded until

the Articles of Confederation, adopted by the Continental Congress in

1777, had been ratified by all the separate colonies or States. Undy the

articles a new government went into effect March i, 1781.

The Articles of Confederation proving inadequate to the requirements

of the Federal Government, it came to be seen that a general revision of

them was needed, and a convention for that purpose was called. This

convention went beyond its original purpose, which proved impracticable,

and took upon itself the task of framing wholly anew the present Con-

stitution of the United States. The following accounts furnish the reader

with the circumstances which directly led to the calling of, the convention,

and with a clear and concise report of its proceedings and the subsequent
action thereon taken by the States.

ANDREW W. YOUNG

'"THE day appointed for the assembling of the Convention 1
to

revise the Articlesof Confederation was May 14, 1 787. Del-

egations from a majority of the States did not attend until the

25th, on which day the business of the convention commenced.

The delegates from New Hampshire did not arrive until July

23d. Rhode Island did not appoint delegates.

A political body combining greater talents, wisdom, and pa-

triotism, or whose labors have produced results more beneficial

to the cause of civil and religious liberty, has probably never

assembled. The two most distinguished members were Wash-

ington and Franklin, to whom the eyes of the convention were

directed for a presiding officer. Washington, having been nom-

inated by Lewis Morris, of Pennsylvania, was elected president
of the convention. William Jackson was appointed secretary.

The rules of proceeding adopted by the convention were chiefly

the same as those of Congress. A quorum was to consist of the

deputies of at least seven States, and all questions were to be de-

cided by the greater number of those which were fully represented
at least two delegates being necessary to constitute a full repre-

sentation. Another rule was the injunction of secrecy upon all

their proceedings.

The first important question determined by the convention

was, whether the confederation should be amended or a new

government formed ? The delegates of some States had been in-

1 Called the
"
Constitutional Convention." ED.
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strutted only to amend. And the resolution of Congress sanc-

tioning a call for a convention recommended it "for the sole and

express purpose of revising the Articles of Confederation." A
majority, however, considering the plan of confederation radi-

cally defective, resolved to form "a national government, con-

sisting of a supreme judicial, legislative, and executive." The

objection to the new system on the ground of previous instruc-

tions was deemed of little weight, as any plan that might be

agreed on would necessarily be submitted to the people of the

States for ratification.

In conformity with this decision Edmund Randolph, of Vir-

ginia, on May 29th, offered fifteen resolutions, containing the

outlines of a plan of government for the consideration of the con-

vention. These resolutions proposed: That the voice of each

State in the National Legislature should be in proportion to its

taxes or to its free population; that the Legislature should con-

sist of two branches, the members of the first to be elected by the

people of the States, those of the second to be chosen by the mem-
bers of the first, out of a proper number of persons nominated by
the State legislatures; and the National Legislature to be vested

with all the powers of
"
Congress under the Confederation," with

the additional power to legislate in all cases to which the separate
States were incompetent; to negative all State laws which should,

in the opinion of the National Legislature, be repugnant to the

Articles of Union or to any treaty subsisting under them
;
to call

out the force of the Union against any State refusing to fulfil its

duty:
That there should be a national executive, to be chosen by

the National Legislature, and to be ineligible a second time. The

executive, with a convenient number of the national judiciary,

was to constitute a council of revision, with a qualified negative

upon all laws, State and national :

A national judiciary, the judges to hold their offices during

good behavior.

In discussing this plan, called the "Virginia plan," the lines

of party were distinctly drawn. We have already had occasion

to allude to the jealousy, on the part of States, of the power of the

General Government. A majority of the peculiar friends of

State rights in the convention were from the small States. These
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States, apprehending danger from the overwhelming power of a

strong national government, as well as from the combined power
of the large States, represented in proportion to their wealth and

population, were unwilling to be deprived of their equal vote in

Congress. Not less strenuously did the friends of the national

plan insist on a proportional representation. This opposition of

sentiment, which divided the convention into parties, did not

terminate with the proceedings of that body, but has at times

marked the politics of the nation down to the present day. It is

worthy of remark, however, that the most jealous regard for

State rights now prevails in States in which the plan of a national

government then found its ablest and most zealous advocates.

The plan suggested by Randolph's resolutions was the sub-

ject of deliberation for about two weeks, when, having been in

several respects modified in committee, and reduced to form, it

was reported to the House. It contained the following pro-

visions:

A national legislature to consist of two branches, the first to

be elected by the people for three years ;
the second to be chosen

by the State legislatures for seven years, the members of both

branches to be apportioned on the basis finally adopted; the

Legislature to possess powers nearly the same as those originally

proposed by Edmund Randolph. The executive was to consist

of a single person to be chosen by the National Legislature for

seven years, and limited to a single term, and to have a qualified

veto; all bills not approved by him to be passed by a vote of

three-fourths of both Houses in order to become laws. A na-

tional judiciary to consist of a supreme court, the judges to be

appointed by the second branch of the Legislature for the term

of good behavior, and of such inferior courts as Congress might
think proper to establish.

This plan being highly objectionable to the State rights party,

a scheme agreeable to their views was submitted by William

Paterson, of New Jersey. This scheme, called the "New Jersey

plan," proposed no alteration in the constitution of the Legisla-

ture, but simply to give it the additional power to raise a revenue

by duties on foreign goods imported, and by stamp and postage

taxes; to regulate trade with foreign nations and among the

States; and, when requisitions made upon the States were not
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complied with, to collect them by its own authority. The plan

proposed a federal executive, to consist of a number of persons
selected by Congress; and a federal judiciary, the judges to be

appointed by the executive, and to hold their offices during good
behavior.

The Virginia and New Jersey plans were now (June igth) re-

ferred to a new committee of the whole. Another debate arose,

in which the powers of the convention was the principal subject
of discussion. It was again urged that their power had been, by

express instruction, limited to an amendment of the existing con-

federation, and that the new system would not be adopted by the

States. The vote was taken on the ipth, and the propositions of

William Paterson were rejected; only New York, New Jersey,

and Delaware voting in the affirmative; seven States in the neg-

ative, and the members from Maryland equally divided.

Randolph's propositions, as modified and reported by the

committee of the whole, were now taken up and considered sep-

arately. The division of the Legislature into two branches, a

House of Representatives and a Senate, was agreed to almost

unanimously, one State only, Pennsylvania, dissenting; but the

proposition to apportion the members to the States according to

population was violently opposed. The small States insisted

strenuously on retaining an equal vote in the Legislature, but at

length consented to a proportional representation in the House

on condition that they should have an equal vote in the Sen-

ate.

Accordingly, on June 29th, Oliver Ellsworth, of Connecticut,

offered a motion, "that in the second branch, each State shall

have an equal vote." This motion gave rise to a protracted and

vehement debate. It was supported by Messrs. Ellsworth
;
Bald-

win, of Georgia; Bradford, of Delaware, and others. It was

urged on the ground of the necessity of a compromise between the

friends of the confederation and those of a national government,
and as a measure which would secure tranquillity and meet the

objections of the larger States. Equal representation in one

branch would make the government partly federal, and a propor-
tional representation in the other would make it partly national.

Equality in the second branch would enable the small States to

protect themselves against the combined power ofthe large States.

E., VOL. XIV. 12
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Fears were expressed that without this advantage to the small

States, it would be in the power of a few large States to control

the rest. The small States, it was said, must possess this power
of self-defence, or be ruined.

The motion was opposed by Messrs. Madison, Wilson, of

Pennsylvania; King, of Massachusetts, and Dr. Franklin. Mr.

Madison thought there was no danger from the quarter from

which it was apprehended. The great source of danger to the

General Government was the opposing interests of the North and

the South, as would appear from the votes of Congress, which

had been divided by geographical lines, not according to the size

of the States. James Wilson objected to State equality; that it

would enable one-fourth of the Union to control three-fourths.

Respecting the danger of the three larger States combining together
to give rise to a monarchy or an aristocracy, he thought it more

probable that a rivalship would exist between them than that

they would unite in a confederacy. Rufus King said the rights

of Scotland were secure from all danger, though in the Parliament

she had a small representation. Dr. Franklin, now in his eighty-

second year, said, as it was not easy to see what the greater States

could gain by swallowing up the smaller, he did not apprehend

they would attempt it. In voting by States the mode then ex-

isting it was equally in the power of the smaller States to

swallow up the greater. He thought the number of representa-

tives ought to bear some proportion to the number of the repre-

sented.

On July ad the question was taken on Mr. Ellsworth's mo-

tion, and lost : Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
and Maryland voting in the affirmative; Massachusetts, Penn-

sylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina in the

negative; Georgia divided. It will be remembered that the

delegates from New Hampshire were not yet present, and that

Rhode Island had appointed none. This has been regarded by
some at a fortunate circumstance, as the votes of these two small

States would probably have given an equal vote to the States in

both Houses, if not have defeated the plan of national govern-
ment.

The excitement now became intense, and the convention

seemed to be on the point of dissolution. Luther Martin, of
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Maryland, who had taken a leading part in advocating the views

of the State rights party, said each State must have an equal vote,

or the business of the convention was at an end. It having be-

come apparent that this unhappy result could be avoided only by
a compromise, Roger Sherman, of Connecticut, moved the ap-

pointment of a committee of conference, to consist of one mem-
ber from each State, and the motion prevailed. The convention

then adjourned for three days, thus giving time for consulta-

tion, and an opportunity to celebrate the anniversary of inde-

pendence.
The report of this committee, which was madeon July 5th, pro-

posed: (i) That in the first branch of the Legislature each State

should have one representative for every forty thousand inhab-

itants (three-fifths of the slaves being counted) ;
that each State

not containing that number should be allowed one representative;

and that money bills should originate in this branch; (2) that

in the second branch each State should have one vote. These

propositions were reported, it is said, at the suggestion of Dr.

Franklin, one of the committee of conference.

The report, of course, met with greater favor from the State

rights party than from their opponents. The equal vote in the

Senate continued to receive the most determined opposition from

the National party. In relation to the rule of representation in

the first branch of the Legislature, also, a great diversity of opin-

ion prevailed. The conflicting interests to be reconciled in the

settlement of this question, however, were those of the North-

ern and Southern, commercial and planting, rather than the im-

aginary interests of small and large States.

In settling a rule of apportionment, several questions were to

be considered: What should be the number of representatives

in the first branch of the Legislature ? Ought the number from

each State to be fixed, or to increase with the increase of popula-

tion ? Ought population alone to be the basis of apportionment,
or should property be taken into account ? Whatever rule might
be adopted, no apportionment founded upon population could be

made until an enumeration of the inhabitants should have been

taken. The number of representatives was, therefore, for the

time being, fixed at sixty-five, and apportioned as directed by
the Constitution.
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In establishing a rule of future apportionment, great diversity

of opinion was expressed. Although slavery then existed in all

the States except Massachusetts, the great mass of the slave pop-
ulation was in the Southern States. These States claimed a rep-

resentation according to numbers, bond and free, while the North-

ern States were in favor of a representation according to the num-

ber of free persons only. This rule was forcibly urged by several

of the Northern delegates. Mr. Paterson regarded slaves only

as property. They were not represented in the States
; why should

they be in the General Government ? They were not allowed to

vote; why should they be represented? It was an encourage-
ment of the slave trade. Said Mr. Wilson: "Are they admitted

as citizens ? Then why not on an equality with citizens ? Are

they admitted as property ? Then why is not other property ad-

mitted into the computation ?
" A large portion of the members

of the convention, from both sections of the Union, aware that

neither extreme could be carried, favored the proposition to

count the whole number of free citizens and three-fifths of all

others.

Prior to this discussion, a select committee, to whom this sub-

ject had been referred, had reported in favor of a distribution of

the members on the basis of wealth and numbers, to be regulated

by the Legislature. Before the question was taken on this re-

port, a proviso was moved and agreed to that direct taxes should

be in proportion to representation. Subsequently a proposition

was moved for reckoning three-fifths of the slaves in estimating

taxes, and making taxation the basis of representation, which was

adopted, New Jersey and Delaware against it, Massachusetts

and South Carolina divided; New York not represented, her

three delegates being all absent. Yates and Lansing, both of

the State rights party, considering their powers explicitly con-

fined to a revision of the confederation, and being chagrined at

the defeat of their attempts to secure an equal vote in the first

branch of the Legislature, had left the convention, not to return.

From that time (July nth) New York had no vote in the con-

vention. Alexander Hamilton had left before the others, to be

absent six weeks; and though he returned and took part in the

deliberations, the State, not having two delegates present, was
not entitled to a vote. On the 230! Gilman and Langdon, the
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delegates from New Hampshire, arrived, when eleven States were

again represented.

The term of service of members of the first branch was re-

duced to two years, and of those of the second branch to six

years ;
one-third of the members of the latter to go out of office

every two years; the representation in this body to consist of two

members from each State, voting individually, as in the other

branch, and not by States, as under the confederation. Sundry
other modifications were made in the provisions relating to this

department.
The reported plan of the executive department was next con-

sidered. After much discussion, and several attempts to strike

out the ineligibility of the executive a second time, and to change
the term of office and the mode of election, these provisions were

retained.

The report of the committee of the whole, as amended, was

accepted by the convention, and, together with the New Jersey

plan, and a third drawn by Charles Pinckney, of South Carolina,

was referred to a committee of detail, consisting of Messrs. Rut-

ledge, Randolph, Gorham, Ellsworth, and Wilson, who, on Au-

gust 6th, after an adjournment of ten days, reported the Constitu-

tion in proper form, having inserted some new provisions and

altered certain others. Our prescribed limits forbid a particular

account of the subsequent alterations which the Constitution re-

ceived before it was finally adopted by the convention. There

is one provision, however, which, as it forms one of the great

"Compromises of the Constitution," deserves notice.

To render the Constitution acceptable to the Southern States,

which were the principal exporting States, the committee of detail

had inserted a clause providing that no duties should be laid on

exports, or on slaves imported; and another, that no navigation
act might be passed except by a two-thirds vote. By depriv-

ing Congress of the power of giving any preference to American

over foreign shipping, it was designed to secure cheap transporta-

tion to Southern exports. As the shipping was principally owned
in the Eastern States, their delegates were equally anxious to pre-

vent any restriction of the power of Congress to pass navigation
laws. All the States, except North Carolina, South Carolina,

and Georgia, had prohibited the importation of slaves; and
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North Carolina had proceeded so far as to discourage the impor-
tation by heavy duties. The prohibition of duties on the impor-
tation of slaves was demanded by the delegates from South Caro-

lina and Georgia, who declared that, without a provision of this

kind, the Constitution would not receive the assent of these States.

The support which the proposed restriction received from other

States was given to it from a disposition to compromise, rather

than from an approval of the measure itself. The proposition

not only gave rise to a discussion of its own merits, but revived

the opposition to the apportionment of representatives according
to the three-fifths ratio, and called forth some severe denuncia-

tions of slavery.

Rufus King, in reference to the admission of slaves as a part

of the representative population, remarked: "He had not made
a strenuous opposition to it heretofore because he had hoped that

this concession would have produced a readiness, which had not

been manifested, to strengthen the General Government. The

report of the committee put an end to all these hopes. The im-

portation of slaves could not be prohibited ; exports could not be

taxed. If slaves are to be imported, shall not the exports pro-

duced by their labor supply a revenue to help the government
defend their masters ? There was so much inequality and un-

reasonableness in all this that the people of the Northern States

could never be reconciled to it. He had hoped that some accom-

modation would have taken place on the subject; that at least a

time would have been limited for the importation of slaves. He
could never agree to let them be imported without limitation, and

then be represented in the National Legislature. Either slaves

should not be represented, or exports should be taxable."

Gouverneur Morris pronounced slavery "a nefarious institu-

tion. It was the curse of Heaven on the States where it pre-

vailed. Compare the free regions of the Middle States, where a

rich and noble cultivation marks the prosperity and happiness of

the people, with the misery and poverty which overspread the

barren wastes of Virginia, Maryland, and the other States having
slaves. Travel through the whole continent, and you behold the

prospect continually varying with the appearance and disappear-
ance of slavery. The admission of slaves into the representation,

when fairly explained, comes to this, that the inhabitant of Geor-
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gia and South Carolina, who goes to the coast of Africa in defi-

ance of the most sacred laws of humanity, tears away his fellow-

creatures from their dearest connections, and damns them to the

most cruel bondage, shall have more votes in a government insti-

tuted for the protection of the rights of mankind, than the citizen

of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, who views with a laudable hor-

ror so nefarious a practice.

"And what is the proposed compensation to the Northern

States for a sacrifice of every principle of right, every impulse of

humanity ? They are to bind themselves to march their militia

for the defence of the Southern States, against those very slaves

of whom they complain. The Legislature will have indefinite

power to tax them by excises and duties on imports, both of which

will fall heavier on them than on the Southern inhabitants; for

the Bohea tea used by a Northern freeman will pay more tax

than the whole consumption of the miserable slave, which con-

sists of nothing more than his physical subsistence and the rag
which covers his nakedness. On the other side, the Southern

States are not to be restrained from importing fresh supplies of

wretched Africans, at once to increase the danger of attack and

the difficulty of defence; nay, they are to be encouraged to it by
an assurance of having their votes in the National Government

increased in proportion, and, at the same time, are to have their

slaves and their exports exempt from all contributions to the pub-
lic service." Gouverneur Morris moved to make the free popu-
lation alone the basis of representation.

Roger Sherman, who had on other occasions manifested a

disposition to compromise, again favored the Southern side. He
"
did not regard the admission of the negroes as liable to such in-

superable objections. It was the freemen of the Southern States

who were to be represented according to the taxes paid by

them, and the negroes are only included in the estimate of the

taxes."

After some further discussion the question was taken upon
Morris' motion, and lost, New Jersey only voting for it.

With respect to prohibiting any restriction upon the importa-
tion of slaves, Luther Martin, of Maryland, who moved to al-

low a tax upon slaves imported, remarked : "As five slaves in the

apportionment of representatives were reckoned as equal to three
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freemen, such a permission amounted to an encouragement of the

slave trade. Slaves weakened the Union which the other parts

were bound to protect ;
the privilege of importing them was there-

fore unreasonable. Such a feature in the Constitution was in-

consistent with the principles of the Revolution, and dishonor-

able to the American character."

John Rutledge
"
did not see how this section would encourage

the importation of slaves. He was not apprehensive of insurrec-

tions, and would readily exempt the other States from every obli-

gation to protect the South. Religion and humanity had nothing
to do with this question. Interest alone is the governing princi-

ple with nations. The true question at present is, whether the

Southern States shall or shall not be parties to the Union ? If the

Northern States consult their interest, they will not oppose the

increase of slaves, which will increase the commodities of which

they will become the carriers."

Oliver Ellsworth said: "Let every State import what it

pleases. The morality or wisdom of slavery is a consideration

belonging to the States. What enriches a part enriches the

whole, and the States are the best judges of their particular in-

terests."

Charles Pinckney said: "South Carolina can never receive

the plan if it prohibits the slave trade. If the States be left at

liberty on this subject, South Carolina may, perhaps, by degrees,

do of herself what is wished, as Maryland and Virginia already
have done."

Roger Sherman concurred with his colleague Mr. Ellsworth.

"He disapproved of the slave trade; but as the States now pos-

sessed the right, and the public good did not require it to be taken

away, and as it was expedient to have as few objections as possi-

ble to the proposed scheme of government, he would leave the

matter as he found it. The abolition of slavery seemed to be

going on, and the good sense of the several States would probably,

by degrees, soon complete it."

George Mason said: "Slavery discourages arts and man-

ufactures. The poor despise labor when performed by slaves.

They prevent the immigration of whites, who really enrich and

strengthen a country. They produce a pernicious effect on man-

ners. Every master of slaves is born a oettv tyrant. They bring
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the judgment of Heaven on a country. He lamented that some
of our Eastern brethren, from a lust of gain, had embarked in

this nefarious traffic. As to the States being in possession of the

right to import, that was the case of many other rights now to be

given up. He held it essential, in every point of view, that the

General Government should have power to prevent the increase

of slavery."

Ellsworth, not well pleased with this thrust at his slave-trading
friends at the North by a slaveholder, tartly replied: "As I have

never owned a slave, I cannot judge of the effects of slavery on

character; but if slavery is to be considered in a moral light, the

convention ought to go further, and free those already in the

country." The opposition of Virginia and Maryland to the im-

portation of slaves he attributed to the fact that, on account of

their rapid increase in those States, "it was cheaper to raise them

there than to import them, while in the sickly rice-swamps foreign

supplies were necessary. If we stop short with prohibiting their

importation, we shall be unjust to South Carolina and Georgia.
Let us not intermeddle. As population increases, poor laborers

will be so plenty as to render slaves useless. Slavery, in time,

will not be a speck in our country."

Delegates from South Carolina and Georgia repeated the

declaration that "if the slave trade were prohibited, these States

would not adopt the Constitution." "Virginia," it was said,

"would gain by stopping the importation, she having slaves to

sell; but it would be unjust to South Carolina and Georgia to be

deprived of the right of importing. Besides, the importation of

slaves would be a benefit to the whole Union : The more slaves,

the more produce, the greater carrying trade, the more consump-
tion, the more revenue."

The injustice of exempting slaves from duty, while every other

import was subject to it, having been urged by several members
in the course of the debate, Charles Pinckney expressed his con-

sent to a tax not exceeding the same on other imports, and moved
to refer the subject to a committee. The motion was seconded

by John Rutledge, and, at the suggestion of Gouverneur Morris,

was so modified as to include the clauses relating to navigation
laws and taxes on exports. The commitment was opposed by
Messrs. Sherman and Ellsworth; the former on the ground that
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taxes on slaves imported implied that they were property; the

latter from the fear of losing two States. Edmund Randolph
was in favor of the motion, hoping to find some middle ground

upon which they could unite. The motion prevailed, and the

subject was referred to a committee of one from each State. The
committee retained the prohibition of duties on exports; struck

out the restriction on the enactment of navigation laws; and left

the importation of slaves unrestricted until the year 1800; per-

mitting Congress, however, to impose a duty upon the importa-
tion.

The debate upon this report of the "grand committee" is

condensed, by Hildreth, into the two following paragraphs :

"Williamson declared himself, both in opinion and practice,

against slavery; but he thought it more in favor of humanity,
from a view of all circumstances, to let in South Carolina and

Georgia on these terms, than to exclude them from the Union.

Sherman again objected to the tax, as acknowledging men to be

property. Gorham replied that the duty ought to be considered,

not as implying that men are property, but as a discouragement to

their importation. Sherman said the duty was too small to bear

that character. Madison thought it 'wrong to admit, in the

Constitution, the idea that there could be property in man';
and the phraseology of one clause was subsequently altered to

avoid any such implication. Gouverneur Morris objected that

the clause gave Congress power to tax freemen imported ;
to which

George Mason replied that such a power was necessary to pre-

vent the importation of convicts. A motion to extend the time

from 1800 to 1808, made by Pinckney, and seconded by Gorham,
was carried against New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and

Virginia; Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Hampshire

voting this time with Georgia and South Carolina. That part

of the report which struck out the restriction on the enactment

of navigation acts was opposed by Charles Pinckney in a set

speech, in which he enumerated five distinct commercial inter-

ests : the fisheries and West India trade, belonging to New Eng-

land; the interest of New York in a free trade; wheat and flour,

the staples of New Jersey and Pennsylvania; tobacco, the staple

of Maryland and Virginia and partly of North Carolina; rice

and indigo, the staples of South Carolina and Georgia. The
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same ground was taken by Williamson and Mason, and very

warmly by Randolph, who declared that an unlimited power in

Congress to enact navigation laws would complete the deformity
of a system having already so many odious features that he hardly
knew if he could agree to it. Any restriction of the power of Con-

gress over commerce was warmly opposed by Gouverneur Morris,

Wilson, and Gorham. Madison also took the same side. Charles

C. Pinckney did not deny that it was the true interest of the

South to have no regulation of commerce; but considering the

commercial losses of the Eastern States during the Revolution,

their liberal conduct toward the views of South Carolina in the

vote just taken, giving eight years' further extension to the slave

trade and the interest of the weak Southern States in being
united with the strong Eastern ones, he should go against any
restriction on the power of commercial regulation. 'He had

himself prejudices against the Eastern States before he came here,

but would acknowledge that he found them as liberal and can-

did as any men whatever.' Butler and Rutledge took the same

ground, and the same report was adopted, against the votes of

Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and Georgia.

"Thus, by an understanding, or, as Gouverneur Morris called

it, 'a bargain,' between the commercial representatives of the

Northern States and the delegates of South Carolina and Geor-

gia, and in spite of the opposition of Maryland and Virginia, the

unrestricted power of Congress to pass navigation laws was con-

ceded to the Northern merchants; and to the Carolina rice-plant-

ers, as an equivalent, twenty years' continuance of the African

slave trade. This was the third
' Great Compromise

'
of the Con-

stitution. The other two were the concessions to the smaller

States of an equal representation in the Senate, and, to the slave-

holders, the counting of three-fifths of the slaves in determining
the ratio of representation. If this third compromise differed

from the other two by involving not only a political but a moral

sacrifice, there was this partial compensation about it, that it was

not permanent, like the others, but expired at the end of twenty

years by its own limitation."

Of the important subjects remaining to be disposed of, that of

the executive department was, perhaps, the most difficult. The
modified plan of Edmund Randolph left the executive to be
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elected by the Legislature for a single term of seven years. The
election was subsequently given to a college of electors, to be

chosen in the States in such manner as the legislatures of the

States should direct. The term of service was reduced from

seven years to four years, and the restriction of the office to a

single term was removed. Numerous other amendments and ad-

ditions were made in going through with the draft. Thisamended

draft was referred, for final revision, to a committee consist-

ing of Messrs. Hamilton, Johnson, G. Morris, Madison, and

King. Several amendments were made even after this revision
;

one of which was the substitution of a two-thirds for the three-

fourths majority required to pass bills against the veto of the

President. Another was a proposition of Mr. Gorham, to reduce

the minimum ratio of representation from forty thousand, as it

stood, to thirty thousand, intended to conciliate certain members
who thought the House too small. This was offered the day on

which the Constitution was signed. General Washington having

briefly addressed the convention in favor of the proposed amend-

ment, it was carried almost unanimously.
The whole number of delegates who attended the con-

vention was fifty-five, of whom thirty-nine signed the Consti-

tution. Of the remaining sixteen, some had left the convention

before its close; others refused to give it their sanction. Several

of the absentees were known to be in favor of the Constitu-

tion.

Some, as has been observed, were opposed to the plan of a

national government, contending for the preservation of the con-

federation, with a mere enlargement of its powers ; others, though
in favor of the plan adopted, believed too much power had been

given to the General Government. Some thought that not only

the powers of Congress, but those of the executive, were too ex-

tensive; others that the executive was "weak and contemptible,"
and without sufficient power to defend himself against encroach-

ments by the Legislature; others, still, that the executive power
of the nation ought not to be intrusted in a single person. Al-

though some deprecated the extensive powers of the Federal Gov-

ernment as dangerous to the rights of the States, "ultra democ-

racy" seems to have had no representatives in the convention;

while, on the other hand, there were not a few who thought it un-
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safe to trust the people with a direct exercise of power in the Gen-

eral Government.

Sherman and Gerry were opposed to the election of the first

branch of the Legislature by the people; as were some of the

Southern delegates. Others, among whom were Madison, Ma-

son, and Wilson, thought no republican government could be

permanent in which the people were denied a direct voice in the

election of their representatives. Hamilton, though in favor of

making the first branch elective, proposed that the Senate should

be chosen by the people, and the executive by electors, chosen by

electors, who were to be chosen by the people in districts; Sena-

tors and the President both to hold their offices during good be-

havior. He was also, as were a few others, in favor of an abso-

lute executive veto on acts of the Legislature. He, however,

signed the Constitution, and urged others to do the same, as the

only means of preventing anarchy and confusion. While the

proposed Constitution was in every particular satisfactory to none,

very few were disposed to jeopardize the Union by the continu-

ance of a system which all admitted to be inadequate to the ob-

jects of the Union. To the hope, therefore, of rinding the new

plan an improvement on the old, and of amending its defects if

any should appear, is to be attributed the general sanction which

it received.

It is indeed remarkable that a plan of government, containing
so many provisions to which the most strenuous opposition was

maintained to the end, should have received the signatures of so

large a majority of the convention. Perhaps there never was

another political body in which views and interests more varied

and opposite have been represented or a greater diversity of

opinion has prevailed. Nor is it less remarkable that a system
deemed so imperfect, not only by the mass of its framers, but by
a large portion of the eminent men who composed the State con-

ventions that ratified it, should have been found to answer so fully

the purpose of its formation as to require, during an experiment
of more than sixty years, no essential alteration; and that it

should be esteemed as a model form of republican government

by the enlightened friends of freedom in all countries.

Not a single provision of the Constitution, as it came from the

hands of the framers, except that which prescribed the mode of
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electing a President and Vice-President, has received the slightest

amendment. Of the twelve articles styled "amendments," the

first eleven are merely additions; some of which were intended

to satisfy the scruples of those who objected to the Constitution

as incomplete without a bill of rights, supposing their common-

law rights would be rendered more secure by an express guarantee ;

others are explanatory of certain provisions of the Constitution

which were considered liable to misconstruction. The twelfth

article is the amendment changing the mode of electing the Presi-

dent and Vice-President.

In the differences of opinion between the friends and opponents
of the Constitution originated the two great political parties into

which the people were divided during a period of about thirty

years. It is generally supposed that the term "Federalist" was

first applied to those who advocated the plan of the present Con-

stitution. This opinion, however, is not correct. Those mem-
bers of the convention who were in favor of the old plan of union,

which was a simple confederation or federal alliance of equal

independent States, were called
"
Federalists," and their oppo-

nents "Anti-Federalists." After the new Constitution had been

submitted to the people for ratification, its friends, regarding its

adoption as indispensable to union, took the name of "Federal-

ists," and bestowed upon the other party that of "Anti-Federal-

ists," intimating that to oppose the adoption of the Constitution

was to oppose any union of the States.

The new Constitution bears the date September 17, 1787.

It was immediately transmitted to Congress, with a recommenda-

tion to that body to submit it to State conventions for ratification,

which was accordingly done. It was adopted by Delaware, De-

cember 7th; by Pennsylvania, December i2th; by New Jersey,

December i8th; by Georgia, January 2d, 1788; by Connecticut,

January Qth; by Massachusetts, February 7th; by Maryland,

April 28th; by South Carolina, May 23d; by New Hampshire,

June 2ist, which, being the ninth ratifying State, gave effect to

the Constitution. Virginia ratified June 27th; New York, July

26th; and North Carolina, conditionally, August 7th. Rhode
Island did not call a convention.

In Massachusetts, Virginia, and New York the new Consti-

tution encountered a most formidable opposition, which rendered
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its adoption by these States for a time extremely doubtful. In

their conventions were men on both sides who had been members
of the national convention, associated with others of distinguished

abilities. In Massachusetts there were several adverse influ-

ences which would probably have defeated the ratification in that

State had it not been accompanied by certain proposed amend-

ments to be submitted by Congress to the several States for ratifi-

cation. The adoption of these by the convention gained for the

Constitution the support of Hancock and Samuel Adams; and

the question on ratification was carried by one hundred eighty-

seven against one hundred sixty-eight.

In the Virginia convention the Constitution was opposed by
Patrick Henry, James Monroe, and George Mason, the last of

whom had been one of the delegates to the constitutional con-

vention. On the other side were John Marshall,Edmund Pendle-

ton, James Madison, George Wythe, and Edmund Randolph, the

three last also having been members of the national convention.

Randolph had refused to sign the Constitution, but had since be-

come one of its warmest advocates. In the convention of this

State, also, the ratification was aided by the adoption of a bill

of rights and certain proposed amendments, and was carried,

eighty-eight yeas against eighty nays.

In the convention of New York the opposition embraced a

majority of its members, among whom were Yates and Lansing,
members of the general convention, and George Clinton. The

principal advocates of the Constitution were John Jay, Robert

R. Livingston, and Alexander Hamilton. Strong efforts were

made for a conditional ratification, which were successfully op-

posed, though not without the previous adoption of a bill of rights

and numerous amendments. With these, the absolute ratifica-

tion was carried, thirty-one to twenty-nine.

The ratification of North Carolina was not received by Con-

gress until January, 1790; and that of Rhode Island not until

June of the same year.

After the ratification of New Hampshire had been received

by Congress, the ratifications of the nine States were referred to a

committee, who, on July 14, 1788, reported a resolution for carry-

ing the new government into operation. The passage of the reso-

lution, owing to the difficulty of agreeing upon the place for the
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meeting of the first Congress, was delayed until September i3th.

The first Wednesday in January, 1 789, was appointed for choos-

ing electors of President, and the first Wednesday in February for

the electors to meet in their respective States to vote for President

and Vice-President; and the first Wednesday, March 4th, as the

time, and New York as the place, to commence proceedings un-

der the new Constitution.

JOSEPH STORY

Commissioners were appointed by the Legislatures of Vir-

ginia and Maryland, early in 1785^0 form a compact relative to

the navigation of the Potomac and Pocomoke rivers and Chesa-

peake Bay. The commissioners, having met in March in that

year, felt the want of more enlarged powers, and particularly of

powers to provide for a local naval force, and a tariff of duties

upon imports. Upon receiving their recommendation, the Legis-

lature of Virginia passed a resolution for laying the subject of a

tariff before all the States composing the Union. Soon afterward,

in January, 1786, the Legislature adopted another resolution,

appointing commissioners, "who were to meet such as might be

appointed by the other States in the Union, at a tune and place
to be agreed on, to take into consideration the trade of the United

States; to examine the relative situation and trade of the States;

to consider how far a uniform system in their commercial rela-

tions may be necessary to their common interest and their perma
nent harmony; and to report to the several States such an act,

relative to this great object, as, when unanimously ratified by
them, will enable the United States in Congress assembled to

provide for the same."

These resolutions were communicated to the States, and a

convention of commissioners from five States only, viz., New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Virginia, met
at Annapolis in September, 1786. After discussing the subject,

they deemed more ample powers necessary, and, as well from this

consideration as because a small number only of the States was

represented, they agreed to come to no decision, but to frame a

report to be laid before the several States, as well as before Con-

gress. In this report they recommended the appointment of

commissioners from all the States,
' '

to meet at Philadelphia, on the
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second Monday of May next, to take into consideration the situa-

tion of the United States; to devise such further provisions as

shall appear to them necessary to render the Constitution of the

Federal Government adequate to the exigencies of the Union;
and to report such an act for that purpose to the United States in

Congress assembled as, when agreed to by them, and afterward

confirmed by the legislature of every State, will effectually pro-

vide for the same."

On receiving this report the Legislature of Virginia passed
an act for the appointment of delegates to meet such as might be

appointed by other States, at Philadelphia. The report was also

received in Congress, but no step was taken until the Legislature
of New York instructed its delegation in Congress to move a reso-

lution recommending to the several States to appoint deputies to

meet in convention for the purpose of revising and proposing
amendments to the Federal Constitution. On February 21,

1787, a resolution was accordingly moved and carried in Con-

gress recommending a convention to meet in Philadelphia, on the

second Monday of May ensuing,
" For the purpose of revising the

Articles of Confederation, and reporting to Congress and the sev-

eral legislatures, such alterations and provisions therein as shall,

when agreed to in Congress and confirmed by the States, render

the Federal Constitution adequate to the exigencies of govern-
ment and the preservation of the Union." The alarming insur-

rection then existing in Massachusetts, without doubt, had no

small share in producing this result. The report of Congress
on that subject at once demonstrates their fears and their politi-

cal weakness.

At the time and place appointed the representatives of twelve

States assembled. Rhode Island alone declined to appoint any
on this momentous occasion. After very protracted delibera-

tions, the convention finally adopted the plan of the present Con-

stitution on September 17, 1787; and by a contemporaneous

resolution, directed it to be
" kid before the United States in Con-

gress assembled," and declared their opinion "that it should

afterward be submitted to a convention of delegates chosen in

each State by the people thereof, under a recommendation of its

legislature for their assent and ratification"; and that each con-

vention assenting to and ratifying the same cho'Ud give notice

E., VOL. xrv. ia
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thereof to Congress. The convention, by a further resolution,

declared their opinion that as soon as nine States had ratified the

Constitution, Congress should fix a day on which electors should

be appointed by the States which should have ratified the same,
and a day on which the electors should assemble and vote for the

President, and the tune and place of commencing proceedings
under the Constitution

;
and that after such publication the elec-

tors should be appointed, and the Senators and Representatives
elected. The same resolution contained further recommenda-

tions for the purpose of carrying the Constitution into effect.

The convention, at the same time, addressed a letter to Con-

gress, expounding their reasons for their acts, from which the fol-

lowing extract cannot but be interesting: "It is obviously im-

practicable [says the address] in the federal government of these

States, to secure all rights of independent sovereignty to each,

and yet provide for the interest and safety of all. Individuals

entering into society must give up a share of liberty to preserve
the rest. The magnitude of the sacrifice must depend as well on

situation and circumstance as on the object to be obtained. It

is at all times difficult to draw with precision the line between

those rights which must be surrendered and those which may
be reserved; and on the present occasion this difficulty was in-

creased by a difference among the several States as to their situa-

tion, extent, habits, and particular interests. In ah
1

our delibera-

tions on this subject we kept steadily in our view that, which

appears to us the greatest interest of every true American, the

consolidation of our Union, in which is involved our prosperity,

felicity, safety, perhaps our national existence. This important

consideration, seriously and deeply impressed on our minds, led

each State in the convention to be less rigid on points of inferior

magnitude than might have been otherwise expected. And thus

the Constitution which we now present is the result of the spirit

of amity, and of that mutual deference and concession, which the

peculiarity of our political situation rendered indispensable."

Congress, having received the report of the convention on

September 28, 1787, unanimously resolved
"
that the said report,

with the resolutions and letter accompanying the same, be trans-

mitted to the several legislatures in order to be submitted to a

convention of delegates chosen in each State by the people thereof,
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in conformity to the resolves of the convention, made and pro-
vided in that case."

Conventions in the various States which had been represented
in the general convention were accordingly called by their re-

spective legislatures; and the Constitution having been ratified

by eleven out of the twelve States, Congress, on September 13,

1 788, passed a resolution appointing the first Wednesday in Jan-

uary following for the choice of electors of President; the first

Wednesday of February following for the assembling of the elec-

tors to vote for a President; and the first Wednesday of March

following, at the then seat of Congress (New York) the time and

place for commencing proceedings under the Constitution. Elec-

tors were accordingly appointed in the several States, who met

and gave their votes for a President
;
and the other elections for

Senators and Representatives having been duly made, on Wednes-

day, March 4, 1789, Congress assembled under the new Con-

stitution and commenced proceedings under it.

A quorum of both Houses, however, did not assemble until

April 6th, when, the votes for President being counted, it was

found that George Washington was unanimously elected Presi-

dent, and John Adams was elected Vice-President.

On April 30th President Washington was sworn into office,

and the government then went into full operation in all its

departments.
North Carolina had not, as yet, ratified the Constitution. The

first convention called in that State, in August, 1 788, refused to

ratify it without some previous amendments and a declaration

of rights. In a second convention, however, called in November,
1 789, this State adopted the Constitution. The State of Rhode

Island had declined to call a convention; but finally, by a con-

vention held in May, 1790, its assent was obtained; and thus all

the thirteen original States became parties to the new govern-

ment.

Thus was achieved another and still more glorious triumph
in the cause of national liberty than even that which separated

us from the mother-country. By it we fondly trust that our re-

publican institutions will grow up, and be nurtured into more

mature strength and vigor; our independence be secured against

foreign usurpation and aggression; our domestic blessings be
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widely diffused, and generally felt; and our nation, as a people,
be perpetuated, as our own truest glory and support, and as a

proud example of a wise and beneficent government, entitled to

the respect, if not to the admiration, of mankind.

Let it not, however, be supposed that a Constitution, which

is now looked upon with such general favor and affection by the

people, had no difficulties to encounter at its birth. The history

of those times is full of melancholy instruction on this subject, at

once to admonish us of past dangers, and to awaken us to a lively

sense of the necessity of future vigilance. The Constitution was

adopted unanimously by Georgia, New Jersey, and Delaware.

It was supported by large majorities in Pennsylvania, Connecti-

cut, Maryland, and South Carolina. It was carried in the other

States by small majorities; and especially in Massachusetts, New
York, and Virginia by little more than a preponderating vote.

Indeed, it is believed that in each of these States, at the first

assembling of the conventions, there was a decided majority op-

posed to the Constitution. The ability of the debates, the im-

pending evils, and the absolute necessity of the case seem to have

reconciled some persons to the adoption of it, whose opinions had

been strenuously the other way.
"In our endeavors," said Washington, "to establish a new

general government, the contest, nationally considered, seems

not to have been so much for glory as for existence. It was for

a long time doubtful whether we were to survive, as an inde-

pendent republic, or decline from our federal dignity into insig-

nificant and withered fragments of empire."



INAUGURATION OF WASHINGTON

HIS FAREWELL ADDRESS

A.D. 1789-1797

JAMES K. PAULDING AND GEORGE WASHINGTON
In times when "

logical candidates
"
for the Presidency of the United

States are periodically exploited by rival parties, it is a salutary thing,
which can never too often be repeated, to look back to the first filling of

the chief magistracy of the country.
No parallel is seen in history to the unanimity of Washington's elec-

tion, a call which his modest reluctance could not refuse, for there was
no other who could serve his country's need. The tribute of a nation

was again paid in his unanimous reelection to a second term, which noth-

ing except his own will determined for the last.

Familiar as is the fame of Washington and of his services to his coun-

try and mankind, there is no name in the records of the world which still

commands a more universal veneration. Nor is this sentiment diminished,

among intelligent people, now that his character and work have been

divested of those elements of myth or tradition which formerly enveloped
them

;
rather by the critical process of humanizing is his reputation more

endeared to his countrymen and more firmly established in the eyes of the

world.

To enter here, upon the innumerable details of Washington's presiden-

cial labors is impossible ; they belong to general history. But among the

great events of history the civil and political acts of the man who was first

in peace as well as in war stand conspicuous, and in Paulding's narrative

and appreciation they are fittingly commemorated.

HE convention which framed the United States Constitution

met at Philadelphia, and unanimously chose Washington its

president. This situation in some measure precluded him from

speaking, if he had been so inclined; but his influence was not

the less in producing the results which followed. It is highly

probable that but for the exertions he made in private, and the

vast authority of his character and services, the objects of the

convention might not have been obtained. The great talents of

Madison, Hamilton, and Jay, exerted in that celebrated work

called The Federalist, and the influence of many of the leading

197
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men of the different States, aided by the name of Washington,

alone, perhaps, secured to the country the great charter of its

liberties.

Under the new Constitution a chief magistrate became neces-

sary to administer the government. The eyes of the whole peo-

ple of the United States were at once directed to Washington, and

their united voices called upon him who had led their armies in

war, to direct their affairs in peace. His old companions came

forth and besought him to leave his retirement once more to

serve his country. The leading men of all parties wrote letters to

the same purport, and on all hands he was assailed by the warm-

est, most earnest applications.

His replies are extant, and those who have ever seen them

cannot for a moment question the deep reluctance with which he

undertook this new and trying service. Both in its external and

internal relations, the country was at this tune in a most critical

state; and the man who accepted the hard task of administering
its government might rationally anticipate little of the sweets and

all the bitterness of power. He who already possessed the hearts

of the people; he who had already gained the most lofty emi-

nence, the noblest of all rewards, the hallowed title of his country's

father, and the gratitude of a nation, would risk everything and

gain nothing by embarking again on the troubled ocean of politi-

cal strife, in a vessel whose qualities for the voyage had never

been tried. But Washington thought he might be of service to

his country, and once more sacrificed his rural happiness and

cherished tastes at that shrine where he had often offered up his

life and all its enjoyments.
He was unanimously elected President of the United States

on March 4, 1789, but owing to some formal or accidental delays
this event was not notified to him officially until April i4th fol-

lowing. Referring to this delay he thus expresses himself in a

letter to General Knox, who possessed and deserved his friend-

ship to the last moment of his life:

"As to myself, the delay may be compared to a reprieve; for

in confidence I tell you (with the world it would obtain little

credit) that my movements toward the chair of government will

be accompanied by feelings not unlike those of a culprit going to

the place of execution
;
so unwilling am I, in the evening of a life
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consumed in public cares, to quit my peaceful abode for an ocean

of difficulties, without the competency of political skill, abilities,

and inclination which is necessary to manage the helm. I am
sensible that I am embarking with the voice of the people, and a

good name of my own, on this voyage, and what returns will be

made for them, Heaven alone can foretell. Integrity and firm-

ness are all I can promise. These, be the voyage long or short,

shall never forsake me, though I may be deserted by all men;
for of the consolations to be derived from these, the world cannot

deprive me."

Such was the foundation of his modest confidence firmness

and integrity, the true pillars of honest greatness. And these

never deserted him. He kept his promise to himself in all times,

circumstances, and temptations; and though, on a few rare occa-

sions during the course of a stormy season, in which the hopes,

fears, and antipathies of his fellow-citizens were strongly excited,

his conduct may have been assailed, his motives were never ques-
tioned. None ever doubted his firmness, and the general convic-

tion of his integrity was founded on a rock that could neither be

undermined nor overthrown.

His progress from Mount Vernon to New York, where Con-

gress was then sitting, was a succession of the most affecting

scenes which the sentiment of a grateful people ever presented to

the contemplation of the world. His appearance awakened in

the bosoms of all an enthusiasm so much the more glorious be^

cause so little characteristic of our countrymen. Men, women,
and children poured forth and lined the roads in throngs to see

him pass and hail his coming. The windows shone with glisten-

ing eyes, watching his passing footsteps; the women wept for

joy; the children shouted, "God save Washington!" and the

iron hearts of the stout husbandmen yearned with inexpressible

affection toward him who had caused them to repose in safety

under their own vine and fig-tree. His old companions-in-arms
came forth to renovate their honest pride, as well as undying

affection, by a sight of their general, and a shake of his hand.

The pulse of the nation beat high with exultation, for now, when

they saw their ancient pilot once more at the helm, they hoped
for a prosperous voyage and a quiet haven in the bosom of pros-

perity.
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His reception at Trenton was peculiarly touching. It was

planned by those females and their daughters whose patriotism

and sufferings in the cause of liberty were equal to those of their

fathers, husbands, sons, and brothers. It was here, when the

hopes of the people lay prostrate on the earth, and the eagle of

freedom seemed to flap his wings, as if preparing to forsake the

world, that Washington performed those prompt and daring acts

which, while they revived the drooping spirits of his country,

freed, for a time, the matrons of Trenton from the insults and

wrongs of an arrogant soldiery. The female heart is no sanctu-

ary for ingratitude; and when Washington arrived at the bridge
over the Assumpink, which here flows close to the borders of the

city, he met the sweetest reward that, perhaps, ever crowned his

virtues.

Over the bridge was thrown an arch of evergreens and flowers

bearing this affecting inscription in large letters:

" December 26, 1776.

"The hero who defended the mothers will protect the daughters."

At the other extremity of the bridge were assembled many
hundreds of young girls of various ages, arrayed in white, the

emblem of truth and innocence, their brows circled with garlands,
and baskets of flowers in their hands. Beyond these were dis-

posed the grown-up daughters of the land, clothed and equipped
like the others, and behind them the matrons, all of whom remem-

bered the never-to-be-forgotten twenty-sixth of December, 1776.

As the good Washington left the bridge, they joined in a chorus,

touchingly expressive of his services and their gratitude, strewing,

at the same time, flowers as he passed along. That mouth whose

muscles of gigantic strength indicated the firmness of his char-

acter and the force of his mind, was now observed to quiver with

emotion; that eye which looked storms and tempests, enemies

and friends, undauntedly in the face, and never quailed in the

sight of man, now glistened with tears; and that hand which had

not trembled when often life, fame, and the liberty of his country

hung on the point of a single moment, now refused its office.

His hat dropped from his hand as he drew it across his brow.

His reception everywhere was worthy of his services and of

a grateful people. At New York the vessels were adorned with
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flags, and the river alive with boats gayly decked out in like man-

ner, with bands of music on board; the place of his landing was

thronged with crowds of citizens, gathered together to welcome

his arrival. The roar of cannon and the shouts of the multitude

announced his landing, and he was conducted to his lodging by
thousands of grateful hearts, who remembered what he had done

for them in the days of their trial.

It had been arranged that a military escort should attend him ;

but when the officer in command announced his commission,

Washington replied,
"
I require no guard but the affections of the

people," and declined their attendance.

At this moment, so calculated to inflate the human heart with

vanity, Washington, though grateful for these spontaneous proofs
of affectionate veneration, was not ekted. In describing the

scene in one of his familiar letters, he says :

" The display of boats

on this occasion with vocal and instrumental music on board, the

decorations of the ships, the roar of cannon, and the loud accla-

mations of the people, as I passed along the wharves, gave me as

much pain as pleasure, contemplating the probable reversal of

this scene, after all my endeavors to do good." Happily, his

anticipations were never realized. Although his policy in rela-

tion to the French Revolution, which was as wise as it was happy
in its consequences, did not give universal satisfaction, still he

remained master of the affections and confidence of the people.

The laurels he had won in defence of the liberties
[of

his country
continued to flourish on his brow while living, and will grow

green on his grave to the end of time.

On April 30, 1789, he took the oath and entered on the office

of President of the United States, one of the highest as well as

most thankless that could be undertaken by man. The head of

this free Government is no idle, empty pageant set up to chal-

lenge the admiration and coerce the absolute submission of the

people; his duties are arduous and his responsibilities great; he

is the first servant, not the master, of the state, and is amenable

for his conduct, like the humblest citizen. As the executor of the

laws, he is bound to see them obeyed; as the first of our citizens,

he is equally bound to set an example of obedience. The oath,

"to preserve, protect, and defend the Constitution of the United

States," was administered in the balcony of the old Federal Hall
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in New York, by the chancellor of the State, and the Bible on

which it was sworn is still preserved as a sacred relic.

At the time Washington assumed the high functions of Presi-

dent of the United States, there was ample room for the exertion

of all his firmness, integrity, and talents. A new constitution to

be administered, without the aid of experience or precedent, by
an authority to which the people were strangers; serious and

alarming difficulties to be adjusted with England; the Indian

nations all along our frontier brandishing their tomahawks and

whetting their scalping-knives; war with Mediterranean pirates;

the Spaniards denying our right to navigate the Mississippi, and

the people of Kentucky threatening a separation from the Union

unless that right was successfully asserted by the Government.

Other difficulties stared the new President full in the face. Some
of the States still declined to accept the new Constitution, and

become members of the Confederation; others nearly equally
divided on the subject; and a debt of eighty million dollars

;
to

meet all which there was an army of less than a thousand men
and an empty treasury.

Here was enough, and more than enough, to call forth all the

energies, if not to produce despair in the mind, of an ordinary
man. But Washington was not such a man. Conscious of the

purity of his purposes, he relied on the protection of that Power

which is all purity. His first care was to provide for the civil and

judicial administration of the government, by the appointment
of men in whose virtue and capacity a long experience had given
him confidence. Having done this he took the reins with a firm,

steady hand, and commenced the ascent of the rugged steep be-

fore him.

The next object that called his attention was the situation of

the inland frontier, now exposed to the inroads of the savages,

who had not been included in the general pacification, although
a proposition to that effect had been made by the British commis-

sioners. Although our Government has always treated with the

Indians as independent tribes, it has never placed them on the

footing of civilized nations, or admitted any mediation on the part

of foreign powers. The United States do not recognize them as

parties in civilized warfare
; they neither avail themselves of their

alliance nor acknowledge them as the auxiliaries of other nations.
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A system was devised for the conduct of those singular rela-

tions which alone can subsist between people so different in all

respects, moral and political. The wisdom of that system has

been exemplified in having uniformly been acted upon to this

time, and though it may perhaps be questioned as to its abstract

principles, it would be perhaps difficult if not impossible to de-

vise a better. Our ancestors came to this country under the

sanction of a principle at that time universally acknowledged

among civilized nations, and when once here, the first law of

nature, self-defence, furnishes their only justification. While

weak, they were obliged to defend themselves, and when they be-

came strong they were probably too apt to remember their for-

mer sufferings.

The policy of Washington, with regard to these unfortunate

people, was successful in quieting, if not conciliating many of

the Indian tribes; but others remained refractory and continued

their atrocities. After defeating two American armies with great

slaughter, they were at length brought to terms by the gallant

Wayne, who gave them so severe a beating in a great general ac-

tion that they sued for peace. This was concluded at Green-

ville; and the cession of a vast territory not only relieved the

frontier from savage inroads, but paved the way for the progress

of civilization into a new world of wilderness.

He was equally successful at a subsequent period in his nego-

tiations with Spain. His high character for veracity and honor

gave him singular advantages in his foreign intercourse. He

proceeded in a straightforward, open manner, stated what was

wanted, and what would be given in return; relied on justice,

and enforced its claims with the arguments of truth. He dis-

dained to purchase advantages by corruption, or to deceive by

insincerity. As in private, so in public life, he proceeded

inflexibly upon the noble maxim, whose truth is every day

verified, that "Honesty is the best policy." The conviction

of a man's integrity gives him far greater advantages in his

intercourse with the world than he can ever gain by hypocrisy

and falsehood. The rignt rf navigating the Mississippi was

finally conceded by Spain.

The settlement of the controversies growing out of the treaty

with England proved even more difficult than those with Spain.
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The wounds inflicted on both nations by a war of so many years
were healed, but the scars remained, to remind the one of what it

had suffered, the otherofwhat it had lost. Time and mutual good
offices were necessary to allay that spirit which had been excited

on one hand by injuries, on the other by successful resistance;

and time indeed had passed away, but it had left behind it neither

forgiveness nor oblivion. It was accompanied on one hand by
new provocations, on the other by additional remonstrances and

renewed indignation. Negotiations continued for a long while,

without any result but mortification and impatience on the part

of the people of the United States
;
and it was not until the French

Revolution threatened the existence of all the established govern-
ments of Europe, and England among the rest, that a treaty was

concluded, which brought with it an adjustment of the principal

points that had so long embroiled the two nations and fostered

a spirit of increasing hostility. The most vexing question of all

however that of the right of entering our ships and impressing
seamen was left unsettled, and it became obvious that it would

never be adjusted except on the principle of the right of the

strongest. About the same time peace was concluded between

the United States and the Emperor of Morocco, and thus, for a

while, our commerce remained unmolested on that famous sea

where, some years afterward, our gallant navy laid the founda-

tion of its present and future glories.

It is not my design to enter minutely into the principles or

conduct of the two great parties, which, from the period of the

adoption of the Constitution down to the present time, have been

struggling for ascendency in the Government of theUnited States.

My limits will not permit me, if I wished; but if they did, I

should decline the task. My youthful readers will know and feel

their excitement soon enough, perhaps too soon; and I wish not

to become instrumental in implanting in their tender minds the

seeds of social and political antipathies. I am attempting to pict-

ure a great and virtuous man; to exhibit a noble moral example
for the imitation of the children of my country. My business is

with the actions of Washington, not with the imputations of his

enemies or the struggles of ambitious politicians. Posterity has

placed him far above such puny trifles and triflers, and I will not

assist, however humbly, in reviving imputations which have long
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since sunk into oblivion or insignificance under the weight of his

mighty name.

The French Revolution, which set the Old World in a blaze,

but for the wisdom and firmness of Washington would have in-

volved the United States in the labyrinth of European policy.

He it was that prevented their becoming parties in that series of

tremendous wars which desolated some of the fairest portions of

the earth; caused the rivers to run red with blood; overturned

and erected thrones; converted kings into the playthings of fort-

une; and ended in the creation of a mighty phantom, which,
after being the scourge and terror of the world, vanished from our

sight on a desolate rock of the ocean.

The people of the United States had continued to cherish a

strong feeling of gratitude for the good offices of France during
their struggle for independence; and in addition to this, their

sympathies were deeply engaged in behalf of a contest so similar

in many respects to their own. The institution of the French

Republic was hailed with an enthusiasm equal to that they felt on

the establishment of their own liberties; and, but for the firm and

steady hand of Washington, they would have taken the bridle be-

tween their teeth and run headlong into the vortex of European
revolution.

Washington issued his famous Proclamation of Neutrality,

from which Mr. Genet, the minister of the French Republic,
threatened to appeal to the people, a measure understood to mean

nothing less than revolution. From that moment the people be-

gan to rally around their beloved chief, like children who will not

allow their father to be insulted, although they themselves may
think him wrong. They sanctioned the proclamation, and time

has ratified their decision. It is believed there is not a rational

American who does not now feel that the course of Washington
was founded in consummate wisdom, deep feeling, and eternal

justice.

Having been twice unanimously elected to the highest office

in the gift of men ; having served his country faithfully eight years

in war and eight in peace, having settled the government on a

permanent basis, established a series of precedents for the imitation

of his successors, and seeing the United States now resting hap-

pily in the lap of repose and prosperity; having fulfilled all and
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more than they had a right to ask of him, and consummated all

his public duties, Washington now signified his intention of de-

clining a reelection. During the arduous services of the preced-

ing term, he had been obliged to retire for a while to the repose of

Mount Vernon for the reestablishment of his health, and he now
resolved to relieve himself finally from all the duties and cares of

public life. He had earned this privilege by a whole life of ardu-

ous patriotism, and without doubt wished to close his public

career by one more act of moderation, as a guide to those who

might come after him. He believed eight years to be a sufficient

term of service in the office of President for any one single man,
and determined to establish the precedent by setting the example
himself.

Feeling on this occasion like a father about to take a final

leave of his children, and give them his parting blessing, Wash-

ington, at the moment of announcing his intention of retiring

from the world, addressed to the people of the United States his

last memorable words. These were conveyed in a letter to his

"friends and fellow-citizens," fraught with lessons of virtue

and patriotism, adorned by the most touching simplicity, the

most mature wisdom, the most affectionate and endearing ear-

nestness of paternal solicitude. He was now abo at to withdraw

his long and salutary guardianship from his young and vigorous

country, his only offspring, and he left her the noblest legacy in

his power, the priceless riches of his precepts and example.
"In looking forward," he says, "to the moment which is in-

tended to terminate the career of my public life, my feelings do

not permit me to suspend the deep acknowledgment of that debt

of gratitude which I owe to my beloved country for the many
honors it has conferred upon me, or still more for the steadfast

confidence with which it has supported me, and for the oppor-
tunities thence enjoyed of manifesting my inviolable attachment

by services, useful and persevering, though in usefulness unequal
to my zeal.

"Profoundly penetrated with this idea, I shall carry it with

me to my grave, as a strong incitement to unceasing vows, that

Heaven may continue to you the choices4
: tokens of its benefi-

cence; that your union and brotherly affection may be perpetual;

that the free constitution which is the work of your hands may be.
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sacredly maintained; that its administration in every department

may be stamped with wisdom and virtue; that in fine, the happi-
ness of these States, under the auspices of liberty, may be made

complete by so careful a preservation and so prudent a use of this

blessing as will acquire to them the glory of recommending it

to the applause, the affection, and the adoption of every nation

which is yet a stranger to it.

"
Here, perhaps, I ought to stop. But solicitude for your wel-

fare, which cannot end but with my life, and the apprehension
of danger natural to such solicitude, urge me, on an occasion like

the present, to offer to your solemn contemplation, and to recom-

mend to your frequent review, some sentiments which are the

result of much reflection, of no inconsiderable observation, and

which appear to me all-important to your felicity as a people.

These will be offered to you with the more freedom, as you can

only see in them the disinterested warnings of a parting friend,

who can possibly have no personal motive to bias his counsel.

"Interwoven as is the love of liberty with every ligament of

your hearts, no recommendation of mine is necessary to fortify

the attachment.
" The unity of government, which constitutes you one people,

is also now dear to you. It is justly so; for it is the main pillar

in the edifice of your real independence, the support of your tran-

quillity at home and your peace abroad
;
of your prosperity, of

that liberty which you so highly prize. But as it is easy to foresee

that from different causes and from different quarters, much pains
will be taken, many artifices employed, to weaken in your minds

the conviction of this truth as this is the point in your political

fortress against which the batteries of internal and external

enemies will be constantly and actively, though often covertly

and insidiously directed it is of infinite moment that you
should properly estimate the immense value of your national

union to your collective and individual happiness; that you
should cherish a cordial, habitual, and immovable attachment

to it, accustoming yourselves to think and speak of it as of

the palladium of your political safety and prosperity; watch-

ing for its preservation with jealous anxiety; discountenancing
whatever may suggest even a suspicion that it may be in any event

abandoned; and indignantly frowning upon every attempt to
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alienate any portion of our country from the rest, or to enfeeble

the sacred ties that now link together the various parts."

He then proceeds to caution his fellow-citizens against those

geographical distinctions of "North," "South," "East," and

"West," which, by fostering ideas of separate interests and char-

acter, are calculated to weaken the bonds of our union, and to

create prejudices, if not antipathies, dangerous to its existence.

He shows, by a simple reference to the great paramount interests

of each of the different sections, that they are inseparably inter-

twined in one common bond; that they are mutually dependent
on each other; and that they cannot be rent asunder without

deeply wounding our prosperity at home, our character and in-

fluence abroad, laying the foundation for perpetual broils among
ourselves, and creating a necessity for great standing armies,

themselves the most fatal enemies to the liberties of mankind.

He earnestly recommends implicit obedience to the laws of

the land, as one of the great duties enjoined by the fundamental

maxims of liberty.
" The basis of our political system," he says,

"is the right of the people to make and alter their constitutions of

government; but the constitution which at any time exists, till

changed by an explicit and authentic act of the whole people, is

sacredly obligatory upon all. The very idea of the power and

right of the people to establish government presupposes the duty
of every individual to obey the established government."

He denounces "all combinations and associations under

whatever plausible character, with the real design to direct, con-

trol, counteract, or awe the regular deliberation and action of the

constituted authorities," as destructive to this fundamental prin-

ciple and of fatal tendency. He cautions his countrymen against

the extreme excitements of party spirit; the factious opposition

and pernicious excesses to which they inevitably tend, until by

degrees they gradually incline the minds of men to seek security

and repose in the absolute power of an individual; and sooner or

later the chief of some prevailing faction, more able or more fort-

unate than his competitors, turns his disposition to the purposes
of his own elevation, on the ruins of public liberty.

He warns those who are to administer the government after

him, "to confine themselves within their respective constitutional

spheres, refraining, in the exercise of the powers of one depart-
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inent, to encroach upon another. The spirit of encroachment

tends to consolidate the powers of all the departments in one, and

thus to create, whatever the form of government, real despot-
ism."

He inculcates, with the most earnest eloquence, a regard to

religion and morality.

"Of all the dispositions and habits," he says, "which lead to

political prosperity, religion and morality are indispensable sup-

ports. In vain would that man claim the tribute of patriotism

who should labor to subvert these great pillars of human happi-

ness, these firmest props of men and citizens. The mere poli-

tician, equally with the pious man, ought to respect and to cher-

ish them. A volume could not trace all their connections with

private and public felicity. Let it be simply added, where is the

security for property, for reputation, for life, if the sense of re-

ligious obligation desert the oaths which are the instruments of

investigation in courts of justice ? And let us with caution in-

dulge the supposition that morality can be attained without re-

ligion. Whatever may be conceded to a refined education, or

minds of peculiar cast, reason and experience both forbid us to

expect that national morality can prevail in the exclusion of

religious principles."

He recommends the general diffusion of knowledge among
all classes of the people.

"
Promote, then," he says,

"
as an ob-

ject of primary importance, institutions for the general diffusion

of knowledge. In proportion as the structure of government

gives force to public opinion, it is essential that public opinion

should be enlightened."

He recommends the practice of justice and good faith, and the

cultivation of the relations of peace with all mankind, as not only

enforced by the obligations of religion and morality, but by all

the maxims of sound policy. For the purpose of a successful

pursuit of this great object, he cautions his fellow-citizens against

the indulgence of undue partiality or prejudice in favor or against

any nation whatever, as leading to weak sacrifices on one hand,

senseless hostility on the other.

Most emphatically does he warn them against the wiles of

foreign influence, the fatal enemy of all the ancient republics.

He enjoins a watchful jealousy of all equally impartial, otherwise

E., VOL. XIV. 14.
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it may only lead to the suspicion of visionary dangers on one hand

and wilful blindness on the other.

Then, after recommending a total abstinence from all politi-

cal alliances with the nations of Europe; a due regard to the

national faith toward public creditors; suitable establishments

for the defence of the country, that we may not be tempted to rely

on foreign aid, and which will never be afforded, in all probability

without the price of great sacrifices on the part of the nation

depending on the hollow friendship of jealous rivals, he concludes

this admirable address, which ought to be one of the early les-

sons of every youth of our country, in the following affecting

words:
"
Though in reviewing the incidents of my administration, I

am unconscious of international error, I am nevertheless too sen-

sible of my defects not to think it probable that I may have com-

mitted many errors. Whatever they may be, I fervently beseech

the Almighty to avert or mitigate the evils of which they may
tend. I shall always carry with me the hope that my country
will never cease to view them with indulgence, and that after

forty-five years of a life dedicated to its service, with an upright

zeal, the faults of incompetent abilities will be consigned to ob-

livion, as myself must soon be to the mansions of rest.

"Relying on its kindness in this as in all things, and actuated

by that fervent love toward it which is so natural to a man who
views it as the native soil of himself and his progenitors for several

generations, I anticipate with pleasing expectations that retreat

in which I promise myself to realize, without alloy, the sweet

enjoyment of partaking in the midst of my fellow-citizens the

benign influence of good laws under a free government, the ever-

favorite object of my heart, and the happy reward, as I trust, of

our mutual cares, labors, and dangers."
On March 4, 1797, he bade a last farewell to public life.

Those who have read in history the struggles of ambitious men
for power, and have seen them in every age and country involving

whole nations in the horrors of civil strife, only for the worthless

privilege of choosing a master, will do well to mark the conduct

of Washington on this occasion. He waited only in Philadelphia
to congratulate his successor and pay respect to the choice of the

people in the person of Mr. Adams. He entered the Senate
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chamber as a private citizen, and, while every eye glistened at

thus seeing him, perhaps for the last time, grasped the hand of

the new President, wished that his administration might prove as

happy for himself as for his country, and, bowing to the assem-

blage, retired unattended as he came.

As he was hailed with blessings on entering, so was he greeted

with blessings when he quitted forever, the Presidential chair.

He came from his retirement at Mount Vernon accompanied by

joyful acclamations of welcome, and he was followed thither by
the love and veneration of millions of grateful people. Blessed,

and thrice blessed, is he who closes a life of honest fame in such

a dignified and happy repose ;
fortunate the nation that can boast

of such an example, and still more fortunate the children who can

call him "Father of their Country."



FRENCH REVOLUTION: STORMING OF THE
BASTILLE

AJ>. 1789

WILLIAM HAZLITT

In the scenes of blood and terror which accompanied it, and in the

dramatic episodes and strange actors appearing upon its stage in these

respects, if not in the calculable effects of the uprising on France and the

world, the French Revolution was the most extraordinary outbreak of

modern times.

Matters in France at this time, or during the next few years, might
have taken a very different course had not the Eastern powers of Europe
been absorbed in their own quarrels, which culminated in the final
"
scramble for Polish territory." As it was, France was left through the

early years of the Revolution to struggle with her own affairs.

Under Louis XV, loved at the beginning of his reign, execrated by his

people at its close, France had fallen into bankruptcy and disgrace. The

monarchy was weakened through its head. Louis determined that it

should live as long as he survived ; he cared nothing for its future. The

peasantry of France at this time had become keenly alive to the wrongs
under which they had long suffered in co nparative silence. The dis-

franchised bourgeois, or middle class, had lately grown in wealth and now

thought more about their political rights. The " common "
people were

staggering under the burden of taxation, from which the privileged nobil-

ity and clergy were largely exempt.
The intellectual life of France during the second half of the eighteenth

century was profoundly affected by the literature of the period, especially

by the radical and revolutionary writings of Voltaire, Rousseau, and their

followers, and in many things the extreme views of these men seemed to

find confirmation in the calmer reasonings of Montesquieu on the powers
and limitations of governments. Democratic ideas were in the air, and

all except the privileged classes were ready for general revolt. French-

men returning from America reported the successful working of the new
order of things inaugurated by the Revolution there, and this gave

stronger impulse to the revolutionary tendency in France.

When the well-meaning but weak-willed Louis XVI came to the

throne he found himself confronted with conditions before which a far

abler monarch might well have quailed. How the storm broke upon him,
and began its sweep over the kingdom which he was set to rule, is told

212
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by Hazlitt without the rhetorical flourishes indulged by many writers on
this subject, but with clear narration and philosophic judgment of the

facts recounted.

T OUIS XVI succeeded to the throne of France in 1774, and
soon after married Marie Antoinette, a daughter of the house

of Austria. She was young, beautiful, and thoughtless. In her

the pride of birth was strengthened and rendered impatient of the

least restraint by the pride of sex and beauty; and all three

together were instrumental in hastening the downfall of the mon-

archy. Devoted to the licentious pleasures of a court, she looked

both from education and habit on the homely comforts of the peo-

ple with disgust or indifference, and regarded the distress and

poverty which stood in the way of her dissipation with incredulity

or loathing.
1 Louis XVI himself, though a man of good inten-

tions, and free, in a remarkable degree, from the common vices

of his situation, had not firmness of mind to resist the passions
and importunity of others, and, in addition to the extravagance,

petulance, and extreme counsels of the Queen, fell a victim to the

intrigues and officious interference of those about him, who had

neither the wisdom nor spirit to avert those dangers and calami-

ties which they had provoked by their rashness, presumption,
and obstinacy.

The want of economy hi the court, or a maladministration of

the finances, first occasioned pecuniary difficulties to the Govern-

ment, for which a remedy was in vain sought by a succession of

ministers, Necker, Calonne, Maupeou, and by the Parliament.

Considerable embarrassment and uneasiness began to be felt

1 Edmund Burke passed a splendid and well-known eulogium on the

beauty and accomplishments of the Queen, and it was in part the impres-
sion which her youthful charms had left in his mind that threw the cast-

ing-weight of his talents and eloquence into the scale of opposition to the

French Revolution. I have heard another very competent judge, Mr.

Northcote, describe her entering a small ante-room, where he stood, with

her large hoop sideways, and gliding by him from one end to the other

with a grace and lightness as if borne on a cloud. It was possibly to

"this air with which she trod or rather disdained the earth," as if de-

scended from some higher sphere, that she owed the indignity of being
conducted to a scaffold. Personal grace and beauty cannot save their

possessors from the fury of the multitude, more than from the raging

elements, though they may inspire that pride and self-opinion which ex-

pose them to it.
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throughout the kingdom when in 1787 the King undertook to

convoke the States-General, as alone competent to meet the

emergency, and to confer on other topics of the highest conse-

quence, which were at this time agitated with general anxiety and

interest. The necessity of raising the supplies to defray the ex-

penses of government was indeed only made the handle to in-

troduce and enforce other more important and widely extended

plans of reform.

For some time past the public mind had been growing critical

and fastidious with the progress of civilization and letters; the

monarchy, as it existed at the period
"
with all its imperfections on

its head,
" had been weighed in the balance of reason and opinion,

and found wanting; and a favorable opportunity was only re-

quired, and the first that presented itself was eagerly seized to put
in practice what had been already resolved upon in theory by the

wits, philosophers, and philanthropists of the eighteenth century.

From the first calling together the general council of the nation

to deliberate and determine for the public good, in the then pre-

vailing ferment of the popular feeling and with the predisposing

causes, not a measure of finance was to be looked to, but a revolu-

tion became inevitable. All the cahiers, or instructions given to

the deputies by the great mass of their constituents, show that the

kingdom at large was ripe for a material change in its civil and

political institutions, and for the most part point out the individ-

ual grievances which were afterward done away with.

The States-General met at Versailles on May 5, 1789. They
consisted of the representatives of the nobility, of the clergy, and

of the Tiers tat or people in general, the number of the last hav-

ing been doubled in order to equal that of the other two. They
heard mass the evening before at the Church of St. Louis, in the

same dresses, and with the same forms and order of precedence
as in 1614, the last time they had ever been assembled. The

King opened the sitting with a speech which gave little satis-

faction, as it dwelt chiefly on the liquidation of the debt and the

unsettled state of the public mind, and did not go into those gen-
eral measures on which the views of the assembly were bent and

from which alone relief was expected. The first question which

divided opinion and led to a conflict was that regarding the vote

by head or by order. By the first mode, that of counting voices,
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the commons would be numerically on a par with the privileged

classes; by the latter, their opponents would always have the

advantage of two to one. In order to keep this advantage, and

prevent that reform of abuses which the Third Estate was sup-

posed to have principally at heart, the Court did all it could to

separate the different orders, first by adhering to etiquette, after-

ward by means of intrigue, and in the end by force.

On the day following the meeting, the deputies of the three

estates were called upon to verify their powers, which the nobles

and clergy wished to do apart ;
but the commons refused to take

any steps toward this object, except conjointly, or as a general

legislative body. This led to various overtures and discussions,

which lasted for several weeks. The Court offered its media-

tion; but the nobles giving a peremptory refusal to come to any

compromise, at the motion of the Abbe" Sieyes, the Third Estate,

after in vain inviting the two others to join them, constituted

themselves into a national assembly.

This was the first act of the Revolution, or the first occasion

on which a part of a given body of individuals took upon them to

decide for the rest, from the urgency and magnitude of the case,

without the consent of their coadjutors, and contrary to estab-

lished rules. It was a stroke of state necessity, to be defended

not by the forms but by the essence of justice, and by the great

ends of human society. The usurpation of a discretionary and

illegal power was clear, but nothing could be done without it,

everything with it. Yet so strong and natural is the prejudice

against every appearance of what is violent and arbitrary, that

serious attempts were made to reconcile the letter with the spirit

of justice in this instance, and to prove that the Tiers fitat, being
the representatives of the nation, and the nation being everything,

the nobility and clergy were included in it and had nothing to

complain of. It is not worth while to answer this sophistry.

The truth is that the Third Estate erected themselves from parties

concerned into framers of the law and judges of the reason of the

case, and must themselves be judged, not by precedent and tradi-

tion, but by posterity, to whom, from the scale on which they

acted, the benefit or the injury of their departure from common
and worn-out forms will reach. Acts that supersede old estab-

lished rules and create a new era in human affairs are to be
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approved or condemned by what comes after, not by what has

gone before, them.

This first independent and spirited step on the part of the com-

mons produced a reaction on the part of the Court. They shut

up the place of sitting. The King had been prevailed on to con-

sent to hostile measures against the popular side during an ex-

cursion to Marly with the Queen and princes of the blood. Bailly ,

afterward mayor of Paris, had been chosen president of the new
National Assembly, and, arriving with other members, and find-

ing the doors of the hall shut against them, they repaired to the

Jeu de Paumes ("Tennis-court") at Versailles, followed by the

people and soldiers in crowds, and there, enclosed by bare walls,

with heads uncovered, and a strong and spontaneous burst of en-

thusiasm, made a solemn vow, with the exception of only one per-

son present, never to separate till they had given France a con-

stitution.

This memorable and decisive event took place on June aoth.

On the 23d the King came to the Church of St. Louis, whither

they had been compelled to remove, and where they were joined

by a considerable number of the clergy; addressed them in a tone

of authority and reprimand, treated them as simply the Tiers

tat, pointed out certain partial reforms which he approved, and

which he enjoined them to effect in conjunction with the other

orders, or threatened to dissolve them and take the whole man-

agement of the government upon himself, and ended with a com-

mand that they should separate. The nobles and the clergy

obeyed; the deputies of the people remained firm, immovable,
silent.

Mirabeau then started from his seat and appealed to the As-

sembly in that mixed style of the academician and the demagogue
which characterized his eloquence. The words are worth repeat-

ing here, both as a sample of the unqualified tone of the period
and on account of the fierce and personal attack on the King,
whom he stigmatizes by a sort of nickname. "Gentlemen, I

acknowledge that what you have just heard might be a pledge of

the welfare of the country, if the offers of despotism were not

always dangerous. What is the meaning of this insolent dicta-

tion, the array of arms, the violation of the national temple,

merely to command you to be happy? Who gives you this com-
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mand ? your Mandatory [' deputy '].
Who imposes his imperious

'.aws? your Mandatory, he who ought to receive them from you;
from us, gentlemen, who are invested with an inviolable political

priesthood; from us, in short, to whom, and to whom alone,

twenty-five millions of men look up for a happiness insured by
its being agreed upon, given, and received by all. But the free-

dom of your deliberations is suspended: a military force sur-

rounds the Assembly ! Where are the enemies of the nation, that

this outrage should be attempted ? Is Catiline at our gates ? I

demand that in asserting the claims of your insulted dignity, of

your legislative power, you arm yourselves with the sanctity of

your oath : it does not permit us to separate till we have achieved

the constitution."

From this unbridled effusion of bombast, affectation, and real

passion two things are evident: first, that the designs of the

Court were already looked upon as altogether hostile and alien to

the patriotic side; secondly, that the Assembly, from the begin-

ning, felt in themselves the strong and undoubted conviction of

their being called to the task of removing the abuses of power
and regenerating the hopes of a mighty people. The diewas cast,

the lists were marked out in the opinions and sentimentsof the two

parties toward each other. The grand master of the ceremonies

of this occasion, seeing that the Assembly did not break up,

reminded them of the command of the King. "Go tell your

master,
"
cried Mirabeau,

"
that we are here by order of the peo-

ple; and that we shall not retire but at the point of the bayonet.
"

This was at once an invitation to violence and a defiance of au-

thority. Sieyes added, with his customary coolness: "You are

to-day in the same situation that you were yesterday ;
let us delib-

erate!" The Assembly immediately confirmed its former reso-

lutions, and, at the instance of Mirabeau, decreed the invio-

lability of its members.

Such was at one time the brilliant, daring, and forward zeal

of a man who not long after sold himself to the Court: so little

has flashy eloquence or bold pretension to do with steadiness of

principle! Indeed, the Revolution, of which he was one of the

most prominent leaders, presented too many characters of this

kind dazzling, ardent, wavering, corrupt a succession of mo-

mentary fires, made of light and worthless materials, soon kindled
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and soon exhausted, and requiring some new fuel to repair them :

nothing deep, internal, relying on its own resources "outliving
fortunes outward with a mind that doth renew swifter than blood

decays" but a flame rash and violent, fanned by circumstances,

kept alive by vanity, smothered by sordid interest, and wander-

ing from object to object in search of the most contemptible and

contradictory excitement! We may also remark, in the debates

and proceedings of this early period, the fevered and anxious

state of the public mind; while galling and intolerable abuses,

called in question for the first time and defended with blind con-

fidence, were exposed in the most naked and flagrant point of

view; and the drapery of forms and circumstances was torn from

rank and power with sarcastic petulance or a ruthless logic.

The resistance of the Assembly alarmed the Court, who did

not, however, as yet dare to proceed against it. Necker, who
had disapproved of the royal interference, and whose dismission

had been determined on in the morning, was the same night
entreated both by the King and Queen to stay. On the next

meeting of the Assembly a large portion of the clergy again re-

paired to their place of sitting ;
and four days after, fortymembers

of the noblesse joined them, with the Duke of Orleans at their

head. The conduct of this nobleman, all through the Revolution,

was in my opinion uncalled for, indecent, and profligate, and his

fate not unmerited. Persons situated as he was cannot take a

decided part one way or the other, without doing violence either

to the dictates of reason and justice or to all their natural senti-

ments, unless they are characters of that heroic stamp as to be

raised above suspicion or temptation : the only way for all others

is to stand aloof from a struggle in which they have no alternative

but to commit a parricide on their country or their friends, and to

await the issue in silence and at a distance.

The people should not ask the aid of their lordly taskmasters

to shake off their chains; nor can they ever expect to have it cor-

dial and entire. No confidence can be placed in those excesses

of public principle which are founded on the sacrifice of every

private affection and of habitual self-esteem! The Court, soon

after this reenforcement to the popular party, came forward of

its own accord to request the attendance of the dissentient orders,

which took place on June 27th; and after some petty ebullitions
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of jealousy and contests for precedence, the Assembly became

general, and all distinctions were lost.

The King's secret advisers were, however, by no means recon-

ciled to this new triumph over ancient privilege and existing au-

thority, and meditated a reprisal by removing the Assembly
farther from Paris, and there dissolving, if it could not overawe

them. For this purpose the troops were collected from all parts;

Versailles, where the Assembly sat, was like a camp; Paris

looked as if it were in a state of siege. These extensive military

preparations, the trains of artillery arriving every hour from the

frontier, with the presence of the foreign regiments, occasioned

great suspicion and alarm
;
and on the motion of Mirabeau, the

Assembly sent an address to the King, respectfully urging him to

remove the troops from the neighborhood of the capital; but this

he declined doing, hinting at the same time that they might retire,

if they chose, to Noyon or Soissons, thus placing themselves at the

disposal of the Crown, and depriving themselves of the aid of the

people.

Paris was in a state of extreme agitation. This immense city

was unanimous in its devotedness to the Assembly. A capital is

at all times, and Paris was then more particularly, the natural

focus of a revolution. To this many causes contribute. The
actual presence of the monarch dissipates the illusions of royalty;

and he is no longer, as in the distant province or petty village, an

abstraction of power and majesty, another name for all that is

great and exalted, but a common mortal, oneman among a million

of men, perhaps one of the meanest of his race. Pageants and

spectacles may impose on the crowd; but a weak or haughty
look undoes the effect, and leads to disadvantageous reflections

on the title to or the good resulting from all this display of pomp
and magnificence. From being the seat of the court, its vices are

better known, its meannesses are more talked of.
1 In the number

and distraction of passing objects and interests, the present occu-

pies the mind alone the chain of antiquity is broken, and cus-

tom loses its force. Men become "flies of a summer." Opinion

1 It was observed that almost all the greatest cruelties of the Reign of

Terror were resolved on by committees of persons who had been in the

immediate employment of the great, and had suffered by their caprice

and insolence.
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has here many ears, many tongues, and many hands to work with.

The slightest whisper is rumored abroad, and the roar of the

multitude breaks down the prison or the palace gates. They
are seldom brought to act together but in extreme cases; nor is

it extraordinary that, in such cases, the conduct of the people is

violent, from the consciousness of transient power, its impatience
of opposition, its unwieldy bulk and loose texture, which cannot

be kept within nice bounds or stop at half-measure.

Nothing could be more critical or striking than the situation

of Paris at this moment. Everything betokened some great and

decisive change. Foreign bayonets threatened the inhabitants

from without, famine within. The capitalists dreaded a bank-

ruptcy; the enlightened and patriotic the return of absolute power;
the common people threw all the blame on the privileged classes.

The press inflamed the public mind with innumerable pam-

phlets and invectives against the government, and the journals

regularly reported the proceedings and debates of the Assembly.

Everywhere in the open air, particularly in the Palais-Royal,

groups were formed, where they read and harangued by turns.

It was in consequence of a proposal made by one of the speakers
in the Palais-Royal that the prison of the Abbaye was forced

open and some grenadiers of the French Guards, who had been

confined for refusing to fire upon the people, were set at liberty

and led out in triumph.
Paris was in this state of excitement and apprehension when

the Court, having first stationed a number of troops at Versailles,

at Sevres, at the Champ-de-Mars, and at St. Denis, commenced

offensive measures by the complete change of all the ministers

and by the banishment of Necker. The latter, on Saturday,

July nth, while he was at dinner, received a note from the King,

enjoining him to quit the kingdom without a moment's delay.

He calmly finished his dinner, without saying a word of the order

he had received, and immediately after got into his carriage with

his wife and took the road to Brussels. The next morning the

news of his disgrace reached Paris. The whole city was in a

tumult: above ten thousand persons were, in a short time, col-

lected in the garden of the Palais-Royal. A young man of the

name of Camille Desmoulins, one of the habitual and most en-

thusiastic haranguers of the crowd, mounted on a table and
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cried out that "there was not a moment to lose; that the dismis-

sion of Necker was the signal for the St. Bartholomew of liberty;

that the Swiss and German regiments would presently issue from

the Champ-de-Mars to massacre the citizens; and that they had
but one resource left, which was to resort to arms." And the

crowd, tearing each a green leaf, the color of hope, from the

chestnut-trees in the garden, which were nearly laid bare, and

wearing it as a badge, traversed the streets of Paris, with the

busts of Necker and of the Duke of Orleans, who was also

said to be arrested, covered with crape and borne in solemn

pomp.

They had proceeded in this manner as far as the Place Ven-

d6me, when they were met by a party of the Royal Allemand,
whom they put to flight by pelting them with stones; but at the

Place Louis XV they were assailed by the dragoons of the

Prince of Lambesc; the bearer of one of the busts and a

private of the French Guards were killed; the mob fled into

the Garden of the Tuileries, whither the Prince followed them

at the head of his dragoons, and attacked a number of persons
who knew nothing of what was passing, and were walking

quietly in the gardens. In the scuffle, an old man was wounded;
the confusion as well as the resentment of the people became

general; and there was but one cry, "To arms!" to be heard

throughout the Tuileries, the Palais-Royal, in the city, and the

suburbs.

The French Guards had been ordered to their quarters in

the Chausse'e-d'Antin, where sixty of Lambesc's dragoons were

posted opposite to watch them. A dispute arose, and it was with

much difficulty they were prevented from coming to blows. But

when the former learned that one of their comrades had been

slain, their indignation could no longer be restrained; they
rushed out, killed two of the foreign soldiers, wounded three

others, and the rest were forced to fly. They then proceeded to

the Place Louis XV, where they stationed themselves between

the people and the troops, and guarded this position the whole of

the night. The soldiers in the Champ-de-Mars were then or-

dered to attack them, but refused to fire, and were remanded

back to their quarters.

The defection of the French Guards, with the repugnance of
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the other troops to march against the capital, put a stop for the

present to the projects of the Court. In the mean time the popu-
lace had assembled at the Hotel de Ville, and loudly demanded

the sounding of the tocsin and the arming of the citizens.

Several highly respectable individuals also met here, and did

much good in repressing a spirit of violence and mischief.

They could not, however, effect everything. A number of dis-

orderly people and of workmen out of employ, without food

or place of abode, set fire to the barriers, infested the streets,

and pillaged several houses in the night between the 1 2th and

i 3 th.

The departure of Necker, which had excited such a sensation

in the capital, produced as deep an impression at Versailles and

on the Assembly, who manifested surprise and indignation, but

not dejection. Lally Tollendal pronounced a formal eulogium
on the exiled minister. After one or two displays of theatrical

vehemence, which is inseparable from French enthusiasm and

eloquence, they despatched a deputation to the King, informing
him of the situation and troubles of Paris, and praying him to

dismiss the troops and intrust the defence of the capital to the city

militia. The deputation received an answer which amounted to

a repulse. The Assembly now perceived that the designs of

the Court party were irrevocably fixed, and that it had only itself

to rely upon. It instantly voted the responsibility of the minis-

ters and of all the advisers of the Crown,
"
of whatsoever rank or

degree.
"

This last clause was pointed at the Queen, whose influence

was greatly dreaded. They then, from an apprehension that the

doors might be closed during the night in order to dissolve the

Assembly, declared their sittings permanent. A vice-president

was chosen, to lessen the fatigue of the Archbishop of Vienne.

The choice fell uponLatayette. In this manner a part of the As-

sembly sat up all night. It passed without deliberation, the

deputies remaining on their seats, silent, but calm and serene.

What thoughts must have revolved through the minds of those

present on this occasion! Patriotism and philosophy had here

taken up their sanctuary. If we consider their situation; the

hopes that filled their breasts; the trials they had to encounter;

the future destiny of their country, of the world, which hung on
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their decision as in a balance; the bitter wrongs they were about

to sweep away; the good they had it in theirpower to accomplish
the countenances of the Assembly must have been majestic,

and radiant with the light that through them was about to dawn
on ages yet unborn. They might foresee a struggle, the last

convulsive efforts of pride and power to keep the world in its

wonted subjection but that was nothing their final triumph
over all opposition was assured in the eternal principles of justice

and in their own unshaken devotedness to the great cause of man-
kind ! If the result did not altogether correspond to the intentions

of those firm and enlightened patriots who so nobly planned it,

the fault was not in them, but in others.

At Paris the insurrection had taken a more decided turn.

Early in the morning the people assembled in large bodies at

the H6tel de Ville; the tocsin sounded from all the churches;

the drums beat to summon the citizens together, who formed

themselves into different bands of volunteers. All that they
wanted was arms. These, except a few at the gunsmiths' shops,

were not to be had. They then applied to M. de Flesselles, a

provost of the city, who amused them with fair words. "My
children," he said, "I am your father!" This paternal style

seems to have been the order of the day. A committee sat at the

H6tel de Ville to take measures for the public safety. Mean-
while a granary had been broken open : the Garde-Meuble had

been ransacked for old arms; the armorers' shops were plun-

dered; all was a scene of confusion, and the utmost dismay

everywhere prevailed. But no private mischief was done. It

was a moment of popular frenzy, but one in which the public

danger and the public good overruled every other consideration.

The grain which had been seized, the carts loaded with provi-

sions, with plate or furniture, and stopped at the barriers, were

all taken to the Greve as a public depot.

The crowd incessantly repeated the cry for arms, and were

pacified by an assurance that thirty thousand muskets would

speedily arrive from Charleville. The Due d'Aumont was

invited to take the command of the popular troops; and on

hesitating, the Marquis of Salle was nominated in his stead.

The green cockade was exchanged for one of red and blue, the

colors of the city. A quantity of powder was discovered, as it
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was about to be conveyed beyond the barriers; and the cases of

fire-arms promised from Charleville turned out, on inspection, to

be filled with old rags and logs of wood. The rage and impa-
tience of the multitude now became extreme. Such perverse, tri-

fling, and barefaced duplicity would be unaccountable anywhere
else; but in France they pay with promises; and the provost,

availing himself of the credulity of his audience, promised them

still more arms at the Chartreux. To prevent a repetition of the

excesses of the mob, Paris was illuminated at night and a patrol

paraded the streets.

The following day, the people being deceived as to the convoy
of arms that was to arrive from Charleville, and having been

equally disappointed in those at the Chartreux, broke into the

Hospital of Invalids, in spite of the troops stationed in the neigh-

borhood, and carried off a prodigious number of stands of arms

concealed in the cellars. An alarm had been spread in the night
that the regiment quartered at St. Denis was on its way to Paris,

and that the cannon of the Bastille had been pointed in the direc-

tion of the street of St. Antoine. This information, the dread

which this fortress inspired, the recollection of the horrors which

had been perpetrated there, its very name, which appalled all

hearts and made the blood run cold, the necessity of wresting
it from the hands of its old and feeble possessors, drew the

attention of the multitude to this hated spot. From nine in

the morning of the memorable July i4th, till two, Paris from

one end to the other rang with the same watchword : "To the

Bastille! To the Bastille!" The inhabitants poured there in

throngs from all quarters, armed with different weapons; the

crowd that already surrounded it was considerable; the sen-

tinels were at their posts, and the drawbridges raised as in

war-time.

A deputy from the district of St. Louis de la Culture, Thuriot

de la Rosiere, then asked to speak with the governor, M. Delau-

nay. Being admitted into his presence, he required that the

direction of the cannon should be changed. Three guns were

pointed against the entrance, though the governor pretended
that everything remained in the state in which it had always been.

About forty Swiss and eighty Invalids garrisoned the place, from

whom he obtained a promise not to fire on the people unless they
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were themselves attacked. His companions began to be uneasy
and called loudly for him. To satisfy them, he showed himself

on the ramparts, from whence he could see an immense multitude

flocking from all parts, and the Faubourg St. Antoine advancing
as it were in a mass. He then returned to his friends and gave
them what tidings he had collected.

But the crowd, not satisfied, demanded the surrender of the

fortress. From time to time the angry cry was repeated :

" Down
with the Bastille!" Two men, more determined than the rest,

pressed forward, attacked a guard-house, and attempted to break

down the chains of the bridge with the blows of an axe. The
soldiers called out to them to fall back, threatening to fire if they
did not. But they repeated their blows, shattered the chains, and

lowered the drawbridge, over which they rushed with the crowd.

They threw themselves upon the second bridge, in the hopes of

making themselves masters of it in the same manner, when the

garrison fired and dispersed them for a few minutes. They soon,

however, returned to the charge; and for several hours, during
a murderous discharge of musketry, and amid heaps of the

wounded and dying, renewed the attack with unabated courage
and obstinacy, led on by two brave men, Elie and Hulia, their

rage and desperation being inflamed to a pitch of madness by the

scene of havoc around them. Several deputations arrived from

the H6tel de Ville to offer terms of accommodation; but in the

noise and fury of the moment thev could not make themselves

heard, and the storming continued as before.

The assault had been carried on in this manner with inex-

tinguishable rage and great loss of blood to the besiegers, though
with little progress made, for above four hours, when the arrival

of the French Guards with cannon altered the face of things.

The garrison urged the governor to surrender. The wretched

Delaunay, dreading the fate which awaited him, wanted to blow

up the place and bury himself under the ruins, and was advanc-

ing for this purpose with a lighted match in his hand toward the

powder-magazine, but was prevented by the soldiers, who planted

the white flag on the platform, and reversed their arms in token

of submission. This was not enough for those without. They
demanded with loud and reiterated cries to have the drawbridges

let down; and on an assurance being given that no harm was

E., VOL. xiv. 15.
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intended, the bridges were lowered and the assailants tumul-

tuously rushed in. The endeavors of their leaders could not save

the governor or a number of the soldiers, who were seized on by
the infuriated multitude, and put to death for having fired on their

fellow-citizens.

Thus fell the Bastille; and the shout that accompanied its

downfall was echoed through Europe, and men rejoiced that
"
the grass grew where the Bastille stood !

" Earth was lightened

of a load that oppressed it, nor did this ghastly object any longer

startle the sight, like an ugly spider lying in wait for its accus-

tomed prey, and brooding in sullen silence over the wrongs which

it had the will, though not the power, to inflict.

[The Bastille was taken about a quarter before six o'clock in the even-

ing (Tuesday, July i4th), after a four-hours' attack. Only one cannon

was fired from the fortress, and only one person was killed among the

besieged. The garrison consisted of 82 Invalids, 2 cannoneers, and 32

Swiss. Of the assailants, 83 were killed on the spot, 60 were wounded,
of whom 15 died of their wounds, and 13 were disabled. A great many
barrels of gunpowder had been conveyed here from the arsenal, in the

night between the i2th and i3th. Delaunay, the governor, was killed on

the steps of the Hfitel de Ville, as also Delosme, the mayor. Only seven

prisoners were found in the Bastille
;
four of these, Pujade, Bechade, La

Roche, and La Caurege, were for forgery. M. de Solages was put in io

1782, at the desire of his father, since which time every communication

from without was carefully withheld from him. He did not know the

smallest event that had taken place in all that time, and was told by the

turnkey, when he heard the firing of the cannon, that it was owing to a

riot about the price of bread. M. Tavernier, a bastard son of Paris

Duverney, had been confined ever since August 4, 1759. The last pris-

oner was a Mr. White, who went mad, and it could never be discovered

who or what he was : by the name he must have been English.
When Lord Albemarle was ambassador at Paris, in the year 1753, he

by mere accident caught a sight of the list of persons confined in the

Bastille, lying on the table of the French minister, with the name of Gor-

don at their head. Being struck with the circumstance, he inquired into

the meaning of it
;
but the French minister could give no account of it

;

and on the prisoner himself being released and sent for, he could only
state that he had been confined there thirty years, but had not the slight-

est knowledge or suspicion of the cause for which he had been arrested.

Nor is this wonderful, when we consider that lettres de cachet were sold,

with blanks left for the names to be filled up at the pleasure or malice of

the purchasers.

If it was only to prevent the recurrence of one such instance (with the

feeling in society at once shrinking from and tamely acquiescing in it),
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the Revolution was well purchased. When the crowd gained possession
of this loathsome spot, they eagerly poured into every corner and turning
of it, went down into the lowest dungeons with a breathless curiosity and

horror, knocking with sledge-hammers at their triple portals, and break-

ing down and destroying everything in their way. The stones and devices

on the battlements were torn off and thrown into theditch,and the papers
and documents were at the same time unfortunately destroyed.
A low range of dungeons was discovered underground, close to the

moat; and so contrived that, if those within had forced a passage

through, they would have let in the water of the ditch and been suf-

focated. In one of these a skeleton was found hanging to an iron cramp
in the wall. In reading the accounts of the demolition of this building,

one feels that indignation should have melted the stone walls like flax,

and that the dungeons should have given up their dead to assist the liv-

ing !

The Bastille was begun in 1370, in Charles V's time, by one Hugh
Abriot, provost of the city, who was afterward shut up in it in 1381. It

at first consisted only of two towers : two more were added by Charles

VI, and four more in 1383. Two days after it was taken, it was ordered

by the National Assembly to be razed to the ground, and in May, 1790,

not a trace of it was left. ED.]

The stormers of the Bastille arrived at the Place de la Greve,

rending the air with shouts of victory. They marched on to the

great hall of the H6tel de Ville, in all the terrific and unusual

pomp of a popular triumph. Such of them as had displayed
most courage and ardor were borne on the shoulders of the rest,

crowned with laurel. They were escorted up the hall by near

two thousand of the populace, their eyes flaming, their hair in

wild disorder, variously accoutred, pressing tumultuously on each

other, and making the heavy floors almost crack beneath their

footsteps. One bore the keys and flag of the Bastille, another

the regulations of the prison brandished on the point of a bayonet;
a third a thing horrible to relate! held in his bloody fingers the

buckle of the governor's stock. In this order it was that they
entered the H6tel de Villc to announce their victory to the Com-

mittee, and to decide on the fate of their remaining prisoners, who,
in spite of the impatient cries to give no quarter, were rescued

by the exertions of the commandant La Salle, Moreau de St.

Mery, and the intrepid Elie.

Then came the turn of the despicable Flesselles, that caricature

of vapid, frothy impertinence, who thought he could baffle the

roaring tiger with grimace and shallow excuses.
"To the Palais-
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Royal with him!" was the word; and he answered with callous

indifference, "Well, to the Palais-Royal if you will." He was

hemmed in by the crowd and borne along without any violence

being offered him to the place of destination; but at the corner of

the Quai le Pelletier an unknown hand approached him and

stretched him lifeless on the spot with a pistol-shot. During the

night succeeding this eventful day Paris was in the greatest agita-

tion, hourly expecting, in consequence of the statements of inter-

cepted letters, an attack from the troops. Every preparation
was made to defend the city. Barricades were formed, the

streets unpaved, pikes forged, thewomen piled stones on the tops

of houses to hurl them down on the heads of the soldiers, and the

National Guard occupied the outposts.

While all this was passing, and before it became known at

Versailles, the Court was preparing to carry into effect its designs

against the Assembly and the capital. The night between the

i4th and i5th was fixed upon for their execution. The new

minister, Breteuil, had promised to reestablish the royal authority

within three days. Marshal Broglie, who commanded the army
round Paris, was invested with unlimited powers. The Assem-

bly, it was agreed upon, were to be dissolved, and forty thousand

copies of a proclamation to this effect were ready to be circulated

throughout the kingdom. The rising of the populace was sup-

posed to be a temporary evil, and it was thought to the last mo-

ment an impossibility that a mob of citizens should resist an army.
The Assembly was duly apprised of all these projects. It sat

for two days in a state of constant inquietude and alarm. The
news from Paris was doubtful. A firing of cannon was supposed
to be heard, and persons anxiously placed their ears to the ground
to listen. The escape of the King was also expected, as a car-

riage had been kept in readiness, and the bodyguard had not

pulled off their boots for several days.
In the orangery belonging to the palace, meat and wine had

been distributed among the foreign troops to encourage and spirit

them up. The Viscount of Noailles and another deputy, Wimp-
fen, brought word of the latest events in the capital, and of the

increasing violence of the people. Couriers were despatched

every half-hour to gather intelligence. Deputations waited on

the King to lay before him the progress of the insurrection, but he
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still gave evasive and unsatisfactory answers. In the night of the

i4th the Duke of Liancourt had informed Louis XVI of the tak-

ing of the Bastille and the massacre of the garrison on the preced-

ing day.
"
It is a revolt!" exclaimed the monarch, taken by sur-

prise.
"
No, sire, it is a revolution,

" was the answer.
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Through the founding of the first Bank of the United States, which

existed from 1791 to 1811, and was succeeded by another national bank in

1817, the monetary affairs of the Republic, under Hamilton's able admin-

istration, were placed upon a sounder basis, and the transaction of public
business was greatly facilitated.

During the seventeenth century Indian money (wampum) was much
used by the colonists, especially in their trade with the Indians. For a

long time it was a legal tender in common with other currencies. The
earliest American coinage is said to date from 1612. In Massachusetts,
the

"
pine-tree

"
money silver coins bearing the emblem of a pine-tree

was used from 1652 to 1686. Soon began the issue of various paper

moneys in the colonies, and the establishment of banks under the colo-

nial governments. The "
Continental currency

"
of the Revolution, first

issued in 1775 by authority of the Continental Congress, began to depre-
ciate almost as soon as it appeared, and in 1780 ceased to circulate.

In 1780 the Pennsylvania Bank, in Philadelphia, began to assist the

Government, and rendered useful service until 1784. But the need of a

national bank had already become evident. Robert Morris, Superin-
tendent of Finance for the United States, secured the organization, at

Philadelphia, of the Bank of North America, with a capital of four hun-

dred thousand dollars. It was incorporated by Congress in December,

1781, and soon after by the State of Pennsylvania. Its success led to the

founding of the Bank of New York in 1784.

On the organization of the Government under the Federal Consti-

tution, the genius of Alexander Hamilton was called into service for the

work of constructive statesmanship. From 1789 to 1795 he was Secretary
of the Treasury ;

and one of his first acts, as shown by Lewis, was the

unfolding of a plan which led to the establishment of the first Bank of the

United States.

IN March, 1789, a great and fortunate change took place in the

management of American public affairs. The Constitution

of the United States went into operation. A vigorous, respon-
sible executive was conferred upon the country, and an incredible

230
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impulse given to all schemes of national importance. Among
thosenow called upon to take part in the administration of public

affairs was Alexander Hamilton. Placed in charge of the Depart-
ment of the Treasury, he found before him the prodigious task of

settling the financial affairs of the United States upon a sure and

satisfactory basis. Toward the attainment of this end no meas-

ure seemed more important to him than his old and favorite one

for the establishment of a national bank. Without loss of time

he devised a plan for such an institution which seemed to him

practicable, and in 1790 spread before Congress the result of his

labors.

"The establishment of banks in this country," says Hamilton

in the course of his report, "seems to be recommended by reasons

of a peculiar nature. Previously to the Revolution, circulation

was in a great measure carried on by paper emitted by the several

local governments. This auxiliary may be said to be now at an

end. And it is generally supposed that there has been for some

time past a deficiency of circulating medium.

"If the supposition of such a deficiency be in any degree

founded, and some aid to circulation be desirable, it remains to

inquire what ought to be the nature of that aid.

"The emitting of paper money by the authority of govern-
ment is wisely prohibited to the individual States by the national

Constitution
;
and the spirit of that prohibition ought not be dis-

regarded by the Government of the United States.

"Among other material differences between a paper currency
issued by the mere authority of Government, and one issued by a

bank, payable in coin, is this: that in the first case there is no

standard to which an appeal can be made, as to the quantity
which will only satisfy or which will surcharge the circulation

;
in

the last, that standard results from the demand. If more should

be issued than is necessary, it will return upon the bank. Its

emissions must always be in a compound ratio to the fund and

the demand. Whence it is evident that there is a limitation in

the nature of the thing; while the discretion of the Government is

the only measure of the extent of the emissions by its own au-

thority.

"The payment of the interest of the public debt at thirteen

different places is a weighty reason, peculiar to our immediate
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situation, for desiring a bank circulation. Without a paper, in

general currency, equivalent to gold and silver, a considerable

proportion of the specie of the country must always be suspended
from circulation, and left to accumulate preparatorily to each

day of payment; and as often as one approaches, there must in

several cases be an actual transportation of the metals at both

expense and risk, from their natural and proper reservoirs, to

distant places."
The report then goes on to explain the practical details of

the plan proposed.
The measure met generally with popular applause, but there

were some who doubted its wisdom. Among other difficulties

that were thrown in its path was a suggestion that a new bank

was quite unnecessary, since an institution was in existence which

owed its origin to national bounty, and which had already, upon
more than one occasion, manifested both its readiness and ability

to extend a helping hand to the Government. With this objec-

tion Hamilton dealt most courteously.

"The aid afforded to the United States," said he, "by the

Bank of North America during the remaining period of the war

was of essential consequence, and its conduct toward them since

the peace has not weakened its title to their patronage and favor.

So far its pretensions to the character of a national bank are

respectable, but there are circumstances which mib'tate against

them and considerations which indicate the propriety of an es-

tablishment on different principles.

"The directors of this bank, on behalf of their constituents,

have since acted under a new charter from the State of Pennsyl-

vania, materially variant from their original one, and which so

narrows the foundation of the institution as to render it an incom-

petent basis for the extensive purposes of a national bank.

"There is nothing in the acts of Congress which implies an

exclusive right in the institution to which they relate, except dur-

ing the time of the war. There is, therefore, nothing, if the pub-
lic good require it, which prevents the establishment of another.

It may, however, be incidentally remarked that in the general

opinion of the citizens of the United States, the Bank of North

America has taken the station of a bank of Pennsylvania only.

This is a strong argument for a new institution, or for a renova-
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tion of the old, to restore it to the situation in which it originally

stood in the view of the United States. But there maybe room
to allege that the Government of the United States ought not, in

point of candor or equity, to establish any rival or interfering in-

stitution in prejudice of the one already established, especially as

this has, from services rendered, well-founded claims to protec-

tion and regard.
" The justice of this observation ought, within proper bounds,

to be admitted. A new establishment of the sort ought not to be

made without cogent and sincere reasons of public good. And
in the mannerof doing it every facility should begiven to a consoli-

dation of the old with the new, upon terms not injurious to the

parties concerned. But there is no ground to maintain that in a case

in which the Government has made no condition restricting its

authority, it ought voluntarily to restrict it, through regard to

the interests of a particular institution, when those of the State

dictate a different course ; especially, too, after such circumstances

have intervened as characterize the actual situation of the Bank
of North America.

"If the objections, which have been stated, to the constitution

of the Bank of North America are admitted to be well founded,

they, nevertheless, will not derogate from the merit of the main

design, or of the services which that bank has rendered, or of the

benefits which it has produced. The creation of such an insti-

tution, at the time it took place, was a measure dictated by wis-

dom. Its utility has been amply evinced by its fruits. Ameri-

can independence owes much to it.

"The Secretary begs leave to conclude with this general obser-

vation, that if the Bank of North America shall come forward

with any propositions which have for their object the ingrafting

upon that institution the characteristics which shall appear to

the Legislature necessary to the due extent and safety of a na-

tional bank, there are, in his judgment, weighty inducements to

giving every reasonable facility to the measure. Not only the

pretensions of that institution, from its original relation to the

Government of the United States, and from the services it has

rendered, are such as to claim a disposition favorable to it, if

those who are interested in it are willing, on their part, to place

it on a footing satisfactory to the Government and equal to the
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purposes of a bank of the United States; but its cooperation
would naturally accelerate the accomplishment of the great ob-

ject, and the collision, which might otherwise arise, might, in a

variety of ways, prove equally disagreeable and injurious. The

incorporation and union here contemplated may be effected in

different modes, under the auspices of an act of the United

States, if it shall be desired, by the Bank of North America, upon
terms which shall appear expedient to the Government."

As far as can be ascertained, however, the management of the

bank took no steps in accordance with the suggestions of the

report. The quiet and prosperous business in which they were

engaged, under State auspices, was to them preferable to the

anxieties and hazards which would probably attend the new
national undertaking; the scheme of a separate institution was,

therefore, rapidly pushed forward, and on February 19, 1791, the

first Bank of the United States began its corporate existence.

The Bank of North America now sustained a serious loss in

the resignation of its president, Mr. Willing, on January 9, 1792,

after a term of service extending over a little more than ten years.

He had been chosen to preside over the affairs of the Bank of

the United States, a station for which it was justly supposed that

his talents and experience eminently qualified him. He was suc-

ceeded in office by John Nixon, an almost equally well-known

and respected citizen. Born in 1733 of Irish parentage, Mr.

Nixon for a number of years did a prosperous business in the city

of Philadelphia. He was one of the many signers of the Non-

importation Resolutions, and upon the breaking out of the Revo-

lution made himself prominent by his strenuous efforts and warm
interest in the national cause. He was a member of the Com-
mittee of Safety, and had the honor of first proclaiming to the

citizens of Philadelphia the Declaration of Independence. Dur-

ing some portion of the war he did active service, with the rank

of colonel, in the Continental Army. He was one of the original

subscribers to the bank, and had been a director since 1784.

He retained the office of president for seventeen years until his

death, which occurred on December 24, 1808.

Meantime the business of the bank was rapidly increasing
as the commerce of the country grew. The profits were so great

that annual dividends of 12 per cent, were paid to the various
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stockholders. Nor did the institution cease to accommodate

the public from time to time with loans of considerable extent.

During the year 1791 the bank advanced to the Commonwealth,
at different times, in all one hundred sixty thousand dollars, and

in the following year something over fifty-three thousand dol-

lars.
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TOUSSAINT LOUVERTURE ESTABLISHES THE
DOMINION OF HIS RACE

A.D. 1791

CHARLES WYLLYS ELLIOTT

Haiti, the Spanish Santo Domingo, earlier called Espafiola, is the

largest of the West Indian islands except Cuba. The bloody revolution-

ary and slave revolts which began in 1791 and ended in the supremacy of

the negroes, form the most memorable passages in its history. From

1797 their great leader, Toussaint Louverture, whose achievements are

here recounted, was Governor of the whole island, whose independence
he proclaimed in 1801. Having afterward opposed Napoleon's attempt
to reestablish slavery, Toussaint was treacherously arrested and sent to

France, where, in a dungeon, he died in 1803. But white supremacy was
never restored hi Haiti.

In 1697 France, by treaty, acquired the western part of the island, the

eastern portion remaining in the possession of Spain, which had held it

ever since its discovery by Columbus. The French found their Haitian

lands very profitable in cotton and sugar, and the western region pros-

pered, while the Spanish community was stagnant. At the outbreak of

the French Revolution (1789) the whole island was thrown into a ferment,
out of which came the changes that Elliott relates.

At that time the French portion of Haiti had about half a million in-

habitants, of whom some forty thousand were of European blood, thirty

thousand free negroes, the rest negro slaves. The free colored people,

mostly mulattoes, had no voice in the Government, but in 1790 the

French National Assembly decreed to those born of free parents full

citizenship. Opposition on the part of the whites caused delay in carry-

ing out the decree. Taking advantage of the ensuing commotion, the

slaves rose in revolt (August, 1791), and the conditions which Toussaint

at length was called upon to meet were inevitably brought about.

This black hero, of whose origin and personality information is given

below, has been made the subject of a noble sonnet by Wordsworth, of

an equally fine eulogy by Wendell Phillips, of a tragedy by Lamartine,
and of a romance, The Hour and the Man, by Harriet Martineau. Au-

guste Comte, the founder of positivism, placed Toussaint in his new
calendar among the great modern liberators -Hampden, Cromwell, Al-

gernon Sidney, Washington, and Bolivar.

236
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August 25, 1791, was the feast of St. Louis. For the week

preceding, the planters gathered at Cap Francois
1
to con-

cert measures against the mulattoes; against the National Assem-

bly; and to dine. The great men, and the rich, and the brave,

were there. It was not a time to drive the slaves; and during
that week they "danced" more than before. On the evening of

August 23d, the best dishes of the cook Henri, a born prince,

whose future no one could suspect, tempted the palates of the

born whites. In brave counsels, in denunciations of the mulat-

toes, in songs for Governor Blanchelande and "Liberty," the

time passed, the wine flowed, and hearts swelled. So the shadows

of the night stole on. Light! More light! was called for; they

threw open the jalousies; curious black faces swarmed about the

piazzas but what meant that dull glare which reached the sultry

sky? The party was broken up: they rushed to the windows;

they could smell the heavy smoke, they could hear the distant

tramp of feet. The band, unbidden, struck up the Marsellaise;

it was caught up in the streets; and from mouth to mouth, tow-

ard the rich Plain du Nord, passed along the song:

"
Lejour de gloire est arrival

Aux armes / aux armes ! pour Libertt !
"

Consternation followed the feast. Each man grasped his

arms: into the midst of the company rushed a negro covered

with dust; panting with heat. He sought his master. Pale

with fear and excited with wine, he received him on the point of

his sword. As the life and blood flowed he gasped,
"O master!

O master!" Murmurs of disapprobation filled the room, but

it was too late: the hour had come! The slaves had risen. This

poor creature had wished to save the man that owned him.

The rebellion broke out on the plantation of Noe, nine miles

from Cap Francois. At midnight the slaves sought the refiner

and his apprentice and hewed them in pieces. The overseer they

shot. They then proceeded to the house of Mr. Clement: he

was killed by his postilion. They proceeded from plantation to

plantation murdering the whites; their ranks swelled by crowds

of scarred and desperate men who had nothing to lose but life;

1 Now, in English, Cape Haitien. The place is a seaport of northern

Haiti. ED.
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and life with slavery was not so sweet as revenge. Everywhere

they applied the torch to the sugar-mills those bastilles, conse-

crated to the rites of the lash and to forced labor, dumb with fear

and to the cane fields, watered with sweat and blood.

Toward morning crowds of whites came pouring into Cap
Francois, pale, terror-stricken, blood-stained. Men, women,
and children found the day of judgment was come : none knew

what to do
;

all was confusion. The signal-gun boomed through
the darkness warning of danger, and every man stood to his

arms. The inhabitants of the city were paralyzed with fear.

They barred their doors and locked up their house-slaves.

The only living objects in the streets were a few soldiers march-

ing to their posts. Panic ruled the hour. The Assembly sat

through the night. Touzard was sent out to attack the ne-

groes, but was driven back. Guns were mounted, and the

streets barricaded.

The morning dawned, and with the rising sun came rising

courage. "It is nothing," said some; "burn and hang a few

negroes and all will go on as before." The exasperation against

the mulattoes, who were charged with having fomented the ris-

ing, resulted in hatred, insult, bloodshed and murder in and

around Cap Francois; and a butchery was only stayed by the

vigorous opposition of the Governor. Whatever negroes were

seized were tortured and massacred. "Frequently," says La-

croix,
"
did the faithful slave perish by the hands of an irritated

master whose confidence he sought."
The maddened negroes had tasted blood. They seized Mr.

Blen, an officer of police, nailed him alive to one of the gates of

his plantation, and chopped off his limbs with an axe.

M. Cardineau had two sons by a black woman. He had

freed them and shown them much kindness; but they belonged
to the hated race, and they joined the revolt. The father remon-

strated, and offered them money. They took his money and

stabbed him to the heart. If they were bastards, who had made
them so? "One's pleasant vices often come home to roost."

Horrors were piled on horrors : white women were ravished and

murdered; black were broken on the wheel: whites were cruci-

fied; blacks were burned alive: long pent-up hatreds were hav-

ing their riot and revenge. Mr Odeluc was wrong, then!
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The slaves did not seem to love their masters. What could it

mean?
Pork and bananas: slavery and ignorance; with some, danc-

ing and the free use of the whip seemed to be producing surpris-

ing results. The whites could not understand it. Much sugar
was raised, and yet the negroes were not satisfied, and now
seemed to have gone mad. Destruction hung over the whites,

and they concluded to try hanging and burning in their extremity

having no faith in justice and honesty for the blacks. Hun-

dreds, perhaps thousands, owed their safety to the kindness of

their house-slaves.

Monsieur and Madame Baillou with their daughter, her hus-

band, and two white servants lived about thirty miles from Cap
Francois, among the mountains. A slave gave them notice of

the rising: he hid them in the forest and joined the revolt. At

night he brought them food and led them to another place of

safety. He did this again and again: led them through every

danger and difficulty till they escaped to the sea. For nineteen

nights they were in the woods, and the negro risked his life to save

theirs. Why repeat instances ? This was one of hundreds.

M. Odeluc was the superintendent of the Gallifet estate, the

largest on the Plain. "As happy as one of Gallifet's negroes,"
was a saying in the district. He was sure of his hands, and re-

gretted the exaggerated terror of the whites. With a friend and

three or four soldiers he rode out to the estate and found his ne-

groes in arms with the body of a white child for a standard. Alas !

poor Odeluc ! He believed the negroes were dogs and would lick

the hand that struck the blow. It was too late: he and his at-

tendants were cut down without mercy. Two only escaped to

tell the tale. Four thousand negroes were in arms and they were

everywhere successful. The Plain was in their possession; the

quarters of Morin and Limonade were in flames, and their rav-

ages extended from the shore to the mountains. Their reckless-

ness was succeeded by regular organization and systematic war.

In the first moments of their headlong fury all whites were mur-

dered indiscriminately. This did not last: they soon distin-

guished their enemies; and women and children were saved.

The blacks were headed by Jean Francois and Biassou generals

not to be despised. Brave, rapid, unscrupulous; vain of gran-
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deur, greedy of plunder, they were not far from the marshals of

France.

This, then, was not a revolt, but a revolution ! Success would

decide. Never could the whites believe that the blacks were

men. Oge* had revealed a widespread conspiracy, headed by
well-known slaves. The whites concealed this. They did not

believe him; they believed only that the blacks were their borv.

slaves, fit for the whip, incapable of courage or honor or marty
dom. Experience only was to teach them.

At first the whites acted upon the defensive. The Assembj
was rancorous against France in the midst of this destruction, and

effaced from behind the Speaker's chair the motto " Vive la Na-

tion, laLoi, et le Roil" Even when destruction was over them

they heeded not: their bickerings continued. The negro gener-

als declared that they were fighting for their King, and against

slavery for a rumor had reached them that Louis favored eman-

cipation. They had the strongest party and the strongest side.

At length the whites determined upon a war of extermination.

The blacks responded. Heads of whites were stuck on poles

around the negro camps. Bodies of negroes swung on gibbets

in the white encampments and on trees by the roadside. Within

two months two thousand whites and ten thousand blacks per-

ished. Te Deum was sung in both camps and daily thanksgiv-

ings were said for what was done. Pale ghosts hovered over

them and sighed in the tropical groves; but they could not speak
for pity or for justice. The insurrection spread to the southwest,

and two thousand mulattoes, headed by Rigaud, rose to revenge
the death of some of their comrades; many negroes joined them

and they threatened Port au Prince. The colonists were now

thoroughly alarmed, and proceeded to try reconciliation. The
inhabitants of Port au Prince and Rigaud agreed upon a truce,

and the whites admitted that the slaughter of certain mulattoes

had been "infamous," and agreed that the civil rights of the

mulattoes should be allowed them. At last! Was it not too

late?

Governor Blanchelande issued a proclamation earnestly en-

treating the revolted negroes to lay down their arms and return

to their duty. It was too late. They laughed in derision at his

small request. What! to slavery and work and degradation
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and cruelty, even! They had burst their fetters and stood with

arms in their hands. "Will you," they replied to the Governor,
"will you, brave General, that we should, like sheep, throw our-

selves into the jaws of the wolf? It is too late. It is for us to

conquer or diel"

On September u, 1791, the whites at Port au Prince had
consented to the civil rights of the mulattoes. On October 23d
the Concordat had been signed; the whites and mulattoes had
walked arm in arm through the city and peace seemed possible,

when word came that on September 24th the National Assembly
at Paris had reversed the decree of May i5th. The mulattoes

at once flew to arms, and the struggle between them and the

whites went on with increased carnage and cruelty. This con-

tinued with varied results through 1 792.
"You kill mine and I'll

kill yours," was the cry. As it had been from the outset, so it

continued among the whites : open war between the colonists and

the governors; between the people of the North and the South;

contention and bitterness, intrigue, treachery. They made head

nowhere against the mulattoes; nowhere against the negroes.

In December, 1791, three commissioners arrived from France to

distract the confusion. They accomplished nothing, and were

succeeded in September, 1792, by Santhonax, Polverel, and Ail-

haud, ordinary men; not sufficient for so extraordinary a state

of things as this.

The hour had come, but not the man. The world waited for

him, but none knew where to look; for none believed him to be

among the degraded negroes. The old custom of master and

slave was broken in pieces, and a nation of men, with no cultiva-

tion, with no education in self-government, with none of the con-

servative strength which hangs about privilege and possession

and long-honored habit, were now up, inspired only with a hatred

of slavery and vague aspirations for that which they knew not

how to name. In this chaotic hour the man who could express

this longing for freedom, this need of growth, this aspiration for

infinite good not only in words, but in deeds and in life was

needed: without him all would come to nothing, and the struggle

of the blacks would be but a spasm, to end in exhaustion and

discouragement; for successful revolutions have been secured by

developing, from among the unknown, the known man, around

B.. VOL. xrv. 16.
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whom the elements of the new state could gather for new or

der.

Among the half-million blacks there must be one, and more

than one, who could redeem his race; to whom the outcast and

despairing might look and take courage and say,
" Such as he is,

I may try to be." This man was longed for; consciously or not,

the blacks yearned for their king, could they but see him. The

presentiment existed, for had not the Abb Raynal long before

predicted a vindicator for the race ? No man can save another,

and no nation. Each race must look for its salvation and its lead-

ers in its own comprehensive soul. The Moses who will lead the

blacks out of bondage must be a black, and he will come!

Let us go back for a moment. On the arrival of the first

commissioners, Mirbeck, Roume, and St. Leger, the mulattoes in

the West were in arms under Rigaud; the blacks hi the North,

under Jean Francois and Biassou. They were a ragged crowd :

pikes, muskets, cane-knives, axes, whatever the hand could find,

were their arms, and they fought without order or discipline, in-

spired by revenge and hatred to slavery. Jean Francois, if vain

and ostentatious, was sagacious and full of resource. Biassou

was bold, fiery, and vindictive. The blacks had slaughtered and

been slaughtered, hanged and been hanged, plundered and been

plundered. There seemed no end to it and no object. They
heard that the commissioners were placable, so they wished to

make terms. But who would dare to venture among the whites ?

Were not all outcasts, hunted beasts, fugitive slaves? Raynal
and Duplessis (mulattoes) at last took the hazard. The Gov-

ernor sent them to the commissioners, they to the Colonial As-

sembly. The Assembly that day was in an exalted state : it emu-

lated the gods. It replied loftily: "Emissaries of the revolted

negroes, the Assembly, established on the law and by the law,

cannot correspond with people armed against the law. The As-

sembly might extend grace to guilty men, if, being repentant,

etc.," and Raynal and Duplessis were ordered sharply to "with-

draw."

They did withdraw, amid the hooting of the mob. They re-

turned to Grande Riviere. The army and the people came out

to meet them, wishing peace: they told their story, and peace was

turned to war, love to hatred. Biassou, in a rage, ordered all
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the white prisoners in the camp to be put to death.
" Death to

the whites!" went along the lines and among the people. The
insane pride of the whites worked its own punishment, and now
a hundred more were to be slaughtered. No white was there to

save them, and no God to wrest them away. Then a man, black,

imdifferent in person, unpleasing of visage, meanly dressed, makes
his way among the crowd to Biassou swelling with rage. He

speaks to him a few words, quietly, calmly; they are to the pur-

pose. The General's face is composed; he listens; he counter-

mands his orders, and the whites are saved.

The negro who saves them is Toussaint Breda, afterward

called Louverture. The son of an African chief, Gaou-Guinon,
with no drop of white blood in his veins. He had been the born

slave of the Count de Breda, and had been well treated by his

manager, Bayou de Libertas. He was the husband of one wife

and the father of children. With religious aspirations, an inflexi-

ble integrity, and an inquiring mind, he had been a valuable slave

and had been raised from a field-hand to be M. Bayou's coach-

man.

Toussaint was never hungry while a slave
;
he was not whipped.

His hut was comfortable; vines twined around his door. Ba-

nanas and potatoes grew in his garden. Toussaint, it seems,

was not a beast of burden. To make sugar he was worth no

more than a Bozal just stolen
;
but with these rare virtues pa-

tience, courage, intelligence, fidelity he might have sold for five

hundred dollars and might be trusted to drive horses. When
the rebellion broke out he did not join it, but assisted M. Bayou
with his family to escape, and shipped a rich cargo to the United

States for his maintenance.

Toussaint was then fifty years old. None knew the day of

his birth
;
the records of stock then and there were not carefully

kept. For fifty years this negro had lived the life of a slave; his

only occupation the hoeing of cane and the grooming of horses.

What thoughts, what struggles, what hopes had taken shape in

that uncultivated brain no man knows for Toussaint was a man
of few words, and he left no writings. It was late in life to begin
a new trade

;
late to begin to find out his own powers and strength ;

late to trust himself to freedom, he who had always had a master;

late to speculate upon the destinies of the black race; late to at-
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tempt to shape them. But in revolutionary times men learn fast;

great men need only the opportunity; they rise to the emergency.
Cromwell was not a born or trained general or ruler, nor was

Washington, nor was William Tell. Toussaint had bided his

time. This slave was ignorant, knew nothing. He learned to

read when approaching his declining years; then he studied:

Raynal, Epictetus, Caesar, Saxe, Herodotus, Plutarch, Nepos
these were the books and lives he knew.

He decided to join his race, and having some knowledge of

simples was made physician of the forces commanded by Jean
Francois. Here he served well, as he always did, and learned

the trade of war. Shocked at the cruelties of whites and blacks

he took the side of mercy and saved lives from the sword as well

as from disease. He saw the vanity of Francois, the rashness of

Biassou, the cruelty of Jeannot; but he retired disgusted to no

stupid monastery ;
he returned not to the ease and degradation of

slavery, but was equal to the facts of life, however hard, and grap-

pled with them and mastered them as a man should. He was

then loyal to the King, and he was loyal to the Church, a devout

Catholic.

In 1792, the three commissioners, sent out from France to

"settle" the affairs of the colony, had been thwarted and finally

driven away by the whites. In September (1792), Santhonax,

Polverel, and Ailhaud had arrived with troops, money, and in-

structions and a new governor, Desparbes, in place of Blanche-

lande. He soon became disgusted, alarmed, and he fled. The
commissioners bestirred themselves to settle the commotion.

The rich planters were for the King; the Petits Blancs were for

the Directory; the mulattoes, under Rigaud, ravaged the West:

the revolted negroes, under Jean Francois, Biassou and others,

threatened on the North. France herself, that ancient kingdom,
was now fermenting; struggling yet with hope to realize

in the state her unformed faith in democracy, and with the energy
of despair striving to beat back the waves of bayonets which beat

and bristled on her borders. Thus matters stood in France, thus

in Santo Domingo. The slaves in both countries had risen, and

rushed to arms. Their remedy was desperate; so was their dis-

ease.

General Galbaud, a new governor, arrived from France in
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May (1793). The commissioners were engaged in the west in

fighting Rigaud. They returned to Cap Francis to fight the

Governor whose authority they disputed. Galbaud held the

ships and the arsenals and determined to assert his authority.

His soldiers and sailors entered the town and abandoned them-

selves to drunkenness, pillage and brutality. The commissioners

armed the slaves in the town, promised them freedom, and sent

for aid to the negro generals. Jean Franfois and Biassou re-

fused
;
but a chief, Macayo, at the head of three thousand blacks,

entered the town, and the conflict raged. The whites were

driven into the sea and slaughtered. Madness ruled, and none

fiercer than the mulattoes. Galbaud fled, and half the city

was destroyed by fire. At last for a while the whites gave up
the hope of recovering their slaves. Thousands fled some

suppose nine-tenths and found refuge along the American

coasts.

Famine had more than once increased the misery during these

three years, yet the island was fruitful, and cultivation, here and

there, went on. The sagacious Jean Francois had initiated culti-

vation along the mountain-sides, and in the valleys; and thus

secured an unfailing magazine of supply.

Toussaint, meanwhile, continues his duties with the negro

troops. Steadily and surely, if not rapidly, he gains strength and

influence and knowledge of war. He has measured himself with

Jean and Biassou, and is not wanting. His prudence, patience,

silent will, and courage make him useful to them, and his justice

and determination and mercy make him the idol of the men.

The Marquis Hermona, Governor of the Spanish part of the isl-

and, made advances to the negro chiefs. Santhonax, in his ex-

tremity after the destruction of Cap Franjois, sent Macayo to

propose an alliance, but they distrusted him.

Meanwhile Louis XVI was beheaded. They said, "We have

lost the King of France, but the King of Spain esteems us and

gives us succor." They declined the proposals of the commis-

sioners, and ranged themselves on the side of Spain. Toussaint

was loyal to the memory of the King, and followed Francois and

Biassou. Hermona saw that Toussaint was a man; and while

Jean Francois was advanced to the first rank, Toussaint was

raised to that of colonel in the Spanish army. He at once applied
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himself to his duties, and what he did was always well done. His

troops became, as if by a word, the best disciplined in the army.
The reason was plain : he knew what men ought to do and what

they can do; and the men knew that he was upright and wise.

So these ragged, ignorant, roving hordes became efficient troops.

Confidence begat confidence: the commander trusted his men,
and they relied on him

; together they were strong. Idleness was

not Toussaint's policy. The insurgents under Jean Franjois,

Biassou, and Toussaint held strong positions in the mountains

south of Cap Francois. Brandicourt, the general of the French

troops, was at once trapped and compelled to order his troops to

lay down their arms. Grande Riviere, Dondon, Plaisance, Mar-

malade, and Ennery, the most important places in the north,

quickly fell into Toussaint's hands.

The French commissioners were getting into straits. The

Spanish troops were against them; the blacks were against

them. The remaining whites were divided; some wore the

black cockade, others the white; the troops, and friends of

the commissioners, the tricolor; the mulattoes, the red. War
was everywhere, and no man was safe but with arms in his

hands and in the strongest party. But this was not enough:
some of the planters mounted the English hat and sent to the

English for succor. Even "
perfide Albion

" was welcome, if they

might but reestablish slavery and get again their estates. In this

extremity, Santhonax decided to make friends with the blacks,

and proclaimed at Cap Francois universal freedom (August 20,

1793). Polverel repeated the proclamation at Port au Prince.

The enthusiasm among the negroes was great, but not universal.

Their leaders were not moved
; they distrusted the commissioners

and they doubted the stability of the French Republic so the

war went on.

In September, the English landed at Jeremie, in the extreme

southwest. They took possession of St. Nicholas, in the extreme

northwest, and during the year 1794 the whole western coast was

in their possession St. Nicholas, St. Marc, St. Jacmel, Tiburon,

Jeremie; and at last, on June 4th, Port au Prince, the capital,

yielded.
"
Twenty-two topsail vessels," with their cargoes,worth

four hundred thousand pounds sterling, were a part of the spoil.

The mulatto chief, Rigaud, had taken the side of France. Edu-
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cated in Bordeaux, he had followed, in Santo Domingo, his trade

of a goldsmith, which the whites thought too good for a "
nigger."

He was a brave man, mild in peace, and terrible in war, and,
aided by Potion, he kept up a harassing fight against the English.

Shortly after the fall of Port au Prince, a ship arrived with a req-

uisition for the commissioners to return to France; they must
answer for their doings there, and General Laveaux was left as

provisional governor.
His case, and that of the French, was desperate. Shut up in

Port de Paix, the last stronghold of the French, he wrote (May
24, 1794) :

" For more than six months we have been reduced to

six ounces of bread a day, officers as well as men, but from the

13th we have none whatever, the sick only excepted. If we had

powder we should have been consoled. We have in our maga-
zines neither shoes, nor shirts, nor clothes, nor soap, nor tobacco.

The most of the soldiers mount guard barefoot; we have no flints

for the men; but be assured that we will never surrender; be as-

sured too, that after us, the enemy will not find the slightest trace

of Port de Paix." Dark was the outlook, but brave was the

heart of General Laveaux.

The hour was nigh : the hands advanced on the dial of time.

Events, which no man could have foreseen or controlled, had

gathered for judgment, and at last a great nation had decreed

freedom to a poor, debauched, and servile race. But who should

lead them, who should now defend them against themselves; give

shape and system to their undisciplined wishes, carry them safely

through the anarchy of unbounded liberty and crystallize them

into a state whose only sure basis is the Rights and Duties of

Labor, Thought, Speech, and Worship, the Rights and Duties of

Man. The hour has come and the man Toussaint Breda!

from his eyrie near Dondon, sweeps the horizon. In the east he

sees the decadent power of Spain : it has spoken no word of free-

dom for the blacks. In the west he sees the white sails of Eng-
land: she is hand and glove with the planters to reestablish

slavery. In the north France and Laveaux are nigh death.

France only has proclaimed liberty to the blacks. Toussaint

sees the "opening" for his race and for himself, and from this

day he is Toussaint Louverture the first of the blacks. Bone

of their bone and skin of their skin, he alone knows their needs,
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their capacities, and their hearts. With the clear glance of in-

spiration he sees the moment, with the firm grasp of talent he

seizes it.

General Laveaux saw this, and through the priest, La Haye,
made advances to him. Toussaint is wise and he is wary; he

keeps his own counsel; he consults not Jean Francois, who had

once cast him into prison; nor Biassou, nor the Marquis Her-

mona. As usual, he performs his duties
;
as usual, he partakes of

the communion; as usual, his troops look to him, and Hermona
said :

" There exists on earth no purer soul." He has placed his

wife and children in safety ;
he has ordered his affairs

;
his horse

stands saddled and bridled; then, tearing off his epaulettes he

casts them at the feet of the Spanish officers, flings himself on his

horse, and rides like the wind out of the camp. The Spaniards
are for a moment paralyzed : they pursue him, but neither hoof

nor pistol can reach him. Toussaint is not to be caught.

On May 4, 1794, he pulls down the Spanish and hoists the

French colors. Marmalade, Plaisance, Ennery, Dondon, Acul,

and Limbe" submit to him. Confusion and fear prevail among
the Spaniards; joy exalts the negroes. Laveaux is saved, and

the colony not yet lost to France. Toussaint is a power in the

state: the negroes everywhere respond to the sound of his voice;

they look to him as their hero, defender, guide, and guard.
Toussaint sets himself to his work. The whole province of the

north soon falls into his hands, and he drives the Spanish ally,

Jean Franjois, westward along La Montaigne Noire. Then he

hastens into the rich valley of the Artibonite, attacks and beats

back the English and besieges the strong fortress of St. Marc
;

but neither forces nor ammunition is sufficient and he retires

to the mountain fastnesses of Marmalade to recruit his troops.

On October 9, 1794, he carries the fortress of San Miguel by
storm.

Toussaint determines to drive away the English, and he falls

with fury upon General Brisbane in the Artibonite and compels
him to retreat. But Jean Francois hung over him in the heights

of La Grande Riviere. Again he retires to Dondon and organ-
izes his forces to repel the Spaniards. In four days he takes and

destroys twenty-eight positions, but Jean Francois with a supe-

rior force threatens his rear while the English are in front
; again
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he is baffled and he returns to Dondon. Toussaint is no longer
the leader of marauding bands but the head of an army. His

troops are mostly raw and ignorant, badly clothed, armed, and

fed, but they trust in him and have courage. He seeks for effi-

cient officers, and finds Dessalines, Desroulaux, Maurepas, Cler-

vaux, Christophe and Lamartiniere. These he must command
with discretion

;
his troops he must provide with arms, ammuni-

tion, and food. He must watch the forces of the Spaniards, the

movements of the English. Intrigues abroad and treacheries at

home
;
henceforth he must organize campaigns.

The treaty of Basel had secured the cession of the whole Span-
ish part of the island to France. Jean Francois was, therefore,

at liberty to retire to Spain, to enjoy his honors. There remained

now but the English to distract the plans of Toussaint and the

French. One more disturbing element yet existed. The mulat-

toes felt themselves superior to the blacks, and the rightful suc-

cessors to the whites in the honors and government of the island.

Jealous of Toussaint and the favors shown the blacks, headed by
Nillate (Villate),they rose against Laveaux,the Governor of the

Cape, and threw him into prison ;
his danger was extreme. Tous-

saint descended on the town with ten thousand blacks and saved

him. Laveaux appointed him his lieutenant, second in com-

mand in the island, and declared that he was the "Spartacus,"
foretold by Raynal, who should avenge the sufferings of his race.

Confidence grew now between the blacks and the whites, and La-

croix who is in no way friendly to the blacks admits that "if

Santo Domingo still carried the colors of France, it was solely

owing to an old negro who seemed to bear a commission from

Heaven." The French continued to send commissioners San-

thonax among them but Toussaint was the moving mind
;
and

when Laveaux, having been elected Delegate to the Assembly,
sailed for France, Santhonax finally appointed him commander-

in-chief.

Toussaint, now "Louverture"; a strong hand and a clear

head, though black, now directs the affairs of the island. Daily
he gains strength and the confidence of the negroes. They flock

to his army; they listen and obey his words. Christophe, in the

north, had encouraged cultivation. Toussaint throws his power-
ful influence into the work. His maxim,

"
that the liberty of the
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blacks can never endure without agriculture," passes from mouth
to mouth among the negroes, and rouses in them the desire for

lands and wealth for the first time now possible. He wishes

that Cape and the towns along the north should be rebuilt. It

is done; they rise from their ashes. All hopes are centred in

the General-in-Chief: he can restore peace and prosperity; he

alone.

The English now were sore bestead. The French pressed

them in the west; Desfourneaux in the north; Rigaud in the

south; Christophe had carried the heights of Valliere the Ven-

de*e of Santo Domingo. Toussaint Louverture again attempts
to take St. Marc

;
thrice he storms it, thrice he deserves success,

but again he fails to clutch this strong fortress. He turns now to

Mirebelois, an interior Thermopylae, strongly fortified by the

English. His lieutenant, Mornay, intercepted Montalembert,
who was advancing with seven hundred men and two pieces of

artillery. The next day he drives in all the English troops, in-

vests the village of St. Louis, carries the forts by assault, and in

fourteen days totally defeats the English, taking two hundred

prisoners, eleven pieces of cannon, and military stores. The ef-

forts of the English are nearly at an end
;
weak and weary, their

strength is spent. Whitlocke, Williamson, Whyte, Horneck, Bris-

bane, and Markham, have tried to subdue these rebels and to

wrest the colony from France : they have bitten a file. Millions

of pounds have been wasted; Brisbane and Markham are killed;

thousands of soldiers slain; the yellow fever, too, has done its

work.

General Maitland at last decided to leave the island, and be-

tween him and Toussaint there went on a struggle of diplomacy ;

but Louverture was more than his equal : he accepted his honors,

but refused his bribes. They made terms, and Maitland evacu-

ated Port au Prince and St. Nicholas. One incident illustrates

Maitland's confidence in Toussaint. Before the disembarkation

of his troops, he determined to return Louverture's visit. He

proceeded to his camp, through a country full of negroes, with but

three attendants. On his way he heard that Roume, the French

commissioner, had advised Toussaint to seize him; but he pro-

ceeded, and when he reached the camp, after waiting a short time,

Toussaint entered, and, handing him two letters Roume's and
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his reply said :

" Read
;
I could not see you until I had written,

so that you could see that I am incapable of baseness."

General Lacroix has written that he saw, in the archives at

Port au Prince, the offers made to Toussaint, securing him in the

power and kingship of the island, and liberty to his race, with a

sufficient naval force on the part of England, provided he would

renounce France and form a commercial treaty with England.
The event leads one to regret that Toussaint's ambition was not

superior to his loyalty to France.

During these proceedings with the English, Santhonax had

departed for France, partly at his own request, partly because he

was in the way of Toussaint's plans for the restoration of the

island. With him, Toussaint sent his two sons to receive some

education in France, and to show, as his letter stated, "his confi-

dence in the Directory at a time when complaints were busy

against him." He said, "there exist no longer any internal agi-

tations; and I hold myself responsible for the submission to order

and duty of the blacks, my brethren."
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BATTLE OF VALMY

A.D. 1792

ALPHONSE M. L. LAMARTINE
In the battle of Valmy the French, under Dumouriez and Kellermann,

repulsed the Prussians and their allies, commanded by the Duke of

Brunswick. Though not in itself a great victory, its results have led

some historians to call that action one of the decisive battles of the world.

The final withdrawal of the Prussians, owing to Russian intrigues in Po-

land, left an open way for the French army into the Austrian Nether-

lands, which at Jemapes (November 6, 1792) were won for France.

Other victories for the Revolution quickly followed, greatly advancing its

cause.

After the fall of the Bastille (July 14, 1789), the National Assembly
abolished special privileges, slavery, and serfdom in France and all

her territories, and decreed equal taxation. A new constitution was
made. These acts heightened popular enthusiasm for the revolt. Politi-

cal clubs, chief of which was that of the Jacobins, were formed in Paris.

They were fiercely uncompromising in their demand for the overthrow of

the monarchy. Many of the nobles hastened to quit the country. The

King was virtually made prisoner in Paris, whence he attempted to

escape, but was captured by insurgents and closely guarded in the

city.

The National Assembly came to an end and was succeeded (October

i, 1791) by the Legislative Assembly, a still more radical body, which for

a year practically ruled France over the head of the King.
Such was the state of affairs in France when, notwithstanding the

complications in the East, the Emperor Leopold II and King Frederick

William II of Prussia issued the Convention of Pillnitz (August, 1791).

This was the basis of an alliance for the rescue of Louis XVI from his

enemies, and for his full restoration to power. It led a little later to a

formidable coalition of sovereigns against the Revolution. Brunswick

advanced toward Paris, but while he hesitated in his progress the French

army, under Dumouriez, was increased in numbers and discipline. Du-
mouriez was on the Belgian border, preparing for his "Argonne cam-

paign," the first events of which no one has better described than Lamar-

tine.

252
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\A7 HILE the interregnum of royalty and republicanism deliv-

ered Paris over to the revolutionists, France, with all its

frontiers open, had for security nothing but the small forest of

Argonnes and the genius of Dumouriez. On September 2, 1792,
this general was shut up with sixteen thousand men in the camp
of Grandpre", occupying with weak detachments the intermediate

defiles between Sedan and Sainte-Menehould, by which the Duke
of Brunswick might attempt to break his line and turn his posi-

tion. He caused the tocsin to be rung in the villages, hoping to

excite the enthusiasm of the inhabitants; but the captures of

Longwi and Verdun, the understanding between the gentlemen
of the country and the finigrds,

1
the hatred of the Revolution, and

the disproportionate amounts of the coalesced army, discouraged
resistance. Dumouriez, left to himself by the inhabitants, could

only rely on his own troops. His sole hope was in forming a

junction with Kellermann. If that could be effected behind the

forest of Argonne before the troops of the Duke of Brunswick

could force the natural rampart, Kellermann and Dumouriez,

uniting their troops, would have a body of forty-five thousand

soldiers to ninety thousand Prussians, and might then with some

hope hazard the fate of France on a battle.

Kellermann, who was worthy to understand and second this

grand idea, served without jealousy Dumouriez's design, satis-

fied with his share of the glory if his country should be saved.

He marched to Metz, at the extremity of the Argonne, in-

forming Dumouriez of every step he took. But their superior

intelligence was a mystery for the majority of officers and

soldiery. Provisions were scarce and bad, the general himself

eating black bread. Ministers, deputies, Luckner himself

influenced by his correspondents in the camp wrote per-

petually to Dumouriez to abandon his position and retire to

Ch,lons.

Slight skirmishes with the advanced guard of the Prussians,

in which the French were always victorious, gave the troops pa-

tience. Miaczinski, Stengel, and Miranda drove back the Prus-

sians at all points. Dumouriez, in his position, deadened the

shock of the one hundred thousand men whom the King of Prus-

1 The royalists who left Paris or France in 1789 and after, on account

of the Revolution. ED.
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sia and the Duke of Brunswick collected at the foot of Argonne.
Chance nearly lost all.

Overcome by fatigue of body and mind, he had forgotten to

reconnoitre with his own eyes, and quite close to him, the defile

of Croix-au-Bois, which had been described to him as imprac-
ticable for troops, particularly cavalry and artillery. He had

placed there, however, a dragoon regiment, two battalions of vol-

unteers, and two pieces of cannon, commanded by a colonel; but

in consequence of the recall of the dragoons and the two battal-

ions before the troops ordered to replace them had come up, the

defile was for a moment open to the enemy. A great many vol-

unteer spies, whom the e'migre's had in the villages of Argonne,
hastened to point out this weakness to Clerfayt, the Austrian

general, who instantly despatched eight thousand men, under the

command of the young Prince de Ligne, who seized on the posi-

tion.

A few hours afterward, Dumouriez, informed of this reverse,

placed General Chazot at the head of two brigades, six squad-
rons of his best troops, four pieces of cannon, besides the artillery

belonging to the battalions, and ordered him to attack the place

at the bayonet's point, and recover the position at any sacrifice.

Every hour the impatient commander despatched aides-de-camp
to Chazot to expedite his march and bring him back information.

Twenty-four hours passed away thus in doubt. On the i4th

Dumouriez heard the sound of firing on his left, and judged by
the noise, which receded, that the Imperialists were in retreat

and Chazot had gained the forest. In the evening a note from

Chazot informed him that he had forced the intrenchments of

the Austrians, in spite of their desperate defence; that eight

hundred dead lay in the defile, among whom was the Prince de

Ligne.

Scarcely, however, had this note reached Dumouriez, whose

mind had been thereby set at ease, than Clerfayt, burning to

avenge the death of the Prince de Ligne and make a decisive

attack on this rampart of the French army, advanced all his

columns into this defile, gained the heights, rushed headlong
down on Chazot's column in front and on both flanks, took his

cannon, and compelled Chazot himself to leave the forest for the

plain, cutting off his communication with the camp of Grandpre",
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and driving him in full flight on the road to Vouziers, At the

same moment the corps of the emigres attacked General Dubou-

quet, in the defile of the Chne-Populeux. Frenchman against

Frenchman, their valor was equal: the one side fyj^"^ to save,

the other to reconquer, their country. Dubouquet gave way
and retreated upon Ch^lon*- These two disasters came upon
Dumouriez at the same moment. Chaxot and Dubouquet
seemed to trace out to him the road. The clamor of his whole

army pointed out to him Chalons as a refuge. Clerfayt, with

twenty-five thousand men, was about to cut off his communica-
tion with Chalons. The Duke of Brunswick, with eighty thou-

sand Prussians, enclosed him on the three other sides in the camp
of Grandpre". His detachments cut off reduced his army to fif-

teen thousand men.

A retreat before an enemy, conquering in two partial encoun-

ters, was to prostrate the fortune of France before the foreigner.

The "audacity" of Danton passed into the mind and tactics of

Dumouriez. He conceived a plan even more bold than that of

Argonne, and closed his ear to the timid counsels of art. He dic-

tated to his aides-de-camp orders to the following effect :

Kellermann was to continue his advance to Sainte-Mene-

hould; Beumonville was to march instantly for RMtel, advanc-

ing by the river Aisne, taking care not to go too near to Argonne,
to save its flanks from Clerfayt 's attacks. Dillon was to defend

and check the two denies of Argonne, and to send out troops

beyond the forest in order to perplex the Duke of Brunswick's

motions, and come as soon as possible into communication with

Kellermann's advanced guard. Chaxot was to return to Autry.

General Sparre, the commandant at Chitons, was desired to form

the advanced camp at Chitons.

These orders despatched, he prepared his own troops for the

manoeuvre which he himself intended to execute during the night.

He sent to the heights which cover the left of Grandpre* on the

side of the Croix-au-Bois, where Clerfayt made him most uneasy,

six battalions, six squadrons, six pieces of cannon, as a lookout,

in case of any sudden attack on the part of the Austrians. At

nightfall he caused thepark of artillery to defile in silence by the

two bridges which traverse the Aisne, and halt on the heights of

Autry.
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The Prince of Hohenlohe requested an interview with Du-

mouriez that evening, his motive being to judge of the state of the

army. Dumouriez granted this, and substituted for himself in

this conference General Duval, whose advanced years, white

hair, and commanding stature imposed on the Austrian general.

Duval affected an appearance of security, telling the Prince that

Beurnonville was expected next day with eighteen thousand men,
and Kellermann at the head of thirty thousand troops. Dis-

couraged in his offers of arrangement by Duval, the Austrian

chief withdrew, firmly convinced that Dumouriez meant to await

the battle in his camp.
At midnight Dumouriez left the Chateau of Grandpre*, on

horseback, and went to the camp in the pitchy darkness of the

night. All was hushed in repose: he forbade drums to beat or

trumpets to sound, but sent round in a low voice the order to

strike the tents and get under arms. The darkness and confu-

sion were unfavorable to these orders, but before the first dawn of

day the army was in full march. The troops passed in double

file over the bridges of Senuc and Grand Champ, and ranged
themselves in battle array on the eminences of Autry. Thus
covered by the Aisne, Dumouriez gazed upon the foe to see if they

followed; but the mystery of his movements had disconcerted

the Duke of Brunswick and Clerfayt. The army cut down the

bridges behind them, and then, advancing four leagues from

Grandpre" to Dumartin, encamped there; and in the morning
General Duval dispersed a host of Prussian hussars. Dumou-
riez resumed his march next day, and on the i;th entered his

camp of Sainte-Menehould.

Thecamp of Sainte-Menehould seemed to have been designed

by nature to serve as a citadel for a handful of patriot soldiers,

against a vast and victorious army. Protected in the front by a

deep valley, on one side by the Aisne, and on the otherby marshes,
the back of the camp was defended by the shallow branches cf

the river Auve. Beyond these muddy streamlets and quagmires
arose a solid and narrow piece of ground, admirably adapted for

the station of a second camp ;
and here the general intended that

Kellermann's division should be placed, then commanding the

two routes of Rheims and Chalons. Dumouriez had studied

this position during his leisure hours at Grandpre", and took up
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his quarters with the confidence of a man who knows his ground
and seizes on success with certain hand.

All his arrangements beingmade and head-quarters established
at Sainte-Menehould, in the centre of the army, Dumouriez,

annoyed at the reports, spread by fugitives, of his having been

routed, wrote to the assembly: "I have been obliged," he wrote

to the President,
"
to abandon the camp of Grandprd; our retreat

was complete, when a panic spread through the army ten thou-

sand men fled before one thousand five hundred Prussian hussars.

All is repaired, and I answer for everything."

At the news of the retreat of Grandpre", Kellermann, believing

Dumouriez defeated, and fearful of falling himself among the

Prussian forces, whom he supposed to be at the extremity of the

defile of Argonne, had retreated as far as Vitry. Couriers from

Dumouriez reassuring him, he again advanced, but with the

slowness of a man who fears an ambush at every step. He hesi-

tated while he obeyed. On the other side, Beurnonville, the

friend and confidant of Dumouriez, had met the fugitives of

Chazot's corps. Wholly disconcerted by their statements of the

complete rout of his general, Beurnonville, with some dragoons,

had ascended a hill, whence he perceived Argonne, and the bare

heaths which extend from Grandpre' to Sainte-Menehould.

It was on the morning of the lyth, at the moment when Du-

mouriez's army was moving from Dammartin to Sainte-Mene-

hould. At the sight of this body of troops, whose uniforms and

flags he could not distinguish in the heavy mist, Beurnonville had

no doubt but that it was the Prussian army advancing in pursuit

of the French. He immediately faced about, and advanced to

Chalons by forced marches, in order to join his general. Hear-

ing his mistake at Chilons, Beurnonville gave only twelve hours'

rest to his harassed men, and arrived on the igth with the ten

thousand warlike soldiers whom he had led so far to the field of

battle. Dumouriez passed them all in review, recognizing all

the officers by their names, and the soldiers by their countenances,

while they all saluted their leader with the loudest acclamations.

The battalions and squadrons which he had carefully formed,

disciplined, and accustomed to fire during the dilatory proceed-

ings of Luckner with the army of the North, defiled before him,

covered with the dust of their long march, their horses jaded,

E., VOL. xrv. 12-
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uniforms torn, shoes in holes, but their arms as perfect and as

bright as if they were on parade.
Dumouriez had scarcely dismounted when Westermann and

Thouvenot, his two confidential staff officers, came to inform

him that the Prussian army, en masse, had passed the peak of

Argonne, and were deploying on the hills of La Lune, on the other

side of the Tourbe, opposite to him. At the same instant young
Macdonald, his aide-de-camp, who had been sent, on the pre-

vious evening, on the road to Vitry, came galloping up, and

brought him intelligence of the approach of the long-expected

Kellermann, who at the head of twenty thousand men of the

army of Metz, and some thousands of volunteers of Lorraine,

was only at two hours' distance. Thus the fortune of the Revo-

lution and the genius of Dumouriez, seconding each other,

brought at the appointed hour and to the fixed spot, from the

two extremities of France and from the depths of Germany, the

forces which were to assail and those which were to defend the

empire.
At the same moment Dumouriez, recalling his isolated detach-

ments, prepared for a struggle, by concentrating all his scattered

forces. General Dubouquet had retired to Chalons with three

thousand men, where he also expected to find Dumouriez, but

had only found in the city ten battalions of jedere's and volun-

teers, who had arrived from Paris, and, hearing of the retreat

of the army, mutinied against their chiefs, cut off the head of one

of their officers, taking others with them, plundered the army
stores, murdered the colonel of the regiment of Vexin, and then,

in confused masses, took the road to Paris, proclaiming every-

where Dumouriez's treason and demanding his head. Dumou-
riez was alarmed lest these ruffians should come in contact with

his army, for such bands sowed sedition wherever they went.

General Stengel, after having ravaged the country between

Argonne and Sainte-Menehould, in order to cut off all supplies

from the Prussians, fell back beyond the Tourbe, and posted
himself with the vanguard on the hills of Lyron, opposite the

heights of La Lune, where the Duke of Brunswick was posted.

Dampierre's camp, separated from that of Dumouriez by the

trenches and shallows of the Auve, was assigned to Kellermann,

but he passed beyond this spot, and posted his entire army and
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baggage on the heights of Valmy, in advance of Dampierre, on

the left of that of Sainte-Menehould. The line of Kellermann's

encampment, nearer to the enemy, on its left, touched on its

right the line of Dumouriez, and thus formed with the principal

army an angle, against which the enemy could not send forth its

attacking columns without being at once overwhelmed by the

French artillery in both flanks. Dumouriez, perceiving in a mo-

ment that Kellermann, who was too much involved and too much
isolated on the plateau of Valmy, might be turned by the Prussian

masses, sent General Chazot, at the head of eight battalions and

eight squadrons, to post them behind the heights of Gizaucourt,
and be under Kellermann's orders. He next desired General

Stengel and Beurnonville to advance to the right of Valmy with

twenty-six battalions his rapid coup d'osil assuring him that this

would be the Duke of Brunswick's point of attack.

This plan displayed at a glance the intelligence of the warrior

and the politician. Defiance was thus cast by forty-five thousand

men to one hundred ten thousand soldiers of the coalition.

The French army had its right flank and retreat covered by
the Argonne, which was impassable by the enemy, and defended

by its ravines and forests. The centre, bristling with batteries

and natural obstacles, was impregnable. The army faced the

country toward Champagne, leaving behind it the road clear to

Chalons and Lorraine.

"The Prussians," argued Dumouriez, "will either fight or

advance on Paris. If the former, they will find the French army
in an intrenched camp as a field of battle. Obliged, hi order to

attack the centre, to pass the Auve, the Tourbe, and the Bionne,
under the fire of my redoubts, they will take Kellermann in flank,

who will crush their attacking columns between his battalions,

charging down from Valmy and the batteries of my corps d'armee.

If they leave the French army, and cut off its retreat to Paris by

marching on Chalons, the army, facing about, will follow them to

Paris, increasing in number at every step. The reinforcements

of the army of the Rhine and army of the North, which are on the

march
;
the battalions of scattered volunteers, which I shall as-

semble as I cross the revolted provinces, will swell the amount
of my armed troops to sixty thousand or seventy thousand men.

The Prussians will march across a hostile country, and make
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every step with hesitation, while each advance will give me fresh

troops. I shall await them under the walls of Paris. An invad-

ing army, placed between a capital of six hundred thousand

souls, who close their gates, and a national army, which cuts off

their retreat, is a destroyed army. France will be saved in the

heart of France, instead of on the frontiers; but still she will be

saved."

Thus reasoned Dumouriez, when the first sounds of the Prus-

sian cannon, resounding from the heights of Valmy, came to an-

nounce to him that the Duke of Brunswick, having perceived the

danger of advancing, and thus leaving the French army behind

Him, had attacked Kellermann. It was not the Duke of Bninswick,

however, but the young King of Prussia, who had commanded
the attack. The Prussian army, which the generalissimo wished

to extend gradually from Rheims to Argonne, parallel to the

French army, received orders to advance in a bodyon Kellermann's

position. On the iQth it marched to Somme-Tourbe, and re-

mained all night under arms. The report was spread in the

head-quarters of the King of Prussia that the French were medi-

tating a retreat on Chalons, and that the movements perceptible

in their line were only intended to mask this retrograde march.

The King was vexed at a plan of a campaign which always al-

lowed them to escape. He thought he should surprise Dumou-
riez in the false position of an army which had raised his camp.
The Duke of Brunswick, whose military authority began to suffer

with the failure of his preceding manoeuvres, in vain sought the

intervention of General Koeler to moderate the ardor of the King.
The attack was resolved upon.

On the 2oth, at 6 A.M., the Duke marched at the head of the

Prussian advanced guard upon Somme-Bionne, with the inten-

tion of attacking Kellermann, and cutting off his retreat by the

high road of Chalons. A thick autumnal fog floated over the plain

into the marshy grounds where the three rivers flow, in the hol-

low ravines which separated the two armies, leaving only the

points of the precipices and the crests of the hills .shining in the

light above this ocean of fog. An unexpected shock of the cav-

alry of the two advanced guards alone revealed, in this darkness,

the march of the Prussians to the French. After a rapid mttee

and some
firing,

the advanced guard of the French fell back upon
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Valmy, and warned Kellermann of the enemy's approach. The
Duke of Brunswick continued to advance, reached the high road

to Chalons, crossed it, and then deployed his whole army. At

ten o'clock, the mist having suddenly disappeared, showed to the

two generals their mutual situation.

Kellermann's army was en masse in the plain and behind the

mill of Valmy. This bold position projected like a cape into the

midst of the lines of the Prussian bayonets. General Chazot

had not, as yet, come up with his twenty-six battalions to flank

Kellermann's left. General Leveneur, who was to have flanked

his right and to unite it with Dumouriez's army, advanced with

hesitation and slowly, fearing to draw on his feeble force all the

weight of the Prussian body, which he saw in battle array before

him. General Valence, who commanded Kellermann's cavalry,

deployed into high line with a regiment of carbineers, some

squadrons of dragoons, and four battalions of grenadiers, be-

tween Gizaucourt and Valmy, thus covering the whole space
which Kellermann could fill up, and where that general was ex-

pected. Kellermann's lines formed in the centre of the heights.

His powerful artillery bristled by the side of the mill of Valmy, the

centre and key to the position. Almost surrounded by semicircu-

lar lines of the enemy, which were perpetually increasing in num-

bers, and embarrassedon this very narrow elevation by his twenty-
two thousand men, horses, guns, and baggage, Kellermann was

unable to extend the wings of his army.
From this height Kellermann saw come in succession, from

the white mist of the morning, and glitter in the sunshine, the

countless Prussian cavalry, which must envelop him, as in a net,

if he were driven from his position. About noon the Duke of

Brunswick, having formed his whole army into two lines, and

decided on his plan of the day, was seen to detach himself from

the centre, and advance toward the declivities of Gizaucourt and

La Lune, at the head of a body of infantry, cavalry, and three

batteries. Fresh troops filled up the space these left.

Such was the horizon of tents, bayonets, horses, cannon, and

staff which displayed itself on September 2oth, in the hollows

and ravines of Champagne. At the same hour the convention *

'The National Convention, which succeeded the Legislative Assem-

bly, actually opened September 2ist. ED.
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began its sittings and deliberations as to a monarchy or a republic.

Within and without, France and liberty sported with destiny.

The exterior aspect of the two armies seemed to declare be-

forehand the issue of the campaign. On the side of the Prus-

sians, one hundred ten thousand combatants; a system of tac-

tics the inheritance of the Great Frederick; discipline, which

converted battalions into machines of war, and which, destroying

all personal will in the soldier, made him bend submissively to the

thought and voice of his officers; an infantry solid and impene-
trable as walls of iron; cavalry mounted on the splendid horses

of Mecklenburg, whose docility, well-controlled ardor, and high

courage were not alarmed either at the fire of artillery nor the glit-

ter of cold steel; officers trained from their infancy to fighting as

a trade, born, as it were, in uniforms, knowing their troops and

known to them, exercising over their soldiers the twofold ascen-

dency of nobility and command; as auxiliaries, the picked regi-

ments of the Austrian Army, recently from the banks of the Dan-

ube, where they had been fighting against the Turks; the emi-

grant French nobility, bearing with them all the great names of

the monarchy, every soldier of whom fought for his own cause

and had his individual injuries to avenge his King to save, his

country to recover at the end of his bayonet or the point of his

sabre; Prussian generals, all pupils of a military king, having to

maintain the superiority of their renown in Europe; a general-

issimo which Germany proclaimed its Agamemnon, and which

the genius of Frederick covered with a prestige of invincibility;

and, also, a young King, brave, adored by his people, dear to his

troops, avenger of the cause of all kings, accompanied by repre-

sentatives of every court on the field of battle, and supplying the

inexperience of war by a personal bravery which forgot its rank

in the sole consideration of its honor such was the Prussian

army.
In the French camp a numerical inferiority of one against

three; regiments reduced to three or four hundred men by the

effect of the laws of 1790, which only admitted volunteers; these

regiments, deprived of their best officers by emigration, which

had induced more than half to go to the enemy's soil, and by the

sudden creation of one hundred battalions of volunteers, at the

head of which they had placed the officers remaining in France
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as instructors; these battalions and regiments, without any esprit

de corps, regarding each other with jealousy or contempt; two

feelings in the same army the spirit of discipline in the old ranks,

the spirit of insubordination in the new corps; old officers sus-

pecting their men, soldiers doubtful of their officers; a cavalry ill

equipped and badly mounted; an infantry competent and firm

in regiments, raw and weak in battalions; pay in arrear and paid
in assignats greatly depreciated; insufficiently armed; uniforms

various, threadbare, torn, often in tatters; many soldiers without

shoes, or substituting handfuls of hay tied round the legs with

cord; the troops arriving from different armies and provinces,

unknown to each other, and scarcely knowing the name of the

generals under whom they had been enlisted these generals

themselves young and rash, passing suddenly from obeying to

command, or, old and methodical, unable to make their formal

modes comply with the dash required in desperate warfare; and,

finally, at the head of this incongruous army, a general-in-chief

fifty-three years of age, new to war, whom everybody had a right

to doubt, mistrustful of his troops, at variance with his second in

command, at issue with his government, whose daring yet dila-

tory plan was not understood by any, and who had neither ser-

vices in the past nor the spell of victory on his sword to give

authority or confidence to his command such were the French

at Valmy. But the enthusiasm of the country and the Revolu-

tion struggled in the heart of this army, and the genius of war

inspired the soul of Dumouriez.

Uneasy as to Kellermann's position, Dumouriez, on horse-

back from the dawn of day, visited his line, extended his troops

between Sainte-Menehould and Gizaucourt, and galloped toward

Valmy in order that he might the better judge himself of the in-

tentions of the Duke of Brunswick and the point on which the

Prussians were to concentrate their efforts. He there found

Kellermann giving his final orders to the generals, who, on his

left and right, were to have the responsibility of the day. One of

these was General Valence, and the other the Due de Chartres.

The Due de Chartres
1 had been welcomed by the old soldiers

'This was Louis Philippe, afterward known as "the Citizen-King."
He was the son of Philippe figalite', Due d'Orl&ms, and was at this time

about twenty years old. ED.
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as a prince, by the new ones as a patriot, by all as a comrade.

His intrepidity did not carry him away; he controlled it, and it

left him that quickness of perception and that coolness so essen-

tial to a general; amid the hottest fire he neither quickened nor

slackened his pace, for his ardor was as much the effect of reflec-

tion as of calculation, and as grave as duty. His familiarity

martial with the officers, soldierly with the soldiers, patriotic with

the citizens caused them to forgive him for being a prince. But

beneath the exterior of a soldier of the people lurked the arrtire

pensfe of a prince of the blood; and he plunged into all the events

of the Revolution with the entire yet skilful abandon of a master-

mind. Men feared, in spite of his bravery and his exalted en-

thusiasm for his country, to catch a glimpse of a throne raised

upon its own ruins and by the hands of a republic. This pre-

sentiment, which invariably precedes great names and destinies,

seemed to reveal to the army that, of all the leaders of the Rev-

olution, he might one day be the most useful or the most fatal to

liberty.

Dumouriez, who had seen the young Due de Chartres with

the army at Luckner, was struck with his intrepidity and coolness

during the action, and, perceiving a spark of no ordinary fire in

this young man, resolved to attach him to himself.

The Prussians held the heights of La Lune, and had com-

menced descending them in battle array. The veteran troops of

Frederick the Great, slow and measured in all their movements,

displayed no rash impetuosity and left naught to chance.

On their side the French did not behold without a feeling of

dread this immense and hitherto invincible army silently advance

its first line in columns of attack, and extend its wings to pierce

their centre and cut off all retreat, either on Chalons or Dumou-
riez. The soldiers remained motionless in their position, fearing

to expose by a false movement the narrow battle-field on which

they could defend themselves, but did not dare manoeuvre. The
Prussians descended half-way down the heights of La Lune, and

then opened their fire both in front and flank.

On this attack Kellermann's artillery moved forward and

took up its position in front of the infantry. More than twenty
thousand balls were exchanged during two hours from one hun-

dred twenty guns, which thundered from the sides of the op-
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posite hills, as though they strove to batter a breach in the moun-

tains. The Prussians, more exposed than the French, suffered

more severely, and their fire began to slacken. Kellermann, who

narrowly watched the enemy's movements, fancied he saw some

confusion in their ranks, and charged at the head of a column to

carry the guns. A Prussian battery, masked by an inequality in

the ground, suddenly opened its fire on them, and Kellermann's

horse, struck by a ball in the chest, fell on its rider. His aide-de-

camp, Lieutenant-Colonel Lormier, was killed, and the head of

the column, exposed on three sides to a withering fire, fell back

in disorder, while Kellermann, disengaged and carried off by his

troops, sought for a fresh charger. The Prussians, witnessing
his fall and the retreat of his column, redoubled their fire, and a

well-directed volley of shells silenced the French artillery.

The Due de Chartres, who for three hours had supported the

fire of the Prussians at the decisive post of Valmy, without draw-

ing a trigger, saw the danger of his general. He hastened to the

second line, put himself at the head of the reserve of artillery, ad-

vanced to the plateau by the mill, covered the disorder of the

centre, rallied the flying caissons, supported the fire, and checked

the enemy's onset.

The Duke of Brunswick would not give the French time to

strengthen their position, but formed three formidable columns

of attack, supported by two wings of cavalry. These columns

advanced in spite of the fire of the French batteries, and were

about to crush beneath their masses the division of the Due de

Chartres, who at the mill of Valmy awaited the onset. Keller-

mann, who had renewed the line, formed his army into columns

by battalions, sprang from his horse, and casting the bridle to his

orderly, bade him lead it behind the ranks, showing the soldiers

that he was resolved to conquer or die.
"
Comrades," cried Kel-

lermann, in a voice of thunder,
"
the moment of victory is at hand.

Let us suffer the enemy to advance, and then charge with the

bayonet." Then waving his hat on the top of his sword, "Vive

la nation!" cried he more enthusiastically than before; "let us

conquer for her."

This cry of the general, repeated by the nearest battalions,

and taken up successively by the rest, created an immense clamor

like the country herself encouraging her defenders. This shout
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of the whole army, resounding from one hill to another, and heard

above the cannon's roar, reassured the troops, and made the

Duke of Brunswick pause, for such hearts promised equally ter-

rible hands. Kellermann still advanced at the head of his col-

umn. The Due de Chartres, his sword in one hand and a tri-

colored flag in the other, followed the horse artillery with the

cavalry. The Duke of Brunswick, with the quick eye of a vet-

eran soldier, and that economy of human life that characterizes

an able general, saw that this attack would fail when opposed to

such enthusiasm; and he re-formed the head of his columns,

sounded the retreat, and slowly retired to his positions unpur-
sued.

The fire ceased on both sides and the battle was as it were sus-

pended until four in the evening, when the King of Prussia, in-

dignant at the hesitation of his army, formed in person, and with

the flower of his infantry and cavalry, three formidable columns

of attack; then riding down the line, he bitterly reproached them

with suffering the standard of the monarch to be thus humiliated.

At the voice of their sovereign the troops marched to the conflict,

and the King, surrounded by the Duke of Brunswick and his

principal officers, marched in the first rank, exposed to the fire of

the French, which mowed down his staff around him. Intrepid

as the blood of Frederick, he commanded as a king jealous of the

honor of his nation, and exposed himself like a soldier who holds

his life but lightly compared to victory. All was in vain; the

Prussian columns, assailed by the fire of twenty-four pieces of

cannon, in position on the heights of Valmy, retreated at nightfall,

leaving behind them eight hundred dead. Not to have been de-

feated was to the French army a victory. Kellermann felt this

so fully that he assumed the name of Valmy in after-years,
1 and

in his will bequeathed his heart to the village of that name, in

order that it might repose on the theatre of his greatest renown,
and sleep amid the companions of his first field.

While the French army fought and triumphed at Valmy, the

Convention decreed the Republic at Paris.

Dumouriez returned to his camp amid the roar of Keller-

mann's cannon; but while he congratulated himself on the suc-

cess of a day that strengthened the patriotic feelings of the army,
1 Kellermann was created Due de Valmy by Napoleon. ED.
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and that rendered the first attack on the country fatal to her

enemies, he was too clear-sighted not to perceive the faults of

Kellermann and the temerity of his position. The Duke of

Brunswick was on the morrow the same as he was the previous

evening, and had, moreover, extended his right wing beyond
Gizaucourt and cut off the route to Chalons.

Early on the morning of the 2ist Dumouriez went to the

camp of his colleague, and ordered him to pass the river Auve,
and fall back on the camp of Dampierre, in the position previ-

ously assigned him. This position, less brilliant, yet more secure,

strengthened and united the French army. Kellermann felt this

and obeyed without a murmur.

The Prussians had lost so much time that they had no longer

any to spare. The rainy season had already affected them, and

the winter would be sufficient in itself to force them to retreat.

The Duke of Brunswick lost ten days in observing the French

army; and the rain and fever season surprised him, while yet

undecided. The rains cut up the roads from Argonne, by which

his convoys arrived from Verdun, while his soldiers, destitute of

shelter and provisions, wandered about in the fields, the orchards

and vineyards, plucking the unripe grapes which these inhabi-

tants of the North tasted for the first time. Their stomachs, al-

ready weakened by bad living, were soon disordered, and they
were attacked by that dysentery which is so fatal to the soldier;

the contagion spread rapidly through the camp, and thinned the

corps.

The situation of Dumouriez did not appear, however, less

perilous to those who were not in the secret of his intentions.

Hemmed in on the one side of Les EvSche's by the Prince de

Hohenlohe; on the Paris side by the King of Prussia, the Prus-

sians were within six leagues of Chalons, the e'migre's still nearer.

The Uhlans, the light cavalry of the Prussians, pillaged at the

gates of Rheims, and between Chalons and the capital there was

not a position or an army. Paris dreaded to find itself thus ex-

posed. Kellermann, a brave, but susceptible general, shaken by
the opinion in Paris, threatened to quit the camp and abandon

his colleague to his fate. Dumouriez, employing alternately the

ascendency of his rank and the seduction of his genius, passed,
in order to detain him, from menace to entreaty, and thus gained
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day by day his victory of patience. Sometimes he threatened to

deprive of their uniform and arms those who complained of the

want of provisions, and drive them from the camp as cowards

who were unworthy to suffer privations for their country. Eight
battalions of fe'de're's, recently arrived from the camp at Chalons,

and intoxicated with massacre and sedition, were those who most

threatened the subordination of the camp, saying openly that the

ancient officers were traitors, and that it was necessary to purge
the army, as they had Paris, of its aristocrats. Dumouriez posted
these battalions apart from the others, placed a strong force of

cavalry behind them, and two pieces of cannon on their flank.

Then, affecting to review them, he halted at the head of the line,

surrounded by all his staff and an escort of one hundred hussars.
"
Fellows," said he

"
for I will not call you either citizens or sol-

diers you see before you this artillery, behind you this cavalry;

you are stained with crimes, and I do not tolerate here assassins

or executioners. I know that there are scoundrels among you

charged to excite you to crime. Drive them from among you,
or denounce them to me, for I shall hold you responsible for their

conduct." The battalions trembled and at once assumed the

same spirit that pervaded the army.
The ancient feelings of honor were associated in the camps

with patriotism, and Dumouriez encouraged it among his troops.

Every day he received from Paris threats of dismissal, to which

he replied in terms of defiance. "I will conceal my dismissal,"

he wrote, "until the day when I behold the flight of the enemy:
I will then show it to my soldiers, and return to Paris, to suffer the

punishment my country inflicts on me for having saved her in

spite of herself."

Three commissioners of the Convention, Sillery, Carra, and

Prieur, arrived at the camp on the 24th, to proclaim the Republic,
and Dumouriez did not hesitate. Although a royalist, he yet felt

that at present it was not a question of government, but of the

safety of the country ;
and besides, his ambition was vast as his

genius, vague as the future. A republic agitated at home, threat-

ened from abroad, could not but be favorable to an ambitious

soldier at the head of an army who adored him
;
for when royalty

was abolished, there was no one of higher rank in the nation than

its generalissimo. The commissioners had also instructions to
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order the retreat of the army behind the Marne. Dumouriez

asked and obtained from them six days' delay ;
on the seventh, at

sunrise, the French videttes beheld the heights of La Lime de-

serted, and the columns of the Duke of Brunswick slowly defiling

between the hills of Champagne, and taking the direction of

Grandpre*. Fortune had justified perseverance, and genius had

baffled numbers. Dumouriez was triumphant, and France was

saved.

At this intelligence, one general shout of "Vive la nation!"

burst from the French army. The commissioners, the generals

Beurnonville, Miranda, even Kellermann, threw themselves into

the arms of Dumouriez, and acknowledged the superiority of his

judgment and the accuracy of his perception while the soldiers

proclaimed him the Fabius of his country. But this name, which

he accepted for a day, but ill responded to the ardor of his soul;

and he already meditated playing the part of Hannibal, which

was more consonant with the activity of his character and the de-

termination of his genius. At home, that of Caesar might one day

tempt him. This ambition of Dumouriez explains the unmo-

lested retreat of the Prussians through an enemy's country, and

through defiles which might easily have been converted into Cau-

dine Forks, and under the cannon of seventy thousand French,

before which the weakened and enervated army of the Duke of

Brunswick had to make a flank movement.

While the military genius of Dumouriez triumphed over the

Prussian army, his political genius was not asleep ;
for his camp,

during the last days of the campaign, was at once the head-quar-
ters of an army and the centre of diplomatic negotiations. Du-

mouriez had created a connection, half apparent, half secret, with

the Duke of Brunswick and those officers and ministers who had

most influence over the King of Prussia. Danton, the only min-

ister who possessed any authority over Dumouriez, was in the se-

cret of these negotiations.

The Duke of Brunswick was no less desirous than Dumouriez

to negotiate, while fighting at the head-quarters of the King of

Prussia were two parties, one of whom wished to retain the King
with the army, and the other to remove him from it. The Count

de Schulemberg, the King's confidential agent, was the leader of

the first, the Duke of Brunswick of the second; Haugwitz, Luc-
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chesini, Lombard, the King's secretary, Kalkreuth, and the

Prince de Hohenlohe were of the party of the latter. The King
resisted with the firmness of a man who has engaged his honor in

a great cause in the eyes of the world, and who wished to come off

with credit, or at least without loss of reputation. He remained

with the army, and sent the Count de Schulemberg to direct the

operations in Poland. From this day the Prince was exposed in

his camp to an influence whose interest it was to slacken his

march and enervate his resolutions; and from this day every-

thing tended to a retreat.

The Duke of Brunswick only sought a pretext for opening

negotiations with the French at head-quarters. So long as he was

behind the Argonne, within ten leagues of Grandpre, this pretext

did not offer itself, for the King of Prussia would look on these

advances as a proof of treason or cowardice. The combat of

Valmy, in the idea of the Duke of Brunswick, was but a negotia-

tion carried on by the mouth of the cannon. Dumouriez held the

fate of the French Revolution in his hands, and he could not be-

lieve that this general would become the mere tool of anarchical

democracy.
" He will cast the weight of his sword," said he,

"
to

weigh down the scale in favor of a constitutional monarchy; he

will turn upon the jailers of the King and the murderers of Sep-

tember. Guardian of the frontiers, he has only to threaten to

open them to the coalition, to insure obedience from the National

Assembly. An arrangement between monarchical France and

Prussia, under the auspices of Dumouriez, is a thousand times

preferable to a war in which Prussia stakes her army against the

despair of a nation."
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GROWTH OF THE COTTON INDUSTRY IN
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Lord Macaulay declared that "what Peter the Great did to make Rus-

sia dominant, Eli Whitney's invention of the cotton-gin has more than

equalled in its relation to the power and progress of the United States."

When Macaulay delivered this opinion,
"
King Cotton

" was more abso-

lute in the United States than to-day, for the cultivation of cotton has

since been supplemented in this country by other industries of equal im-

portance. Yet, what cotton had done for the United States in Macau-

lay's day has been far surpassed by its record since, as one of the great

industrial and commercial interests of the land; and judged by export

values, as estimated by the specialist Dabney, at one time Assistant Sec-

retary of Agriculture, cotton is still king of the American market.

The growth of the cotton industry in the United States, traced so

minutely by Handy, witnesses from one decade to another to the supreme
achievement of the American inventor so highly estimated by Macaulay.
Eli Whitney was born at Westboro, Massachusetts, in 1765, and died in

1825. In 1792 he was graduated at Yale College, and that year became a

teacher in Georgia, where he invented the cotton-gin. Before he could

secure a patent his machine was stolen from his workshop, and others

reaped the profits of his ingenuity. It is pleasing to know that he after-

ward made a fortune by other uses of his inventive skill. His service to

the cotton industry in all its departments has not only been vastly influ-

ential in the development of his own country, but has also greatly affected

the relations of the United States with other industrial nations, espe-

cially with Great Britain, the leading cotton-manufacturing country of the

world.

CHARLES W. DABNEY

/^OTTON is the principal product of eight great States of the

American Union, and the most valuable "money crop
"
of the

entire country. Climatic conditions practically restrict its culti-

vation to a group of States constituting less than one-fourth of the

total area of the country, and yet the value of the annual crop is

exceeded among cultivated products only by corn, which is grown
2-71
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in every State of the Union, and occasionally by wheat. Cotton

furnishes the raw material for one of our most important manu-

facturing industries and from one-fourth to one-third of our total

exports.

Considered without reference to any particular country, its

economic importance is far beyond numerical expression; for

while the total crop of the world is approximately ascertainable,

the effect of cotton upon the commercial and social relations of

mankind is too far-reaching for estimation. Of the four great

staples that provide man with clothing cotton, silk, wool, and

flax cotton, by reason of its cheapness and its many excellen-

cies, is rapidly superseding its several rivals. Sixty years ago only
about two million five hundred thousand bales of cotton, or less

than the present production of Texas, were annually converted

into clothing; the spindles of the world now use over thirteen

million bales per annum. Yet less than half the people of the

world are supplied with cotton goods made by modern machin-

ery, and it has been estimated that it would require annually a

crop of forty-two million bales of five hundred pounds each to

raise the world's standard of consumption to that of the principal

nations.

Cotton stands preeminent among farm crops in the ease and

cheapness of its production, as compared with the variety and

value of its products. No crop makes so slight a drain upon the

fertility of the soil, and for none has modern enterprise found so

many uses for its several parts. The cotton plant yields, in fact,

a double crop a most beautiful fibre and a seed yielding both oil

and feed, which, although neglected for a long time, is now es-

teemed worth one-sixth as much as the fibre. In addition to this,

the stems can be made to yield a fibre which waits only for a

machine to work it, and the roots yield a drug. It is entirely pos-

sible, therefore, that cotton may ultimately be grown as much for

these parts as for the lint.

The history of cotton production in the United States differs

from that of almost every other agricultural product in several

important particulars. For nearly three-quarters of a century
slave labor was almost exclusively employed in this branch of

agricultural industry, and an immense majority of the colored

people of to-day look to it for their chief support. Cotton was
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also the great pioneer crop in the new Southwestern States. Not

only has the westward movement of the industry been more rapid

than that of any other crop, but the centre of production has al-

ways been farther in advance of the centre of population. As

long ago as 1839 Mississippi was producing almost one-fourth of

the entire crop of the country. Recent years have witnessed an

enormous development in the regions to the west, which would

have carried the centre of production across the Mississippi River

if the cultivation of cotton, unlike that of wheat and corn and

other products, had not taken a new lease of life in the older States

along the Atlantic seaboard, where the use of manures has both

extended the area and increased the production.

Probably no equally great industry was ever more completely

paralyzed or had its future placed in greater jeopardy than cotton

growing in the United States during the war of 1861-1865. So

great was the decrease in production which followed the effect-

ual closing of the ports that only one bale of cotton was grown in

1864-1865 for every fifteen bales raised in 1861-1862. The chief

menace to the future of cotton production lay in the efforts that

were put forth by other cotton-growing countries at this time to

produce those particular varieties which had for so long given the

United States the monopoly of the European markets; and noth-

ing could more completely demonstrate the remarkable adapta-
tion of our Southern States to the growing of varieties which the

experience of generations has proved to be the best for manufact-

uring purposes than the fact that it took them only thirteen years

from the end of the war to regain the primacy of position which

they held at its commencement.

ROBERT B. HANDY

When cotton manufacture was introduced into England is not

definitely settled. There is no mention of the manufacture or

use of cotton in the celebrated poor-law of Elizabeth (1601),

though hemp, flax, and wool are expressly named. The first

authentic record is in Roberts' Treasure of Traffic, published in

1641 ;
but it is possible, and even probable, that the art was im-

ported from Flanders by the artisans who fled from that country
to England in the latter part of the sixteenth century, as it is

probable that the manufacture had established itself more or less

E., VOL. xiv. 18.
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firmly before it attracted the attention of the author of the above*

named pamphlet. We may presume, then, that it was well es-

tablished in England by 1641, but after that date the spread
was not rapid. The crudeness of the machinery for spinning was

such that fine yarn could not be made. Both spinning and weav-

ing were done by individuals and families in their own houses on

clumsy and heavy machines. These implements were but little

better than those in use two thousand years before. The distaff,

the earliest of spinning-machines, was still in use, and the best to

be had was the one-thread spinning-wheel. The loom used was

scarcely an improvement on that which the East Indian had

used centuries before, though it was constructed with greater firm-

ness and compactness. Owing to imperfections in their ma-

chines, it was impossible for the Europeans to make cotton yarn

combining strength and firmness. The yarn when spun was

loose and flimsy; to make it strong it had to be heavy.

The finished web had often to be carried a long distance to

market. It was only in 1 760 that Manchester merchants began
to furnish the weavers in the neighboring villages with linen yarn
and raw cotton and to pay a fixed price for the perfected web,
thus relieving the weavers of the necessity of providing them-

selves with material and seeking a market for their cloth, and

enabling them to prosecute their employment with greater regu-

larity.

It was also about that time that England began to export her

cotton goods, for until then her weavers had not been able to do

more than supply the home demand. This foreign trade at once

increased the demand for cotton goods, and the increased demand

presented a problem which the manufacturers at first found diffi-

cult of solution. The procuring of supplies of linen yarn needed

for the warp of these textiles was not difficult, but where was tin

cotton yarn to come from? The spinners were producing al-

ready as much as their rude machines would permit, and addi-

tional spinners were not to be had. The demand for cotton

thread exceeded the supply; the price of yarn rose with the de-

mands of trade and the extension of the manufacture and oper-

ated as a check to the further increase of the exports. The trade

had reached the point where hand carders, single-thread spinning-

wheels, and the hand-loom, requiring a man to each machine,
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were clearly inadequate to the service, and the cotton trade of

Great Britain in the middle of the eighteenth century seemed to

have reached its limit. About this time Hargreaves, Arkwright,

Crompton, Cartwright, and Watt, men either directly or indi-

rectly engaged in and familiar with the needs of the cotton manu-

facture, invented machines which raised the trade from an experi-

mental or at least a struggling industry into the most important
manufacture of the world. The carding-engine, the spinning

jenny, the spinning-frame, the stocking-frame, the power-loom,
and the adaptation of the steam-engine to the propulsion of these

machines, at once supplied the means of producing an immense

amount of yarn and cloth. These inventions, it is true, were not

in themselves perfect, but the principles on which they were built

are those on which the most complicated textile machines of this

day are based.

The supply of raw material to meet the demands of the trade

was limited. The West Indies, the Levant, and India were the

countries from which this supply was drawn, but they were un-

able to furnish enough raw cotton to keep the new machines in

operation, and it was necessary to look elsewhere.

America was the only hope of the cotton manufacturer; but

as at that time the United States produced little or no cotton,

for a few years all the increased supply came from Brazil.

As Great Britain was the last of the European countries to

take up cotton manufacture, and has carried it to its fullest de-

velopment, so the United States was the last to enter the list of

cotton-producing countries, and has been for nearly a hundred

years the foremost of them all. The powerful influence that the

production of cotton has had upon the commerce, industrial de-

velopment, and civil institutions of the United States can scarcely

be realized by one unfamiliar with the subject.

It is doubtful whether cotton is indigenous to any part of this

country, as we have no authentic record of the precise time of its

introduction. Cotton seed was brought in from all quarters of

the globe, and the American plant, the result of innumerable

crossings, remains, as to its origin, a puzzle to botanists.

The beginning of the culture of cotton in the United States

occurred about one hundred seventy-five years before the in-

dustry became at all important. The first effort to produce
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cotton on the North American continent was probably made at

Jamestown the year of the arrival of the colonists. In a pam-
phlet entitled Nova Britannica; Offering Most Excellent Fruits of

Planting in Virginia, published in London in 1609, it is stated

that cotton would grow as well in that province as in Italy. In

another pamphlet, called A Declaration of the State of Virginia,

published in London in 1620, the author mentions cotton, wool,

and sugar-cane among the "naturall commodities dispersed up
and downe the divers parts of the world; all of which may also be

had in abundance in Virginia."

According to Bancroft, the first experiment in cotton culture

in the colonies was made in Virginia during Wyatt's administra-

tion of the government. Writing of that period he says: "The
first culture of cotton in the United States deserves commemora-
tion. In this year (1621) the seeds were planted as an experi-

ment, and their
'

plentiful coming up
' was at that early day a sub-

ject of interest in America and England."
Cotton-wool was listed in that year at eightpence a pound,

which shows that it may have been grown earlier, for it is scarcely

possible that it could have been grown, cleaned, and received in

market in the same year. Seabrook states that the "green-seed,"
or upland, variety was certainly grown in Virginia to a limited

extent at least one hundred thirty years before the Revolu-

tion. Some of the early governors of that colony were especially

energetic in their efforts to encourage its cultivation. Among
these were Sir William Berkeley; Francis Morrison, his deputy,
and Sir Edmund Andros. The latter, says one authority, "gave

particular marks of his favor toward the propagation of cotton,

which since his time has been much neglected."

The exports of the Virginia colony during the first thirty

years of its existence were confined almost exclusively to tobacco,

but there is evidence that in the latter half of the seventeenth cen-

tury cotton was cultivated and manufactured among the planters

for domestic consumption. Burk states that "after the Restora-

tion (1660) their attention was strongly attracted to home manu-

factures as well by the necessities of their position as by the

encouragement of the assembly and the bounty offered by the

King. But the zeal displayed in the outset for these products

gradually cooled, and if we except the manufacture of coarse
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cloths and unpainted cotton, nothing remained of the sounding
list prepared with so much labor by the King and recommended

by legislation, premium, and royal bounty."

Among the earliest historical references to cotton in this coun-

try is that contained in A Brief Description of the Province of

Carolina, on the Coasts of Florida, and More Particularly of a

New Plantation Begun by the English at Cape Feare, on that

River, now by them called Georges River, published in London in

1666. The author of this tract, whose name is not given, says:
" In the midst of this fertile province, in the latitude of 34, there

is a colony of English seated, who landed there May 29, 1664."

After giving an account of the fertility of the soil and its natural

products, he adds :

" But they have brought with them most sorts

of seeds and roots of the Barbados, which thrive in this most tem-

perate clime. They have indigo, very good tobacco, and cot

ton-wool." Robert Home mentions cotton among the products
of South Carolina in 1666. In Samuel Wilson's Account of the

Province of Carolina in America, addressed to the Earl of Craven,

and published in London in 1682, it is stated that "cotton of the

Cyprus and Smyrna sort grows well, and good plenty of the seed

is sent thither," and among the instructions given by the pro-

prietors of South Carolina to Mr. West, the first governor, is the

following: "You are then to furnish yourself with cotton-seed,

indigo, and ginger-roots." He was also instructed to receive the

products of the country in payment of rents at certain fixed valua-

tions, among which cotton was priced at three and one-half pence

per pound.
In 1697, in a memoir addressed to Count de Pontchartrain on

the importance of establishing a colony in Louisiana, the author,

after describing the natural productions of the country, says:

"Such are some of the advantages which may be reasonably ex-

pected, without counting those resulting from every day's experi-

ence. We might, for example, try the experiment of cultivating

long-staple cotton." The presumption is that the short-staple

variety had already been tried. In the very beginning of the

eighteenth century cotton culture in North Carolina had reached

the extent of furnishing one-fifth of the people with their clothing.

Lawson, speaking of the prosperity of the country and commend-

ing the industry of the women, says: "We have not only provi-
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sion plentiful, but clothes of our own manufacture, which are

made and daily increase; cotton, wool, and flax being of our own

growth; and the women are to be highly commended for industry

in spinning and ordering their housewifery to so great an advan-

tage as they do."

About this time cotton became widely distributed and cotton-

patches were common in Carolina. In fact, it is said to have

been one of the principal commodities of Carolina as early as

1708, but its culture was only for domestic uses, and the same

authority speaks of its being spun by the women.

Charlevoix, in 1722, while on his voyage down the Mississippi,

saw "
very fine cotton on the tree" growing in the garden of Sieur

le Noir; and Captain Roman, of the British Army, saw in East

Mississippi black-seeded cotton growing on the farm of Mr.

Krebs, and also a machine invented by Mr. Krebs for the separa-

tion of the seed and lint. This was a roller-gin, and possibly the

first ever in operation in this country.

Pickett says that in 1728 the colony of Louisiana, which at

that date occupied nearly all the southwest part of the United

States, including Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama, was in a

flourishing condition, its fields being cultivated, by more than two

thousand slaves, in cotton, indigo, tobacco, and grain.

Peter Purry, the founder of Punyville, in South Carolina, in

his description of the Province of South Carolina, drawn up in

Charleston in 1731, says, "Flax and cotton thrive admirably."
In 1734 cotton-seed was planted in Georgia, being sent there

by Philip Nutter, of Chelsea, England. Francis Moore, who
visited Savannah in 1735, in his description of that place, says:

"At the bottom of the hill, well sheltered from the north wind and

in the warmest part of the garden, there was a collection of West

Indian plants and trees, some coffee, some cocoa-nuts, cotton,

etc."

About the same time the settlers on the Savannah River,

about twenty-one miles north of Savannah, are said to have ex-

perimented with cotton, the date being fixed by McCall as 1 738.

One of the striking features connected with the early culture of

cotton in the American colonies is that it was grown as far north

as the 39 of latitude. Trench Coxe, of Philadelphia, who con-

tributed so greatly to the early success of the culture and manu-
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facture of cotton in the United States, says :

"
It is a fact well au-

thenticated to the writer that the cultivation of cotton on the gar-

den scale, though not at all as a planter's crop, was intimately
known and thoroughly practised in the vicinity of Easton, in the

county of Talbot, on the eastern shore of the Chesapeake Bay,

Maryland, as early as 1736."

Its cultivation was so well understood in this part of the coun-

try that, according to the same authority, the necessities of the

Revolutionary War occasioned it to be raised for army use in the

counties of Cape May, New Jersey, and Sussex, Delaware, and

it continued to be raised, though only in small quantities, for

family use. At the time of the Revolution, the home-grown cot-

ton was sufficiently abundant in Pennsylvania to supply the do-

mestic needs of that State. Cotton was also cultivated in Charles,

St. Mary's, and Dorchester counties, Maryland, as late as 1826.

And at a later date (1861-1864) upland cotton was cultivated,

and at the prices current at that date was a most profitable crop
on the eastern shore of Maryland. Cotton was grown with very

good results in Northampton County, on the eastern shore of

Virginia, in those years.

The culture and improvement of cotton had received con-

siderable attention by the planters of South Carolina and Georgia
as early as 1742. In 1739 Samuel Auspourguer attested under

oath that the
"
climate and soil of Georgia are very fit for raising

cotton." William Spicer also certified to the adaptability of

the country for cotton production, and that he had "brought
over with him (to London) several pods of cotton which grew in

Georgia."
A tract entitled A State oj the Province of Georgia, Attested

Under Oath in the Court 0} Savannah, published in 1 740, says of

cotton that "large quantities had been raised, and it is much

planted; but the cotton, which in some parts is perennial, dies

here in the winter; nevertheless the annual is not inferior to it in

goodness, but requires more trouble in cleansing from the seed."

In the same tract it was "proposed that a bounty be settled on

every product of the land, viz., corn, peas, potatoes, wine, silk,

cotton," etc. In A Description of Georgia, by a Gentleman who
has Resided there Upward of Seven Years and was One of the

First Settlers, published in London in 1741, the author states that
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"
the annual cotton grows well there, and has been by some indus-

trious people made into clothes."

Samuel Seabrook, in An Important Inquiry into the State and

Utility 0} Georgia, published in 1741, says, "Among other bene-

ficial articles of trade which it is found can be raised there, cotton,

of which some has also been brought over as a sample, is men-

tioned." In his description of St. Simon's Island the same author

says :

" The country is well cultivated, several parcels of land not

far distant from the camp of General Oglethorpe's regiment hav-

ing been granted in small lots to the soldiers, many of whom are

married. The soldiers raise cotton, and their wives spin it and

knit it into stockings."

A publication in London in 1762 says: "What cotton and

silk both the Carolinas send us is excellent and calls aloud for

encouragement of its cultivation in a place well adapted to raise

both."

Captain Robinson, an Englishman who visited the coast of

Florida in 1754, says the "cotton-tree was growing in that coun-

try." The Florida territory then extended from the Atlantic to

the Mississippi River. That it was cultivated in East Florida

about ten years after this is evidenced by William Stork, who

says, "I am informed of a gentleman living upon the St. John's
that the lands on that river below Piccolata are in general good,
and that there is growing there now (1765) good wheat, Indian

corn, indigo, and cotton."

Cotton early attracted the attention of the French colonists

in Louisiana. In the year 1752, Michel, in a report to the French

minister on the condition of the country, gave interesting details

of the cultivation of cotton and the difficulty found in separat-

ing the wool from the seed.

In 1758 white Siam seed was introduced into Louisiana. Du
Prate says, "This East India annual plant has been found to be

much better and whiter than what is cultivated in our colonies,

which is of the Turkey kind."

Letters from Paris to Governor Roman state that there is

among the French archives at Paris, Department of Marine and

Colonies, a most curious and instructive report on cotton in 1 760.

It was found to be a very profitable crop in Louisiana, for in the

year 1768 the French planters, in a memoir to their Government,
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complained that the parent Government had turned them over to

the Spaniards just "at the time when a new mine had been dis-

covered; when the culture of cotton, improved by experience,

promises the planter a recompense of his toils, and furnishes

persons engaged in fitting out vessels with the cargoes to load

them."

In 1762 Captain Bossu, of the French marines, said :

"
Cotton

of this country (Louisiana) is of the species called the
'

white cot-

ton of Siam.' It is neither so fine nor so long as the silk cotton,

but it is, however, very white and very fine."

In 1775 the Provincial Congress of South Carolina recom-

mended the cultivation of cotton, and in the same year a similar

enactment was passed by the Virginia Assembly, which declared

that "all persons having proper land ought to cultivate and raise

a quantity of hemp, flax, and cotton, not only for the use of their

own families, but to spare to others on moderate terms." This

legislation no doubt was suggested on account of the changed
relations of the colonies with Great Britain.

In 1786 Thomas Jefferson, in a letter, says: "The four south-

ernmost States make a great deal of cotton. Their poor are al-

most entirely clothed with it in winter and summer. In winter

they wear shirts of it and outer clothing of cotton and wool mixed.

In summer their shirts are linen, but the outer clothing cotton.

The dress of the women is almost entirely of cotton, manu-

factured by themselves, except the richer class, and even many
of these wear a great deal of homespun cotton. It is as well

manufactured as the calicoes of Europe."
At the convention at Annapolis hi 1786 James Madison ex-

pressed the conviction that from the experience already had

"from the garden practice in Talbot County, Maryland, and the

circumstances of the same kind abounding in Virginia, there was

no reason to doubt that the United States would one day become

a great cotton-producing country." This year Sea Island cotton-

seed was introduced into Georgia, the seed being sent from the

Bahama Islands to Governor Tatnall, William Spaulding, Rich-

ard Leake, and Alexander Pisset, of that State. The cotton

adapted itself to the climate, and every successive year from 1787
saw long-staple cotton extending itself along the shores of South

Carolina and Georgia.
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According to Thomas Spaulding, the first planter who at-

tempted cotton culture on a large scale was Richard Leake,
of Savannah, but the editor of Nttes Register (1824) says that

Nichol Tumbull, a native of Smyrna, was the first planter who
cultivated cotton upon a scale for exportation. His residence

was at Deptford Hall, three miles from Savannah, where he died

in 1824.

In a letter dated Savannah, December n, 1788, to Colonel

Thomas Proctor, of Philadelphia, Leake says:
"
I have been this

year an adventurer and the first that has attempted it on a large

scale in introducing a new staple for the planting interests

the article of cotton samples of which I beg leave now to send

you and request you will lay them before the Philadelphia Society

for Encouraging Manufactures, that the qualitymay be inspected.

Several here, as well as in North Carolina, have followed me and

tried the experiment, and it is likely to answer our most sanguine

expectations. I shall raise about five thousand pounds in the

seed from eight acres of land, and next year I intend to plant about

fifty to one hundred acres if suitable encouragement is given.

The principal difficulty that arises to us is the cleansing it from the

seed, which I am told they do with great dexterity and ease in

Philadelphia with gins or machines made for the purpose. I am
told they make those that will clean thirty to forty pounds clean

cotton in a day and upon very simple construction."

The first attempt in South Carolina to produce Sea Island

cotton was made in 1788 by Mrs. Kinsey Burden at Burden's

Island. As early as 1779 the short staple was produced by her

husband, whose negroes were clothed in homespun cotton cloth.

Mrs. Burden's efforts failed. The plants did not mature, and

this was attributed to the seed, which was of the Bourbon variety.

The first successful variety appears to have been grown by Will-

iam Elliot on Hilton Head, near Beaufort, in 1790, with five and

one-half bushels of seed, which he bought in Charleston and for

which he paid fourteen shillings a bushel. He sold his crop for

ten and one-half pence a pound.
In 1791 John Scriven, of St. Luke's Parish, planted thirty to

forty acres on St. Mary's River. He sold it for from one shilling

twopence to one shilling sixpence per pound. It is certain that

at this period many planters on the Sea Islands and contiguous
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mainland experimented with long-staple cotton, and probably it

was produced by them for market.

One of the earliest reports of export of cotton from the col-

onies is a bill of lading which certifies that on July 20, 1751,

Henry Hansen shipped, "in good order and well conditioned, in

and upon the good snow called the Mary, whereof is master under

God, for this present voyage, Barnaby Badgers, and now riding

in the harbor of New York, and by God's grace bound for Lon-

don to say eighteen bales of cotton-wool, being marked and

numbered as in the margin, and are to be delivered in like good
order and conditioned, at the aforesaid port of London the dan-

ger of the sea only excepted unto Messrs. Horke and Champior
or their assigns, he or they paying freight for the said goods, three

farthings per pound, primage and average accustomed."

The feeling regarding the culture and manufacture of cotton

in the colonies at this period may be gathered from the following

extract from a letter of July 7, 1749, addressed by the Georgia
office of London to the Governor of Georgia :

" You say, sir, like-

wise in your letter, that the people of Vernonburgh and Acton are

giving visible appearance of revising their industry; that they are

propagating large quantities of flax and cotton, and that they are

provided with weavers, who have already wove several large

pieces of cloth of a useful sort, whereof they sold divers, and some

they made use of in their own families. The account of their

industry is highly satisfactory to the trustees; but as to manufact-

uring the produces they raise, they must expect no encourage-
ment from the trustees, for setting up manufactures which may
interfere with those of England might occasion complaints here,

for which reason you must, as they will, discountenance them;
and it is necessary for you to direct the industry of these people
into a way which might be more beneficial to themselves and

would prove satisfactory to the trustees and the public; that is,

to show them what advantages they will reap from the produce
of silk, which they will receive immediate pay for, and that this

will not interfere with or prevent their raising flax or cotton, or

any other produces for exportation, unmanufactured."

A pamphlet entitled A Description of South Carolina states

that cotton was imported to Carolina from the West Indies, and

it is probable that the early shipments from this country were of
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this West Indian cotton, although English writers mentioned it

as an import of Carolina cotton.

Donnell says: "The first regular exportation of cotton from

Charleston was in 1785, when one bag arrived at Liverpool, per

ship Diana, to John and Isaac Teasdale & Co. The exporta-

tion of cotton from the United States could not have been much

earlier, for we find in 1784 eight bags shipped to England were

seized on the ground of fraudulent importation, as it was not be-

lieved that so much cotton could be produced in the United

States."

The exportation during the next six years was successively 6,

14, 109, 389, 842, and 81 bags.

Dana gives the following data concerning the export move-

ment from 1739 to 1793:
"

1 739. Samuel Auspourguer, a Swiss living in Georgia, took over

to London, at the tune of the controversy about the introduc-

tion of slaves, a sample of cotton raised by him in Georgia.
This we may call, in the absence of a better starting-point, the

first export.
"

1 747. During this year several bags of cotton, valued at 3113.

5d. per bag, were exported from Charleston. Doubts as to this

being of American growth have been expressed, but as cotton

had been cultivated in South Carolina for many years there

does not seem to be any reason for such doubts. Besides, Eng-
lish writers mention it as an import of Carolina cotton.

"
1753.

' Some cotton' is mentioned among the exports of Caro-

lina in 1753, and of Charleston in 1757.
"
1764. Eight (8) bags of cotton imported into Liverpool from the

United States.

"1770. Three (3) bales shipped to Liverpool from New York;
ten (10) bales from Charleston; four (4) from Virginia and

Maryland; and three (3) barrels from North Carolina.

"1784. About fourteen (14) bales shipped to great Britain, of

which eight (8) were seized as improperly entered. [See

above.]
"
1785. Five (5) bags imported at Liverpool.

"
1786. Nine hundred (900) pounds imported into Liverpool.

"1787. Sixteen thousand three hundred fifty (16,350) pounds

imported into Liverpool.
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"1788. Fifty-eight thousand five hundred (58,500) pounds im-

ported into Liverpool.
"
1789. One hundred twenty-seven thousand five hundred (127,-

500) pounds imported into Liverpool.
"
1790. Fourteen thousand (14,000) pounds imported into Liver-

pool. We can find no reason for this marked decline in the

exports except it may be that the crop was a failure that year.

Our first supposition was that the cause was one of price, but

on examining the quotations in Took's work on '

high and low

prices' we do not see any marked decline in the values of other

descriptions of cotton, and the American staple is not given in

his list until 1793.

"1791. One hundred eighty-nine thousand five hundred (189,-

500) pounds imported into Liverpool, the price averaging here

26 cents.

"1792. One hundred thirty-eight thousand three hundred

twenty-eight (138,328) pounds imported into Liverpool."

Great difficulty was experienced in separating the seed from

the lint of upland cotton. The work was done by hand, the task

being four pounds of lint cotton per week from each head of a

family, in addition to the usual field-work. This would amount
to one bale in two years. A French planter of Louisiana (Du-

breuil) is said to have invented a machine for separating lint and

seed as early as 1 742. The demand for such a machine not being

very great at that date, no record as to its character has been pre-

served. The roller-gin, in very much the same form as Near-

chus, the admiral of Alexander the Great, found it in India, was

still in use. In 1790 Dr. Joseph Eve, originally from the Baha-

mas, but then a resident of Augusta, Georgia, made great im-

provements on this ancient machine, and adapted it to be run by
horse- or water-power. A correspondent of the American Mu-

seum, writing from Charleston, South Carolina, in July of that

year, states
"
that a gentleman well acquainted with the cotton

manufacture had already completed and in operation, on the

high hills of Santee, near Statesburg, ginning, carding, and other

machines driven by water, and also spinning-machines with

eighty-five spindles each, with every article necessary for manu-

facturing cotton." A machine dating anterior to this year, and

having a strong resemblance to the above, possessing in fact all
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the essentials of a modern cotton-gin, was exhibited at the At-

lanta Exposition in 1882. It came from the neighborhood of

Statesburg, but its history could not be ascertained.

In 1793 Eli Whitney petitioned for a patent for the invention

of the saw cotton-gin. His claims were disputed, and he defended

them in the State and Federal courts for nearly a generation,

obtaining at last a verdict in his favor. Meanwhile the saw-gin
had become an established fact, and the planter at last had a ma-

chine which enabled him to produce cotton at a cost that would

leave him a good profit. The first saw-gin to be run by water-

power was erected in 1 795 by James Kincaid near Monticello, in

Fairfield County, South Carolina. Others were put up near Co-

lumbia by Wade Hampton, Sr., in 1797, and in the year following

he gathered and ginned from six hundred acres six hundred bales

of cotton.

The cotton exportation from the United States increased from

four hundred eighty-seven thousand six hundred pounds in 1793
to one million six hundred thousand pounds in 1 794, the year in

which Whitney's gin was patented. In 1 796, a year after he had

improved his machine, the production had risen to ten million

pounds. In fact, the increased production was so great that the

planters began to fear they would overstock the market, and one

of them, upon looking at his newly gathered crop, exclaimed:

"Well, I have done with cultivation of cotton; there's enough in

that gin-house to make stockings for all the people in America."

Yet the production of cotton did not advance with that rapidity

to which we are now accustomed.

The cotton industry being of secondary importance prior to

1790, information and statistics relative to the amount produced
are not available, but within one hundred years, from 1790 to

1890, the production of cotton in the United States increased from

five thousand bales to over ten million bales.

The first cotton-mill erected in the United States was built at

Beverly, Massachusetts, in 1787-1788. This was soon followed

by others in various towns along the east border of the country,

especially Pawtucket and Providence, Rhode Island; Boston,

Massachusetts; New Haven and Norwich, Connecticut; New
York City; Paterson, New Jersey; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
and Statesburg, South Carolina. In them carding and spinning
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were done by machinery, but the weaving was on hand-looms

until 1815, at which date a power-loom mill was started at Wal-

tham, Massachusetts. The use of hand-looms and spinning-

wheels for cotton manufacture was common in all parts of the

country before the Revolution, especially in the Southern col-

onies, and these continued to be used by the women in their

houses many years after the erection of cotton factories.

DENISON OLMSTED

Mr. Whitney had scarcely set his foot in Georgia when he

was met by a disappointment which was an earnest of that long
series of adverse events which, with scarcely an exception, at-

tended all his future negotiations in the same State. On his

arrival he was informed that Mr. B. had employed another

teacher, leaving Whitney entirely without resources or friends,

except those whom he had made in the family of General Greene.

In these benevolent people, however, his case excited much in-

terest, and Mrs. Greene kindly said to him :

"My young friend,

you propose studying the law; make my house your home,

your room your castle, and there pursue what studies you please."

He accordingly began the study of law under that hospitable

roof.

Mrs. Greene was engaged in a piece of embroidery in which

she employed a peculiar kind of frame called a tambour. She

complained that it was badly constructed, and that it tore the

delicate threads of her work. Mr. Whitney, eager for an oppor-

tunity to oblige his hostess, set himself at work and speedily pro-

duced a tambour-frame made on a plan entirely new, which he

presented to her. Mrs. Greene and her family were greatly de-

lighted with it, and thought it a wonderful proof of ingenuity.

Not long afterward, a large party of gentlemen came from

Augusta and the upper country to visit the family of General

Greene, consisting principally of officers who had served under

the General in the Revolutionary Army. Among the number

were Major Bremen, Forsyth, and Pendleton. They fell into

conversation upon the state of agriculture among them, and ex-

pressed great regret that there was no means of cleaning the green-

seed cotton, or separating it from its seed, since all the lands

which were unsuitable for the cultivation of rice would yield
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large crops of cotton. But until ingenuity could devise some ma-
chine which would greatly facilitate the process of cleaning, it was

in vain to think of raising cotton for market. Separating one

pound of the clean staple from the seed was a day's work for a

woman
;
but the time usually devoted to picking cotton was the

evening, after the labor of the field was over. Then the slaves,

men, women, and children, were collected in circles with one

whose duty it was to rouse the dozing and quicken the indolent.

While the company were engaged in this conversation, "Gentle-

men," said Mrs. Greene, "apply to my young friend, Mr. Whit-

ney he can make anything." Upon which she conducted them

into a neighboring room, and showed them hertambour-frame, and

a number of toys which Mr. Whitney had made or repaired for the

children. She then introduced the gentlemen to Whitney him-

self, extolling his genius and commending him to their notice and

friendship. He modestly disclaimed all pretensions to mechani-

cal genius; and when they named their object, he replied that he

had never seen either cotton or cotton-seed in his life. Mrs.

Greene said to one of the gentlemen : "I have accomplished my
aim. Mr. Whitney is a very deserving young man, and to bring
him into notice was my object. The interest which our friends

now feel for him will, I hope, lead to his getting some employ-
ment to enable him to prosecute the study of the law."

But a new turn that no one of the company dreamed of had

been given to Mr. Whitney's views. It being out of season for

cotton in the seed, he went to Savannah and searched among the

warehouses and boats until he found a small parcel of it. This

he carried home, and communicated his intentions to Mr. Miller,

who warmly encouraged him, and assigned him a room in the

basement of the house, where he set himself at work with such

rude materials and instruments as a Georgia plantation afforded.

With these resources, however, he made tools better suited to his

purpose, and drew his own wire ofwhich the teeth of the earliest

gins were made an article which was not at that time to be

found in the market of Savannah. Mrs. Greene and Mr. Miller

were the only persons ever admitted to his workshop, and the

only persons who knew in what way he was employing himself.

The many hours he spent in his mysterious pursuits afforded mat-

'er of great curiosity and often of raillery to the younger members
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of the family. Near the close of the winter, the machine was so

nearly completed as to leave no doubt of its success.

Mrs. Greene was eager to communicate to her numerous

friends the knowledge of this important invention, peculiarly im-

portant at that time, because then the market was glutted with

all those articles which were suited to the climate and soil of

Georgia, and nothing could be found to give occupation to the

negroes, and support to the white inhabitants. This opened

suddenly to the planters boundless resources of wealth, and ren-

dered the occupations of the slaves less unhealthy and laborious

than they had been before.

Mrs. Greene, therefore, invited to her house gentlemen from

different parts of the State, and on the first day after they had

assembled she conducted them to a temporary building, which

had been erected for the machine, and they saw with astonish-

ment and delight that more cotton could be separated from the

seed in one day, by the labor of a single hand, than could be done

in the usual manner in the space of many months.

Mr. Whitney might now have indulged in bright reveries of

fortune and of fame; but we shall have various opportunities of

seeing that he tempered his inventive genius with an unusual

share of the calm, considerate qualities of the financier. Al-

though urged by his friends to secure a patent and devote himself

to the manufacture and introduction of his machines, he coolly

replied that on account of the great expense and trouble which

always attend the introduction of a new invention, and the diffi-

culty of enforcing a law in favor of patentees, in opposition to the

individual interests of so large a number of persons as would be

concerned in the culture of this article, it was with great reluc-

tance that he should consent to relinquish the hopes of a lucrative

profession, for which he had been destined, with an expectation
of indemnity either from the justice or the gratitude of his coun-

trymen, even should the invention answer the most sanguine an-

ticipations of his friends.

The individual who contributed most to incite him to per-

severe in the undertaking was Phineas Miller, Esq. Mr. Miller

was a native of Connecticut and graduate of Yale College. Like

Mr. Whitney, soon after he had completed his education at col-

lege, he came to Georgia as a orivate teacher in the family of

E., VOL. xrv. 19.
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General Greene, and after the decease of the general he became
the husband of Mrs. Greene. He had qualified himself for the

profession of law, and was a gentleman of cultivated mind and

superior talents; but he was of an ardent temperament, and

therefore well fitted to enter with zeal into the views which the

genius of his friend had laid open to him. He had also consider-

able funds at command, and proposed to Mr. Whitney to become

his joint adventurer, and to be at the whole expense of maturing
the invention until it should be patented. If the machine should

succeed in its intended operation, the parties agreed, under legal

formalities, "that the profits and advantages arising therefrom,

as well as all privileges and emoluments to be derived from pat-

enting, making, vending, and working the same, should be mutu-

ally and equally shared between them." This instrument bears

date May 27, 1793, and immediately afterward they began busi-

ness, under the firm of Miller & Whitney.
An invention so important to the agricultural interest, and,

as has proved, to every department of human industry, could

not long remain a secret. The knowledge of it soon spread

through the State, and so great was the excitement on the subject

that multitudes of persons came from all quarters of the State to

see the machine; but it was not deemed safe to gratify their curi-

osity until the patent-right had been secured. But so determined

were some of the populace to possess this treasure that neither

law nor justice could restrain them they broke open the building

by night and carried off the machine. In this way the public be-

came^possessed of the invention
;
and before Mr. Whitney could

complete his model and secure his patent, a number of machines

were in successful operation, constructed with some slight devia-

tion from the original, with the hope of evading the penalty for

violating the patent-right.

As soon as the copartnership of Miller & Whitney was formed,

Mr. Whitney repaired to Connecticut, where, as far as possible,

he was to perfect the machine, obtain a patent, and manufacture

and ship for Georgia such a number of machines as would supply
the demand.

Within three days after the conclusion of the copartnership,
Mr. Whitney having set out for the North, Mr. Miller com-

menced his long correspondence relative to the cotton-gin. The
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first letter announces that encroachments upon their rights had

already commenced.
"
It will be necessary," says Mr. Miller,

"
to

have a considerable number of gins made, to be in readiness to

send out as soon as the patent is obtained, in order to satisfy the

absolute demand, and make people's heads easy on the subject;

lor I am informed of two other claimants for the honor of the inven-

tion of cotton-gins, in addition to those we knew before."

On June 20, 1793, Mr. Whitney presented his petition for

a patent to Mr. Jefferson, then Secretary of State; but the pre-

valence of the yellow fever in Philadelphia which was then

the seat of government prevented his concluding the busi-

ness relative to the patent until several months afterward. To

prevent being anticipated, he took, however, the precaution to

make oath to the invention before the notary public of the city

of New Haven, which he did October 28th of the same year.

Mr. Jefferson, who had much curiosity in regard to mechan-

ical inventions, took a peculiar interest in this machine, and

addressed to the inventor an obliging letter, desiring further par-

ticulars respecting it, and expressing a wish to procure one for his

own use. Mr. Whitney accordingly sketched the history of the

invention, and of the construction and performances of the ma-

chine.
"
It is about a year," says he,

"
since I first turned my at-

tention to constructing this machine, at which time I was in the

State of Georgia. Within about ten days after my first concep-
tion of the plan I made a small though imperfect model. Ex-

periments with this encouraged me to make one on a larger scale
;

but the extreme difficulty of procuring workmen and proper
materials in Georgia prevented my completing the larger one

until some time in April last. This, though much larger than

my first attempt, is not above one-third as large as the machines

may be made with convenience. The cylinder is only two feet

two inches in length and six inches diameter. It is turned by

hand, and requires the strength of one man to keep it in constant

motion. It is the stated task of one negro to clean fifty weight
I mean fifty pounds after it is separated from the seed of the

green-seed cotton per day." In the same letter Mr. Jefferson

assured Mr. Whitney that a patent would be granted as soon as

the model was lodged in the Patent Office. In mentioning the

favorable notice of Mr. Jefferson to his friend Stebbins, he adds,
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with characteristic moderation, "/ hope, by perseverance, I shall

make something of it yet."

At the close of this year (1793) Mr. Whitney was to return to

Georgia with his cotton-gins, and Mr. Miller had made arrange-

ments for commencing business immediately after his arrival.

The plan was to erect machines in every part of the cotton dis-

trict and engross the entire business themselves. This was evi-

dently an unfortunate scheme. It rendered the business very

extensive and complicated, and, as it did not at once supply the

demands of the cotton-growers, it multiplied the inducements to

make the machines in violation of the patent. Had the proprie-

tors confined their views to the manufacture of the machines and

to the sale of patent-rights, it is probable they would have avoided

some of the difficulties with which they afterward had to contend.

The prospect of making suddenly an immense fortune by the

business of ginning, where every third pound of cotton (worth at

that time from twenty-five to thirty-three cents) was their own,

presented great and peculiar attractions. Mr. Whitney's return

to Georgia was delayed until the following April. The impor-

tunity of Mr. Miller's letters, written during the preceding period,

urging him to come on, evinces how eager the Georgia planters

were to enter the new field of enterprise which the genius of

Whitney had laid open to them. Nor did they at first, in general,

contemplate availing themselves of the invention unlawfully.

But the minds of the more honorable class of planters were after-

ward deluded by various artifices, set on foot by designing men,
with the view of robbing Mr. Whitney of his just right.

One of the greatest difficulties experienced by men of enter-

prise, at the period under review, was the extreme scarcity of

money. In order to carry on the manufacture of cotton-gins,

and to make advances in the purchase of cotton and establish-

ments for ginning, to an extent in any degree proportioned to

their wishes, Miller & Whitney required a much greater capital

than they could command; and the sanguine temperament of

Mr. Miller was constantly prompting him to advance in hazards

much further than the more cautious spirit of Mr. Whitney would

follow. But even the latter found it necessary sometimes to bor-

row money at an enormous interest. The first loan (for $2000)
was made on terms which were deemed at that time peculiarly
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favorable; yet the company were to pay 5 per cent, premium
in addition to the lawful interest. This was in 1794. In conse-

quence of the numerous speculations in new lands into which so

many of our countrymen were deluded, and the want of confidence

created by the very application for a loan, the pressure for money
was continually increasing. In 1796 Mr. Whitney applied to a

friend in Boston to raise money for him on a loan, and received

the following reply: "I applied to one of those vultures called

brokers, who are preying on the purse-strings of the industrious,

and was informed that he can procure the sum you wish at a

premium of 20 per cent, on the following conditions, viz. : You
must make over and deposit with him public securities, such as

funded stock, bank stock, or any kind of State notes, or Connec-

ticut reservation land certificates, sufficient, at the going prices,

fully to secure the debt and premium." In a more embarrassed

state of Mr. Miller's private affairs, several years afterward, he

paid the enormous interest of 5, 6, and even 7 per cent.per month.

We have said that the loan contracted by Mr. Whitney, in

1794, at a premium of 5 per cent, in addition to the lawful

interest, was regarded as peculiarly favorable; this is evident

from the fact that, during the same year, Mr. Miller urges him
to contract a new loan, if possible, for $3000, at 12 or 14 per cent,

provided it could be extended over a year.

In July, 1 794, Mr. Whitney was confined by a severe illness,

from which he recovered slowly; but his business received a still

further interruption from a very fatal sickness, the scarlet fever,

which prevailed in New Haven during this year, and which at-

tacked a number of his workmen.

Under all these discouragements Mr. Miller was constantly

writing the most urgent letters from Georgia, to press forward the

manufacture of machines.
" Do not let a deficiency of money, do

not let anything," says Mr, Miller,
"
hinder the speedy construc-

tion of the gins. The people of the country are almost running
mad for them, and much can be said to justify their importunity.
When the present crop is harvested, there will be a real property
of at least $50,000, yes, of $100,000, lying useless, unless we can

enable the holders to bring it to market. Pray remember that

we must have from fifty to one hundred gins between this and an-

other fall, if there are anyworkmen in New England orin the Mid-
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die States to make them. In two years we will begin to take long

steps up-hill, in the business of patent ginning, fortune favoring."

The general resort of the planters to the cultivation of cotton,

and its consequent production in vast quantities, the value of

which depended entirely upon the chance of getting it cleaned by
the gin, created great uneasiness, which first displayed itself in

this pressure upon Miller & Whitney, and afterward afforded

great encouragement to the marauders upon the patent-right, who
were now becoming numerous and audacious.

The rotter-gin was at first the most formidable competitor

with Whitney's machine. It extricated the seeds by means of

rollers, crushing them between revolving cylinders, instead of

disengaging them by means of teeth. The fragments of seeds

which remained in the cotton rendered its execution much infe-

rior in this respect to Whitney's gin, and it was also much slower

in its operation. Great efforts were made, however, to create an

impression in favor of its superiority in other respects.

But a still more formidable rival appeared early in the year

1795, under the name of the saw-gin. It was Whitney's gin,

except that the teeth were cut in circular rims of iron, instead of

being made of wires, as was the case in the earlier forms of the

patent gin. The idea of such teeth had early occurred to Mr.

Whitney, as he afterward established by legal proof. But they
would have been of no use except in connection with the other

parts of his machine, and, therefore, this was a palpable attempt
to evade the patent-right, and it was principally in reference to

this that the lawsuits were afterward held.

It would be difficult to estimate the full value ofMr. Whitney's

labors, without going into a minuteness of detail inconsistent

with our limits. Every cotton garment bears the impress of his

genius, and the ships that transported it across the waters were

the heralds of his fame, and the cities that have risen to opulence

by the cotton trade must attribute no small share of their pros-

perity to the inventor of the cotton-gin. We have before us the

declaration of the late Mr. Fulton, that Arkwright, Watt, and

Whitney we would add Fulton to the number were the three

men who did most for mankind, of any of their contemporaries;
and in the sense in which he intended it, the remark is probably
true.
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MURDER OF MARAT: CIVIL WAR IN FRANCE

A.D. 1793

THOMAS CARLYLE
In the early days of the French Revolution many moderates who fa-

vored reform of the monarchy, but not its abolition, were wholly alienated

by the condemnation and execution of Louis XVI, after what has been

regarded as a mock trial by the National Convention. It was a still

graver effect of this tragedy that it impelled the leading European powers
to join in the great coalition against F"ance contemplated in the Conven-

tion of Pillnitz (August, 1791).

Scarcely less was the influence upon the internal affairs of France

from the murder of Marat by Charlotte Corday.

Jean Paul Marat, sometimes called, from the name of a paper which

he published, the "Friend of the People," was one of the most ultra-

revolutionary of the Jacobin leaders in the National Convention. By his

murder the
" Red Republicans

"
the extreme radical party in the Con-

vention, called the
" Mountain "

because they occupied the higher seats

in the hall were confirmed in their determination to destroy their op-

ponents, the moderate republicans, called Girondists or Girondins.

Many of the Girondist leaders, among them some of the most distin-

guished men in France, were soon sent to the guillotine, and the Reign
of Terror was fully inaugurated. Carlyle calls Marat "atrocious," and

so most writers regard him, but there are not wanting some to vindicate

his character and purposes.
These tragic scenes, and the opening of the civil war which followed,

known as the War of La Vende'e, are depicted by Carlyle in that manner,
all his own, which invests his history of the French Revolution at once

with the element of realism and an air of romance.

Louis XVI was first deposed by the National Convention, and then

brought to trialfor conspiring with foreign enemies of France, for aiming
to subvert French liberties, and for being the cause of the massacre of

the Swiss Guards who defended the Tuileries (August 10, 1792) against

a mob seeking the King's life. Louis was found "guilty," and, after a

long wrangle in the Convention over the question of punishment, a small

majority was given (January 20, 1793) f r tne decree of death. It was
voted that there should be no delay of the execution.

295
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this conclusion, then, hast thou come, O hapless Louis!

The Son of Sixty Kings is to die on the Scaffold by form of

Law. Under Sixty Kings this same form of Law, form of Society,

has been fashioning itself together these thousand years; and has

become, one way and other, a most strange Machine. Surely, if

needful, it is also frightful, this Machine; dead, blind; not what

it should be; which, with swift stroke, or by cold slow torture,

has wasted the lives and souls of innumerable men. And behold

now a King himself, or say rather Kinghood in his person, is to

expire here in cruel tortures; like a Phalaris shut in the belly

of his own red-heated Brazen Bull! It is ever so; and thou

shouldst know it, O haughty tyrannous man: injustice breeds

injustice; curses and falsehoods do verily return "always home,"
wide as they may wander. Innocent Louis bears the sins of

many generations: he too experiences that man's tribunal is not

in this Earth; that if he had no Higher one, it were not well with

him.

A King dying by such violence appeals impressively to the

imagination; as the like must do, and ought to do. And yet at

bottom it is not the King dying, but the man! Kingship is a

coat : the grand loss is of the skin. The man from whom you
take his Life, to him can the whole combined world do more?

Lally went on his hurdle; his mouth filled with a gag. Misera-

blest mortals, doomed for picking pockets, have a whole five-act

Tragedy in them, in that dumb pain, as they go to the gallows,

unregarded ; they consume the cup of trembling down to the lees.

For Kingsand for Beggars, for the justlydoomed and the unjustly,
it is a hard thing to die. Pity them all : thy utmost pity, with all

aids and appliances and throne-and-scaffold contrasts, how far

short is it of the thing pitied!

A Confessor has come; Abbe" Edgeworth, of Irish extraction,

whom the King knew by good report, has come promptly on this

solemn mission. Leave the Earth alone, then, thou hapless King ;

it with its malice will go its way, thou also canst go thine. A hard

scene yet remains : the parting with our loved ones. Kind hearts

environed in the same grim peril with us; to be left here! Let

the Reader look with the eyes of Valet Cle'ry through these glass

doors, where also the Municipality watches, and see the crudest

of scenes:
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"At half-past eight, the door of the anteroom opened: the

Queen appeared first, leading her Son by the hand; then Ma-
dame Royale and Madame Elizabeth: they all flung themselves

into the arms of the King. Silence reigned for some minutes;

interrupted only by sobs. The Queen made a movement to lead

his Majesty towards the inner room where M. Edgeworth was

waiting unknown to them :

'

No,' said the King,
'

let us go into the

dining-room; it is there only that I can see you.' They entered

there; I shut the door of it, which was of glass. The King sat

down, the Queen on his left hand, Madame Elizabeth on his

right, Madame Royale almost in front; the young Prince re-

mained standing between his Father's legs. They all leaned

toward him, and often held him embraced. This scene of woe
lasted an hour and three-quarters; during which we could hear

nothing; we could see only that always when the King spoke, the

sobbings of the Princesses redoubled, continued for some min-

utes; and that then the King began again to speak."
And so our meetings and our partings do now end ! The sor-

rows we gave each other; the poor joys we faithfully shared, and

all our lovings and our sufferings, and confused toilings under the

earthly Sun, are over. Thou good soul, I shall never, never

through all ages of Time, see thee any more!

Never! O Reader, knowest thou that hard word?

For nearly two hours this agony lasts; then they tear them-

selves asunder. "Promise that you will see us on the morrow."

He promises : Ah yes, yes ; yet once ;
and go now, ye loved ones

;

cry to God for yourselves and me! It was a hard scene, but it is

over. He will not see them on the morrow. The Queen, in pass-

ing through the anteroom, glanced at the Cerberus Municipals;

and, with woman's vehemence, said through her tears,
" Vous

ties tons des sceltratsl" ("You are all scoundrels!")

King Louis slept sound, till five in the morning, when Cle"ry,

as he had been ordered, awoke him. Cle'ry dressed his hair.

While this went forward, Louis took a ring from his watch, and

kept trying it on his finger: it was his wedding-ring, which he is

now to return to the Queen as a mute farewell. At half-past six,

he took the Sacrament; and continued in devotion, and confer-

ence with Abbe" Edgeworth. He will not see his Family: it were

too hard to bear.
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At eight, the Municipals enter: the King gives them his Will,

and messages and effects; which they, at first, brutally refuse to

take charge of: he gives them a roll of gold pieces, a hundred and

twenty-five louis; these are to be returned to Malesherbes, who
had lent them. At nine, Santerre says the hour is come. The

King begs yet to retire for three minutes. At the end of three

minutes, Santerre again says the hour is come. "Stamping on

the ground with his right foot, Louis answers: 'Partons' ('Let us

go')." How the rolling of those drums comes in through the

Temple bastions and bulwarks, on the heart of a queenly wife
;

soon to be a widow ! He is gone then, and has not seen us ? A
Queen weeps bitterly; a King's Sister and Children. Over all

these Four does Death also hover: all shall perish miserably save

one; she, as Duchesse d'Angouleme, will live not happily.

At the Temple Gate were some faint cries, perhaps from

voices of pitiful women: "Gfficel Gr&ce!" Through the rest

of the streets there is silence as of the grave. No man not armed

is allowed to be there: the armed, did any even pity, dare not

express it, each man overawed by all his neighbors. All windows

are down, none seen looking through them. All shops are shut.

No wheel-carriage rolls, this morning, in these streets but one only.

Eighty thousand armed men stand ranked, like armed statues

of men ;
cannons bristle, cannoneers with match burning, but no

word or movement: it is as a city enchanted into silence and

stone: one carriage with its escort, slowly rumbling, is the only
sound. Louis reads, in his Book of Devotion, the Prayers of the

Dying: clatter of this death-march falls sharp on the ear, in the

great silence; but the thought would fain struggle heavenward,
and forget the Earth.

As the clocks strike ten, behold the Place de la Revolution,

once Place de Louis Quinze: the Guillotine, mounted near the

old Pedestal where once stood the Statue of that Louis! Far

round, all bristles with cannons and armed men: spectators

crowding in the rear; D'Orle"ans figalite' there in cabriolet.

Swift messengers, hoquetons, speed to the Town-hall every three

minutes: near by is the Convention sitting vengeful for Lepelle-

tier. Heedless of all, Louis reads his Prayers of the Dying;
not till five minutes yet has he finished

;
then the Carriage opens.

What temper he is in ? Ten different witnesses will give ten dif-
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ferent accounts of it. He is in the collision of all tempers; ar-

rived now at the black Maelstrom and descent of Death : in sor-

row, in indignation, in resignation struggling to be resigned.

"Take care of M. Edgeworth," he straitly charges the Lieutenant

who is sitting with them : then they two descend.

The drums are beating: "Taisez-vous!" ("Silence!") he cries

"in a terrible voice" (d'une voix terrible). He mounts the scaf-

fold, not without delay; he is in puce coat, breeches of gray, white

stockings. He strips off the coat; stands disclosed in a sleeve-

waistcoat of white flannel. The Executioners approach to bind

him: he spurns, resists; Abbe* Edgeworth has to remind him how
the Saviour, in whom men trust, submitted to be bound. His

hands are tied, his head bare; the fatal moment is come. He
advances to the edge of the Scaffold, "his face very red," and

says: "Frenchmen, I die innocent: it is from the Scaffold and

near appearing before God that I tell you so. I pardon my
enemies; I desire that France " A General on horseback,

Santerre or another, prances out, with uplifted hand: "Tam-
bours!" The drums drown the voice. "Executioners, do your

duty!" The Executioners, desperate lest themselves be mur-

dered (for Santerre and his Armed Ranks will strike, if they do

not), seize the hapless Louis: six of them desperate, him singly

desperate, struggling there; and bind him to their plank. Abbe*

Edgeworth, stooping, bespeaks him :

" Son of Saint Louis, ascend

to Heaven." The Axe clanks down; a King's Life is shorn

away. It is Monday, January 21, 1793. He was aged thirty-

eight years four months and twenty-eight days.
Executioner Samson shows the Head : fierce shout of

" Vive

la Rtpublique" rises, and swells; caps raised on bayonets, hats

waving : students of the College of Four Nations take it up, on

the far Quais; fling it over Paris. D'Orl^ans drives off in his

cabriolet: the Town-hall Councillors rub their hands, saying,

"It is done, It is done." There is dipping of handkerchiefs, of

pike-points in the blood. Headsman Samson, though he after-

ward denied it, sells locks of the hair: fractions of the puce coat

are long after worn in rings. And so, in some half-hour it is done

and the multitude has all departed. Pastry-cooks, coffee-sellers,

milkmen sing out their trivial quotidian cries : the world wags on,

as if this were a common day. In the coffee-houses that evening,
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says Prudhomme, Patriot shook hands with Patriot in a more cor-

dial manner than usual. Not till some days after, according to

Mercier, did public men see what a grave thing it was.

In the leafy months of June and July, several French Depart-
ments germinate a set of rebellious paper-leaves, named Procla-

mations, Resolutions, Journals, or Diurnals, "of the Union for

Resistance to Oppression." In particular, the Town of Caen,
in Calvados, sees its paper-leaf of Bulletin de Caen suddenly bud,

suddenly establish itself as Newspaper there; under the Editor-

ship of Girondin National Representatives!

For among the proscribed Girondins are certain of a more

desperate humor. Some, as Vergniaud, Valaze", Gensonne*, "ar-

rested in their own houses," will await with stoical resignation

what the issue may be. Some, as Brissot, Rabaut, will take to

flight, to concealment; which, as the Paris Barriers are opened

again in a day or two, is not yet difficult. But others there are

who will rush, with Buzot, to Calvados; or far over France, to

Lyons, Toulon, Nantes and elsewhither, and then rendezvous at

Caen: to awaken as with war-trumpet the respectable Depart-

ments; and strike down an anarchic "Mountain" Faction; at

least not yield without a stroke at it. Of this latter temper we
count some score or more, of the Arrested, and of the Not-yet-

arrested: a Buzot, a Barbaroux, Louvet, Guadet, Pe*tion, who
have escaped from Arrestment in their own homes; a Salles, a

Pythagorean Valady, a Duchatel, the Duchatel that came in

blanket and nightcap to vote for the life of Louis, who have es-

caped from danger and likelihood of Arrestment. These, to the

number at one time of Twenty-seven, do accordingly lodge here,

at the "Intendance, or Departmental Mansion," of the town of

Caen in Calvados; welcomed by Persons in Authority; wel-

comed and defrayed, having no money of their own. And the

Bulletin de Caen comes forth, with the most animating para-

graphs: How the Bordeaux Department, the Lyons Depart-

ment, this Department after the other is declaring itself; sixty,

or say sixty-nine, or seventy-two respectable Departments either

declaring, or ready to declare. Nay Marseilles, it seems, will

march on Paris by itself, if need be. So has Marseilles Town
said, That she will march. But on the other hand, that Mon-
telimart Town has said, No thoroughfare; and means even to
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"bury herself" under her own stone and mortar first of this be

no mention in Bulletin de Caen.

Such animating paragraphs we read in this new Newspaper;
and fervors and eloquent sarcasm : tirades against the

" Moun-

tain," from the pen of Deputy Salles; which resemble, say

friends, Pascal's Provincials. What is more to the purpose, these

Girondins have got a General-in-chief, one Wimpfen, formerly
under Dumouriez; also a secondary questionable General Pui-

saye, and others; and are doing their best to raise a force for war.

National Volunteers, whosoever is of right heart : gather in, ye
national Volunteers, friends of Liberty ;

from our Calvados Town-

ships, from the Eure, from Brittany, from far and near: forward

to Paris, and extinguish Anarchy! Thus at Caen, in the early

July days, there is a drumming and parading, a perorating and

consulting: Staff and Army; Council; Club of Carabots, Anti-

Jacobin friends of Freedom, to denounce atrocious Marat. With
all which, and the editing of Bulletins, a National Representative
has his hands full.

At Caen it is most animated; and, as one hopes, more or less

animated in the "Seventy-two Departments that adhere to us."

And in a France begirt with Cimmerian invading Coalitions, and

torn with an internal La Vended, this is the conclusion we have

arrived at: to put down Anarchy by Civil War! Durum et

durum, the Proverb says, non jaciunt murum. La Vendee burns :

Santerre can do nothing there; he may return home and brew

beer. Cimmerian bombshells fly all along the North. That

Siege of Mainz is become famed; lovers of the Picturesque (as

Goethe will testify), washed country-people of both sexes, stroll

thither on Sundays, to see the artillery work and counterwork;

"you only duck a little while the shot whizzes past." Cond is

capitulating to the Austrians
; Royal Highness of York, these sev-

eral weeks, fiercely batters Valenciennes. For, alas, our fortified

Camp of Famars was stormed; General Dampierre was killed;

General Custine was blamed and indeed is now come to Paris

to give "explanations."

Against all which the Mountain and atrocious Marat must
even make head as they can. They, anarchic Convention as

they are, publish Decrees, expostulatory, explanatory, yet not

without severity; they ray forth Commissioners, singly or in
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pairs, the olive-branch in one hand, yet the sword in the other.

Commissioners come even to Caen
;
but without effect. Mathe-

matical Romme, and Prieur named of the Cote d'Or, ventur-

ing thither, with their olive and sword, are packed into prison :

there may Romme lie, under lock and key, "for fifty days";
and meditate his New Calendar, if he please. Cimmeria, La

Vendee, and Civil War! Never was Republic One and Indi-

visible at a lower ebb.

Amid which dim ferment of Caen and the World, History

specially notices one thing : in the lobby of the Mansion de Pin-

tendance, where busy Deputies are coming and going, a young

Lady with an aged valet, taking grave, graceful leave of Deputy
Barbaroux. She is of stately Norman figure; in her twenty-fifth

year; of beautiful still countenance : her name is Charlotte Cor-

day, heretofore styled D 'Annans, while Nobility still was. Bar-

baroux has given her a Note to Deputy Duperret he who once

drew his sword in the effervescence. Apparently she will to Paris

on some errand ?
" She was a Republican before the Revolution,

and never wanted energy."
A completeness, a decision is in this fair female Figure: "by

energy she means the spirit that will prompt one to sacrifice him-

self for his country." What if she, this fair young Charlotte, had

emerged from her secluded stillness, suddenly like a Star; cruel-

lovely, with half-angelic, half-daemonic splendor; to gleam for a

moment, and in a moment be extinguished: to be held in mem-

ory, so bright complete was she, through long centuries! Quit-

ting Cimmerian Coalitions without, and the dim-simmering

Twenty-five Millions within, History will look fixedly at this one

fair Apparition of a Charlotte Corday; will note whither Char-

lotte moves, how the little Life burns forth so radiant, then van-

ishes swallowed of the Night.
With Barbaroux's Note of Introduction, and slight stock of

luggage, we see Charlotte on Tuesday, July gth, seated in the

Caen Diligence, with a place for Paris. None takes farewell of

her, wishes her Good-journey: her Father will -find a line left,

signifying that she has gone to England, that he must pardon her,

and forget her. The drowsy Diligence lumbers along; amid

drowsy talk of Politics, and praise of the Mountain; in which she

mingles not: all night, all day, and again all night. On Thurs-
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day, not long before noon, we are at the bridge of Neuilly; here

is Paris with her thousand black domes, the goal and purpose of

thy journey ! Arrived at the Inn de la Providence in the Rue des

Vieux Augustins, Charlotte demands a room; hastens to bed;

sleeps all afternoon and night, till the morrow morning.
On the morrow morning, she delivers her Note to Duperret.

It relates to certain Family Papers which are in the Minister of

the Interior's hand; which a Nun at Caen, an old Convent-

friend of Charlotte's, has need of; which Duperret shall assist

her in getting: this then was Charlotte's errand to Paris ? She

has finished this, in the course of Friday yet says nothing of re-

turning. She has seen and silently investigated several things.

The Convention, in bodily reality, she has seen; what the Moun-
tain is like. The living physiognomy of Marat she could not see

;

he is sick at present, and confined to home.

About eight on the Saturday morning, she purchases a large

sheath-knife in the Palais Royal ;
then straightway, in the Place

des Victoires, takes a hackney-coach. "To the Rue de PFxole

de Me"decine, Number 44." It is the residence of the Citoyen
Marat! The Citoyen Marat is ill, and cannot be seen; which

seems to disappoint her much. Her business is with Marat,
then? Hapless beautiful Charlotte; hapless squalid Marat!

From Caen in the utmost West, from Neuchatel in the utmost

East, they two are drawing nigh each other; they two have, very

strangely, business together. Charlotte, returning to her Inn,

despatches a short Note to Marat; signifying that she is from

Caen, the seat of rebellion; that she desires earnestly to see him,

and "
will put it in his power to do France a great service." No

answer. Charlotte writes another Note, still more pressing; sets

out with it by coach, about seven in the evening, herself. Tired

day-laborers have again finished their Week
; huge Paris is cir-

cling and simmering, manifold, according to its vague wont : this

one fair Figure has decision in it; drives straight toward a

purpose.
It is a yellow July evening, we say, the thirteenth of the month;

eve of the Bastille day, when "M. Marat," four years ago, in the

crowd of the Pont Neuf, shrewdly required of that Besenval

Hussar-party, which had such friendly dispositions, "to dis-

mount, and give up their arms, then"; and became notable
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among Patriot men. Four years: what a road he has travelled;

and sits now, about half-past seven o'clock, stewing in slipper-

bath; sore-afflicted; ill of Revolution Fever of what other mal-

ady this History had rather not name. Excessively sick and

worn, poor man; with precisely eleven-pence-halfpenny of ready-

money, in paper; with slipper-bath; strong three-footed stool for

writing on, the while; and a squalid Washerwoman, one may
call her: that is his civic establishment in Medical-School Street;

thither and not elsewhither has his road led him. Not to the

reign of Brotherhood and Perfect Felicity; yet surely on the way
toward that?

Hark, a rap again! A musical woman's voice, refusing to be

rejected: it is the Citoyenne who would do France a service.

Marat, recognizing from within, cries, "Admit her!" Charlotte

Corday is admitted:
"
Citoyen Marat, I am from Caen the seat

of rebellion, and wished to speak with you." "Be seated, mon

enfant. Now what are the Traitors doing at Caen ? What Dep-
uties are at Caen?"

Charlotte names some Deputies.
"Their heads shall fall within a fortnight," croaks the eager

"People's Friend" clutching his tablets to write.

"Barbaroux, P&ion" writes he with bare shrunk arm, turn-

ing aside in the bath: PStion, and Louvet, and Charlotte has

drawn her knife from the sheath
; plunges it, with one sure stroke,

into the writer's heart.

"A moi,chere amie!" ("Help, dear!") No more could the

Death-choked say or shriek. The helpful Washerwoman run-

ning in, there is no Friend of the People, or Friend of the Washer-

woman left; but his life with a groan gushes out, indignant, to

the shades below.

And so Marat, "People's Friend" is ended: the lone Stylites

has been hurled down suddenly from his Pillar whitherward ?

He that made him knows. Patriot Paris may sound triple and

tenfold, in dole and wail; reechoed by Patriot France; and the

Convention, "Chabot pale with terror, declaring that they are to

be all assassinated," may decree him Pantheon Honors, Public

Funeral, Mirabeau's dust making way for him; and Jacobin

Societies, in lamentable oratory, summing up his character, par-

allel him to One, whom they think it honor to call "the good
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Sansculotte" whom we name not here; also a Chapel may be

made, for the urn that holds his Heart, in the Place du Carrousel;

and new-born children be named Marat; and Lago-di-Como
Hawkers bake mountains of stucco into unbeautiful Busts; and

David paint his Picture, or Death-Scene; and such other Apothe-
osis take place as the human genius, in these circumstances, can

devise : but Marat returns no more to the light of this Sun. One
sole circumstance we have read with clear sympathy, in the old

Moniteur Newspaper: how Marat's Brother comes from Neu-

chatel to ask of the Convention, "that the deceased Jean Paul

Marat's musket be given him." For Marat, too, had a brother

and natural affections; and was wrapt once in swaddling clothes,

and slept safe in a cradle like the rest of us. Ye children of men !

A sister of his, they say, lives still to this day in Paris.
1

As for Charlotte Corday, her work is accomplished; the rec-

ompense of it is near and sure. The cliere amie, and neighbors
of the house, flying at her, she "overturns some movables,"
entrenches herself till the gendarmes arrive; then quietly surren-

ders; goes quietly to the Abbaye Prison: she alone quiet, all

Paris sounding, in wonder, in rage or admiration, round her.

Duperret is put in arrest, on account of her; his Papers sealed

which may lead to consequences. Fauchet, in like manner;

though Fauchet had not so much as heard of her. Charlotte,

confronted with these two Deputies, praises the grave firmness of

Duperret, censures the dejection of Fauchet.

On Wednesday morning, the thronged Palais de Justice and

Revolutionary Tribunal can see her face; beautiful and calm:

she dates it "Fourth day of the Preparation of Peace." A
strange murmur ran through the Hall, at sight of her, you could

not say of what character. Tinville has his indictments and tape

papers; the cutler of the Palais Royal will testify that he sold her

the sheath-knife; "All these details are needless," interrupted

Charlotte;
"

it is I that killed Marat"

"By whose instigation?"

"By no one's."

"What tempted you, then?"

"His crimes!"

"I killed one man," added she, raising her voice extremely
1 Written in 1836-1837. ED.

E. f VOL. XIV. 2.
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(extrSmement), as they went on with their questions, "I killed one

man to save a hundred thousand; a villain to save innocents; a

savage wild beast to give repose to my country. I was a Republi-
can before the Revolution; I never wanted energy."

There is therefore nothing to be said. The public gazes as-

tonished: the hasty limners sketch her features, Charlotte not

disapproving: the men of law proceed with their formalities.

The doom is Death as a murderess. To her Advocate she gives

thanks; in gentle phrase, in high-flown classical spirit. To the

Priest they send her she gives thanks; but needs not any shriving,

any ghostly or other aid from him.

On this same evening, therefore, about half past seven

o'clock, from the gate of the Conciergerie, to a City all on tip-toe,

the fatal Cart issues; seated on it a fair young creature, sheeted

in red smock of Murderess; so beautiful, serene, so full of life;

journeying toward death alone amid the World. Many take

off their hats, saluting reverently; for what heart but must be

touched ? Others growl and howl. Adam Lux, of Mainz, de-

clares that she is greater than Brutus; that it were beautiful to

die with her: the head of this young man seems turned. At the

Place de la Revolution, the countenance of Charlotte wears the

same still smile. The executioners proceed to bind her feet
;
she

resists, thinking it meant as an insult; on a word of explanation,

she submits with cheerful apology. As the last act, all being now

ready, they take the neckerchief from her neck; a blush of maid-

enly shame overspreads that fair face and neck; the cheeks were

still tinged with it when the executioner lifted the severed head,

to show it to the people. "It is most true," says Forster, "that

he struck the cheek insultingly; for I saw it with my eyes: the

Police imprisoned him for it."

But during these same hours, another guillotine is at work

on another; Charlotte, for the Girondins, dies at Paris to-day;

Chalier, by the Girondins, dies at Lyons to-morrow.

From rumbling of cannon along the streets of that City, it

has come to firing of them, to rabid fighting: Nievre Choi and the

Girondins triumph; behind whom there is, as everywhere, a Roy-
alist Faction waiting to strike in. Trouble enough at Lyons ;

and

the dominant party carrying it with a high hand! For, indeed,

the whole South is astir; incarcerating Jacobins; arming for
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Girondins: wherefore we have got a
"
Congress of Lyons" ;

also

a "Revolutionary Tribunal of Lyons," and Anarchists shall

tremble. So Chalier was soon found guilty, of Jacobinism, of

murderous Plot,
"
address with drawn dagger on the sixth of Feb-

ruary last"; and, on the morrow, he also travels his final road,

along the streets of Lyons, "by the side of an ecclesiastic, with

whom he seems to speak earnestly" the axe now glittering nigh.
He could weep, in old years, this man, and "fall on his knees on

the pavement," blessing Heaven at sight of Federation Pro-

grammes or the like; then he pilgrimed to Paris to worship Marat
and the Mountain : now Marat and he are both gone we said he

could not end well. Jacobinism groans inwardly, at Lyons, but

dare not outwardly. Chalier, when the Tribunal sentenced him,
made answer: "My death will cost this City dear."

Monte*limart Town is not buried under its ruins; yet Mar-
seilles is actually marching, under order of a "Lyons Congress";
is incarcerating Patriots; the very Royalists now showing face.

Against which a General Cartaux fights, though in small force,

and with him an ArtilleryMajor, of the name of Napoleon Bona-

parte. This Napoleon, to prove that the Marseillese have no

chance ultimately, not only fights but writes; publishes his Sup-

per of Beaucaire, a Dialogue which has become curious. Unfort-

unate Cities, with their actions and their reactions! Violence to

be paid with violence in geometrical ratio; Royalism and Anar-

chism both striking in the final net-amount of which geomet-
rical series, what man shall sum ?

Is not La Vendee still blazing alas too literally rogue Ros-

signol burning the very corn-mills ? General Santerre could do

nothing there. General Rossignol in blind fury, often in liquor,

can do less than nothing. Rebellion spreads, grows ever madder.

Happily those lean Quixote figures, whom we saw retreating out

of Mainz, "bound not to serve against the Coalition for a year,"

have got to Paris. National Convention packs them into post-

vehicles and conveyances; sends them swiftly, by post, into La
Vendee. There valiantly struggling in obscure battle and skir-

mish, under rogue Rossignol, let them, unlaurelled, save the Re-

public and "be cut down gradually to the last man."

Does not the Coalition, like a fire-tide, pour in; Prussia

through the opened Northeast; Austria, England through the
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Northwest? General Houchard prospers no better there than

General Custine did. Let him look to it ! Through the Eastern

and the Western Pyrenees Spain has deployed itself; spreads,

rustling with Bourbon banners, over the face of the South.

Ashes and embers of confused Girondin civil war covered that

region already. Marseilles is damped down, not quenched to

be quenched in blood. Toulon, terror-struck, too far gone for

turning, has flung itself, ye righteous Powers, into the hands of

the English ! On Toulon Arsenal there flies a flag nay not even

the Fleur-de-lis of a Louis Pretender; there flies that accursed

St. George's Cross of the English and Admiral Hood! What
remnant of sea-craft, arsenals, roperies, war navy France had,

has given itself to these enemies of human nature, "ennemis du

genre hwnain" Beleaguer it, bombard it, ye Commissioners

Barras, Fre*ron, Robespierre Junior; thou General Cartaux, Gen-

eral Dugommier; above all, thou remarkable Artillery-Major,

Napoleon Bonaparte! Hood is fortifying himself, victualling

himself; means, apparently, to make a new Gibraltar of it.

But lo, in the Autumn night, late night, among the last of

August, what sudden red sun-blaze is this that has risen over

Lyons City; with a noise to deafen the world ? It is the Powder-

tower of Lyons, nay the Arsenal with Four Powder-towers, which

has caught fire in the Bombardment; and sprung into the air,

carrying "a hundred and seventeen houses" after it. With a

light, one fancies, as of the noon sun; with a roar second only to

the Last Trumpet! All living sleepers far and wide it has awak-

ened. What a sight was that, which the eye of History saw, in

the sudden nocturnal sun-blaze!

The roofs of hapless Lyons, and all its domes and steeples

made momentarily clear; Rhone and Sa6ne streams flashing sud-

denly visible; and height and hollow, hamlet and smooth stubble-

field, and all the region round; heights, alas, all scarped and

counterscarped, into trenches, curtains, redoubts; blue Artillery-

men, little Powder devilkins, plying their hell-trade there through
the not ambrosial night! Let the darkness cover it again; for it

pains the eye. Of a truth, Chalier's death is costing the City
dear. Convention Commissioners, Lyons Congresses have come
and gone; and action there was and reaction; bad ever growing

worse; till it has come to this; Commissioner Dubois-Crance',
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" with seventy thousand men, and all the Artillery of several Prov-

inces," bombarding Lyons day and night.

Worse things still are in store. Famine is in Lyons, and ruin

and fire. Desperate are the sallies of the besieged; brave Pre*cy,

their National Colonel and Commandant, doing what is in man :

desperate but ineffectual. Provisions cut off; nothing entering

our city but shot and shell! The Arsenal has roared aloft; the

very Hospital will be battered down, and the sick buried alive.

A black Flag hung on this latter noble Edifice, appealing to the

pity of the besiegers; for though maddened, were they not still

our brethren? In their blind wrath, they took it for a flag of

defiance, and aimed thitherward the more. Bad is growing ever

worse here; and how will the worse stop, till it have grown worst

of all ? Commissioner Dubois will listen to no pleading, to no

speech, save this only: "We surrender at discretion."

Lyons contains in it subdued Jacobins; dominant Girondins;

secret Royalists. And now, mere deaf madness and cannon-shot

enveloping them, will not the desperate Municipality fly, at last,

into the arms of Royalism itself? Majesty of Sardinia was to

bring help, but it failed. Emigrant D'Autichamp, in name of

theTwo Pretender-Royal-Highnesses, is coming through Switzer-

land with help; coming, not yet come: Pre*cy hoists the Fleur-

de-lis !

At sight of which all true Girondins sorrowfully fling down

their arms. Let our Tricolor brethren storm us then and slay us

in their wrath
;
with you we conquer not. The famishing women

and children are sent forth : deaf Dubois sends them back rains

in more fire and madness. Our "redoubts of cotton-bags" are

taken, retaken; Prcy under his Fleur-de-lis is valiant as De-

spair. What will become of Lyons ? It is a siege of seventy

days.

Or see, in these same weeks, far in the Western waters: breast-

ing through the Bay of Biscay, a greasy dingy little Merchant ship,

with Scotch skipper; under hatches whereof sit, disconsolate, the

last forlorn nucleus of Girondism, the Deputies from Quimper!
Several have dissipated themselves, whithersoever they could.

Poor Riouffe fell into the talons of Revolutionary Committee and

Paris Prison. The rest sit here under hatches; reverend Potion

with his gray hair, angry Buzot, suspicious Louvet, brave young
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Barbaroux, and others. They have escaped from Quimper, in

this sad craft; are now tacking and struggling; in danger from

the waves, in danger from the English, in still worse danger from

the French banished by Heaven and Earth to the greasy belly

of this Scotch skipper's Merchant vessel, unfruitful Atlantic rav-

ing round. They are for Bordeaux, if peradventure hope yet

linger there. Enter not Bordeaux, O Friends ! Bloody Conven-

tion Representatives, Tallien and such like, with their Edicts,

with their Guillotine, have arrived there; Respectability is driven

under ground; Jacobinism lords it on high. From that Re*ole

landing-place, or "Beak of Ambes," as it were, pale Death,

waving his Revolutionary Sword of Sharpness, waves you else-

whither!

On one side or the other of that Bee d'Ambes, the Scotch

Skipper with difficulty moors, a dexterous greasy man ;
with diffi-

culty lands his Girondins; who, after reconnoitring, must rapidly

burrow in the Earth; and so, in subterranean ways, in friends'

back-closets, in cellars, barn-lofts, in caves of Saint-Emilion and

Libourae, stave off cruel Death. Unhappiest of all Senators 1



THE REIGN OF TERROR
AJX 1794

FRANgOIS P. G. GUIZOT

By the Reign of Terror, or the
"
Terror," is meant that period of the

first revolution in France during which the ruling faction caused thou-

sands of obnoxious persons to be sent to the guillotine. The Terror is

usually considered as beginning in March, 1793, when the Revolutionary
Tribunal was established by the National Convention. This tribunal

was an extraordinary court empowered to deal with all acts or persons
hostile to the Revolution.

In July, 1793, Robespierre became a member of the Committee of

Public Safety, and, with Saint-Just, was most prominently connected

with the Terror. He secured a decree, known as the decree of the 22d

Prairial, "to accelerate the movements of the Committee, and open for

them a shorter route to the guillotine," whereby persons marked for

death might be executed as soon as recognized. Against this bloody
decree it is said that even the

" Mountain" the Red Republican party
in the Convention recoiled. It was nevertheless remorselessly carried

out, and "
caused torrents of blood to flow."

The climax of the Terror was reached in 1794, and its end came in

July of that year, when Robespierre and his associates were overthrown.

It was followed by a reaction against the excesses of the revolutionists,

the closing of the radical clubs of the Jacobins and others, and the release

of those whom the Revolutionary Tribunal had imprisoned on suspicion.
The tribunal itself, together with the Committee of Public Safety, who
had executed the fierce will of the Convention, was speedily swept
away.

IT is a hideous spectacle to contemplate the enthusiasm of crime,

and see men madly intoxicating themselves with their own
atrocities. The Revolutionary Tribunal was in operation from

March, 1793; the registry of condemnations had reached the

number of five hundred seventy-seven. From 22 Prairial to 9
Thermidor (June 10, to July 27, 1794), two thousand two hun-

dred eighty-five unfortunates perished on the scaffold. Fou-

quier-Tinville
1

comprehended the thought of Robespierre. For

the dock he had substituted benches, upon which he huddled to

1 Public accuser before the Revolutionary Tribunal. ED.
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gather at one time the crowd of the accused. One day he erected

the guillotine in the very hall of the tribunal.

The Committee of Public Safety had a moment of fright.

"Thou art wishing then to demoralize punishment!" cried Col-

lot d'Herbois. A hundred sixty accused persons had been

brought from the Luxembourg under pretence of a conspiracy in

prison. The lower class of prisoners were encouraged to act

as spies, thus furnishing pretexts for punishment. The judges
sat with pistols ready to hand; the President cast his eyes over the

lists for the day and called upon the accused.
"
Dorival, do you

know anything of the conspiracy ?
" " No !

"

"I expected that you would make that reply; but it won't

succeed. Bring another."

"Champigny, are you not an ex-noble?"

"Yes."

"Bring another."
"
Guidreville, are you a priest?"

"Yes, but I have taken the oath.'

"You have no right to say any more. Another."

"Me"nil, were you not a domestic of the ex-constitutional

Menou?"
"Yes."

"Another."

"Vely, were you not architect for Madame?"
"Yes, but I was disgraced in 1789."
"Another."
"
Gondrecourt, is not your father-in-law at the Luxembourg ?

"

"Yes."

"Another."

"Durfort, were you not in the bodyguard?"
"Yes, but I was dismissed in 1789."
"Another."

So the examination went on. The questions, the answers,

the judgment, the condemnation, were all simultaneous. The

juries did not leave the hall; they gave their opinions with a word

or a look. Sometimes errors were evident in the lists. "I am
not accused," exclaimed a prisoner one day.

"No matter; what is thy name? See, it is written now.

Another."
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M. de Loizerolles perished under the name of his father.

Jokes were mingled with the sentences. The Mare'chale de

Mouchy was old, and did not reply to the questions of President

Dumas. " The citoyenne is deaf "(sourde), said the registrar; "Put
down that shehas conspired secretly

' '

(sourdemeni) , repliedDumas.
It became necessary to forbid Fouquier-Tinville to send more

than sixty victims a day to the scaffold. "Things go well, and
see the heads fall like slates with my file-firing; the next dec-

ade we shall do better still; I shall want at least four hundred

fifty." The lists were prepared in the prison itself, by the class

of informers known as moutons. 1 The public accuser, like the

judges and the jailers, was often ignorant of the names of the

human flock crowded in the dungeons. Death recalled them to

recollection. In the evening, under the windows of each prison,

the list of the victims of the day was shouted out. "These are

they who have gained prizes in the lottery of Saint Guillotine."

The unfortunates who crowded to the windows thus learned the

tidings of the execution of those they loved. The horrors of the

unforeseen and unknown were added to the agonies of death and

separation. Under the windows of the Conciergerie the names of

the Mare'chale de Noailles, the Duchesse d'Ayen and the Vicom-

tesse de Noailles, who died together on the scaffold, were pro-

claimed. Among the prisoners was Madame la Fayette, herself

awaiting death; happily she did not recognize in the coarse ac-

cents of the criers the cherished names of her grandmother,

mother, and sister. The peasants of the Vendee 2 came to die at

Paris, like the Carmelites of Compiegne or the magistrates of

Toulouse. It was astonishing that there still remained in the

dungeons great lords and noble ladies, bearing the most illus-

trious names in the history of France; on the 8th and gth Ther-

midor the poets Roucher and Andre" Che"nier; Baron Trenck,
famous for his numerous escapes; the Mare'chale d'Armentieres,

the Princesse de Chimay, the Comtesse de Narbonne, the Due de

Clermont-Tonnerre, the Marquis de Crussol, and the Messieurs

de Trudaine, counsellors of the Parliament of Paris, perished

upon the scaffold.

1 Decoys ; literally, sheep. ED.
9 The royalist War of La Vende'e against the Republic was now rag-

ing. ED.
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Insulters always surrounded the scaffold, but their number

had decreased; the Committee of Public Safety no longer had

recourse to the popular manoeuvres of its early days. Terror was

now sufficient to insure the silence and submission of the victims.

Paris grew weary of the horrors of which it was witness
;
the odor

of blood had driven away the residents from the houses adjacent

to the Place de la Revolution; a new guillotine had been erected

upon the Place du Tr6ne. Upon the route along which ran the

fatal carts shops were closed, and passers-by endeavored to avoid

meeting the procession. A few rare loungers of the lowest class

alone walked in the gardens of the Tuileries and the Champs-

lyse'es. All was silent, but pity was growing in the minds of

men. The distant sound of the horrors that were general

throughout France redoubled the terror of Paris.

The provincial sufferings were not uniform, and the fury of the

representative commissioners was unequally distributed. Either

by a happy chance, or it might be by an instinctive knowledge of

the character of the population, the revolutionary scaffold was

never set up in Lower Normandy; the Vende*e, on the contrary,

expiated its long resistance in its blood, and Carrier filled with

terror the city of Nantes, always favorable to revolution. He had

tried guillotine and grape-shot, but both were too tardy in their

action to suit his zeal. He conceived the idea of crowding the

condemned into ships with valves, launched upon the Loire : the

beautiful river saw these unfortunates struggling in its waters.

Henceforth the executioners tied the prisoners together by one

hand and one foot; these "Republican Marriages," as they were

called, insured the speedy death of the victims. The waters of the

Loire became infected; its shores were covered with corpses; the

fishes themselves could no longer serve as nourishment for human

beings; fever decimated the inhabitants of Nantes. The fury
of Carrier bordered on madness: he caused the little Vendean

infants, collected by Breton charity, to be cast into the water.

"It is necessary," said he, "to slay the wolves' cubs."

The same terror also, and the same atrocities which desolated

the West, reigned in the North and the South. In the Depart-
ment of Vaucluse, Maignet, in the Pas-de-Calais, Joseph Lebon,
had obtained the erection of local revolutionary tribunals. "The
arrests which I have ordered in the Departments of Vaucluse and
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the Bouches-du-Rh6ne amount to twelve or fifteen thousand,"
wrote Maignet to his friend Couthon. "It would require an

army to conduct them to Paris
; besides, it is necessary to appal,

and the blow is only terrifying when struck in the sight of those

who have lived with the guilty." They had felled the tree of

liberty in the little town of Be'douin; sixty-three of the inhabi-

tants were executed; the rest fled. "I have wished to give the

national vengeance a grand character," wrote Maignet to the

Committee of Public Safety, "and I have ordered that the town

should be given to the flames. If you think this new measure

too rigorous, let me know your wishes, and do not read my letter

to the Convention." To the complaints of Rovere, representa-
tive of Vaucluse, Robespierre replied, "We are content with

Maignet; he knows well how to guillotine." Joseph Lebon es-

tablished an orchestra close by the guillotine; he caused the Ca
ira

1
to be sung during the executions, which he witnessed from

his balcony. Formerly a priest and well esteemed, he was mod-

erate at the outburst of the Revolution, but his reason had yielded
to the dizziness of despotic power; it was of a veritable madman
that Barere said: "Lebon has completely beaten the aristocrats,

and he has protected Cambrai against the approaches of the

enemy; besides, what is there that is not permitted to the hatred

of a republican against the aristocracy? The Revolution and

revolutionary measures must only be spoken of with respect.

Liberty is a virgin whose veil it is culpable to raise."

For some time Robespierre had appeared but rarely at the

Committee of Public Safety; he reserved himself for the depart-

ment of general police, that is to say, the direction of the
"
Terror "

throughout France. Underhand dissensions and jealousies be-

gan to creep in among these criminals, secretly disquieted by

projects of which they were reciprocally suspicious. Billaud-

Varennes and Collot d'Herbois dreaded Robespierre and began
to conspire against him. Robespierre established himself with

the Jacobins, as in an impregnable fortress. The President and

Vice-President of the Revolutionary Tribunal, and the command-

1
"
It will go." One of the most popular songs at the beginning of the

Revolution (1789), said to have been suggested by Benjamin Franklin,

who, in speaking of the progress of the American Revolution, said :

"
a

ira" meaning,
"
It will succeed." ED.
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ant of the armed forces, Henriot, awaited his orders. They
pressed him to take action against the enemies whom he had him-

self denounced to the Jacobins. "Formerly," said he, "on the

13th Messidor [July ist], the underhand faction that has sprung
from the remnant of the followers of Danton and Camille Des-

moulins attacked the committees en masse; now they prefer to

attack a few members in particular; in order to succeed in break-

ing the bundle, they attribute to a single individual that which

appertains to the whole Government. They dare not say that

the Revolutionary Tribunal has been instituted in order to swal-

low up the National Convention; they have spoken of a dictator,

and named him; it is I who have been thus designated, and you
would tremble if I told you in what place."

A dictatorship had, in fact, been spoken of, but it was Saint-

Just, on returning from the army, who had uttered this terrible

word, in a conference of the Committees of Public Safety and Gen-

eral Security expressly convoked by Robespierre. The latter

had proposed the institution of four great revolutionary tribunals,

in order to forge new weapons for himself; but the conference

refused. Robespierre went out irritated and gloomy.
' '

Misfort-

une has reached a climax," cried Saint- Just. "You are in a

state of anarchy. The Convention is inundating France with

laws inoperative and often impracticable. The representatives

accompanying the armies dispose at their will of the public fortune

and our military destinies; the representatives sent as Commis-
sioners to the Provinces usurp all power and amass gold for

which they substitute assignats. How can such political and leg-

islative disorder be regulated ? I declare upon my honor and my
conscience, I see only one means of safety ;

and that is the concen-

tration of power in the hands of one man who has enough genius,

force, patriotism, and generosity to become the embodiment of

public authority. It is necessary, above all, to have a man en-

dowed with long practical knowledge of the Revolution, its

principles, its phases, its modes of action, and its agents. Fi-

nally, he must be a man who has the general good-will and

confidence of the people in his favor, and who is at once a

virtuous, and inflexible as well as an incorruptible citizen.

That man is Robespierre; it is he only who can save the State.

I ask that he be invested with the dictatorship, and that the
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committees make a proposition to this effect at the Convention

to-morrow."

The imprudence of the speech equalled the audacity of the

act. The members of the two councils looked at each other,

hesitating to accept the declaration of war. A few of them con-

tended for their lives against the vengeance of Robespierre and
his friends. "This Robespierre is insatiable," said Barere, with

anger. "Let him ask for Tallien, Bourdon de 1'Oise, Thuriot,

Guffroy, Rovere, Lecointre, Panis, Barras, Freron, Legendre,

Monestier, Dubois Craned, Fouche*, Cambon, and all the Dan-
tonist remnant, well and good; but to Duval, Audouin, Leonard

Bourdon, Vadier, Vauland, it is impossible to consent."

The two parties waited face to face, shrinking from the blows

they were about to exchange, counting on the impatience or te-

merity of their adversaries. The boldest among the opposition
ventured on a circuitous attack by denouncing the sect of mystic
dreamers led by a demented woman, Catherine Theot, styled by
her followers, Mother of God. Her principal disciple was Gerle,

formerly prior of the Chartreuse, and a member of the Constit-

uent Assembly. When the papers of this handful of maniacs

were seized, the copy of a letter to Robespierre was found; he

was to have been the Messiah of the sect. Vadier denounced at

the Convention this elementary school of fanaticism, discovered

on a third floor in the Rue Contrescarpe, and who were con-

nected, he said, with the machinations of Pitt; but he dared not

speak of the letter to Robespierre. The latter undoubtedly took

some interest in Catherine The'ot, for he did not allow the affair

to be followed up ;
the prophetess died in prison soon after.

Robespierre had said to a deputation from Aisne: "In the

situation in which it now is, gangrened by corruption, and with-

out power to remedy it, the Convention can no longer save the

Republic: both will perish together. The proscription of pa-

triots is the order of the day. For myself, I have already one

foot in the tomb, in a few days I shall place the other there; the

rest is in the hands of Providence."

Nevertheless he began the attack, urged forward by men who
had attached their fortunes to his own, and by the disquietude?

which agitated his sour and dissatisfied spirit. He could no

longer put up with advice even from his most faithful friends, and
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the inflexible Saint-Just told him to calm himself; "Empire is

for the phlegmatic." A menacing petition from the Jacobins

preceded by a few hours a grand discourse from the dictator.

He always reckoned on the effect of his discourses, and all the

committees, one after another, had suffered from the asperity of

his attacks. "The accusations are all concentrated upon me,"
said he; "if anyone casts patriots into prison in place of shutting

up the aristocrats there, it is said that Robespierre wills it. If

the numerous agents of the Committee of General Security ex-

tend their vexations and rapine in all directions, it is said that

Robespierre has sent them; if a new law irritates the property-

holders, it is Robespierre who is ruining them
;
and meanwhile,

in what hands are your finances ? In the hands of feuillants, of

known cheats, of the Cambons, Mallarme's and Ramels. Survey
the field of victory, look at Belgium; dissensions have been

sown among our generals, the military aristocracy is protected,

faithful generals are persecuted, the military administration

is enveloped with a suspicious authority; they talk to you of

war with academic lightness, as if it cost neither blood

nor labor. The truths that I bring you are surely equal to

epigrams.
"There exists a conspiracy against public liberty; it owes its

force to a criminal coalition which intrigues in the very bosom of

the Convention. That coalition has its accomplices in the Com-
mittee of General Security, and in the bureaux, which they control.

Some members of the Committee of Public Safety are implicated
in this plot; the coalition thus formed seeks to ruin patriots and

the country. What is the remedy for this evil ? To punish the

traitors, to purify the Committee of General Security, and subor-

dinate it to the Committee of Public Safety; to purify this com-

mittee itself, and constitute it the Government under the author-

ity of the National Convention, which is the centre of authority

and the chief judicial power. Thus would all the factions be

crushed by raising on their ruins the power of justice and liberty.

If it is impossible to advocate these principles without being set

down as ambitious, I shall conclude that tyranny reigns among
us, but not that I ought to hold my tongue; for what can be ob-

jected to a man who is right, and who knows how to die for his

country ? I am put here in order to combat crime, not to govern
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it. The time has not yet come when good men can serve their

country with impunity."

They listened in silence; no applause, no complaint had in-

terrupted the orator. For a long time the Convention had been

unaccustomed to see the masters of their fortunes and their lives

making appeal to their supreme authority. Their rSle had long
been limited to taking part in oratorical tournaments and voting
decrees. They did not yield, however, to the seduction, and

their faces remained grave and sombre. No one rose to speak,

but they began to exchange a few remarks, and a murmur ran

from bench to bench. The glove was thrown down, but

as yet no champion advanced to take it up. At length, and

as if the courage of all was reanimated at once by the same reso-

lution, Vadier, Cambon, and Billaud-Varennes rose together to

mount the tribune. Cambon had been wounded in his just pride

as a financier and an honest man; he could scarcely wait his

turn.
"
It is time," cried he,

'*
to speak the entire truth. Is it I who

need to be accused of making myself master in any respect ? The
man who has made himself master of everything, the man who

paralyzes our will, is he who has just spoken Robespierre." At

the same moment and from all lips came the same cries.
"
It is

Robespierre," said Billaud-Varennes. "It is Robespierre," re-

peated Panis and Vadier. "Let him give an account of the

crimes of the deputies whose death he demanded from the Jaco-

bins." And as he hesitated, troubled by the vehemence of the

attacks,
" You who pretend to have the courage of virtue, have the

courage of truth," cried Charlier to him; "name, name the indi-

viduals." In the midst of a growing confusion the Assembly re-

voked the order to print the discourse of Robespierre. It was to

the two committees, filled with his enemies, that the denuncia-

tion of the dictator was referred.

Robespierre took refuge with the Jacobins; he was troubled

by the opposition he had encountered, without being able to draw

from it new forces for the struggle. He redelivered his discourse,

this time welcomed with loud applause.
"
My friends," said he,

"
that which you have just heard is my dying testament. I have

seen to-day that the league of the wicked is too strong for me to

hope to escape it. I am ready to drink the hemlock."
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"I will drink it with thee," cried David. The men of action

were less resigned. Henriot spoke of marching on the Conven-

tion, but Robespierre still wished to speak; it was the course of

May 3ist that he wanted to follow. The hall was crowded;

people entered without tickets.

"Name thy enemies," they shouted to Robespierre; "name

them; we will deliver them to thee." Collot d'Herbois arrived,

attempting a few protestations of devotion; he was hooted and

constrained to retire. Hesitation and doubt still troubled every

spirit and paralyzed every hand. Collot and Billaud-Varennes

returned to the Committee of Public Safety. There they found

Saint- Just, who had to read a report, but he had not brought it

with him. The two new-comers apostrophized him with vio-

lence. "Thou art the accomplice of Robespierre; the project of

your infamous triumvirate is to assassinate us all, but if we suc-

cumb you will not long enjoy the fruit of your crimes the people
will tear you in pieces; thy pockets are full of denunciations

against us; produce thy lists." They advanced menacingly;
Saint-Just shrank back, very pale. As he went out he promised
to read his report next day. Neither of the two parties had as

yet taken any effectual measure; they had contracted the habit

of being very prodigal of words. Tallien had endeavored to

gain over all that remained of the Left; three times he was re-

pulsed by Boissy d'Anglas and his friends. As he returned once

more to the charge, "Yes," they at length replied, with an in-

genuousness almost cynical, "yes, if you are the strongest."

Tallien was intrusted to direct the attack in the Convention.

Saint-Just had just entered; he had not appeared at the

Committee of Public Safety.
" You have blighted my heart," he

wrote to his colleagues,
"
I am about to open it at the National

Assembly." He presented himself, however, as reporter of the

Committee. In seeing him pass, Tallien, occupied in assembling
his forces, said loudly, "It is the moment; let us enter." Saint-

Just commenced: "I am not of any faction; I fight against all.

The course of events has brought it about that this tribune should

be perhaps the Tarpeian rock to him who shall come to tell you
that the members of the Government " Tallien did not leave

him time to finish; he demanded leave to speak upon a motion of

order. "Nor I either; I am not of any faction; I only belong to
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myself and to liberty. It is I who wifl make you hear the truth :

no good citizen can restrain his tears over the unfortunate condi-

tion of public affairs. Yesterday a member of the Government
was here alone and denounced his colleagues: to-day another

comes to do as much by him; these dissensions aggravate the

evils of our country. I demand that the veil be torn away." Ap-
plause echoed from all parts of the naTL

Saint-Just wished to continue his speech. "Thou art not re-

porter," shouted the members. He remained motionless in the

tribune, while Bfllaud-Varennes came and stood beside him. He
cast his eyes over the Hal].

"
I see here," said he,

" one of the

men who yesterday, at the Jacobins, promised the massacre of

the National Convention; let him be arrested." The officers

obeyed.
" The Assembly is at the present time in danger of mas-

sacre on every hand," continued Bfllaud; "it will perish if it is

feeble." The contagion of courage spread from man to man;
all the deputies stood up waving their hats.

" Be tranquil," they
cried to the orator;

" we wiH not give way." "You will tremble

when you see in what hands you are," continued Bfllaud; "the

armed force is confided to parricidal hands. The chief of the

National Guard is an infamous conspirator, the accomplice of

Heljert; Lavalette was a noble, driven out of the Army of the

North and saved by Robespierre, whom he obeys. The Revolu-

tionary Tribunal is in his hands
; everywhere he has made his will

supreme, and has sought to render himself absolute master; he

has dismissed the best Revolutionary Committee of Paris, he

has ceased to frequent the Committee of Public Safety since the

day after the decree of the 2ad Prairial, which has been so disas-

trous to patriots. He excites the Jacobins against the Assembly."
A few feeble protestations were now heard. "There is some

murmuring, I think," said the speaker, insolently.

He was about to continue the course of his accusations; but

beside him in the tribune Robespierre had replaced Saint-Just
His natural pallor had become livid, rage sparkled in his glance.

"I demand liberty to speak," he cried. A single shout echoed

through the ha]1. "Down with the tyrant! Down with the

tyrant!" "I demand liberty to speak," Robespierre violently

repeated. Taflien dashed into the tribune. "I demand that

the veil be torn away immediately," he TVH! "
the work is ac-

E., VOL. XTV. I.
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complished, the conspirators are unmasked. Yesterday, at the

Jacobins, I saw the army of the new Cromwell formed, and I

have come here armed with a poignard to pierce his heart if the

Assembly has not the courage to decree his accusation. I de-

mand the arrest of Henriot and his staff. There will be no May
3ist, no proscription; national justice alone will strike the mis-

creants."

"I demand that Dumas be arrested," added Billaud-Va-

rennes, "as well as Boulanger [formerly lieutenant of Ronsin in

the Vende'e]; he was the most ardent yesterday night at the Jaco-

bins."

Meanwhile Robespierre was still in the tribune. Several

times he strove to begin speaking, but the same cry drowned his

voice, "Down with the tyrant!" The little group of those who
were faithful to. him, close pressed together, followed him with

their eyes without speaking, without seconding his efforts; the

mass of the Assembly, so docile a few days before, was agitated

with a violence that became more and more hostile. Barere hesi-

tated no longer. It is said that he had prepared two statements;

one favorable to and the other hostile to Robespierre. He pro-

posed to abolish the grade of commandant-general, and to call

to the bar the mayor Fleuriot and the National agent Payan, to

answer there for public tranquillity. The decree was voted
;
on

all sides arose accusations against Robespierre, everyone hasten-

ing to denounce him. "I demand liberty to speak, to bring
back this discussion to its true end and aim," said Tallien.

Robespierre raised his head; "I shall know well how to bring it

there," said he, in those imperious accents which formerly cowed

the Assembly. Tallien continued without noticing the interrup-

tion. "The conspiracy is quite complete in the discourse read

and reread yesterday. It is there that I find arms to strike down
this man, whose virtue and patriotism have been so much

vaunted; this man, who appeared three days only after August

loth; this man, who has abandoned his post at the Committee of

Public Safety, in order to come and calumniate his colleagues.

It is not necessary to discuss in any particular detail of the ty-

rant's career; his whole life condemns him."

Robespierre clutched at the tribune with both hands. He no

longer sought aid from the "Mountain," henceforth roused
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against him; he turned his face toward the "Plain." "It is to

you pure and virtuous men that I address myself; I don't talk

with scoundrels." "Down with the tyrant!" responded the

"Plain." Thuriot, who presided, rang his bell. "President of

assassins," cried Robespierre, "yet once more I demand liberty
to speak." His voice grew feebler. "The blood of Danton is

choking him," cried Gamier de 1'Aude.
"
Will this man long re-

main master of the Convention?" asked Charles Duval. "Let
us make an end! A decree, a decree!" shouted Lasseau, at

length. "A tyrant is hard to strike down," said Fre*ron, in a loud

voice. Robespierre remained in the tribune, turning in his hands

an open knife, alone, exposed to the vengeful anger of them all.

"Send me to death!" he cried to his enemies. And the voices

replied: "Thou hast merited it a thousand times. Down with

the tyrant!"

The decree was voted hi the midst of tumult. "I ask to

share the lot of my brother," cried the younger Robespierre.
"It is understood," said Lanchet, "that we have voted the arrest

of the two Robespierres, of Couthon, and Saint-Just." "I ask

to be comprised in the decree," protested Lebas, faithfully de-

voted to Saint-Just. "The triumvirate of Robespierre, Couthon,
and Saint-Just," said Freron, "recalls the proscriptions of Sylla.

Couthon is a tiger thirsting for the blood of the National repre-

sentatives; he has dared to speak at the Jacobins of five or six

heads of the Convention
;
our corpses were to be the steps for him

to mount the throne!" The paralytic made a gesture of bitter

disdain. "I mount the throne!" said he.

Thuriot proclaimed the decree; the acclamations that re-

echoed were furious, intoxicated with the joy of triumph.
"
Long

live liberty! Long live the Republic! Down with the tyrants;

to the bar with the accused." The officers, still bewildered with

such an abrupt and sudden change, had not dared to lay a hand

upon the fallen dictator; rage broke forth in the ranks of the

Assembly. Robespierre and his brother, Saint-Just, Lebas, de-

scended slowly to the place lately reserved for their enemies.

Couthon had just placed himself there. The decree of arrest

dispersed them in different prisons; they had set out when the

Assembly suspended its sitting for an instant. "Let us go out

together," said Robespierre. The crowd, like the Assembly,
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gazed on them without acclamations and without manifesting

any sympathy for them; their army was re-forming elsewhere.

The Commune of Paris and the club of the Jacobins had not

laid down their arms. An officer was sent to the H6tel de Ville

to announce the decree, which dismissed Henriot and summoned
the Mayor to appear at the bar. He naively demanded a receipt

for his message. "On a day like this we don't give receipts,"

replied the Mayor. "Tell Robespierre to have no fear, for we
are here."

The Commune, in fact, was active, while the Committees of

the Convention, stupefied at their own victories, were letting pre-

cious time slip past. Already Henriot, half drunk, galloping

along the streets, stirred up the people, crying out that their faith-

ful representatives were being massacred, delivering over to in-

sults Merlin de Thionville, and sending to death the convoy of

victims for the day. These the inhabitants of the Faubourg St.

Antoine set about delivering, from compassion and from a vague
instinct that the arrest of Robespierre necessarily brought about

a cessation of executions. The General Council had sent to the

jailers of the prisons an order to refuse to aid in the incarceration

of the accused. Robespierre and his friends were successively

brought to the Mairie. They found themselves again free at the

head of an insurrection precipitately got up, but directed by des-

perate men, who felt their lives in danger if power escaped from

them. Henriot, arrested for a moment, and conducted to the

Committee of General Security, had been delivered by Coffinhal

at the head of a handful of men. He was again on horseback,

and was menacing in the hall of their sittings the Assembly, which

had again come together.

The tocsin rang forth a full peal; the gates of Paris were

closed. The rising tumult of the insurrection reached the ears

of the deputies; each minute some inauspicious news arrived.

It was said that the gunners of the National Guard, seduced by
Henriot, were coming to direct their artillery against the palace.

Collot d'Herbois mounted slowly to the chair and seated himself

there. "Representatives," said he, with a firm voice, "the mo-
ment has come for us to die at our posts; miscreants have in-

vaded the National palace." All had taken their places ; while the

spectators fled from the galleries with uproar and confusion. "I
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propose," said ifiie Lacoste with a loud voice, "that Henriot be
outlawed." At the same moment the dismissed commandant
ordered his men to fire.

Fearful and troubled, the gunners still hesitated. A group of

representatives went forth from the hall and cried, "What are

you doing, soldiers ? That man is a rebel, who has just been out-

lawed." The gunners had already lowered their matches, while

Henriot fled at full gallop. Barras had just been named com-

mandant of the forces in his place; seven representatives accom-

panied him. " Outlaw all those who shall take arms against the

Convention or who shall oppose its decrees," said Barere; "as

well as those who are eluding a decree of accusation or arrest."

The decree was voted; an officer of the Convention boldly ac-

cepted the duty of bearing it to the Commune. The National

agent, Payan, seized it from him, and for bravado read it with a

loud voice before the crowd that was thronging in the hall of the

H6tel de Ville. He added these words which were not in the

decree, "and all those found at this moment in the galleries."

The spectators disappeared as if struck with terror at the name
of the law. Times were changed. The mobile waves of public

opinion no longer upheld the tyrants overthrown by the accom-

plices who had now become their enemies.

It was, without saying it, and possibly without knowing it,

the feeling of this public abandonment and reprobation which

paralyzed the energy of the five accused. Robespierre had ar-

rived pale and trembling in all his limbs; he had been tranquil-

lized with difficulty. When Couthon, who alone was retained fora

time in the prison of La Bourbe, was at last brought to the H6tel

de Ville, he found the Council solely occupied with the attack on

the Convention, without making any efforts for rousing the popu-
lace or for the vigorous resumption of power.

" Have the armies

been written to?" he asked. "In the name of whom?" said

Robespierre, disheartened but calm.
" Of the Convention which

exists wherever we are; the rest are but a handful of factious

men, who are about to be dispersed by armed force." Robes-

pierre reflected; he shook his head. "We must write in the

name of the French people," said he. The words "Au nom du

peuple" were found in his handwriting on a sheet of paper.

It was also in the name of the people that Barras and his com-
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panions reunited the battalions of the sections which slowly as-

sembled; some had recalled their men from the H6tel de Ville.

The new military school, the Ecole de Mars, had not appeared
well disposed toward Lebas, who had written to the Command-
ant Labreteche to hinder his pupils from ranging themselves

under the banners of the Convention; the young men marched

willingly at the request of Barras. The gunners collected on the

Place de Greve permitted Leonard Bourdon to approach.
" Go !

"

said Tallien to him, "and let the sun when it rises find no more

traitors living." The crowd dispersed on hearing the proclama-
tion which outlawed the Commune of Paris. The gunners aban-

doned their pieces; a few hours later they came to seek them to

protect the Convention. "Is it possible," cried Henriot, as he

came forth from the H6tel de Ville,
"
that these scoundrels of gun-

ners have abandoned me ? Presently they will be delivering me to

the Tuileries!" He ran to announce the desertion to the assem-

bled Council-General. Comnhal, indignant at his cowardice,

seized him by the shoulder and pushed him out by the window.

The agents of the police arrested him in a sewer.

Meanwhile the section of the Gravilliers had put itself in

marching order, commanded by L6onard Bourdon and by a

gendarme named Me*da, intelligent and devoted, and who had

acquired an ascendency over those around him. He advanced

toward the H6tel de Ville without encountering any obstacle.

Me*da cried, in mounting the flight of steps, "Long live Robes-

pierre!" He penetrated into the hall, obstructed by the crowd;
the club of the Jacobins was deserted, Legendre had had the door

closed
;
all the leaders of the Revolution were assembled round the

proscribed representatives. They were discussing and vocifer-

ating, without ardor, however, and without any true hope. Robes-

pierre was seated at a table, his head on his left hand, his elbow

supported by his knee.

Me*da advanced toward him, pistols in hand. "Surrender,

traitor!" he cried. Robespierre raised his head. "It is thou

who art a traitor," he said, "and I will have thee shot." At the

same instant the gendarme fired, fracturing the lower jaw of

Robespierre. As he fell, his brother opened the window, and,

passing along the cornice, leaped out upon the Place. He was

dying when they came to pick him up.
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Saint- Just, leaning over toward Lebas, said, "Kill me."

Lebas, looking him in the face, replied: "I have something better

to do," pressing the trigger of his pistol. He was dead when a

fresh report resounded from the staircase; Mda, who pursued
Henriot, had just drawn on Couthon

;
his bearer fell grievously

wounded. The prisoners, formerly all-powerful, now dying or

condemned, were collected in the same room; thither Robes-

pierre and Couthon had been brought; the corpse of Lebas lay
on the floor; the crowd who besieged the gates wanted to throw

the wounded into the river. Couthon had great difficulty in mak-

ing it understood that he was not dead; Robespierre could not

speak, and was carried on a chair to the door of the Convention.

A feeling of horror manifested itself in the Assembly, "No, not

here! not here!" was the cry. A surgeon came to attend to the

wounded man in the hall of the Committee of Public Safety; he

recovered from his swoon, and walked alone toward his chair;

until then he had been extended upon a table, a little deal box

supporting his wounded head. The blood flowed slowly from

his mouth, and at times he made a movement to wipe it away;
his clothes and his face were smeared with it. Robespierre ap-

peared insensible to the injuries of those who surrounded him;
he made no complaint, inaccessible and alone in death as in life.

They carried him to the Conciergerie, where Saint-Just and Cou-

thon had just arrived. All had been outlawed
;
no procedure, no

delay, retarded their execution. Saint-Just, looking at a table of

the Rights of Man hanging in the hall, said, "It is I, however,

who have done that."

The Conciergerie slowly filled; with Dumas, Fleuriot, Payan,

Lavalette, a large proportion of the members of the Council-

General had been arrested. The prisoners already retained here

were pressing to the bars of their windows, curious as to the noise

that reached their ears, and the vague rumors which had already

excited mortal fears among the informers. Before the room where

were imprisoned Madame de Beauharnais and Madame de Fon-

tenay (afterward Madame Tallien), a woman appeared, who, in

a marked manner, held up a stone (pierre), enveloped it in her

dress (robe), and then made a gesture of beheading. The pris-

oners comprehended, a thrill of joy pervaded their gloomy abode;

all the oppressed believed themselves already delivered.
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It was five o'clock, and the carts had just drawn up as usual

at the gate of the prison, but this time they waited for the execu-

tioners. The procession denied before a dense crowd; all the

windows were full of spectators, all the shops were open, and joy

sparkled in every countenance. Robespierre and his friends had

wearied with executions the people of Paris; the sanguinary emo-

tions to which they had been so long accustomed regained their

first relish; it was Robespierre that they were about to see die.

He was half stretched out in the cart, livid, and with a blood-

stained cloth round his face. When the executioner snatched it

from him on the scaffold, a terrible cry was heard, the first sign of

suffering the condemned had given. To this shriek cries of joy

responded from all around, which were repeated at each stroke

from the fatal axe. In two days a hundred three executions

violently sealed the vengeance of the Convocation. The justice

of God and that of history bide their tune.

Robespierre had successively vanquished all his enemies;

clever and bold, protected and served by his reputation for virtue,

seconded by the growing terror which his name inspired, he had

usurped the entire power, and confiscated the Revolution for the

profit of despotism. He succumbed under the blows of those

who had constantly pushed him to the front
;
wearied or fright-

ened by the tyranny whose vengeance they themselves dreaded.

The hands which overthrew the terrible dictator were not pure

hands, and revolutionary passions continued to animate many
minds, but the public instincts did not err for an instant. The

conquerors of the pth Thermidor could in their turn seize upon

power, and the greater number of them had had no other inten-

tion
;
but they might no longer spill blood at their pleasure with-

out hindrance and without control. The culminating point of

sufferings and crimes had been attained. Without wishing it and

without knowing it, from envy or from fear, the "Thermido-

riens" as they began to be called, in striking down the trium-

virate had changed the course of the Revolution. The nation,

always prompt to concentrate upon the name of one man its affec-

tions or its hatreds, panting and lacerated as it was, began to

breathe; the prisoners ceased to expect death daily ;
their friends

already hoped for their liberty; timid people ventured forth from

their hiding-places; the bold loudly manifested their joy. Peo-
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pie dared to wear mourning for those who had died on the scaf-

fold; widows came forth from houses in which they had kept
themselves shut up ;

absent ones reappeared in the bosom of their

families. Robespierre was no more.

The Convention had revolted almost unanimously against the

tyrant ; scarcely was he struck down, when it found itself again
a prey to divisions. Public demonstrations of joy and relief were

manifested everywhere, and this disquieted some of the leaders

of the conspiracy formerly directed against Robespierre; they
had thought to overthrow him in order themselves to occupy his

place, and already they perceived that two tendencies were mani-

festing themselves in the country. The one, feeble as yet in the

Convention, and with no other point of support than the remnant

of the Right, disposed to retrace the course of events, and even to

visit upon their authors the iniquities committed ;
the other, dis-

quieted and gloomy, determined to defend "he Revolution at any

hazard, even though it might be at the price of new sacrifices.

The small party of the Thermidorians, Tallien at their head, be-

gan to form themselves between these two irreconcilable parties.

The reaction as yet bore no definite name, it did not and could

not exercise any power; desired or dreaded, it was at the bottom

of every thought, it influenced all decisions, often rendering them

apparently contrary. The terrible glory of Robespierre, and the

crushing weight that rests upon his memory, are due to the sudden

transformation effected by his death. In outward semblance,

and for some time longer, the customary terms were employed,
but the character of the situation was radically changed.



THE DOWNFALL OF POLAND

AJD. 1794

SIR ARCHIBALD ALISON

That the French Revolution was not more actively interfered with by
the powers of Eastern Europe was largely due to the fact that they were

all busy with a spoliation of their own. When Kosciuszko, the great

Polish patriot and hero, failed in his endeavor to rescue his country from

foreign thraldom, the doom of the ancient kingdom was sealed. In the

following year (1795) the third and final partition of Poland between

Russia, Austria, and Prussia was made. This destruction of a heroic

nationality was bewailed by the friends of liberty throughout the world,

and it was told in passionate regret how " Freedom shrieked, as Kosci-

uszko fell."

Although brave and liberty-loving, the people of Poland had not kept

pace with political progress among the more advanced nations. In the

fourteenth century Poland had risen to her greatest power. Her political

character, from ancient days, was peculiar, being at once monarchical

and republican. But she had a feudalism of her own, which survived

long after the European feudal system was outgrown by other nations.

Her political system was cumbrous and lacking in unity. The first par-

tition, by the powers above named (1772), left her in still worse disorder.

A new constitution proved unsatisfactory, one party favoring it, another

seeking to overthrow it. Russian interference was invoked, the Polish

patriots resisted, but in 1792 they were defeated, and Russia, with Prus-

sia, made the second partition of Poland in 1793.

In 1794 Kosciuszko was made commander-in-chief and dictator of

Poland. The insurrection began with the murder of the Russians in

Warsaw. But the Poles suffered from their own dissensions as before,

and met with the disaster that led to their national extinction.

"ITHERE is a certain degree of calamity which overwhelms the

courage; but there is another, which, by reducing men to

desperation, sometimes leads to the greatest and most glorious

enterprises. To this latter state the Poles were now reduced.

Abandoned by all the world, distracted with internal divisions,

destitute alike of fortresses and resources, crushed in the grasp

33
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of gigantic enemies, the patriots of that unhappy country, con-

sulting only their own courage, resolved to make a last effort to

deliver it from its enemies. In the midst of their internal con-

vulsions, and through all the prostration of their national

strength, the Poles had never lost their individual courage, or

the ennobling feelings of civil independence. They were still the

redoubtable hussars who broke the Mussulman ranks under

the walls of Vienna, and carried the Polish eagles in triumph to the

towers of the Kremlin
; whose national cry had so often made

the Osmanlis tremble, and who had boasted in their hours of

triumph that if the heaven itself were to fall they would sup-

port it on the points of their lances. A band of patriots at War-
saw resolved at all hazards to attempt the restoration of their in-

dependence, and they made choice of Kosciuszko, who was then

at Leipsic, to direct their efforts.
1

This illustrious hero, who had received the rudiments of

military education in France, had afterward served, not without

glory, in the War of Independence in America. Uniting to

Polish enthusiasm French ability, the ardent friend of liberty

and the enlightened advocate for order, brave, loyal, and gen-

erous, he was in every way qualified to head the last struggle of

the oldest republic in existence for its national independence.

1 Thaddeus Kosciuszko was born in 1755, of a poor but noble family,

and received the first elements of his education in the corps of cadets at

Warsaw. There he was early distinguished by his diligence, ability, and

progress in mathematical science, insomuch that he was selected as one

of the four students annually chosen at that institution to travel at the ex-

pense of the State. He went abroad, accordingly, and spent several

years in France, chiefly engaged in military studies
;
from whence he re-

turned in 1778, with ideas of freedom and independence unhappily far in

advance of his country at that period. As war did not seem likely at that

period in the north of Europe, he set sail for America, then beginning the

War of Independence, and was employed by Washington as his adjutant,

and distinguished himself greatly in that contest beside Lafayette, La-

meth, Dumas, and so many of the other ardent and enhusiastic spirits

from the Old World. He returned to Europe on the termination of the

war, decorated with the order of Cincinnatus, and lived in retirement till

1789, when, as King Stanislaus was adopting some steps with a view

to the assertion of national independence, he was appointed major-

general by the Polish Diet. In 1791 he joined with enthusiasm in the

formation of the Constitution which was proclaimed on May 5th of that

year. ED.
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But a nearer approach to the scene of danger convinced him

that the hour for action had not yet arrived. The passions, in-

deed, were awakened; the national enthusiasm was full; but

the means of resistance were inconsiderable, and the old divis-

ions of the Republic were not so healed as to afford the pros-

pect of the whole national strength being exerted in its defence.

But the public indignation could brook no delay; several regi-

ments stationed at Pultusk revolted, and moved toward Gali-

cia; and Kosciuszko, albeit despairing of success, determined

not to be absent in the hour of danger, hastened to Cracow,
where on March 3d he closed the gates and proclaimed the in-

surrection.

Having, by means of the regiments which had revolted, and

the junction of some bodies of armed peasants imperfectly

armed, indeed, but full of enthusiasm collected a force of five

thousand men, Kosciuszko left Cracow, and boldly advanced

into the open country. He encountered a body of three thou-

sand Russians at Raslowice, and, after an obstinate engagement,
succeeded in routing it with great slaughter. This action, incon-

siderable in itself, had important consequences; the Polish peas-

ants exchanged their scythes for the arms found on the field of

battle, and the insurrection, encouraged by this first gleam of

success, soon communicated itself to the adjoining provinces. In

vain Stanislaus disavowed the acts of his subjects; the flame of

independence spread with the rapidity of lightning, and soon all

the freemen in Poland were in arms. Warsaw was the first

great point where the flame broke out. The intelligence of the

success at Raslowice was received there on April i2th and occa-

sioned the most violent agitation. For some days afterward it

was evident that an explosion was at hand; and at length, at

daybreak on the morning of the lyth, the brigade of Polish

guards, under the direction of their officers, attacked the gov-
ernor's house and the arsenal, and was speedily joined by the

populace. The Russian and Prussian troops in the neighbor-
hood of the capital were about seven thousand men; and after

a prolonged and obstinate contest in the streets for thirty-six

hours, they were driven across the Vistula with the loss of above

three thousand men in killed and prisoners, and the flag of in-

dependence was hoisted on the towers of Warsaw.
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One of the most embarrassing circumstances in the situation

of the Russians was the presence of above sixteen thousand

Poles in their ranks, who were known to sympathize strongly
with these heroic efforts of their fellow-citizens. Orders were

immediately despatched to Suvaroff to assemble a corps and
disarm the Polish troops scattered in Podolia before they could

unite in any common measures for their defence. By the en-

ergy and activity of this great commander, the Poles were dis-

armed brigade after brigade, and above twelve thousand men
reduced to a state of inaction without much difficulty a most

important operation, not only by destroying the nucleus of a

powerful army, but by stifling the commencement of the insur-

rection in Volhynia and Podolia. How different might have

been the fate of Poland and Europe had they been enabled to

join the ranks of their countrymen!
Kosciuszko and his countrymen did everything that courage

or energy could suggest to put on foot a formidable force to re-

sist their adversaries; a provisional government was established

and in a short time a force of forty thousand men was raised.

But this force, though highly honorable to the patriotism of the

Poles, was inconsiderable when compared with the vast armies

which Russia and Prussia could bring up for their subjugation.

Small as the army was, its maintenance was too great an effort

for the resources of the kingdom, which, torn by intestine fac-

tions, without commerce, harbors, or manufactures; having no

national credit, and no industrious class of citizens but the Jews,

now felt the fatal effects of its long career of democratic anarchy.

The population of the country, composed entirely of unruly

gentlemen and ignorant serfs, was totally unable at that time

to furnish those numerous supplies of intelligent officers which

are requisite for the formation of an efficient military force;

while the nobility, however formidable on horseback in the

Hungarian or Turkish wars, were less to be relied on in a con-

test with regular troops, where infantry and artillery consti-

tuted the great strength of the army, and courage was unavail-

ing without the aid of science and military discipline.

The central position of Poland, in the midst of its enemies,

would have afforded great military advantages, had its inhabi-

tants possessed a force capable of turning it to account; that is,
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if they had had, like Frederick the Great in the Seven Years'

War, a hundred fifty thousand regular troops which the pop-
ulation of the country could easily have maintained and a few

well-fortified towns, to arrest the enemy in one quarter, while the

bulk of the national force was precipitated upon them in an-

other. The glorious stand made by the nation in 1831, with

only thirty thousand regular soldiers at the commencement of

the insurrection, and no fortifications but those of Warsaw and

Modlin, proves what immense advantages this central position

affords, and what opportunities it offers to military genius like

that of Skrynecki to inflict the most severe wounds even on a

superior and well-conducted antagonist. But all these advan-

tages were wanting to Kosciuszko; and it augments our admi-

ration of his talents, and of the heroism of his countrymen, that

with such inconsiderable means they made so honorable a stand

for their national independence.
No sooner was the King of Prussia informed of the revolu-

tion at Warsaw than he moved forward at the head of thirty

thousand men to besiege that city; while Suvaroff, with forty

thousand veterans, was preparing to enter the southeastern parts

of the kingdom. Aware of the necessity of striking a blow

before the enemy's forces were united, Kosciuszko advanced

with twelve thousand men to attack the Russian General, Deni-

soff; but, upon approaching his corps, he discovered that it had

united to the army commanded by the King in person. Unable

to face such superior forces, he immediately retired, but was

attacked next morning at daybreak near Sekoczyre by the allies,

and after a gallant resistance his army was routed, and Cracow

fell into the hands of the conquerors. This check was the more

severely felt, as about the same time General Zayonscheck was

defeated at Chelne and obliged to recross the Vistula, leaving

the whole country on the right bank of that river in the hands

of the Russians.

These disasters produced a great impression at Warsaw;
the people as usual ascribed them to treachery, and insisted that

the leaders should be brought to punishment; and although the

chiefs escaped, several persons in an inferior situation were ar-

rested and thrown into prison. Apprehensive of some subter-

fuge if the accused were regularly brought to trial, the burghers
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assembled in tumultuous bodies, forced the prisons, erected

scaffolds in the streets, and after the manner of the assassins of

September 2d, put above twelve persons to death with their own
hands. These excesses affected with the most profound grief

the pure heart of Kosciuszko; he flew to the capital, restored

order, and delivered over to punishment the leaders of the re-

volt. But the resources of the country were evidently unequal
to the struggle; the paper money, which had been issued in

their extremity, was at a frightful discount; and the sacrifices

required of the nation were, on that account, the more severely

felt, so that hardly a hope of ultimate success remained.

The combined Russian and Prussian armies, about thirty-

five thousand strong, now advanced against the capital, where

Kosciuszko occupied an intrenched camp with twenty-five thou-

sand men. During the whole of July and August the besiegers
were engaged in fruitless attempts to drive the Poles into the

city; and at length a great convoy, with artillery and stores for

a regular siege, which was ascending the Vistula, having been

captured by a gentleman named Minewsky at the head of a body
of peasants, the King of Prussia raised the siege, leaving a por-
tion of his sick and stores in the hands of the patriots. After

this success the insurrection spread immensely and the Poles

mustered nearly eighty thousand men under arms. But they
were scattered over too extensive a line of country in order to

make head against their numerous enemies a policy tempting

by the prospect it holds forth of exciting an extensive insurrection,

but ruinous in the end, by exposing the patriotic forces to the

risk of being beaten in detail. Scarcely had the Poles recovered

from their intoxication at the raising of the siege of Warsaw
when intelligence was received of the defeat of Sizakowsky, who
commanded a corps of ten thousand men beyond the Bug, by
the Russian grand army under Suvaroff. This celebrated Gen-

eral, to whom the principal conduct of the war was now com-

mitted, followed up his successes with the utmost vigor. The

retreating column was again assailed on the ig\h by the victori-

ous Russians, and after a glorious resistance driven into the

woods between Janoff and Biala, with the loss of four thousand

men and twenty-eight pieces of cannon. Scarcely three thousand

Poles, with Sizakowsky at their head, escaped into Siedlice.
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Upon receiving the accounts of this disaster, Kosciuszko re-

solved, by drawing together all his detachments, to fall upon
Fersen before he joined Suvaroff and the other corps which

were advancing against the capital. With this view he ordered

General Poninsky to join him, and marched with all his dis-

posable forces to attack the Russian General, who was stationed

at Maccowice
;
but fortune on this occasion cruelly deceived the

Poles. Arrived in the neighborhood of Fersen's position he

found that Poninsky had not yet come up; and the Russian

commander, overjoyed at this circumstance, resolved immedi-

ately to attack him. In vain Kosciuszko despatched courier

after courier to Poninsky to advance to his relief. The first was

intercepted by the Cossacks, and the second did not reach that

leader in time to enable him to take a decisive part in the ap-

proaching combat. Nevertheless the Polish commander, aware

of the danger of retreating with inexperienced troops in presence
of a disciplined and superior enemy, determined to give battle

on the following day, and drew up his little army with as much
skill as the circumstances would admit.

The forces on the opposite sides in this action, which decided

the fate of Poland, were nearly equal in point of numbers; but

the advantages of discipline and equipment were decisively on

the side of the Russians. Kosciuszko commanded about ten

thousand men, a part of whom were recently raised and imper-

fectly disciplined; while Fersen was at the head of twelve thou-

and veterans, including a most formidable body of cavalry.

Nevertheless, the Poles in the centre and right wing made a

glorious defence; but the left, which Poninsky should have sup-

ported, having been overwhelmed by the cavalry under Deni-

soff, the whole army was, after a severe struggle, thrown into

confusion. Kosciuczko, Sizakowsky, and other gallant chiefs

in vain made the most heroic efforts to rally the broken troops.

They were wounded, struck down, and made prisoners by the

Cossacks who swarmed over the field of battle; while the re-

mains of the army, now reduced to seven thousand men, fell

back in confusion toward Warsaw.

After the fall of Kosciuszko, who sustained in his single per-

son the fortunes of the Republic, nothing but a series of disas-

ters overtook the Poles. The Austrians, taking advantage of the
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general confusion, entered Galicia, and occupied the palatin-
ates of Lublin and Sandomir; while Suvaroff, pressing forward
toward the capital, defeated Mokronowsky, who, at the head of

twelve thousand men, strove to retard the advance of that re-

doubtable commander. In vain the Poles made the utmost

efforts; they were routed with the loss of four thousand men;
and the patriots, though now despairing of success, resolved to

sell their lives dearly, and shut themselves up in Warsaw to

await the approach of the conqueror. Suvaroff was soon at the

gates of Praga, the eastern suburb of that capital, where twenty-
six thousand men and one hundred pieces of cannon defended

the bridge of the Vistula and the approach to the capital. To
assault such a position with forces hardly superior was evidently
a hazardous enterprise; but the approach of winter, rendering
it indispensable that if anything was done at all it should be im-

mediately attempted, Suvaroff, who was habituated to success-

ful assaults in the Turkish wars, resolved to storm the city.

On November 2d the Russians made their appearance before

the glacis of Praga, and Suvaroff, having in great haste com-

pleted three powerful batteries and breached the defences with

imposing celerity, made his dispositions for a general assault on
the following day.

The conquerors of Ismail advanced to the attack in the same
order which they had adopted on that memorable occasion.

Seven columns at daybreak approached the ramparts, rapidly
filled up the ditches with their fascines, broke down the de-

fences, and pouring into the intrenched camp carried destruc-

tion into the ranks of the Poles. In vain the defenders did their

utmost to resist the torrent. The wooden houses of Praga speed-

ily took fire, and amid the shouts of the victors and the cries of

the inhabitants the Polish battalions were borne backward to

the edge of the Vistula. The multitude of fugitives speedily

broke down the bridges; and the citizens of Warsaw beheld

with unavailing anguish their defenders on the other side perish-

ing in the flames, or by the sword of the conquerors. Ten thou-

sand soldiers fell on the spot, nine thousand were made prison-

ers, and above twelve thousand citizens, of every age and sex,

were put to the sword a dreadful instance of carnage which

has left a lasting stain on the name of Suvaroff and which Rus
B~, VOL. XIV. 2Z,
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sia expiated in the conflagration of Moscow. The tragedy was
at an end. Warsaw capitulated two days afterward; the de-

tached parties of the patriots melted away, and Poland was no

more. On November 6th Suvaroff made his triumphant entry
into the blood-stained capital. King Stanislaus was sent into

Russia, where he ended his days in captivity, and the final parti-

tion of the monarchy was effected.



THE RISE OF NAPOLEON
THE FRENCH CONQUEST OF ITALY

A.D. 1796

SIR WALTER SCOTT

Napoleon, regarded by many as the most remarkable man of modern

times, took control of the forces of the French Revolution and directed

them toward purposes little dreamed of by the earlier leaders of tne up-

rising. The excesses of the Reign of Terror had caused such a reaction

that even in Paris men began to talk of restoring the monarchy, and in

1795 a new tumult began, due in part to the efforts of the Royalists.
Once more a mob marched against the hall of the National Convention;
and the general of the national troops in the city, uncertain what to do,

gladly left affairs in the hands of a subordinate, one of the few remaining
French officers who had received a regular military training under the old

regime. This lesser general, a young man of twenty-six, was Napoleon
Bonaparte, who had already won repute as a military engineer. Bona-

parte met the mob as no Paris mob had yet been met. He had a row of

cannon loaded with grapeshot, and these were fired to kill. Many of the

rabble fell, the rest fled in dismay. "That whiff of grapeshot," says

Carlyle,
"
ended the Revolution."

Bonaparte, made much of by the Convention he had defended, was

appointed commander of the army fighting on the Italian frontier. Ever

since Valmy, Revolutionary France had been compelled to defend her-

self against civil war within and the attacks of the foreign monarchs,
friends and relatives of Louis XVI, from without. The tremendous

energy of her aroused people had made her equal to the task. She had

conquered Holland and the German lands west of the Rhine, she had

forced both Prussia and Spain to sue for peace. But England from her

island throne, and Austria, the most powerful of France's continental

foes, the most closely related to the murdered Queen Marie Antoinette,

were still threatening the French borders. The Austrians held most of

Italy and it was against them that Napoleon was despatched. He was

the first to carry the war away from the French border line and into the

heart of the countries of her foes.

France was starving; and Napoleon from the treasuries of Italy sent

her unlimited supplies; sent her splendid works of art. No wonder the

impoverished people hailed him with delight as their preserver. No
wonder the purer aspirations after liberty perished in the passion for

conquest, spoils, and that Frenchest of French vanities,
"
la gloire."

339
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"MAPOLEON has himself observed that no country in the

world is more distinctly marked out by its natural bounda-

ries than Italy. The Alps seem a barrier erected by nature her-

self, on which she has inscribed in gigantic characters "Here let

ambition be staid." Yet this tremendous circumvallation of

mountains, as it could not prevent the ancient Romans from

breaking out to desolate the world, so it has been in like manner

found, ever since the days of Hannibal, unequal to protect Italy

herself from invasion. The French nation, in the times of which

we treat, spoke indeed of the Alps as a natural boundary, so far

as to authorize them to claim all which lay on the western side of

these mountains, as naturally pertaining to their dominions; but

they never deigned to respect them as such when the question

respected their invading, on their own part, the territories of

other states which lay on or beyond the formidable frontier.

They assumed the law of natural limits as an unchallengeable
rule when it made in favor of France, but never allowed it to be

quoted against her interest.

During the Revolutionary War, the general fortune of battle

had varied from time to time in the neighborhood of these mighty
boundaries. The King of Sardinia possessed almost all the for-

tresses which command the passes on these mountains, and had

therefore been said to wear the keys of the Alps at his girdle. He
had indeed lost his dukedom of Savoy, and the county of Nice, in

the last campaign; but he still maintained in opposition to the

French a very considerable army, and was supported by his pow-
erful ally the Emperor of Austria, always vigilant regarding that

rich and beautiful portion of his dominions which lies in the

North of Italy. The frontiers of Piedmont were therefore cov-

ered by a strong Austro-Sardinian army, opposed to the French

armies to which Napoleon had been just named commander-in-

chief. A strong Neapolitan force was also to be added, so that

in general numbers their opponents were much superior to the

French; but a great part of this force was cooped up in garrisons

which could not be abandoned.

It may be imagined with what delight the General, scarce

aged twenty-six, advanced to an independent field of glory and

conquest, confident in his own powers, and in the perfect knowl-

edge of the country which he had acquired, when, by his scientific
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plans of the campaign, he had enabled General Dumorbion to

drive the Austrians back, and obtain possession of the Col di

Tenda, Saorgio, and the gorges of the higher Alps. Bonaparte's
achievements had hitherto been under the auspices of others. He
made the dispositions before Toulon, but it was Dugommier who
had the credit of taking the place. Dumorbion, as we have just

said, obtained the merit of the advantages in Piedmont. Even in

the civil turmoil of i3th Vende*maire, his actual services had been

overshaded by the official dignity of Barras, as commander-m-
chief. But if he reaped honor in Italy the success would be ex-

clusively his own; and that proud heart must have throbbed to

meet danger upon such terms; that keen spirit have toiled to dis-

cover the means of success.

For victory, he relied chiefly upon a system of tactics hitherto

unpractised in war, or at least upon any considerable or uniform

scale. As war becomes a profession, and a subject of deep study,

it is gradually discovered that the principles of tactics depend

upon mathematical and arithmetical science; and that the com-

mander will be victorious who can assemble the greatest number
of forces upon the same point at the same moment, notwithstand-

ing an inferiority of numbers to the enemy when the general force

is computed on both sides.

No man ever possessed in a greater degree than Bonaparte
the power of calculation and combination necessary for directing

such decisive manoeuvres. It constituted indeed his secret as it

was for some time called and that secret consisted in an imagi-

nation fertile in expedients which would never have occurred to

others; clearness and precision in forming his plans; a mode of

directing with certainty the separate moving columns which were

to execute them, by arranging so that each division should arrive

on the destined position at the exact time when their service was

necessary; and above all, in the knowledge which enabled such

a master-spirit to choose the most fitting subordinate implements,

to attach them to his person, and by explaining to them so much
of his plan as it was necessary each should execute, to secure the

exertion of their utmost ability in carrying it into effect.

Thus, not only were his manoeuvres, however daring, exe-

cuted with a precision which warlike operations had not attained

before his time; but they were also performed with a celerity
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which gave them almost the effect of surprise. Napoleon was
like lightning in the eyes of his enemies; and when repeated ex-

perience had taught them to expect this portentous rapidity of

movement, it sometimes induced his opponents to wait in a dubi-

ous and hesitating posture for attacks, which, with less apprehen-
sion of their antagonist, they would have thought it more prudent
to frustrate and to anticipate.

The forces which Bonaparte had under his command were

between fifty and sixty thousand good troops, having, many of

them, been brought from the Spanish campaign in consequence
of the peace with that country; but very indifferently provided
with clothing, and suffering from the hardships they had endured

in those mountains, barren and cold regions. The cavalry, in

particular, were in very poor order; but the nature of their new
field of action not admitting of their being much employed, ren-

dered this of less consequence. The misery of the French army,
until these Alpine campaigns were victoriously closed by the ar-

mistice of Cherasco, could, according to Bonaparte's authority,

scarce bear description. The officers for several years had re-

ceived no more than eight livres a month (twenty-pence sterling

a week) in name of pay, and staff-officers had not among them a

single horse. Berthier preserved, as a curiosity, an order dated

on the day of the victory of Albenga, which munificently conferred

a gratuity of three louis d'ors upon every general of division.

Among the generals to whom this donation was rendered accepta-

ble by their wants were, or might have been, many whose names
became afterward the praise and dread of war. Augereau, Mas-

sna, Serrurier, Joubert, Lannes, and Murat, all generals of the

first consideration, served under Bonaparte in the Italian cam-

paign.

The plan of crossing the Alps and marching into Italy suited

in every respect the ambitious and self-confident character of the

General to whom it was now intrusted. It gave him a separate
and independent authority, and the power of acting on his own

judgment and responsibility; for his countryman Salicetti, the

deputy who accompanied him as commissioner of the Govern-

ment, was not probably much disposed to intrude his opinions.

He had been Bonaparte's patron, and was still his friend. The

young General's mind was made up to the alternative of conquest
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or ruin, as may be judged from his words to a friend at taking
leave of him. "In three months," he said, "I will be either at

Milan or at Paris;" intimating at once his desperate resolution

to succeed, and his sense that the disappointment of all his pros-

pects must be the consequence of a failure.

With the same view of animating his followers to ambitious

hopes, he addressed the Army of Italy to the following purpose:
"Soldiers, you are hungry and naked; the Republic owes you
much, but she has not the means to acquit herself of her debts.

The patience with which you support your hardships among
these barren rocks is admirable, but it cannot procure you
glory. I am come to lead you into the most fertile plains
that the sun beholds: rich provinces, opulent towns; all

shall be at your disposal. Soldiers, with such a prospect be-

fore you, can you fail in courage and constancy?" This was

showing the deer to the hound when the leash is about to be

slipped.

The Austro-Sardinian army, to which Bonaparte was op-

posed, was commanded by Beaulieu, an Austrian general of great

experience and some talent, but no less than seventy-five years
old

;
accustomed all his life to the ancient rules of tactics, and un-

likely to suspect, anticipate, or frustrate those plans formed by
a genius so fertile as that of Napoleon.

Bonaparte's plan for entering Italy differed from that of for-

mer conquerors and invaders, who had approached that fine

country by penetrating or surmounting at some point or other her

Alpine barriers. This inventive warrior resolved to attain the

same object by turning round the southern extremity of the Al-

pine range, keeping as close as possible to the shores of the Medi-

terranean, and passing through the Genoese territory by the nar-

row pass called the Boccheta, leading around the extremity of the

mountains, and betwixt these and the sea. Thus he proposed to

penetrate into Italy by the lowest level which the surface of the

country presented, which must be of course where the range of

the Alps unites with that of the Apennines. The point of junc-

tion where these two immense ranges of mountains touch

upon each other is at the heights of Mount St. Jacques, above

Genoa, where the Alps, running northwestward, ascend to Mont

Blanc, their highest peak, and the Appenines, running to the
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southeast, gradually elevate themselves to Monte Velino, the iall-

est mountain of the range.

To attain this object of turning the Alps in the manner pro-

posed, it was necessary that Bonaparte should totally change the

situation of his army; those occupying a defensive line, running
north and south, being to assume an offensive position, extending
east and west. Speaking of an army as of a battalion, he was to

form into column upon the right of the line which he had hitherto

occupied. This was an extremely delicate operation to be under-

taken in presence of an active enemy, his superior in numbers;
nor was he permitted to execute it uninterrupted.

No sooner did Beaulieu learn that the French General was

concentrating his forces, and about to change his position, than

he hastened to preserve Genoa, without possession of which, or

at least of the adjacent territory, Bonaparte's scheme of advance

could scarce have been accomplished. The Austrian divided his

army into three bodies. Colli, at the head of a Sardinian divis-

ion, he stationed on the extreme right at Ceva; his centre divis-

ion, under D'Argenteau, having its head at Sasiello, had di-

rections to march on a mountain called Monte Notte, with two

villages of the same name, near to which was a strong position

at a place called Montelegino, which the French had occupied in

order to cover their flank during their march toward the east.

At the head of his left wing, Beaulieu himself moved from

Novi uponVoltri, a small town nine miles west of Genoa, for the

protection of that ancient city, whose independence and neutral-

ity were like to be held in little reverence. Thus it appears, that

while the French were endeavoring to penetrate into Italy by an

advance from Sardinia by the way of Genoa, their line of march

was threatened by three armies of Austro-Sardinians, descending
from the skirts of the Alps, and menacing to attack their flank.

But, though a skilful disposition, Beaulieu's had, from the very
mountainous character of the country, the great disadvantage of

wanting connection between the three separate divisions
; neither,

if needful, could they be easily united on any point desired, while

the lower line, on which the French moved, permitted constant

communication and cooperation.
On April 10, 1796, D'Argenteau, with the central division of

the Austro-Sardinian army, descended upon Monte Notte, while
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Beaulieu on the left attacked the van of the French army, which
had come as far as Voltri. General Cervoni, commanding the

French division which sustained the attack of Beaulieu, was com-

pelled to fall back on the main body of his countrymen; and had
the assault of D'Argenteau been equally animated, or equally suc-

cessful, the fame of Bonaparte might have been stifled in its birth.

But Colonel Rampon, a French officer, who commanded the re-

doubts near Montelegino, stopped the progress of D'Argenteau

by the most determined resistance. At the head of not more than

fifteen hundred men, whom he inspired with his own courage,
and caused to swear to maintain their post or die there, he con-

tinued to defend the redoubts, during the whole of the nth, until

D'Argenteau, whose conduct was afterward greatly blamed for

not making more determined efforts to carry them, drew off his

forces for the evening, intending to renew the attack next morn-

ing.

But on the morning of the i2th, the Austrian General found

himself surrounded with enemies. Cervoni, who retreated be-

fore Beaulieu, had united himself with La Harpe, and both ad-

vancing northward during the night of the nth, established them-

selves in the rear of the redoubts of Montelegino, which Rampon
had so gallantly defended. This was not all. The divisions of

Augereau and Mass6na had marched, by different routes, on the

flank and on the rear of D'Argenteau's column; so that next

morning, instead of renewing his attack on the redoubts, the Aus-

trian General was obliged to extricate himself by a disastrous re-

treat, leaving behind him colors and cannon, a thousand slain,

and two thousand prisoners.

Such was the Battle of Monte Notte, the first of Bonaparte's

victories; eminently displaying the truth and mathematical cer-

tainty of combination, which enabled him on many more mem-
orable occasions, even when his forces were inferior in numbers,

and apparently disunited in position, suddenly to concentrate

them and defeat his enemy, by overpowering him on the very

point where he thought himself strongest. He had accumulated

a superior force on the Austrian centre, and destroyed it, while

Colli, on the right, and Beaulieu himself, on the left, each at the

head of numerous forces, did not even hear of the action till it was

fought and won. In consequence of the success at Monte Notte,
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and the close pursuit of the defeated Austrians, the French ob-

tained possession of Cairo, which placed them on that side of the

Alps which slopes toward Lombardy, and where the streams from

these mountains run to join the Po.

Beaulieu had advanced to Voltri, while the French withdrew

to unite themselves in the attack upon D'Argenteau. He had

now to retreat northward with all haste to Dego, in the valley of

the river Bormida, in order to resume communication with the

right wing of his army, consisting chiefly of Sardinians, from

which he was now nearly separated by the defeat of the centre.

General Colli, by a corresponding movement on the left, occupied

Millesimo, a small town about nine miles from Dego, with which

he resumed and maintained communication by a brigade sta-

tioned on the heights of Biastro. From the strength of this posi-

tion, though his forces were scarce sufficiently concentrated,

Beaulieu hoped to maintain his ground till he should receive sup-

plies from Lombardy, and recover the consequences of the defeat

at Monte Notte. But the antagonist whom he had in front had

no purpose of permitting him such respite.

Determined upon a general attack on all points of the Aus-

trian position, the French army advanced in three bodies upon a

space of four leagues in extent. Augereau, at the head of the di-

vision which had not fought at Monte Notte, advanced on the left

against Millesimo; the centre, under Masse'na, directed them-

selves upon Dego, by the vale of the Bormida; the right wing,
commanded by La Harpe, manoeuvred on the right of all, for the

purpose of turning Beaulieu's left flank. Augereau was the first

who came in contact with the enemy. He attacked General

Colli, April 1 3th. His troops, emulous of the honor acquired by
their companions, behaved with great bravery, rushed upon the

outposts of the Sardinian army at Millesimo, forced and retained

possession of the gorge by which it was defended, and thus sepa-

rated from the Sardinian army a body of about two thousand men,
under the Austrian General Provera, who occupied a detached

eminence called Cossaria, which covered the extreme left of Gen-

eral Colli's position. But the Austrian showed the most obsti-

nate courage. Although surrounded by the enemy, he threw

himself into the ruinous castle of Cossaria, which crowned the

eminence, and showed a disposition to maintain the place to the
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last
;
the rather that, as he could see from the turrets of his strong-

hold the Sardinian troops, from whom he had been separated,

preparing to fight on the ensuing day, he might reasonably hope
to be disengaged.

Bonaparte in person came up ;
and seeing the necessity of dis-

lodging the enemy from his strong post, ordered three successive

attacks to be made on the castle. Joubert, at the head of one of

the attacking columns, had actually, with six or seven others,

made his way into the outworks, when he was struck down by a

wound in the head. General Banal and Adjutant-General Que-
nin fell, each at the head of the column which he commanded;
and Bonaparte was compelled to leave the obstinate Provera in

possession of the castle for the night. The morning of the i4th

brought a different scene. Contenting himself with blockading
the castle of Cossaria, Bonaparte nowgave battle to General Colli,

who made every effort to relieve it. These attempts were all in

vain. He was defeated and cut off from Beaulieu
;
he retired as

well as he could upon Ceva, leaving to his fate the brave General

Provera, who was compelled to surrender at discretion.

On the same day, Masse*na, with the centre, attacked the

heights of Biastro, being the point of communication betwixt

Beaulieu and Colli, while La Harpe, having crossed the Bormida,
where the stream came up to the soldiers' middle, attacked in

front and in flank the village of Dego, where the Austrian Com-

mander-in-Chief was stationed. The first attack was completely

successful the heights of Biastro were carried, and the Pied-

montese routed. The assault of Dego was not less so, although

after a harder struggle. Beaulieu was compelled to retreat, and

was entirely separated from the Sardinians, who had hitherto

acted in combination with him. The defenders of Italy now re-

treated in different directions, Colli moving westward toward

Ceva, while Beaulieu, closely pursued through a difficult country,

retired upon D'Aqui.
Even the morning after the victory, it was nearly wrested out

of the hands of the conquerors. A fresh division of Austrians,

who had evacuated Voltri later than the others, and were ap-

proaching to form a junction with their General, found the enemy
in possession of Beaulieu's position. They arrived at Dego like

men who had been led astray, and were no doubt surprised at find-
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ing it in the hands of the French. Yet they did not hesitate to

assume the offensive, and by a brisk attack drove out the enemy,
and replaced the Austrian eagles in the village. Great alarm

was occasioned by this sudden apparition; for no one among the

French could conceive the meaning of an alarm beginning on

the opposite quarter to that on which the enemy had retreated,

and without its being announced from the outposts toward

D'Aqui.

Bonaparte hastily marched on the village. The Austrians

repelled two attacks; at the third, General Lanusse, afterward

killed in Egypt, put his hat upon the point of his sword, and ad-

vancing to the charge penetrated into the place. Lannes also,

afterward Duke of Montebello, distinguished himself on the same

occasion by courage and military skill, and was recommended by

Bonaparte to the Directory for promotion. In this Battle of

Dego, more commonly called of Millesimo, the Austro-Sardinian

army lost five or six thousand men, thirty pieces of cannon, with

a great quantity of baggage. Besides, the Austrians were divided

from the Sardinians; and the two generals began to show not

only that their forces were disunited, but that they themselves

were acting upon separate motives; the Sardinians desiring to

protect Turin, whereas the movements of Beaulieu seemed still

directed to prevent the French from entering the Milanese ter-

ritory.

Leaving a sufficient force on the Bormida to keep in check

Beaulieu, Bonaparte now turned his strength against Colli, who,

overpowered, and without hopes of succor, abandoned his line of

defence near Ceva, and retreated to the line of the Tanaro.

Napoleon in the mean time fixed his headquarters at Ceva,

and enjoyed from the heights of Montezemoto the splendid view

of the fertile fields of Piedmont, stretching in boundless perspec-

tive beneath his feet, watered by the Po, theTanaro, and athousand

other streams which descended from the Alps. Before the eyes of

the delighted army of victors lay this rich expanse like a promised

land; behind them was the wildnerness they had passed not

indeed a desert of barren sand, similar to that in which the Israel-

ites wandered, but a huge tract of rocks and inaccessible moun-

tains, crested with ice and snow, seeming by nature designed as

the barrier and rampart of the blessed regions, which stretched
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eastward beneath them. We can sympathize with the self-con-

gratulation of the General who had surmounted such tremendous
obstacles in a way so unusual. He said to the officers around

him, as they gazed upon this magnificent scene, "Hannibal took

the Alps by storm. We have succeeded as- well by turning their

flank."

The dispirited army of Colli was attacked at Mondovi during
his retreat by two corps of Bonaparte's army from two different

points, commanded by Masse'na and Serrurier. The last General

the Sardinian repulsed with loss; but when he found Masse'na, in

the mean time, was turning the left of his line, and that he was

thus pressed on both flanks, his situation became almost desper-
ate. The cavalry of the Piedmontese made an effort to renew

the combat. For a time they overpowered and drove back those

of the French
;
and General Stengel, who commanded the latter,

was slain in attempting to get them into order. But the desper-

ate valor of Murat, unrivalled perhaps in the heady charge of

cavalry combat, renewed the fortune of the field; and the horse,

as well as the infantry of Cclli's army, were compelled to a disas-

trous retreat. The defeat was decisive; and the Sardinians, after

the loss of the best of their troops, their cannon, baggage, and ap-

pointments, and being now totally divided from their Austrian

allies, and liable to be overpowered by the united forces of the

French army, had no longer hopes of effectually covering Turin.

Bonaparte, pursuing his victory, took possession of Cherasco,

within ten leagues of the Piedmontese capital

Thus Fortune, in the course of a campaign of scarce a month,

placed her favorite in full possession of the desired road to Italy,

by command of the mountain-passes, which had been invaded

and conquered with so much military skill. He had gained three

battles over forces far superior to his own; inflicted on the enemy
a loss of twenty-five thousand men in killed, wounded, and pris-

oners; taken eighty pieces of cannon, and twenty-one stands of

colors; reduced to inaction the Austrian army; almost annihi-

lated that of Sardinia; and stood in full communication with

France upon the eastern side of the Alps, with Italy lying open

before him, as if to invite his invasion. But it was not even with

such laurels, and with facilities which now presented themselves

for the accomplishment of new and more important victories
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upon a larger scale, and with more magnificent results, that the

career of Bonaparte's earliest campaign was to be closed. The
head of the royal house of Savoy, if not one of the most powerful,

still one of the most distinguished in Europe, was to have the mel-

ancholy experience, that he had encountered with the "Man of

Destiny," as he was afterward proudly called, who, for a time,

had power, in the emphatic phrase of Scripture, "to bind kings

with chains, and nobles with fetters of iron."

The shattered relics of the Sardinian army had fallen back,

or rather fled, to within two leagues of Turin, without hope of be-

ing again able to make an effectual stand. The sovereign of Sar-

dinia, Savoy, and Piedmont had no means of preserving his capi-

tal, nay, his existence on the Continent, excepting by an almost

total submission to the will of the victor. Let it be remembered,
that Victor Amadeus III was the descendant of a race of heroes,

who, from the peculiar situation of their territories, as constitut-

ing a neutral ground of great strength betwixt France and the

Italian possessions of Austria, had often been called on to play a

part in the general affairs of Europe, of importance far superior

to that which their condition as a second-rate power could other-

wise have demanded. In general, they had compensated their

inferiority of force by an ability and gallantry which did them the

highest credit, both as generals and as politicians; and now Pied-

mont was at the feet, in her turn, of an enemy weaker in numbers

than her own. Besides the reflections on the past fame of his

country, the present humiliating situation of the King was ren-

dered more mortifying by the state of his family connections.

Victor Amadeus was the father-in-law of "Monsieur" (by

right Louis XVIII), and of the Comte d'Artois, the reigning King
of France. He had received his sons-in-law at his court at Tu-

rin, had afforded them an opportunity of assembling around them

their forces, consisting of the emigrant noblesse, and had strained

all the power he possessed, and in many instances successfully, to

withstand both the artifices and the arms of the French Republi-
cans. And now, so born, so connected, and with such principles,

he was condemned to sue for peace on any terms which might be

dictated, from a general of France aged twenty-six years, who, a

few months before, was desirous of an appointment in the artil-

lery service of the Grand Seignior!
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An armistice was requested by the King of Sardinia under
these afflicting circumstances, but could only be purchased by
placing two of his strongest fortresses those keys of the Alps, of

which his ancestors had long been the keepers Coni and Tor-

tona, in the hands of the French, and thus acknowledging that he
surrendered at discretion. The armistice was agreed on at Che-

rasco, but commissioners were sent by the King to Paris, to ar-

range with the Directory the final terms of peace. These were
such as victors give to the vanquished.

Besides the fortresses already surrendered, the King of Sar-

dinia was to place in the hands of the French five others of the

first importance. The road from France to Italy was to be at all

times open to the French armies; and indeed the King, by sur-

render of the places mentioned, had lost the power of interrupting
their progress. He was to break off every species of alliance and
connection with the combined powers at war with France, and
become bound not to entertain at his court, or in his service, any
French emigrants whatsoever, or any of their connections; nor

was an exception even made in favor of his own two daughters.
In short, the surrender was absolute. Victor Amadeus exhibited

the utmost reluctance to subscribe this treaty, and did not long
survive it. His son succeeded in name to the kingdom of Pied-

mont; but the fortresses and passes which had rendered him a

prince of some importance were, excepting Turin and one or two

of minor consequence, all surrendered into the hands of the

French.

Viewing this treaty with Sardinia as the close of the Piedmont-

ese campaign, we pause to consider the character which Bona-

parte displayed at that period. The talents as a general which

he had exhibited were of the very first order. There was no dis-

connection in his objects, they were all attained by the very means

he proposed, and the success was improved to the utmost. A
different conduct usually characterizes those who stumble unex-

pectedly on victory, either by good-fortune or by the valor of their

troops. When the favorable opportunity occurs to such leaders,

they are nearly as much embarrassed by it as by a defeat. But

Bonaparte, who had foreseen the result of each operation by his

sagacity, stood also prepared to make the most of the advantages

which might be derived from it.
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His style in addressing the Convention was, at this period,

more modest and simple, and therefore more impressive, than the

figurative and bombastic style which he afterward used in his bul-

letins. His self-opinion, perhaps, was not risen so high as to per-

mit him to use the sesquipedalian words and violent metaphors,
to which he afterward seems to have given a preference. We
may remark also, that the young victor was honorably anxious to

secure for such officers as distinguished themselves the prefer-

ment which their services entitled them to. He urges the promo-
tion of his brethren-in-arms in almost every one of his despatches

a conduct not only just and generous, but also highly politic.

Were his recommendations successful, their General had the

gratitude due for the benefit; were they overlooked, thanks

equally belonged to him for his good wishes, and the resentment

for the slight attached itself to the Government who did not give

effect to them.



OVERTHROW OF THE MAMELUKES
THE BATTLE OF THE NILE

A.D. 1798

CHARLES KNIGHT

Napoleon's Italian victories forced even Austria to seek peace and

acquiesce in the extension of the French Republic to the Rhine and over

a considerable part of Italy. The Continent was for a moment at peace,

only England remaining in open hostility to France. A great invasion

was planned to subdue the island kindgom, but Britain felt secure in the

power of her ships which had repeatedly defeated those of France, Spain,
and Holland.

The French Government, which had gradually gathered a strong fleet

on the Mediterranean, now at Bonaparte's urgency undertook what has

often been regarded as the rather visionary attempt of conquering Egypt,

perhaps expecting to extend French power over all Asia and so destroy
British trade, the source of Britain's wealth. Egypt was nominally sub-

ject to Turkey, but was really ruled by the Mamelukes, an aristocracy of

soldiers who had held the land for centuries.

Nelson, the English admiral, despatched to discover and defeat the

French fleet, is England's greatest naval hero. He had already won re-

nown as second in command in an important victory over the Spaniards
off Cape St. Vincent. The Battle of the Nile was the first of his three

most celebrated achievements, the others being the defeat of the Danes
at Copenhagen

' and then the final destruction of the French and Spanish
fleets at Trafalgar.

DONAPARTE with great difficulty persuaded the Directory
to postpone their scheme for the invasion of the British Isl-

ands, and to permit him to embark an army for Egypt, the pos-

session of which country, he maintained, would open to France

the commerce of the East, and prepare the way for the conquest
of India. Having subdued Egypt, he would return before an-

other winter to plant the tricolor on the Tower of London. In

April, Bonaparte was appointed general-in-chief of the Army of

the East. The secret had been well kept.

The French fleet under Admiral Brueys was in the harbor of

1 The "
Battle of the Baltic," April 2, 1801. ED.

^u, VOL. xrv. 23. 353
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Toulon, ready to sail upon its secret destination. Something dif-

ferent from the invasion of England was in contemplation; for

on board the admiral's ship, L'Orient, were a hundred literary

men and artists, mathematicians and naturalists, who were cer-

tainly not required to enlighten the French upon the native

productions or the antiquities of the British Isles. Bonaparte
arrived at Toulon on May 9th, and issued one of his grandilo-

quent proclamations to his troops. The armament consisted of

thirteen ships of the line, many frigates and corvettes, and four

hundred transports. The army, which it was to carry to some

unknown shore, consisted of forty thousand men. On May ipth

this formidable expedition left the great French harbor of the

Mediterranean.

On the day when Bonaparte arrived at Toulon, Nelson had

sailed from Gibraltar, with three seventy-fours, four frigates,

and a sloop, to watch the movements of the enemy. Since the

most daring of British naval commanders had fought in the Bat-

tle of St. Vincent, he had lost an arm in an unsuccessful attack

upon the island of Teneriffe. For some time his spirit was de-

pressed, and he thought that a left-handed admiral could never

again be useful. He had lost also his right eye, and was severely

wounded in his body. But he had not lost that indomitable

spirit which rose superior to wounds and weakness of constitu-

tion. He rested some time at home; and then, early in 1798,

sailed in the Vanguard to join the fleet under Lord St. Vincent.

The Admiralty had suggested, and Lord St. Vincent had previ-

ously determined, that a detachment of the squadron blockad-

ing the Spanish fleet should sail to the Mediterranean, under the

command of Nelson. The seniors of the fleet were offended at

this preference of a junior officer; and men of routine at home

shrugged their shoulders, and feared, with the cold Lord Gren-

ville, that Nelson "will do something too desperate." He was

not stinted in his means, being finally regnforced with ten of the

best ships of St. Vincent's fleet.

The first operation of Bonaparte was the seizure of Malta.

His fleet was in sight of the island on June 9th. He had other

weapons than his cannon for the reduction of a place deemed

impregnable. The Order of St. John of Jerusalem had held the

real sovereignty of the island since 1530. These Knights of
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Malta, powerful at sea, had formed one of the bulwarks of Chris-

tendom against the Ottomans. They had gradually lost their

warlike prowess as well at their religious austerity; and Malta,

protected by its fortifications, became the seat of luxury for this

last of the monastic military orders whose occupation was gone.

Bonaparte had confiscated their property in Italy; and he had
sent a skilful agent to the island to sow dissensions among the

Knights, and thus to prepare the way for the fall of the com-

munity. There were many French knights among them, to

whom the principal military commands had been intrusted by
the grand master, a weak German.

Bonaparte, on June gth, sent a demand to the grand master,
that his whole fleet should be permitted to enter the great harbor

for the purpose of taking in water. The reply was that, accord-

ing to the rules of the Order, only two ships, or at most four,

could be allowed to enter the port at one time. The answer was

interpreted as equivalent to a declaration of hostility; and Bona-

parte issued orders that the army should disembark the next

morning on the coasts of the island wherever a landing could be

effected. The island was taken almost without opposition; the

French Knights declaring that they would not fight against their

countrymen. On June i3th, the French were put in possession

of La Valletta and the surrounding forts. Bonaparte made all

sorts of promises of compensation to the recreant Knights, which

the Directory were not very careful to keep. He landed to ex-

amine his prize, when General Caffarelli, who accompanied him,

said,
"We are very lucky that there was somebody in the place to

open the doors for us."

Leaving a garrison to occupy the new possession, the French

sailed away on the soth, with all the gold and silver of the treas-

ury, and all the plate of the churches and religious houses.
" The

essential point now," says Thiers, "was not to encounter the

English fleet"; nevertheless, he adds, "nobody was afraid of

the encounter." Nelson was at Naples on the day when Bona-

parte quitted Malta. He immediately sailed. On the 22d, at

night, the two fleets crossed each other's track unperceived, be-

tween Cape Mesurado and the mouth of the Adriatic. The

frigates of the British fleet had been separated from the main

body, and thus Nelson had no certain intelligence. His sagacity
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made him conjecture that the destination of the armament was

Egypt. He made the most direct course to Alexandria, which

he reached on the 28th. No enemy was there, and no tidings

could be obtained of them. On the morning of July ist, Admiral

Brueys was off the same port, and learned that Nelson had sailed

away in search of him. Bonaparte demanded that he should be

landed at some distance from Alexandria, for preparations ap-

peared for the defence of the ancient city. As he and several

thousand troops who followed him reached the shore in boats, a

vessel appeared in sight, and the cry went forth that it was an

English sail. "Fortune," he exclaimed, "dost thou abandon

me? Give me only five days !" A French frigate was the cause

of the momentary alarm. Nelson had returned to Sicily.

The Sultan was at peace with France; a French minister

was at Constantinople. Such trifling formalities in the laws of

nations were little respected by the man who told his soldiers

that "the genius of Liberty having rendered the Republic the ar-

biter of Europe, had assigned to her the same power over the

seas and over the most distant nations." Four thousand of the

French army were landed, and marched in three columns to the

attack of Alexandria. It was quickly taken by assault. Bona-

parte announced that he came neither to ravage the country nor

to question the authority of the Grand Seignior, but to put down
the domination of the Mamelukes, who tyrannized over the peo-

ple by the authority of the beys. He proclaimed to the popula-
tion of Egypt, in magnificent language that he caused to be

translated into Arabic, that he came not to destroy their religion.

We Frenchmen are true Mussulmans. Have not we destroyed
the pope, who called upon Europe to make war upon Mussul-

mans? Have not we destroyed the Knights of Malta, because

these madmen believed that God had called them to make war

upon Mussulmans ?

Leaving a garrison of three thousand men in Alexandria, the

main army commenced its march to Cairo. Bonaparte was anx-

ious to arrive there before the periodical inundation of the

Nile. The fleet of Brueys remained at anchor in the road of

Abukir. Bonaparte chose the shorter route to Cairo through
the desert of Damanhour, leading thirty thousand men to

each of whom he had promised to grant seven acres of fertile
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land in the conquered territories through plains of sand with-

out a drop of water. They murmured, and almost mutinied, but

they endured, and at length reached the banks of the Nile, at

Rahmaniyeh, where a flotilla, laden with provisions, baggage,
and artillery, awaited them. The Mamelukes, with Amurath

Bey at their head, were around the French. The invaders had
to fight with enemies who came upon them in detachments,

gave a fierce assault, and then fled. As they approached the

great Pyramids of Gizeh, they found an enemy more formidable

than these scattered bands. Amurath Bey was encamped with

twelve thousand Mamelukes and eight thousand mounted Bed-

ouins, on the west bank of the Nile, and opposite Cairo.

The French looked upon the great entrepdt, where the sol-

diers expected to find the gorgeous palaces and the rich bazaars

of which some had read in Galland's Arabian Nights, whose

tales they had recounted to their comrades on their dreary march

under a burning sun. They had to sustain the attack of Amu-
rath and his Mamelukes, who came upon them with the fury

of a tempest. In the East, Bonaparte was ever in his altitudes;

and he now pointed to the Pyramids, and exclaimed to his sol-

diers,
"
Forty centuries look down upon you." The chief attack

of the Mamelukes was upon a square which Desaix commanded.

In spite of the desperate courage of this formidable cavalry, the

steadiness of the disciplined soldiery of the army of Italy re-

pelled every assault; and after a tremendous loss Amurath Bey
retreated toward Upper Egypt. His intrenched camp was

forced, amid a fearful carnage. The conquerors had no diffi-

culty in obtaining possession of Cairo.

Ibrahim Bey evacuated the city, which on July 25th Bona-

parte entered. His policy now was to conciliate the people in-

stead of oppressing them. He addressed himself to the principal

sheiks, and obtained from them a declaration in favor of the

French. It went forth with the same authority among the Mus-

sulmans as a brief of the pope addressed to Roman Catholics.

In the grand mosque a litany was sung to the glory of "the Fa-

vorite of Victory, who at the head of the valiant of the West has

destroyed the infantry and the horse of the Mamelukes." A
few weeks later "the Favorite of Victory" was seated in the

grand mosque at the
"
Feast of the Prophets," sitting cross-legged
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as he repeated the words of the Koran, and edifying the sacred

college by his piety.

From the beginning to the end of July, Mr. Pitt was waiting
with anxious expectation for news from the Mediterranean.

During this suspense he wrote to the Speaker that he "could not

be quite sure of keeping any engagement he might make." It

was not till September 26th that the English Government knew
the actual result of the toils and disappointments to which Nel-

son had been subjected. When it was known in England that

he had been to Egypt and had returned to Sicily, the journalists

talked of naval mismanagement; and worn-out captains who
were hanging about the Admiralty asking for employment mar-

velled at the rashness of Lord St. Vincent in sending so young a

commander upon so great an enterprise.

The Neapolitan Ministry, dreading to offend the French Di-

rectory, refused Nelson the supplies of provision and water which

he required before he again started in pursuit of the fleet which
"
Caesar and his fortune bare at once." SirWilliam Hamilton was

our minister at Naples; his wife was the favorite of the Queen
of Naples, and one of the most attractive of the ladies of that

luxurious court. Nelson had a slight acquaintance with Lady
Hamilton; and upon his representations of the urgent necessity

for victualling his fleet, secret instructions were given that he

should be supplied with all he required. In 1805 Nelson re-

quested Mr. Rose to urge upon Mr. Pitt the claims of Lady
Hamilton upon the national gratitude, because "it was through
her interposition, exclusively, he obtained provisions and water

for the English ships at Syracuse, in the summer of 1798; by
which he was enabled to return to Egypt in quest of the enemy's

fleet; to which, therefore, the success of his brilliant action of

the Nile was owing, as he must otherwise have gone down to

Gibraltar to refit, and the enemy would have escaped."
On July 25th Nelson sailed from Syracuse. It was three

days before he gained any intelligence of the French fleet, and he

then learned that they had been seen about four weeks before,

steering to the southeast from Candia. He was again con-

vinced that their destination was Egypt; and he made all sail

for Alexandria. On August ist he beheld the tricolored flag fly-

ing upon its walls. His anxiety was at an end. For a week he
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had scarcely taken food or slept. The signal was made for the

enemy's fleet; and he now ordered dinner to be served, and
when his officers rose to prepare for battle he exclaimed that

before the morrow his fate would be a peerage or Westminster

Abbey.
The fleet of Admiral Brueys was at anchor in the bay

Abukir. The transports and other small vessels were within the

harbor. Bonaparte told O'Meara that he had sent an officer

from Cairo with peremptory orders that Brueys should enter the

harbor, but that the officer was killed by the Arabs on the way.

Brueys had taken measures to ascertain the practicability of en-

tering the harbor with his larger ships, and had found that the

depth of water was insufficient. He was unwilling to sail away
to Corfu as Bonaparte affirmed that he had ordered him to do

if to enter the harbor were impracticable until he knew that the

army was securely established at Cairo. The French Admiral

moored his fleet in what he judged the best position; a position

described by Nelson himself as "a strong line of battle for

defending the entrance of the bay (of shoals), flanked by
numerous gun-boats, four frigates, and a battery of guns and

mortars."

The French ships were placed "at a distance from each

other of about a hundred sixty yards, with the van-ship close to

a shoal in the northwest, and the whole of the line just outside

a four-fathom sand-bank; so that an enemy, it was considered,

could not turn either flank." Nelson, with the rapidity of gen-

ius, at once grasped this plan of attack. Where there was room

for a French ship to swing, there was room for an English ship

to anchor. He would place half his ships on the inner side of

the French line, and half on the outer side. The number of

ships in the two fleets was nearly equal, but four of the French

were of larger size. At 3 P.M. the British squadron was ap-

proaching the bay, with a manifest intention of giving battle.

Admiral Brueys had thought that the attack would be deferred to

the next morning. Nelson had no intention of permitting the

enemy to weigh anchor and get to sea in the darkness.

By six o'clock Nelson's line was formed, without any precise

regard to the succession of the vessels according to established

forms. The shoal at the western extremity of the bay was
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rounded by eleven of the British squadron. The Goliath led the

way, and when her commander, Foley, reached the enemy's

van, he steered between the outermost ship and the shoal. The
Zealous Captain Hood instantly followed. At twenty min-

utes past six the two van-ships of the French opened their fire

upon these vessels, but they were soon disabled. Four other

British ships also took their stations inside the French line.

Nelson, in the Vanguard, followed by five of his seventy-fours,

anchored on the outer side of the enemy. Nine of the French

fleet were thus placed between the two fires of eleven of the Brit-

ish ships. The Leander had not been engaged, having been oc-

cupied in the endeavor to assist the Culloden, which, coming up
after dark, ran aground.

Before the sun went down the shore was crowded with the

people of the country gazing upon this terrible conflict. When
darkness fell, the flashes of the guns faintly indicated the posi-

tions of the contending fleets. Each British ship was ordered to

carry four lanterns at her mizzen-peak, and these were lighted

at seven o'clock. Each ship also went into action with the white

ensign of St. George, of which the red cross in the centre ren-

dered it easily distinguishable in the darkest night at sea. But

there was another illumination, more awful than the flashes of

two thousand cannon, which was that night to strike unwonted

dismay into the bravest of the combatants of either nation. Five

of the French ships had surrendered. The Vanguard had been

engaged with the Spartiate and the Aquilon. Her loss was se-

vere.

A splinter had struck Nelson on the head, cutting a large

piece of the flesh and skin from the forehead, which fell over his

remaining eye. He was carried down to the cockpit, and the

effusion of blood being very great, his wound was held to be dan-

gerous, if not mortal, by the anxious shipmates around him. He
was carried where his men were also carried, without regard to

rank, to be tended by the busy surgeons. These left their

wounded to bestow their care on the first man of the fleet.
"
No,"

said Nelson, "I will take my turn with my brave fellows." Sid-

ney, in the field of Zuetphen, taking the cup of water from his

lips to give to the dying soldier, with the memorable words,

"This man's necessity is more than mine," was a parallel exam-
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pie of heroism. The Admiral did wait his turn; and mean-

while, in the belief that his career was ended, called to his chap-
kin to deliver a last token of affection to his wife. The wound
was found to be superficial. He was carried to his cabin, and
left alone, amid the din of the battle.

Suddenly the cry was heard that L'Orient, the French flag-

ship of one hundred twenty guns, was on fire. Nelson groped
his way to the deck, to the astonishment of the crew, who heard

their beloved commander giving his orders that the boats should

be lowered to proceed to the help of the burning vessel. The

Bellerophon had been overpowered by the weight of metal of

L'Orient, and had lost her masts. The Swiftsure had also been

engaged with this formidable vessel. Both had maintained an

unremitting fire upon the French flagship. Admiral Brueys had

fallen, and had died the death of a brave man on his deck. The

ship was hi flames; at ten o'clock she blew up, the conflagration

having lasted for nearly an hour. When the explosion came,
there was an awful silence. For ten minutes not a gun was fired

on either side. The instinct of self-preservation, as well as the sud-

den awe on this sublime event, produced this pause in the battle.

Some of the French, endeavoring to get out of the vicinity of

the burning wreck, had slipped their cables. The nearest of the

English took every precaution to prevent the combustible ma-

terials doing them injury. The shock of the explosion shook the

Alexander, Swiftsure, and Orion to their kelsons and materially

injured them. None of the British ships, however, took fire.

About seventy only of the crew of L'Orient were saved by the

English boats. The battle was resumed by the French ship, the

Franklin; and it went on, at intervals, till daybreak. The con-

test was sustained by four French line-of-battle ships, and four

of the English. Finally, two of the French line-of-battle ships

and two frigates escaped. Of thirteen sail of the line, nine were

taken, two were burned. Of the British, about nine hundred

men were killed and wounded. No accurate account was ob-

tained of the French loss. The estimate which represented that

loss at five thousand was evidently exaggerated. About three

thousand French prisoners were sent on shore. K16ber, the

French general, wrote to Napoleon, "The English have had the

disinterestedness to restore everything to their prisoners.''
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After the victory of the Nile, Nelson returned to Naples. He

required rest; and in the ease and luxury, the flattery and the

honors which there awaited him, he forgot his quiet home, and

after a time was involved in public acts which reflect discredit

upon his previously spotless name. At Palermo, Lord Coch-

rane had opportunities of conversation with him. He says, "To
one of his frequent injunctions,

' Never mind manoeuvres, always

go at them,' I subsequently had reason to consider myself in-

debted for successful attacks under apparently difficult circum-

stances." Cochrane considered Nelson "an embodiment of

dashing courage, which would not take much trouble to circum-

vent an enemy, but being confronted with one would regard vic-

tory so much a matter of course as hardly to deem the chance of

defeat worth consideration." This opinion is borne out by a

letter which Nelson wrote to his old friend, Admiral Locker,

from Palermo: "It is you who always said, 'Lay a Frenchman

close and you will beat him '

;
and my only merit in my profession

is being a good scholar." Nelson was himself a master who
made many good scholars.

M. Thiers, having described the great naval battle of Abukir

with tolerable fairness, admits that it was the most disastrous

that the French navy had yet experienced one from which the

most fatal military consequences might be apprehended. The
news of the disaster caused a momentary despair in the French

army. Bonaparte received the intelligence with calmness.

"Well," he exclaimed, "we must die here; or go forth, great, as

were the ancients." He wrote to Kl^ber, "We must do great

things"; and Kle*ber replied, "Yes, we must do great things: I

prepare my faculties." It would have been fortunate for the fame

of Bonaparte, if he had abstained from doing some of "the great

things" which he accomplished while he remained in the East.

The victory of Nelson formed the great subject of congratu-

lation in the royal speech, when the session was opened on No-

vember 2oth. "By this great and brilliant victory, an enter-

prise of which the injustice, perfidy, and extravagance had

fixed the attention of the world, and was peculiarly directed

against some of the most valuable interests of the British Em-

pire, has, in the first instance, been turned to the confusion of

its authors."



JENNER INTRODUCES VACCINATION
A.D. 1798

SIR THOMAS J. PETTIGREW
In the advance of medical science no more famous discovery has been

made than that of vaccination, that is, inoculation with the modified virus

of a disease, thereby causing a mild form of it, in order to prevent a viru-

lent attack. This treatment has in recent years been applied by the use

of various serums and antitoxins against different diseases
; but, originally

and specifically, vaccination, as now understood, is inoculation with cow-

pox for the prevention of smallpox.

Jenner's work in connection with the modern introduction of this prac-
tice is fully described in the following pages. In a more primitive man-
ner inoculation against smallpox was practised many centuries ago in

India, China, and other lands. The first modern accounts of it are said

to have been given by a Turkish physician in 1714. In England it was
first actually employed through the efforts of Lady Mary Wortley Mon-

tagu, who (1716-1718) had observed it in Constantinople, and there seen

her son inoculated. The practice soon spread through Western Europe
and to North America.

Jenner's discoveries and demonstrations as to the specific value of the

vaccine virus of cowpox, which led to the modern methods of vaccination

for prevention of smallpox, proved of such efficacy and importance that

the whole credit for this service to medical science has been popularly

given to him. But among the intelligent it detracts nothing from his

just fame to make due acknowledgment of previous work along similar

lines.

There have always been some, since Jenner's time, and are still con-

siderable numbers of people in different countries, strongly opposed to

vaccination for smallpox, on the ground of what they deem its unscien-

tific and dangerous nature. But the vast majority of medical practition-

ers, and of the world at large, are convinced of its vital benefits, and in

several countries vaccination is made compulsory by the State.

CDWARD JENNER was born on May 17, 1749. He was a

native of Berkeley in Gloucestershire, England. His father

was the vicar of this place, and his mother was descended from

an ancient family in Berkshire. In early life Jenner was de-

prived of his father, and the direction of his education devolved

upon an elder brother, the Rev. Stephen Jenner. He attained

363
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a respectable proficiency in the classics, and his taste for natural

history manifested an early development; for, at the age of nine,

he had made a collection of the nests of the dormouse, and he

employed the hours usually devoted by boys to play, in search-

ing for fossils in the neighborhood. "No childish play to him

was pleasing."

Intended for the medical profession, Jenner was appren-
ticed to Daniel Ludlow, of Sodbury, near Bristol, to acquire a

knowledge of surgery and pharmacy; and, after the period of

his apprenticeship had expired in 1770, he went to London to

complete his professional studies, and was a student at St.

George's Hospital, and a resident, for two years, in the family
of the celebrated John Hunter. The similarity of their tastes

and spirit of research will render it a matter of no surprise that

he should become a most favorite pupil. That this was the case

in an eminent degree the correspondence which was maintained

between the two great physiologists sufficiently proves. "There

was in both a directness and plainness of conduct, an unques-
tionable desire of knowledge, and a congenial love of truth.""

Jenner was remarkable for the neatness and precision with

which he made preparations of anatomy and natural history.

His dissection of tender and delicate organs, his success in mi-

nute injections, and the taste he displayed in their arrangement
are said to have been almost unrivalled. Hunter recommended
him to Sir Joseph Banks, to prepare and arrange the various

specimens brought home by the celebrated circumnavigator,

Captain Cook, in his first voyage of discovery in 1771, and he

was solicited to become the naturalist of the succeeding expedi-

tion in the year following; but Jenner's partiality to his native

soil, and his desire of settling in the place of his birth, were too

strong to admit of his being allured into such an appointment.
He preferred the seclusion of a country village; and to this se-

lection do we owe one of the greatest blessings ever bestowed

upon mankind. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the sub-

ject by which he should afterward be known to the whole world,

dwelt upon his mind with considerable force even at this early

period, for the prophylactic powers of the cowpox were known,
or rather rumored of, in a few districts, and the subject had been

mentioned by Jenner to Hunter and others, though he had not
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been successful in directing their attention sufficiently to the im-

portance of it. Indeed, he pressed this subject so much upon
his professional brethren, that, at a medical club at Redbor-

ough to which he belonged, he was threatened to be expelled if he

persisted in harassing them with a proposition which they then

conceived had no foundation but in popular and idle rumor,
and which had become so entirely distasteful to them. It re-

mained, therefore, to Jenner to pursue the inquiry and to place
the whole matter upon a proper physiological basis, by which

it might be rendered permanently beneficial. This inquiry was

perfected amid the labors and anxious toils attendant on the

life of "a country surgeon," with few books to consult, and little

leisure to devote to their perusal. Observation necessarily sup-

plied the place of literary research; the book of nature was open
to his view, and it was one he was well calculated to compre-
hend

;
it surpassed all others, and its contemplation amply repaid

the student.

Of all classes of men with whom it has been the fortune of

the writer of this sketch to associate, there is none, in his opin-

ion, so generally and so truly amiable as the naturalists. The

contemplation of nature seldom fails to produce an elevation of

character; it also begets a sweetness of disposition flowing from

a sense of what is beautiful in creation; and the evidences of

beneficence, everywhere so abundant, soften the feelings and

impart to the individual a sincere benevolence of heart. This

disposition was strikingly manifested in Jenner, to whose affec-

tion, kindness, meekness, good-will, and benevolence so many
have borne the most ample testimony. It was no uncommon

thing for Jenner to be accompanied in his daily professional

tour of many miles by friends, who have eagerly listened to the

outpourings of his mind called forth by the beauties which in

the vale of Gloucester surrounded him.

His observations on the structure and economy of the vari-

ous objects of natural history were delivered with the most cap-

tivating simplicity and ingenuity. Full of information himself,

he delighted to impart it, and was equally solicitous of obtaining

a return from others. He was an enthusiast in his devotion to

nature, and he anxiously desired that all should participate in

the gratification which such a study never failed to afford. He
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united in an especial manner a talent for the most profound ob-

servations to a disposition most lively and ardent distinguished

by mirth, playfulness, and wit. With these powers, it is not sur-

prising that his society should have been much courted; and,

fully engaged as he was by the duties of an extensive practice,

he yet found tune to cultivate an acquaintance with polite Litera-

ture. Many little productions of his muse have appeared in

print; they were addressed to some of his more favored corre-

spondents, or occasionally read at convivial meetings, and dis-

play the turn of his mind, the benevolence of his disposition, and

the liveliness of his imagination. His best poetical productions
find their subjects in natural history. The Signs of Rain unites

the accuracy of the naturalist with the fancy of the poet.

Jenner had nearly passed half a century before he made
known to the world his experiments and investigations relative

to the vaccine disease. His first successful vaccination was

made May 14, 1769. His ardor from an early period had been

noticed, and it took its rise from the following accidental cir-

cumstance. While a pupil with Mr. Ludlow, a young country-

woman applied for advice. The subject of smallpox was men-

tioned, upon which she observed, "I cannot take that disease,

for I have had the cowpox." This was sufficient to excite the

attention of Jenner, and the incident never escaped his recollec-

tion. It is easier to conceive than to express the emotions which

would naturally spring from reflection on such a subject;

his benevolent feelings were at once aroused to full activity; he

pictured to himself all the horrors of that pestilential and most

loathsome disease, disfiguring Nature's greatest work, slaying

thousands upon thousands, and he was yet sufficiently young to

recollect the severity of discipline to which he had himself sub-

mitted in the process preparatory to the practice of inoculation,

which, to use his own words, in that day was no less than that of

"bleeding till the blood was thin; purging till the body was

wasted to a skeleton; and starving on vegetable diet to keep
it so."

The patience manifested by Jenner in the prosecution of his

inquiry into the cowpox, the scrutiny to which he subjected

every appearance that presented itself, and the fortitude with

which he withstood every untoward circumstance entitle him
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to all praise and show forth his great capabilities for conducting
a philosophical investigation. He divested the subject of all

its difficulties and obscurities, and gave to "vague, inapplica-
ble and useless rumor the certainty and precision of scientific

knowledge." The extent of his anticipations upon this truly
momentous subject do not appear to have been fully stated until

1780, ten years subsequent to his mention of it to John Hunter.

He then confidentially disclosed to his intimate friend, Edward
Gardner who gave evidence upon the subject before the com-

mittee of the House of Commons the opinions he entertained

upon the natural history of the cowpox; dated its origin from the

diseased heel of a horse; alluded to the different diseases with

which the hands of the milkers became affected from handling
the infected cows; distinguished that which was calculated to

afford security against the smallpox; and divulged the hope
he entertained of being able finally to eradicate that disease

from the face of the globe. Doctor Baron has recorded the re-

markable words with which this important communication was

made:

"I have intrusted a most important matter to you, which I

firmly believe will prove of essential benefit to the human race.

I know you, and should not wish what I have stated to be

brought into conversation; for should anything untoward turn

up in my experiments I should be made, particularly by my
medical brethren, the subject of ridicule for I am the mark

they all shoot at."

Jenner's reasons for concealment did not arise from any self-

ish or unworthy motive. The publicity he had always given to

the subject and the efforts he had made among his professional

associates to pursue the inquiry exclude the possibility of en-

tertaining such a suspicion. It arose from a dread of disap-

pointment and the fear of failure should the matter be brought

forward in a state other than that of a maturity sufficient to cany
conviction immediately upon its promulgation. In the course

of his researches he was led to conclude that swinepox, as well

as cowpox, was only a variety of smallpox. He inoculated his

eldest son with the matter of swinepox and produced a disease

similar to a very mild smallpox. After this, the inoculation of

variolous matter would produce no effect.
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He ascertained that cowpox, as it was commonly termed by
the milkers, would frequently fail in effecting a security against

the smallpox. This led him to inquire more particularly into

the variety of spontaneous eruptions to which the teats of the

cow were liable, and to discriminate the different kinds of sores

produced by them on the hands of the milkers, and to establish

the character of those which possessed a specific power over the

constitution, and those which had no such efficacy. He found

that instances occurred in which the true cowpox failed in pre-

venting smallpox; but nothing daunted by this apparently fatal

discovery he set about ascertaining the causes of this deviation.

He found the specific virtues of the virus to have been lost or de-

teriorated so that it was rendered capable only of producing a

local affection and had no influence whatever upon the consti-

tution
;
and by the greatest ingenuity and patience of observa-

tion of the analogies drawn from the virus of smallpox, aided by
his knowledge of the laws of the animal economy, he discovered

that it was only in a certain state of the vesicle that the virus

was capable of affording its protecting agency, and that when
taken under other conditions, or at other periods, it could pro-

duce a local disease, yet that it was not able to manifest any
constitutional effect, or afford immunity from the invasions of

the smallpox.

On May 14, 1796, Jenner inserted lymph taken from the

hand of Sarah Nelmes who was infected with cowpox, into the

arm of James Phipps, a healthy boy about eight years of age.

This is the first instance of regular inoculation of the vaccine

disease by Jenner. The boy went through the disorder, and on

July ist following he had the matter of smallpox introduced

into his arm, but no effect followed. Jenner had not before seen

the cowpox but as presented on the hands of the milkers, nor

had it been transmitted from one human being to another. He
was struck with its great resemblance to the smallpox pustule.

The success of this case must necessarily have operated power-

fully upon him, and have urged him to continue the research

with increased energy.
His anticipations thus realized, his intentions accomplished,

what must have been the feelings of such a man as Jenner?

They were suited to the magnitude of the occasion, and mark
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the character of the philosopher, distinguished as it ever was by
great simplicity, benevolence, and humility. "While," says he,

"the vaccine discovery was progressive, the joy I felt at the pros-

pect before me of being the instrument destined to take away
from the world one of its greatest calamities, blended with the

fond hope of enjoying independence and domestic peace and

happiness, was often so excessive, that in pursuing my favorite

subject among the meadows I have sometimes found myself in

a kind of reverie. It is pleasant to me to recollect that these re-

flections always ended in devout acknowledgments to that Being
from whom this and all other mercies flow." Lord Bacon said

that "it is Heaven upon earth to have a man's mind move in

charity, rest in Providence, and turn upon the poles of truth."

Jenner was a striking illustration of the truth of that remark.

The modesty of Jenner was evidenced in his original inten-

tion of submitting his observations on the cowpox in a paper
addressed to the Royal Society. Doctor Baron tells us that

"when the subject was laid before the president (the late Sir

Joseph Banks), Jenner was given to understand that he should

be cautious and prudent; that he had already gained some

credit by his communications to the Royal Society and ought not

to risk his reputation by presenting to the learned body any-

thing which appeared so much at variance with established

knowledge, and withal so incredible. It came forth most unos-

tentatiously, about the end of June, 1798, dedicated to his

friend Doctor Parry of Bath. Doctor Jenner visited London in

the month of April of that year, and remained until July i4th.

His object in this visit was to demonstrate the disease to his pro-

fessional friends, but such was the distrust, or apathy, felt on

the occasion, that Jenner returned to the country, without hav-

ing been able to prevail on a single individual to submit to the

inoculation of the virus.

The virus Jenner brought to London was consigned to the

care of the late Mr. Cline, of St. Thomas's Hospital. This cele-

brated surgeon inserted some of it, by two punctures, into the

hip of a young patient with a disease of that part of the body.

This calescent mode of proceeding was adopted with the idea of

exciting a counter-irritation in the diseased part. The intention

was to convert the vesicles into an issue, after the progress of

E., VOL. xiv. 24.
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the cowpox had been observed. This idea was, hovewer, aban-

doned. Smallpox matter was afterward inserted into this child

in three places. It produced a slight inflammation on the third

day, and then subsided. The child was effectually protected

against the disease. Mr. Cline now became very sanguine as to

the result and inoculated three other children with lymph taken

from the vesicles of the child, but no evil effect ensued. The

subject began to excite the attention of the profession, and all

were eager to put the matter to the test of experiment. Mr.

Cline urged Doctor Jenner to settle in London. He promised
him ten thousand pounds a year as the result of his practice.

What was his reply?
"Shall I, who even in the morning of my days, sought the

lowly and sequestered paths of life, the valley, and not the

mountain; shall I, now my evening is fast approaching, hold

myself up as an object for fortune and for fame ? Admitting it

as a certainty that I obtain both, what stock should I add to my
little fund of happiness ? My fortune, with what flows in from

my profession, is sufficient to gratify my wishes; indeed, so lim-

ited is my ambition, and that of my nearest connections, that

even were I precluded from future practice I should be enabled to

satisfy all my wants. As for fame, what is it ? A gilded butt,

forever pierced with the arrows of malignancy."
That a discovery of such importance to mankind, once di-

vulged, should bring forth many claimants, and that its author

should be subjected to virulent attacks, is easy to be conceived.

Jenner, however, never thought it necessary to reply to un-

founded and harsh aspersions, satisfied in the strength of his

own case, and feeling the justice and truth of his own claims

and position. The practice being now established, it is unneces-

sary even to refer to the names of the opponents of vaccination.

Many mistakes, and some of a serious nature, occurred to inter-

rupt the progress of the discovery; these had been for the most

part foreseen by Jenner, and were satisfactorily explained. In a

letter to a friend, Jenner says,
"
I will just drop a hint. The vac-

cine disease, in my opinion, is not a preventive of the smallpox,

but the smallpox itself; that is to say, the horrible form under

which the disease appears in its contagious state is, as I conceive,

a malignant variety." Again: "What I have said on this vac-
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cine subject is true. If properly conducted, it secures the con-
stitution as much as variolous inoculation possibly can. It is

the smallpox in a purer form than that which has been current

among us for twelve centuries past." And, in a letter to Mr.
Pruen, "I have ever considered the variola and the vaccine radi-

cally and essentially the same. As the inoculation of the former
has been known to fail, in instances so numerous, it would be

very extraordinary if the latter should always be exempt from
failure. It would tend to invalidate my early doctrine on this

point."

It is not necessary here to dwell upon the fatality of the

smallpox when taken in the natural way, or to show that the

mortality has been increased by the practice of inoculation,
which creates an atmosphere for the constant propagation of

the disease; these have been satisfactorily demonstrated in evi-

dence before the House of Commons, and anyone may readily
obtain this information. It is, however, interesting to record the

names of those who, abandoning all prejudice and solicitous to

promote a general good, submitted to the practice at its earliest

period. Mr. Henry Hicks was the first to submit his own chil-

dren to the vaccination. Lady Frances Morton (Lady Ducie)
was the first personage of rank who had her child, and her only

child, vaccinated. The Countess of Berkeley was instrumental

in forwarding it; and the children of King William IV were

vaccinated by Mr. Knight.

Jenner's discovery entailed upon him a most extensive cor-

respondence, and obliged him frequently to travel in London.

His professional engagements were not only interrupted, but

almost annihilated, and his private fortune encroached upon by
such circumstances. His friends urged an application to Parlia-

ment. A petition to Parliament was presented on March 1 7, 1 802
,

and Mr. Addington later, Lord Sidmouth informed the House

that he had taken the King's pleasure on the contents of the pe-

tition and that His Majesty recommended it strongly to the con-

sideration of Parliament. A committee was appointed, of which

Admiral Berkeley was the chairman. A great mass of evidence

was brought forward, and many professional and other persons

examined. The Duke of Clarence gave his testimony, and man-

ifested strongly his conviction of the prophylactic powers of the
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vaccine disease. Much opposition was offered to the claims of

Jenner. He felt this deeply, and in a letter to his friend Mr.

Hicks, dated April 28, 1802, he writes: "I sometimes wish this

business had never been brought forward. It makes me feel in-

dignant to reflect that one who has, through a most painful and

laborious investigation, brought to light a subject that will add

to the happiness of every human being in the world, should ap-

pear among his countrymen as a supplicant for the means of ob-

taining a few comforts for himself and family."

The committee reported, and the House voted ten thousand

pounds to Doctor Jenner. An amendment, proposing twenty
thousand pounds, was lost by a majority of three ! Sir Gilbert

Blane, Doctor Lettsom, and others, feeling the utter inadequacy
of this reward to the merits of the case, proposed to raise a fund

by public subscription; but it was not carried into effect.

The Royal Jennerian Society was established in 1803, and

had the King for the patron, the Queen for the patroness, and

various members of the royal family and nobility for its sup-

porters. The design of the institution was to vaccinate the poor

gratuitously, and supply virus to all parts of the world. It ef-

fected great good, and reduced the number of deaths by small-

pox in a very remarkable degree. But dissensions sprang up,

chiefly through the conduct of the resident inoculator recom-

mending practices contrary to the printed regulations of the so-

ciety, and it was virtually dissolved in 1806.

Lord Henry Petty later, Marquis of Lansdowne was the

chancellor of the exchequer hi 1806, and on July 2d brought
the subject of vaccination again before the House of Parliament.

Upon this, the College of Physicians was directed to make inquiry

into its state and condition, and a report was made on April 19,

1807. The report was highly satisfactory as to the advantages
of the practice. On July 2pth the Right Honorable Spencer

Perceval,
1

being then chancellor of exchequer, called the atten-

tion of the House to it, and moved an additional grant of ten

thousand pounds, when an amendment to double the sum was

proposed by Mr. Edward Morris, M.P. for Newport, in Corn-

! Two years later Perceval was premier (1809-1812) and he was

assassinated in the lobby of the House of Commons, May u, 1812.

-ED.
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wall, and carried by a majority of thirteen. In 1808 the "Na-
tional Vaccine Establishment " was formed, where the practice
of vaccination and the supply of lymph has ever since been con-

tinued.

Foreign academies and societies enrolled Doctor Jenner in

the lists of their associates, and the medical societies of his own
country were not less anxious to adorn their roster with his name.
In 1808 he was elected a corresponding member of the National

Institute, and in 1811 was chosen an associate, in place of Doc-
tor Mackelyne, deceased. The Empress Dowager of Russia
sent him a diamond ring, accompanied by a letter in testimony
of her admiration of vaccination. She had the first child vac-

cinated in Russia named "
Vaccinoff," and fixed a pension upon

it for life. The Medical Society of London presented him with

a gold medal; the Physical Society of Guy's Hospital instituted

a new order of members, under the title of "Honorary Asso-

ciates," and named Jenner for the first; the nobility and gentry
of Gloucestershire presented him with a handsome gold cup;
and various other marks of consideration were bestowed upon
him as testimonies to the benefits he had conferred upon man-
kind. He was chosen mayor of his native town; received the

freedom of the corporation of -Dublin
;

the freedom of the city

of Edinburgh; and elected an honorary fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians of that city. In 1813 the University of

Oxford granted him a degree of Doctor in Physic, by a decree

of the convocation. The diploma was presented him by Sir C.

Pegge and Doctor Kidd, the professors of anatomy and chemis-

try. On this occasion and a similar honor had not been con-

ferred by the university on any man for nearly seventy years

before Doctor Jenner observed, "It is remarkable that I

should have been the only one of a long line of ancestors and

relations who was not educated at Oxford. They were deter-

mined to turn me into the meadows, instead of allowing me to

flourish in the groves of Academus. It is better, perhaps, as it

is, especially as I have arrived at your highest honors without

complying with your ordinary rules of discipline." The con-

duct of the London College of Physicians, it is painful to re-

mark, was not characterized by such liberality. The majority

of the fellows refused to admit him without the usual examina-
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tion. Many of the fellows were anxious upon the subject, but

their wishes did not prevail.

The commander-in-chief of the army, upon the recommenda-

tion of the Army Medical Board and the Lords of the Admiralty,
recommended the adoption of vaccination in the army and navy,
and the naval physicians and surgeons presented a gold medal

to Jenner for his discovery. The practice extended itself through

France, Germany, Italy, Spain, Russia, and the United States.

In the East, it overcame even the scruples of the Hindu and the

Chinese. The writer of this memoir, by the kindness of Sir

George Staunton, is in possession of a treatise on vaccination

drawn up by Mr. Pearson and translated by Sir George into the

Chinese language. It was of great use in encouraging the na-

tives to the adoption of the salutary practice. The King of Prus-

sia submitted his own children to vaccination. He was the first

monarch to do so.

On September 13, 1815, Doctor Jenner lost his wife. He
retired to Berkeley, and thereafter lived in retirement. He
died January 26, 1823, in the seventy-fourth year of his age,

and was buried on February 3d in the chancel of the parish
church of Berkeley.
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A.D.

1775. Burke speaks for conciliation with America; Lord Effingham

resigns his military command rather than fight against the colonists of

America.

Beginning of the American Revolution: "BATTLE OF LEXINGTON."

See ziv, i.

Fort Ticonderoga and Crown Point surprised by Ethan Allen.
" BATTLE OF BUNKER HILL." See xiv, 19.

Washington appointed Commander-in-Chief by the Continental Con-

gress.

Montgomery skin in an attack on Quebec. See " CANADA REMAINS

LOYAL TO ENGLAND," xiv, 30.

All intercourse between the American colonists and Denmark inter-

dicted by its King, Christian VII.

1776. General Howe evacuates Boston, March i7th. British repulse

at Charleston by Colonel Moultrie.

Declaration of Independence adopted by the Continental Congress,

July 4th. See " SIGNING OF AMERICAN DECLARATION OF INDEPEN-

DENCE," xiv, 39.

Battle of Long Island ; defeat of the Americans. New York occupied

by the British. Howe defeats the Americans at White Plains. Fort

Washington taken by the British November i6th. Washington suc-

cessfully surprises the Hessians at Trenton, December 26th.

Riots in England to destroy machinery.
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Publication in England of the first volume of Gibbon'g Decline and
Fall of the Roman Emfiirt.

1777. Washington defeats Cornwall is at Princeton, January 3d. The
British burn Danbury. Ticonderoga captured by Burgoyne. Battles of

Brandywine and Germantown
;
defeat of the Americans. Lafayette and

Steuben arrive in America.
" DEFEAT OF BURGOYNE AT SARATOGA." See xiv, 51.

Division of the Crim Tartars into two distinct parties, the Russian

and Turkish.

Execution in England of Dr. Dodd for forgery.

Austria annexes Bukowina.

1778. France recognizes the independence of the United States and

forms an alliance with them. Evacuation of Philadelphia by the British.

A French fleet and army arrive in America to aid the United States.

Savannah captured by the British. Massacre of Wyoming. Congress
refuses to treat with the British commissioners.

Beginning of the War of the Bavarian Succession.

Cook discovers the Sandwich (Hawaiian) Islands.

France declares war against England.

1779. Battle of Brier Creek
;
defeat of the Americans. Stony Point

stormed by the Americans under Wayne.
Paul Jones gains a naval victory off the English coast; see

"
FIRST

VICTORY OF THE AMERICAN NAVY," xiv, 68.

Repulse by the British of the Americans and French at Savannah.

Spain declares war Against England; Gibraltar invested by the

French and Spanish fleets.

1780. Siege and capture of Charleston by the British. First Battle of

Camden
;
defeat of the Americans. Treachery of Arnold, who agrees to

deliver West Point to the British. Execution of Major Andre". Victory
of the Americans at King's Mountain.

Gordon "No Popery
"
riots in England.

England declares war against Holland for allowing Paul Jones to take

his prizes into her harbors.

Revolt of Tupac Amaru in Peru.

"JOSEPH II ATTEMPTS REFORMS IN HUNGARY." See xiv, 85.

1781. Battles of the Cowpens and Guilford Court House
; defeat of

the British. British victory at Hobkirk's Hill. Eutaw Springs the scene

of a drawn battle. Cornwallis surrenders at Yorktown. See
"
SIEGE AND

SURRENDER OF YORKTOWN," xiv, 97.

Arnold burns New London and captures Fort Griswold.

Completion of the ratification of the Articles of Confederation by the

States of the Union.

Continuation of the siege of Gibraltar by the French and Spanish.
Institution of the first Sunday-school at Gloucester, England, by Rob-

ert Raikes.

1782. Evacuation by the British of Savannah and Charleston.

A preliminary treaty of peace between the United States and Great
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Britain signed by John Adams, Franklin, Jay, and Laurens. See " CLOSE
OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION," xiv, 137.

Great naval victory of the British admiral, Rodney, over the French,
in the West Indies.

Tippoo Sahib, in Mysore, succeeds his father, Hyder AIL
Grattan secures the independence of the Irish Parliament
" BRITISH DEFENCE OF GIBRALTAR." See xiv, 116.

1783. Peace of Paris between the United States and Great Britain.

New York evacuated by the British.

Peace of Versailles between Britain, France, and Spain.
Catharine II seizes the Crimea for Russia.

Many colonists of America settle in Canada on conclusion of the war.

See " SETTLEMENT OF AMERICAN LOYALISTS IN CANADA," xiv, 156.

Perfidious massacre of Tartars by Potemkin, Russian general and
first favorite of Catharine II.

A patent granted to Henry Johnson and John Walter of the Times for

stereotype or logographic printing.
" FIRST BALLOON ASCENSION." See xiv, 163.

1784. Treaty of peace between England and Holland.

Founding of the first daily newspaper in America, at Philadelphia.

The scandal of the Diamond Necklace in France.

In Ireland the Peep-o'-Day Boys make their appearance.

Iceland for nearly twelve months desolated by an irruption of Hecla.

1785. Negotiations between the United States and Spain for free navi-

gation of the Mississippi.

John Adams, first minister of the United States to England, received

by the King.
Establishment of the Philippine Company in Spain.

John Howard, English philanthropist, sets out on his travels to visit

the plague hospitals.

La PeVouse, French Admiral, proceeds to explore the Northern Pa-

cific.

1786. A negro colony sent from London to found the settlement of

Sierra Leone.

Outbreak of Shay's revolt in Massachusetts.

Impeachment of Warren Hastings, England, for peculation in India.

Galvani makes electrical discoveries.

1787.
" FRAMING OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES."

See xiv, 173.

Civil liberty taught in France by Lafayette and his companions in

America, leads to the French Revolution.

Shay's rebellion repressed. Congress undertakes the government of

the Northwest Territory.

Wedgwood manufactures his imitations of Etruscan ware.

Swedenborg's New Jerusalem Church founded.

1788. Revolution in the Austrian Netherlands provinces.

Ratification in eleven of the states of the Constitution of the United
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States. Founding of Cincinnati. The members of the Society of Friends

in Philadelphia emancipate their slaves.

Mental derangement of George III of England. A penal settlement

formed by the English in Australia.

Louis XVI of France appoints Necker chief minister. New Assembly
of Notables; the Third Estate admitted, numbering one-half.

War against Russia declared by Sweden.

1789. Washington elected President of the United States. The first

Congress under the Constitution supersedes the Continental Congress.

Inauguration of Washington at New York, April 30. See "INAUGU-
RATION OF WASHINGTON: His FAREWELL ADDRESS," xiv, 197.

War in India between the English and Tippoo Sahib.

A Roman Catholic episcopal see erected at Baltimore, the first in the

United States.

Battle of Fokshani
;
defeat of the Turks by the Austrians and Rus-

sians.

Meeting of the States-General of France; power is seized by the

Third Estate. See " FRENCH REVOLUTION : STORMING OF THE BAS-

TILLE," xiv, 212.

Mutiny of the Bounty, English ship.

1790. Philadelphia becomes the seat of government of the United

States. Harmar makes an unsuccessful expedition against the Indians

of the Northwest Territory.

First issue of French Assignats.

Declaration of independence by the Belgian provinces ; Congress of

Brussels convened.

1791. "ESTABLISHMENT OF THE UNITED STATES BANK." Seexiv,23a
Vermont admitted into the Union. Defeat of St. Clair by the Mi-

amis.

Passage of the constitutional act of Canada dividing it into Upper
and Lower Canada.

Buckle-makers of England petition Parliament against the use of shoe-

strings.

Guillotin introduces the machine for decapitation, bearing his name.
" NEGRO REVOLUTION IN HAITI." See xiv, 236.

Flight of the French royal family ; they are stopped at Varennes and

taken back to Paris. Insurrections in La Vendee and Brittany ;
mas-

sacres at Avignon, Marseilles, and Aix.

A new constitution adopted by the King and Diet of Poland, which

gives offence to Catharine of Russia.

Hungary secures constitutional liberties from Leopold II
;
the rights

of Protestants sanctioned.

1792. Washington reflected President of the United States. The na-

tional mint established at Philadelphia. Admission of Kentucky into the

Union.

Confiscation of the property of the French Emigres; a Girondist min-

istry formed by Louis XVI
;
he is compelled to declare war against Aus-
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tria and Prussia. See " REPUBLICAN FRANCE DEFIES EUROPE : BAT-
TLE OF VALMY," xiv, 252.

1793. Congress passes the first fugitive-slave law of the United States.

Washington begins his second administration.

"INVENTION OF THE COTTON-GIN." See xiv, 271.
" EXECUTION OF Louis XVI : MURDER OF MARAT : CIVIL WAR IN

FRANCE." See xiv, 295.

Toulon retaken by the French from the English ; Napoleon Bona-

parte commands the French artillery.

Further partition of Poland
;
the western portion annexed by Prussia

;

she also seizes Dantzic, a free city ; Russia takes the more eastern prov-
inces.

Volta makes known his galvanic battery.

1794. Battle of Maumee Rapids ;
the power of the Miamis broken by

General Wayne. The great Whiskey Insurrection in Pennsylvania. Jay
arranges a treaty with Great Britain.

Climax of the Reign of Terror in France
;

fall and death of Danton
;

Robespierre and the Jacobin Club both fall. See
" THE REIGN OF TER-

ROR," xiv, 311.

Victory of the English, under Lord Howe, over the French fleet.
" DOWNFALL OF POLAND." See xiv, 330.

Trial in England of Hardy, Home Tooke, and others for constructive

high treason.

1795. Sale of the Western Reserve (in Ohio) of Connecticut.

Holland completely conquered by the French
;
insurrection in Paris

by the bourgeois against the Convention
;
the Constitution of the year 1 1 1

adopted ; Bonaparte crushes the insurrection of Vende'miaire
; govern-

ment of the Directory.
Formation of the Orange Society in Ireland.

Third partition of Poland.

1796. Tennessee admitted into the Union. John Adams and Thomas

Jefferson elected President and Vice-President of the United States. Pub-

lication of Washington's Farewell Address.

Bonaparte given command of the French in Italy; Sardinia submits;

the Austrians driven from Lombardy ;
the Cispadane Republic formed.

Unsuccessful attempt of the French on Ireland.
" RISE OF NAPOLEON : FRENCH CONQUEST OF ITALY." See xiv, 339.

Ceylon taken from the Dutch by the English.

Alliance of France with Tippoo Sahib and Spain against England.

1797. Difficulties between the United States and France nearly lead to

war.

Suspension of specie payments in England ;
naval victories of the

British, Cape Vincent, over the Spaniards, and of Camperdown, over the

Dutch.

1798. Passage in the United States of the Alien and Sedition laws.

"OVERTHROW or THE MAMELUKES : THE BATTLE OF THE NILE.*

See xiv, 353.
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Imprisonment of the pope and formation of the Roman republic by
the French

;
the Helvetian republic founded by them.

"JENNER INTRODUCES VACCINATION." See xiv, 363.

Gas-lights introduced by Watt and Boulton.

1798. English expedition against Holland
; capture of the Dutch fleet.

Mysore taken by the English ;
death of Tippoo Sahib.

Sugar first extracted from the beet-root by Achard.

"THE GREAT IRISH REBELLION." See xv, i.

Count Rumford discovers that heat is a mode of motion.

Greathead, England, invents the lifeboat.

Gradual emancipation of negroes in New York.

1799. Advance into Syria by Napoleon; repulsed from Acre; victori-

ous over the Turks at Abukir; he ree'mbarks for France ;
Kteber left in

command in Egypt.

Napoleon, Sieyes, and Fouchd effect a change of government in

France ; military force used
; Napoleon first consul.

END OF VOLUME XIV
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